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I. OBJECTIVE 

There are two objectives of this pilot study: 

(1) Explore the effects of target properties on AC quality. 

(2) Determine the degree to which anomalous cognition (AC) quality depends upon a sender.• 

• Definitions of terms can be found in Section V (i.e., Glossary) on page 14. 
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II. INTRODUCTION 

The field of parapsychology has been interested in improving the quality of responses to target material 

since the 1930's when J.B. Rhine first began systematic laboratory studies of extra sensory perception. 

Since that time, much of the field's effort has been oriented toward psychological factors that may influ

ence anomalous cognition (AC). In this section, we review the pertinent literature that describes at

tempts to improve the quality of AC by categorizing target content. 

At a recent conference, Delanoy reported on a survey of the literature for successful AC experiments, 

and, she categorized the target material according to perceptual, psychological and physical character

istics.1 • Except for trends related to dynamic, multi-sensory targets, she was unable to observe system

atic correlaitions of AC quality with her target categories. 

Watt examined the AC-target question from a theoretical perspective. 2 She concluded that the "best" 

AC targets are those that are meaningful, have emotional impact, and contain human interest; those 

targets that have physical features that stand out from their backgrounds or contain movement, novelty, 

and incongruity are also good targets. 

The difficulty with either the survey of the experimental literature or the psychologically oriented 

theoretical approach is that understanding the sources of the variation in AC quality is problematical. 

Using a vision analogy, sources of visual material are easily understood (i.e., photons); yet, the percept 

of vision is not well understood. Psychological and possibly physiological factors influence what we 

"see." In AC research, the same difficulty arises. Until we understand the influence of these factors on 

the AC percept, results of systematic studies of AC are difficult to interpret. 

Yet, in a few cases, some progress has been realized. In 1990, Honorton et al. conducted a careful meta

analysis of the experimental Ganzfeld literature. 3 In Gansfeld experiments, receivers are placed in a 

state of mild sensory isolation and asked to describe their mental imagery. After each trial, the analysis 

was performed by the receiver, who was asked to rank order four pre-defined targets, which include the 

actual target and three decoys; the chance first-place rank hitting rate was 0.25. In 355 trails collected 

from 241 different receivers, Honorton et al. found a hitting rate of 0.31 (z = 3.89,p < 5 x 10-5) for an 

effect size of 0.20. In addition, he found that AC quality was significantly enhanced when the targets 

were video clips from popular movies (i.e., dynamic) as opposed to static photographs (i.e., effect sizes 

of 0.32 and 0.05, respectively). All trials were conduced with a sender. 

In a carefully conducted meta-analysis, Honorton and Ferrari report significant hitting in forced

choice, precognition experiments.4t They analyzed 53 years of experiments conducted by 62 different 

investigators using a limited set of symbols (i.e., called Zener cards) as target material. Fifty thousand 

• References may be found at the end of the document. 
t Forced-choice means targets are randomly chosen from a known and limited set of possibilities ( e.g., red or black playing 

cards). Precognition means that the target is generated randomly after the guess has been registered. 
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subjects contributed a total of approximately 2 x 106 individual trials. The overall effect size was 0.020 

corresponding to a p-value of 6.3 x 10- 25. Similarly, in an earlier review article, Honorton analyzed 

7.5 x 105 forced-choice Zener card trials that were collected from 1934 to 1939 and found a significant 

overall effect size of 0.016±0.001. 5 

Puthoff and Targ publish the results of 39 AC real-time trials where the targets were natural scenes in 

the San Francisco Bay area.6 The effect size for the 39 trials was 1.15. 

Table 1 summarizes these results for each target type: 

Table 1. 

Effect Size as a Function of Target 'Iype 

Torget 'Iype Trials Effect Size 

Symbols (Real-Time) 7.5 X 105 0.016 ± 0.001 

Symbols (Precognitive) 2.0 X 106 0.020 ± 0.001 

Static Photographs 165 0.05 ±0.08 

Dynamic Photographs 190 0.32 ±0.07 

Static Natural Scenes 39 1.15 ± 0.16 

The effect sizes shown in Table 1 are qualitatively monotonically related to target "complexity;" yet an 

appropriate quantitative description for target type is currently unknown. Yet, target "complexity" was 

one of the experimentally observed and theoretically conceived target concepts found by Delanoy and 

Watt, respectively. 

A number of confounds exist, however, in this database for the effect-size measures. For example, in all 

but the Puthoff and Targ study (i.e., targets were natural scenes), the receivers were unselected. That is, 

they did not participate in the various experiments on the basis of their known ability as receivers. So, is 

the large effect size for the Puthoff and Targ study because of the accomplished receivers, the natural

scene targets, or some combination of both? While there are a number of other exceptions, the prepon

derance of the data were from unselected individuals. In many of the trials, a sender was concentrating 

on the target material, and as in most perception experiments, psychological factors and boredom con

tribute to the variance in the effect sizes. 

In this pilot experiment, we will apply one physical measure to static and dynamic photographs to quan

tify the relationship between target type and AC quality. By careful selection of target content, we will 

minimize the psychological factors in perception. In addition, we will minimize individual differences 

by conducting many trials with each receiver and by only choosing receivers who have previously dem

onstrated excellent AC skill. 

Because the previous database included trials with and without senders, we will explore the effects of a 

sender on AC quality, as well. 
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Ill. APPROACH 

1. Target-pool Selection 
The static target material for this pilot study will be an existing set of 100 National Geographic magazine 

photographs. This set has been divided into 20 sets of five photographs that were determined to be 

visually dissimilar by a fuzzy set analysis.7 The dynamic target material will be approximately 50, 60 to 

90 second clips from popular video movies. These clips will be selected because they: 

• are thematically coherent, 

• contain obvious geometric elements ( e.g., wings of air craft), and 

• are emotionally neutral. 

The intent of these selection criteria is to control for cognitive surprise, to provide target elements that 

are easily sketched, and to control for psychological factors such as perceptual defensiveness. 

The video segments will be drawn from a variety of themes including adventure, documentary, and fantasy. 

2. Target Preparation 
The target variable that we will consider in this experiment is the total change of entropy per unit area, 

per unit time. We have chosen this quantity because it is qualitatively related to the "complexity" of 

target type shown in Tobie 1, and because it represents a potential physical variable that is important in 

the detection of traditional sensory stimuli. In the case of image data, the entropy is defined as: 

Nk -I 

sk = - I Piklogz(Pjk), 
j=O 

where Pjk is the probability of finding image intensity j of color k. In a standard, digitized, true color 

image, each pixel (i.e., picture element) contains eight binary bits of red, green, and blue intensity, re

spectively. That is,Nk is 256 (i.e., 28) for eachk,k = r, g, b. The total change of the entropy in differential 

form is given by: 

(1) 

We must specify the spatial and temporal resolution before we can compute the total change of entropy 

for a real image. Henceforth, we drop the color index, k, and assume that all quantities are computed 

for each color and summed. 
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2. 1 Static Photographs 
Each target from the pool of 100 National Geographic magazine photographs will be scanned at 100 dots per 

inch ( dpi) for eight bits of information of red, green, and blue intensity. At 0.25 inch spatial resolution, for 

example, this scanning density provides 625 pixels for each 0.25 x 0.25 in2 patch to compute the l)j-

For a specified resolution, the target photograph is divided into an integral number of macro-pixels ex

cluding a thin border, if necessary. The entropy for the (i,j) macro-pixel is computed as: 

N-1 

S;i = - 2,Pi log2(Pi ), 
j=O 

where Pj is computed empirically from the pixels in the (i, j) macro-pixel only. For example, consider the 

target photograph shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. City with a Mosque 

Figure 2 shows the probability density for green macro-pixel (3,3), which is shown as a white square in 

the upper left hand corner of Figure 1. • The probability density and the photograph indicates that most 

of the intensity in this patch is near zero value (i.e., no intensity of green in this case). In a similar fash

ion, Sij are calculated for the entire scene. For the photograph shown in Figure 1, i ranges from zero to 

43, andj ranges from zero to 32 for a total of 1,452 macro-pixels. 

• The original photograph was 8.5 x 11 inches, and we have standardized on 0.25 inch resolution. 
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Figure 2. Green Intensity Distribution for the City Thrget (Macro-pixel 3,3). 

We will use a standard algorithm to compute the 2-dimensional spatial gradient of these 1,452 values of 

the entropy. Figure 3 shows contours of constant change of entropy (calculated from Equation 1) for 

the city target. The total change per unit area is 1.98 bits/0.25 in2."' 

Figure 3. City with Mosque ( I ~SI = 1.98 bits/0.25 in2). 

• In this formalism, entropy is in units of bits and the maximum entropy is 24 bits. 
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The city target was chosen as an example because it was known (qualitatively) to be a "good" static 

photograph for AC trials in earlier research. Figure 4 shows contours of constant change of entropy for 

a photograph that was known not to be a "good" AC target. 

Figure 4. Pacific Islands ( I ti.SI = 1.35 bits/0.25 in2). 

For comparison, we show in, Figure 5, the traditional Zener card set, which was used in most of the 

forced-choice experiments shown in Tobie 1 and described above. 

Figure 5. Zener Thrget Cards (Average I ti.SI = 0.15 bits/0.25 in2). 
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In Tobie 2, we modify Tobie 1 to show the values of ~S (0.25 in)- 2 for two of four target types. 

Tobie 2. 

Potential Correlation of ~S with Effect Size 

Thrget 'fype ~s (0.25 in)-2 

Symbols 0.15 

Static Photographs 1.35 

Dynamic Photographs ? 

Static Natural Scenes ? 

We illustrate in this table the intent of this pilot study. We will compute ~S for all the static and dynamic 

targets and, using accomplished receivers, measure their associated AC effect sizes. 

2.2 Dynamic Photographs 
The total change of entropy for the dynamic targets will be calculated in much the same way. The video 

target will be digitized at approximately one frame per second. The spatial term of Equation 1 will be 

computed exactly as it was for the static targets. The second term, however, will be computed from dif

ferences between adjacent frames. Or, 

(2) 

where Lit is the one over the digitizing frame rate. We can see immediately that the dynamic targets will 

have a larger LIS than do the static ones becuase Equation 2 is identically zero for all static targets. 

2.3 Cluster Analysis 
As a result of the above calculations, the static and dynamic target sets will have associated sets of LIS. 

Using standard cluster analysis, each set will be grouped into relatively orthoginal clusters of relatively 

constant.JS. Inspection and fuzzy set analysis will be used to construct packets of five visually dissimilar 

targets from within each cluster. Since we do not yet know how to assign entropy to an AC response, the 

AC analysis must be performed on the basis of visual discrimination. 

3. Target Selection 
For a specified target type (e.g., static photographs), a target pack will be selected randomly and one 

target of the five within the that pack will also be chosen randomly. 

4. Receiver Selection 
Six experienced receivers, who have produced significant AC effect sizes in previous investigations, will 

contribute 40 AC trials each. Each receiver will contribute ten trials in each of the conditions shown in 

Table 3. 
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Table 3 

Experiment Conditions 

Condition Target 1ype Sender 

1 Static Yes 

2 Static No 

3 Dynamic Yes 

4 Dynamic No 

5. Sender Selection 
The sender for all trials will be the principal investigator (PI). 

6. Session Protocol 
Before the pilot experiment begins, the experiment coordinator will generate, randomly, a counter bal

anced set of 20 dynamic and 20 static targets and, within each target type, generate randomly a counter 

balanced set of sender/no sender conditions. Each of the six receivers will have their own individual set 

of targets/conditions. For each receiver, the experiment coordinator will prepare 40 sealed envelopes 

containing the target number and condition for each trial. For the no-sender condition, the target num

ber will be sealed in a smaller internal envelope so that the PI will remain blind to the target choice, but 

in the sender condition, the target number is visible in the outer envelope. The receivers will be notified 

about the dates and times of day when their individual targets are available. 

For each trial and for each receiver, the PI will perform the following tasks: 

• Determine from the above list, the target and sender condition. 

• In the sender condition, study the selected target and attempt to "transmit" it to the intended receiver. 
In the no-sender condition, do nothing 

• At the conclusion of the 15 minute trial period and after the receipt of the receiver's response by fac
simile, send a copy of the target material (i.e., either a photograph or video tape) to the receiver by 
over night mail. 

During each trial, the receiver will perform the following tasks: 

• At a preananged time, the receiver will find a quiet and lighted room in his or her home and sit at a desk. 

• For a period lasting no longer than 15 minutes, the receiver will write and draw his or her impressions 
of the intended target material, which will be located in Lititz, PA. 

• At the end of the AC trial, the subject will send the response by facsimile to the principal investigator (PI). 

• By overnight mail, the subject will receive a copy of the actual target as feedback for the trial. 

We will not provide specific instructions beyond logistical information to the receivers, because they are 

all experienced in this type of task. 

For each receiver, the 40 trials will occur at a rate of three per week (i.e., one every other day) during a 

five-month period beginning in January 1992. There will be significant breaks during this period for 
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holidays and to allow the receiver to participate in other experiments. The PI will maintain frequent 

phone contact with them during the experiment. 

At the end of the study, the PI will remove the receiver's name, date, and time from each response; ran

domize the order within a receiver set; and provide an analyst with a set of responses and associated 

target packs. The indented target within each pack will not be disclosed. 

7. Analysis 
For each trial, there is a single response and its associated target pack (i.e., either static or dynamic). 

During the first part of the analysis, a judge, who is blind to the condition and target for the trial, will be 

asked to ra1nk-order the targets within the given pack. This is a forced rank, so regardless of the quality 

of match between the response and targets within the pack, the judge must assign a first place match to 

the response, a second place match to the response, and so on for each of the five targets. The output 

from this part of the analysis is a rank-order number (i.e., one to five, one corresponding to a first place 

match) for the correct target. 

For each receiver, target type, and condition there are 10 such rank-order numbers that constitute a 

block of data. A rank-order effect size will be computed for a block as: 

Rij - Ro 
E;j = ~' 

v~ 
(3) 

where R;.j is the average rank for target type i and sender conditionj, and Ro is the expected average 

rank, which for this study is equal to three for all cases. In Equation 3, N is the number of possible ranks 

and is equal to five throughout this study. Thus, Equation 3 reduces to: 

~J - 3 
E;j = fi. . 

During the second part of the analysis, a two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) will be computed for 

each receiver. The main effects are target type and sender condition. 

In this part of the analysis, we do not plan to combine data across receivers. 

In the third part of the analysis we will construct a scatter diagram of rank-order number versus L1S. 

Using a logistic transformation on the rank-order numbers, we will compute a linear correlation coeffi

cient to determine the degree to which AC quality linearly depends uponL1S. By inspection of the scat

ter diagram, we will determine if higher-order correlations should be calculated. 

8. Hypotheses 

8.1 Null Hypothesis 
The overall null hypothesis is that Eij will not be significantly different from zero. Even with only 10 trials 

in each condition and given that the historical effect size of many of the receivers is approximately 0.8, 

there is an 80% chance of observing a significant effect size for a given block of data. 
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8.2 Sender and Target Condition 
Using an F-test we will test the hypothesis that the quality of AC does not depend upon a sender regard

less of target type. Similarly, we will use an F-test to test the hypothesis that the quality of AC does not 

depend upon target type regardless of the sender condition. 

The interaction terms in the ANOVA will test the hypothesis that a sender might improve AC quality for 

only a specific target type. 

8.3 Target Entropy 
The AC quality of each trial is assessed within a given target type and as closely as possible with similar 

L1S. Thus, a significant correlation between target LlS and AC quality will be a valid indication of the 

primary hypothesis that they are linearly related. 
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IV. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this pilot investigation we will study the degree to which the change of target entropy affects the qual

ity of anomalous cognition, and we will explore the relationship of a sender to the AC process. There 

are a number of potential outcomes to this investigation and a number of post hoc analyses that could 

yield productive insight. We discuss these outcomes and analyses below. 

1. Null Result 
At the 95% confidence level, no statistically significant deviations are observed for any of the block ef

fect sizes, Eij. If a xz test for homogeneity of effect sizes across receivers demonstrates that the data are 

homogeneous (i.e., p(X2) > 0.05), then we conclude that the experiment failed to demonstrate signifi

cant AC functioning. In this case we will recommend that a replication be conducted with more trials, 

because there is a 20% chance the the data produced by a single receiver would not reach statistical 

significance even if an alternate hypotheses was true. That is, the 'fype II error is 20%. 

If, however, the effect sizes across receivers is not homogeneous (i.e., p(X2) s 0.05), then the data for 

each receiver will be examined individually. Depending upon available resources and the advice of the 

SOC, the receivers who may have demonstrated individually significant results might be asked to con

tribute additional data. 

2. Significant Deviations 
The are a number of different ways, in accordance with the analysis described above, that significant 

deviations could be observed. 

2.1 Dependency on Target Type 
Suppose that the AN OVA demonstrates significant effects for the target type regardless of the sender 

condition. Suppose further that we observe a significant correlation betweenLJS and AC quality. In this 

case, we would consider that the primary hypothesis (i.e., the change of target entropy is sensed by AC) 

has been confirmed. We would recommend that we extend the study to include natural scenes as target 

material. Th do this properly, however, we must estimate the potential change of thermodynamic entro

py for real locations. 

2.2 Dependency on Sender 
If the ANOVA demonstrates significant effects in support of a sender regardless of target type and 

there is no significant interaction terms between target type and sender condition, we would conclude 

that a sender can significantly improve the quality of AC. Furthermore, we would conclude, as Delanoy 

before us, that we still do not understand what constitutes an AC target. 
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We would recommend, therefore, that a post hoc analysis be conducted to search for target systematics 

in the existing database. If any were found, we would formulate hypotheses to be tested in later studies. 

2.3 Other Post Hoc Analyses 
Depending upon time and resources, we will re-analyze the AC data. Decoy targets for the blind rank

ing would be selected not on the basis of constantL1S, but rather on a visual basis alone; this is the tradi

tional method usually employed in AC studies. Depending upon the content of the targets, there might 

be other dimensions that could be used to construct decoy targets ( e.g., function, physical proximity of 

target elements). 

There has been some indication in the literature that AC quality depends weakly upon the noise in the 

geomagnetic field. Since we routinely record the time, date, and location of each trial, we will add the 

results from this experiment to that analysis. 
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V. GLOSSARY 

Not an the terms defined below are germane to the MEG study, but they are included here for com

pleteness. fo a typical anomalous mental phenomena (AMP) task, we define: 

• Anomalous Cognition-A form of information transfer in which an known sensorial stimuli are ab
sent. That is, some individuals are able to gain access, by as yet an unknown process, to information 
that is not available to the known sensorial channels. 

• Receiver--An individual who attempts to perceive and report information about a target. 

• ~-An individual who attempts to influence a target system. 

• Turget-An item that is the focus of an AMP task (e.g., person, place, thing, event). 

• Thrget Designation A method by which a specific target, against the backdrop of all other possible 
targets, is identified to the receiver (e.g., geographical coordinates). 

• Sender/Beacon-An individual who, while receiving direct sensorial stimuli from an intended target, 
acts as a putative transmitter to the receiver. 

• Monitor--An individual who monitors an AC session to facilitate data conection. 

• Session-A time period during which AC data is collected. 

• Protocol--A template for conducting a structured data collection session. 

• Response-Material that is produced during an AC session in response to the intended target. 

• Feedback-After a response has been secured, information about the intended target is displayed to 
the receiver. 

• Analyst-·An individual who provides a quantitative measure of AC. 

• Speciality-A given receiver's ability to be particularly successful with a given class of targets ( e.g., 
people as opposed to buildings). 
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APPENDIX 

This appendix contains the full reprints of the following seven papers: 

(1) Characteristics of Successful Free-Response Turgets: Experimental Findings and Observations 

(2) Characteristics of Successful Free-Response Turgets: Theoretical Considerations 

(3) PSI Communication in the Ganzfeld 

(4) "Future Tolling:" A Meta-analysis of Forced-choice Precognition Experiments, 1935-1987 

(5) Error Some Place! 

(6) A Perceptual Channel for Information 'Iransfer over Kilometer Distances: Historical Perspective 
and Recent Research 

(7) Advances in Remote-Viewing Analysis 
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~CS OF su:x:::ESSFUL FREE-RESPONSE 'l'ARGETS: 

EXPmIMENl'AL FINDIN3S AND OOSERVATIONS 
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7 George Square 
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Abstract 

'l1lis paper reviews experimental findings and obeervat:ials coocerning 
c::haracteristics of successful free-respa1Se targets. Infomation relevant 
1:o the following categories of target characteristics was examined: 
cX>lour/black and white 1 cx:uplex/sin;,le 1 navel/familiar 1 abstract/ 
cxincrete; dynamic/static; foIIIl/idea and meaning1 aootion; and thane/ 
cxmtent. Very few CX11Clusials could be drawn fran the data base, 
,lltlDlgh a tentative findJ.D] related dynamic, multi-sensory targets 1:o ESP 
iruccess. Other suggestive findings were reported for novel and abstract 
c:haracteristics. 'Dle discussion considers possible reasons for the general 
lack of findJ.D]s and presents a possible avenue for future research. 

~= Ms. caroline watt and Professor Janes Crandall 
cxmtributed substantially to the research for this paper, for which I am 
most grateful. My thanks also to Dr. JUlie Milton and Ms. watt for 
helpful caments on the paper's content and again 1:o Ma. N!tt for the 
t:yping of the references. 
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'!!tis and the fella.ring paper, ted by caroline watt, 
re--pr-esents the findings of a literature .i, • w examining what DBkes a 
successful (in tei:ms of being accurately . 'ved by.the peJ:Cpient) 
and/or \lllsuccessful free response GESP target. e review was undertaken 
to assist the Koestler Iab in caistructing a f response target pool for 
use in our future research. We thought such a review was necessary as 
initial discussions as to what type of t:m:gets we smuld be looking for 
revealed that various researchers in group held differing 
opinions/ideas as to what qualities a succes ful target sl'nlld have. 
'lbese differences were further reinforced n we started discussing 
various targets which we had used in our am t research, and 
toose of other researchers with whose targets poo s we were familiar. An 
initial search through sane of the major psychology journals and 
source books revealed very little caieren y arranged infornation 
regarding free-response targets. 'Ibis review was undertaken in an atterq;,t 
to remedy this situation. 'l'o this end, we examined relevant 
p:u-apsychological am psychological experimental filXiings and theoretical 
m:xiels, post hoc observatiais, and lab lore in s of discovering sare 
consensus regarding psi-conducive target quali es and materials. 'D'lis 
first paper will present the findings fran chological experimental 
fimings, including post hoc findiµgs and 1 observations. 

It should be stressed that this revi is not meant to be 
exhaustive. ·We have tried to s<X>Ut out related information in the main 
journals and newsletters (Journal of the Amer Society for Psychical 
Re~, Jow:nal of Parapsychology, Journal Proceedings of the 
Society for Psychical Research, Em'cpean 1 of Parapsycholo;y, 
International Journal of Parapsychology, psychology Review, and 
Research letter) • We have also examined var s conference proceedings 
(Parapsychological Association and Parapsychol Foundation), major 

. parapsychological source books, sane of the lar literature regarding 
the developrent of psychic abilities, sate of related psycb:>logy 
literature, and other praninent books in our f eld which we thought 
likely to ccntain the infOI111ation :we were g. HaEVer, it was 
obviously impossible to examine all of the poss ly related literature. 
Olr survey of the historical literature was neces ' ly quite limited ( in 
fact we examined ooly two main sources,· W8J:: llier s writings and 
Phantasms of the Living, 1886). 

Target-related infm:ma.tion fran forced cmi studies has not been 
systanatically considered here, the prlJlla11' reason for this anission being 
the two reviews of this literature already cand by Pallrer (1978) and 
carpenter ( 1977) • However, general findin, s fran these sources 
occasionally will be referred to where appropriate in this review. 

. '!be nest frequent ccmnents regarding found in these 
sources were generalizations regarding the choice of tal.'get material. For 
exanple CXJments might be made that targets were I which were vividly 
coloured, intrinsically interesting, pleasant and so on. tllile such 
Wlllents may be viewed as conveying the exper "' perspective of what 
constitutes an easy-to-perceive target, to list all such caments would 
have been a very tedious task for both the au and her audience. 
E\lrt:hexnm'e, no cannent could be made up:,n utility of whatever 
parameters were adopted when choosing targets unle s one were to atterpt a 
meta-analysis of the relevant studies, a project ich was far beyond the 
scq,e of the present undertaking. '.11lus, such s were not included 
in this review unless infm:matiai was provided wh · related particular 
target characteristics to the success or failure f the study, and/or the 
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target rraterials were specifically chosen to be unusual in sCJYe respect, 
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'!he initial task in this undertaking required finding sane way to 
o~~e the target infornation in a neaningful and useful manner. This 
px:.,ved to be quite problematic, . as target materials and content are 
seldan ooe--dinensional. '!hus it was required to find a means of 
categorizing a diverse range of target materials, such as film clips, 
actual geographical sites, agents" experience of sane sensory stimllus, 
am a large range of assorted pictorial material, each representing 
va:cying degrees of denotative and camotative carplexity. Indeed, even 
defining the target in many studies was not a straight•forward 
propositiai .. For elamPle, in telepathic designs, is the target the 
agent's experience of the target material or the target material itself? 

In awroaching this task it was thought that the target infomation 
could perhaps be divided aca>rding to the type of target material used 
(e.g. art prints, film clips, geographical locations, etc.). However, 
this ai:proach was rejected as in many cases there was not enough available 
infomation about a specific target material to allow sensible 
generalizations to be made. Also explored were various ways of tcying to 
represent and categorize the obtained target infomation in a 
1m1lti-dinensional manner, taking into account both denotative and 
amnotative neaning. To this end, attE!li)ts were made to awly to the 
data various three-dinensional conceptualizations of the sort obtained 
fricm the semantic differential. Thus, · we so~ht to find one scale 
which would categorize the obtained target information· taking into 
cxxnsideration various camotative cauponents such as evaluation (does the 
information corwey sanething which is gocxi-bad, clean-dirty, sacred
priofane, etc.), ~cy (weak-strong, powerless-powerful, light-heavy, 
e'bc.), and activity (fast-slow, active-passive, sharp-dull, etc.). 
'!his approach of organizing the data was rejected as there was not enough 
infcmnatioo about m:>st targets to justify a post hoc fitting of the 
obtained infonretion into such a m:xlel. '!bus, in the end the task was 
necessarily defined by the type of information obtained in the literature 
search. 

IDoking through the data obtained, it was decided that the 
infomation could best be organized according to the following target 
characteristics: colour / black and white; canplex / simple; novel / 
familiar; abstract / concreter dynamic / static r form / idea aJXi 
meaning; enoticn; and theme / content. '!be ""WOrking definitions" of 
these categories will be delineated in the following appropriate sections 
of this paper. '!here were many instances where the sane data fitted into 
several different categorizatiCl'lS. :Fbr instance, in Krippner, Ullman, et . 
al. (1972) the target cC11Sisted of a randanly chosen word, an art print 
which p.,rtrayed the wotd, and then a 1m1lti-sensory (auditory, gustatory, 
olfacto:cy, tactile aJXi kinesthetic) environment relating to the 
""rd/picture was created for the agent. such a target could easily be 
classified as carplex, novel, dynamic, enotiaial, and as having a strong 
theme. In such si tuatiCllS, the auth:>r has attenpted to refer to the 
infacnation in all the relevant categories, but has only provided 
details of the study in the category where it was first mentioned. 

Q;?lour / Black and ltalite 
'!he colour category referred to all target materials which were 

co1loured, as opposed to black and white. A telepathic dream study by 
Kr'ippier am Zeichner (1974) obtained a s.ignificant degree (p < .002) of 

,i-hittin usin 74 art ints as the targets. A descriptive analysis of 

232 
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Heilbrun's Adjective Check List. 'Ihree j evaluated each of the art 
prints using this list. If two juiges checked the sane adjective for any 
picture, that adjective was deerred to descr' the particular pr.int. 
'Ibis analysis revealed that a higher ge of hits were 
associated with targets which had blue in them where targets cxmtaining 
orange and yella,, were associated with nnre ses (whether results were 
significant is not reported) • Puthoff and ( 1979) , in an anecdotal 
oament up:m their remJte viewing studies s ted that nmt hits were 
associated with various nonanalytic aspects of target, such as colour. 
Ha,.-ever, .in another rarote viewing study (Targ Targ am Lichtarge, 1986) 
where colour was super.iirp:,sed aver black and white slides of loc-a.tions, 
it was fowld that the viewers were unable perceive the colour. In 
cxmrenting upon these results the authors lated that the lack of 
colour perception may have been due to the icted nmi>er of colour 
choices which resulted in n-aking the oolour ception a mre analytic 
task than the free-response perceptioo of poss · le target sites. Much 
of Warcollier's (1938) work used sinple black and white line drawings 
as targets. However, he observed infcmnally tha when colour was in the 
target, it appeared to be perceived as frequen y as was the farm of the 
drawing. 

A non-psi study by Braud, Davis, and lla (1985) examined the 
frequency of occurrence of different types of imagery in dreaming and 
ganzfeld states. As this study used no gets, the results ca.tld 
indicate what types of imagery have an a J;ri i probability of being 
mentioned mare often than others.. In rela to this category, they 
fOlllld that dreaming and ganzfeld imagery a predaninance of oolour 
(am:mg other things). These results could be · ent to the firxi.ings 
discussed in this paper, in that sane of these indi.ngs could be due to a 
s:inple predaninance of certain natural! i.ng types of imagery as 
opposed to reflecting actual transmission of t-related oontent. It is 
possible that the higher frequency of colour in general could lead 
to sp.irious observations of success with a::,lour targets wiless fcmnally 
examined. 'Ibis should be borne in mind considering aneaiotal 
observations. \ 

Many stuiies have been conducted us.mg black~and white t:m"gets, mst 
notably those experiments where the target isted of sinple line 
drawings. Ha.Ever, we found no free-response k which carpu-ed the 
effectiveness of black and white to cx:,l ed targets. ~ and 
Rhine (1947) calducted a farced-choice study u both coloured and black 
and white Zener cards. They foWld a higher erage scare with the 
coloured cards than with the black and white, t the difference was not 
significant. 

The findings fran this category do not indicate any clear-cut 
differences between the success-rate of colour black and white target 
materials. As both have a long track-record of """"'-Q.L.&1"41. significant psi 
outcates, research specifically a:ined at · g the two in a 
free-response setting would be needed before any c clusions regarding the 
superiority of one over the other could be nade. 

lex S le 
Information included in the "carplex" ca referred to ccmnents 

d findings about target materials, met ly pictorial, which 
canplex and/or rich in content. :Krippier and Zeichner (1974) found a 

'gher percentage of misses with m:,re carp ex targets (whether the 
incling was significant was not rE!EX)rted). Stuart!: (1946b) stated that 
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subjects but the judges, as canplex targets could make the evaluation 
prclCE!dure overly problsnatic, with the creative jud]e finding numerous 
cm-respondenoes between many dream sequences and oatplex, detailed 
pictures. on the other hand, significant results have been obtained with 
vm::y ccnplex target material such as film clips (Psychophysical Research 
Iabaratary, 1985) and the nulti-sensory target envirarment of Krippner, CPYRGHT 
Ullnan, et. al. (1972) described in the introduction. 

InfOllIB.tian classified as "sinple" included references to targets 
CCJ11?0Sed of clear, unequivocally definable, camrn objects and syni:>ols. 
lb:1t frequently these targets t.1ere silrple line drawings. Both Carington 
(1940) and Stuart (1946a) reamnended the use of silrple, as opposed to 
CDrp:>Wld, drawings so as not to confuse the subject. warcollier (1963) 
not:ed that even though his targets were simple, percipients' responses 
st.Jlll showec5I considerable distartim. As above, Krippler and Zeichner 
(1974) fcurld a higher percentage of hits associated with IOOre sinple 
ta:l~gets as neasured by the nunber of adjectives used to describe the 
target (again, whether this finding was significant is not reported). 

Several farced choice studies have examined the use of 
nuJLtiple-astect ta.J:gets. Generally these targets would be considered to 
be 'simple ' by free-respalSe standards. Ho,.iever, being nul ti-aspect by 
deJEini tiai, they would represent mre carp lex material than many 
foJrced-choice targets. Pal.Iter (1978) in reviewing this work concluded 
that when nultiple-aspect targets were used subjects tended "to score at 
least as high or higher on the total target than on any of its prinary 
attributes. such results s1.Y:J9est either that such targets are perceived 
holistically (even if the overt responses are fragmentary) or that a 
correct guess on cme attribute sarehc:M facilitates correct guesses on 
other attr:ibutes."(Palner, 1978, p.88) In a review of six studies 
utilizing dual-aspect targets, Kennedy (1980) examined whether 
CDrplex target infornation was treated as a gestalt or whether the 
ir.dividual parts of the infoJ:I11atioo appeared to be processed separately. 
No support for or against either rrcde of info:rnation processing was 
obtained. 

'!he aoove findings do not merit arrt clear conclusions. Before 
SU4::h cmclusioos ooul.d be drawn direct catp:1rison within studies of 
caq;,lex target material is needed. 

~l /Fami~ 
Infm:matian relating to unexpected, unfamiliar, unusual and/or 

incalgrucus target naterial was included in the novel category. cavanna 
ancl Servadi.o (1964) ccnducted a pilot study to investigate suitable 
nethodologies for studying the occurrence of ESP during states induced by 
taking hallucinogenic drl:gs. 'lheir targets were photographs caisisting of 
very incoogruous elenents, for exanple an upside-down foot, balancing an 
artificial eye between the toes. '!'be results were nm-significant, 
alth:>ugh th:Ls outcane cx,uld have been due to the difficulties involved in 
attending to a test situatioo when under the influence of an 
hallucinogenic drug. Kripp,.er and zeichner (1974) obtained a higher 
percentage (whether or not significant was not reported) of hits when 
targets we.t:e described as inaginative and interesting (qualities which 
could be construed as navel). Ullman and Krippier (1973) ran a four 
subject dream study in which the same target was used for half of the 
testing nights and a different target used for each REM period for the 
other half. '!bey observed that the the four participants preferred the 
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use of different targets for every dream t a single target. 
'lhe authors thought this indicative of the 'attention being mre 
engaged by novel F.sP stinuli. In amther of the dream studies (fenale 
subjects, eight nights ESP, eight of ccntrol, no significant scoring) 
Ullman aJ'd Krippner (1973) c.umented that the subjects felt that the 
target naterial should be as unusual as pcssib~le. · Roll and Harary (1976) 
found that •interesting responses" (hits) were ined when spontaneous, 
IUrumoE:!Ctl:!Cl changes were made in the exper t. Two exanples they 

· ed of this involved last minute changes !being made to the target 
terial. 

Several forced-choice studies have cais the effect of novelty 
task and/or target material upon ESP per£ oe. In reviewing these 

tudies Qu:penter (1977) concluded that lty cxw.d facilitate 
i-hitting for nest subjects, but could. be ·:ve for star 

jects used to a specific routine. 
Infomation classified as •familw• incl references to targets 

· ch held varying degrees of recognitial .for the percipients. Many 
tudies have been caxiucted using targets of 1 significance to the 

ject and with which the subject wcul.d been also necessarily 
amiliar. HcMever, as emotional significance was usually deened the mare 

lml:xrt:ant aspect of such targets, these studies · 11 be CX11Sidered under 
t section. 

Irwin (1982) conducted a study examining influence of subjects' 
8111iliarity with the targets. Balf of th~ts (Mai.Ioonides slides) 

exposed to the subjects prior to testing, half were not. 'Dlis 
'pulation had no significant effect the study·'s outcane. 

tlaJccollier·'s (1938) research lead him to lly canclude that only 
lements of a target familiar to both the subje§ and agent could be 
uccessfully transmitted. 'l'arg, Puthoff an:l May ( 1979) have cwatented on 
e basis of infolllBl observations of their research that use of 

'tller repetitive target sequences and/or use of t pools of which the 
ject had prior knowledge would inhibit rBJDte ewing success. 

'lhe few findings reported in this ca do not support the 
awing of any firm conclusions. 'lbere is sane 1 support for the 

tility of using a different target, with whi the subject is not 
amiliar, for each testing of that subject. Also, the Krippier and 

iclmer (1974) findings offer sane suR)Ort far use of imaginative and 
teresting targets. 

tract Ccncrete 
Abstract infcmnation included references to targets which portrayed 

potentially realistic scene or abject in ei an abstract and/or 
ealistic manner ( to varying degrees) or in a readily reex>gnizable 

ashion. Krippner and Zeichner (1974) found a greater percentage of 
· ses with targets which were described as unrealistic (whether 

s finding was significant was not reparted). Ullnan and Kripp1er 
1973) in the series of dream studies with "Erwin , reported that purely 

tract pictures which lacked human figures · :ve poorer results than 
ets which caitained human figures engaged in a ':vity. 

Infomation included in the CD1crete ca wcul.d be references 
target material which presented an object or scene in an imnediately 

irecx:xnru· zable, undistorted nanner. While a great mmber of studies have 
ed targets which could be characterized as bein ocmcrete, we found no 

qi~ .... • fie reference regarding the utility of this characteristic in the 
ee-response studies. 

Altlxnlgh Krii:p1er am Zeichner's (1974) iDiing and Ullnan and 
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research needed before 

~iamic / Static 
'!he dynamic categcrizaticm was used to refer to infetmations about 

tm::gets which portrayed and/or a.,nveyed IOOVement, a sense of ncvenent, 
ancVor gustatcty, olfactory, auditory, tactile, am/or kinesthetic 
stimilaticm. '!ms a wide diversity of target materials fell into this 
category including pictorial material ( soowing mvement) , film clips 
(ccl'ltaining m:wement), and a variety of ·11a1-visual target material such 
as music excerpts, the taste of a food, etc. In considering this large 
cat:.egacy perhaps it should first be noted that Braud, Davis, and Opella 
(1985) in their nai-psi, no target study, famd a predaninance of 
activity cootained in ganzfeld and dreaming imagery. Gurney, Myers and 
PocbDre (1886) reporting on the findings· of the Society far Psychical 
Re!sea:rch's Census of Ballucinaticms £0\.md that in cases of apparent 
GmP of lit.eral reprodootions of the agent's bodily sensation (pain, 
sme!ll, toucll, etc.) were rarely transmitted. 'Ibey noted f:ran their own 
q:ierience that while taste was perceived in experimental situations, 
they received no accounts of such in the spontaneous reports. '!he 
spcmtaneous cases seldan ccntained reports of touch, and when it was 
repnted i.t was rmmally associated with auditory and/or visual 
iq;xressions. Music and other auditory stinuli were frequently reported. 
warcollier (1963) infcmnally observed that mving objects or the ability 
of the target to suggest m:wenent seemed to be perceived by the subject. 
warcollier (1938) also expressed the belief that kinesthetic sensaticlls 
sh:lUld be easily transmitted, but admitted to having little data to back 
th:lLs up. Reporting on an !'Salen !eating on Psi Research, Schlitz (1984) 
reported gE!leral agreanent arrmg the participants that kinesthetic, 
auditory and olfactory mages were as .iJrport:ant, if not ncre so, as 
visual inages in caweying psi infCinBtion. 

Hcnartcm and Schechter (1987), reporting on the significant (p = 
0.027, 1-t) outo:me of 187 autanated testing ganzfeld sessions, fourn 
that sessims using dynamic targets (video segments and other "lifelike" 
mterial) were independently significant (p • 0.007, 1-t), while toose 
us:Lng static targets (defined as "still pictures") were at chance. '!he 
difference between the two was suggestive, but not significant (p = 
0.079, 2-t).. Likewise, Krippier and 1.eichner (1974) found UDI'e hits 
associated with targets having dynamic content (whether this 
f:bxling was significant was not reported) • , 

1\ltan and Braud (1976) ran a pilot study ailred at exploring the idea 
that right-hemispiere bl:ain activity may be conducive to psi. They used 
four different excerpts of msic as targets, which it was tlx>ught might 
en:ourage right-hemi.sphere activity. 'Ibey obtained a significant level of 
ps:i seer~ (p = 0.05). Kesner and M::>J:ris (1978) cooducted a guided 
imagery, precognition study using nusic £ran records and their albun 
ca1TerS as tcm]ets. The subjects ' imagety was rated by an independent 
jo:ige who in:lividually rated subjects' visual and auditory imageey. 
Neither tte results £ran the visual · or the auditory ratings were 
independently significant, however the two canbined were (p < 0.02), 
suggestin;J that the nme senses involved in a target, the better. 

Several dream studies have been ccniucted using dynamic target 
material. Krippier, Halcrton, and Ullnan (1972) obtained significant 
results (p < .001) usings t:henatically related slides, accmpanied by an 
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Appr<a~Pfb~~IMH1~Q;(P.8/qftd.1~~Df~-~~~~ ~~1~~a1 Kriwner, 
&:mortal, et. al. (1972) again elicited a sigru.~f cant level of psi-hitting 
(p = .004). An even higher level of. signifi sooring (p = .0002) was 
obtained by Krippmr, Ullman, et. al. (1972) using the mlti-sensory 
target envirorment described in the introd 1 

• m of this paper. As 
previously mentioned, 011mm and Kripi;:ner (1973 found that printings of 
hmens engaged in activity sesned to be roore cessful than al:st:ract 
paintings in the Er::win series. 'lhe second El:win study, which again 
obtained a significant degree of psi-hitting (r effects •on the 
order of a thousand to a1e" p.116), used art prints together with 
associated objects and activities on the part of the agent. 

Dunne and Bisaha ( 1979) , reviewing s rmcte viewing series, 
noted that dynamic targets were perceived as ~ly as stationary ones. 
Yet, Puthoff and Targ (1979) ccmnenting upon ir reniote vie.ring ~k 
said that motion was very rarely reported, even en it was an iDp:>rtant 
CDnponent of the scene. Although, Tal:g, Pu f, and May (1979) stated 
"that real-time activities at the target site are often perceived" (p.94). 
'l!lese authors also noted that "in addition to · ually observable detail, 
subjects sanetimes report sourrls, smells, el gnetic fields, and so 
forth, which can be verified as existing at t locatiCl'lS" (p.95). It 
should be noted that the above three observatiais were all ancedotal. 

Two studies made specific cxnparisans between static and 
dynamic target characteristics. Honorton and S (1987) obtained 
highly significant psi effects with dynamic , while static targets 
obtained chance results. KriPtner and Zei (1974) fowxi more hits 
associated with dynamic targets. '!he findings of Kesner and M:>rris 
(1978) and those of the revi~ dreams s further suggest the 
possible benefits of using nulti-senso:ry target terials. 

Fann / teminq and Idea · 
caments related to the inportance of the ;i or fOJlll of the target 

or sane of its cxriponents are included in this ca ory. PUthoff and Targ 
(1979), in discussing their rarote viewing stated "m:>st of the 
oorrect infannation that subjects relate is pf a nonanalytic nature 
pertaining to shape, fmm, colour, and material Ser than to function or 
name" (p. 65) • Barrington ( 1983) , reviewing past work with the ne:lium 
Stefan Ossowiecki, found many exarrples where fmm of the tm:get had 
been oorrectly identified but not the meaning a situation which she 
labelled as 0 inmlprehending clair'70yanoe•. ~ly, Warcollier ( 1938 
& 1963) observed that frequently the shape of a t would be perceived 
without reference to the target's meaning or idea, altlx>ugh he also not.es 
that meaning and idea may also be perceived wi t specific reference to 
shape. Warcollier (1938) also diScusses the k of Ricixlnnet (no 
reference provided) noting that Rlchcnnet t that farm was both 
easier to perceive than meaning and would be perce ~ prior to perceptiai 
of the identity (idea) of the ESP target. 

The "meaning am idea" categorization incl infomation referring 
to situations where the meaning, idea and or dentity lere perceived, 
without reference to the shape or physical a oe of the target. 
Carington (1940) believed that the idea of a t, not the fOllll, was 
what would cane through to the subject. Gumey, ers and Podnm'e (1886) 
received reports which indicated that meaning and idea were the iDp:>rtant 
aspects of the target. '!be example they provide f this is where a~ 
in one language is received in another, having* suitably translated. 
Marsh (1960), in a study using sinple line I drawings as targets, 
o:xtnented that subjects tended to reproduce the \ oc:ncept of the target 



rat.her than_, ,1:tl~ ~ll!l~· Lodge a~~l_ .... shared these beliefs a~1 acc~rave~fii~,,9i@~9/0nMJie1'3!~1.fflft>-<>i?fl~~1 ~~®R;1:ry 
trcmsnitted than a drawing (i.e. form). As noted above, Puthoff and Targ 
( 1979) believed that m:>St oorrect inforrcation provided by subjects 
pertained to the namnalytic aspects of targ~ts such as fOim, shape and 
colour. Indeed, they thou;Jht that errors could arise when the subject 
tried to make sense (i.e. label according to name and function) of such 
nonanalytical target~-

This categoey presents sare conflicting observations and opinions, 
all of which are anealotal in nature, regarding the utility of form, as 
op{X>Sed to meaning and idea, in cooveying psi"'related infonnation. 
Gi,,en this state of affairs, the cnly conclusion that can be drawn is 
thclt research ained at resolving this question is needed. 

Em:>tion 
-~ caments having to do with the errotiaial content of or enotional 
reactions to target naterials were included in this category. Sare 
ret:searchers have also made caments about specific target thanes/content 
whl.ch could be interpreted as having a strong emotional CUtlfX)llent 
(e •. g. war scenes, erotic scenes, religious thanes, etc.). However, 
whE~ther these themes would be regarded as positive or negative would 
prcbably vary greatly £ran subject to subject. 'ltlerefore, these findings 
will not be referred to in this section unless the autmr specifies that 
th:! eDDtionality of the target was an important factor in the study's 
suc:cess or failure. 

Guxney, Myers, and Podm:>re (1886) observed that in spontaneous 
cases emotiC11S were frequently received, often with the receiver having 
no idea why they were experiencing certain feelings. However, the 
Em:tion experienced by the percipient was later found to be apprq>riate to 
thei event 'Which was taking place at the tirre, unknown to the percipient 
(e.g. feeling sadness over the death of a close friend). W:trcollier 
( 1938) also caments that in spontaneous cases, the message is al.m:>st 
al~ays em::,tiaial. 

Williams and Duke ( 1979) ccnducted a study specifically examining 
vm:'ioos target qualities and their relationship to p;i performance. They 
devised a 39-item Target Evaluation Rating which measured various target 
qualities, including c,yerall emotional impact and positive and negative 
em:itianal dimensions, upon which each of 152 targets were rated. 'ltley 
then looked at data, gathered from 174 subjects, £ran other free respaise 
studies which had used these targets. Fbr the purposes of their 
analysis, they excluded any target which had not been randanly chosen as a 
target at least three times in the previous studies. This criterion 
provided 22 targets, and FSP data £ran 91 subjects (overall 
significant psi-hitting was obtained, p < .047, 2~). '!he imividual psi 
soores·obtained for each of these 22 targets were averaged to provide a 
CU111:XJ3ite ps.i scx,re for each target. The canposi te psi scores were divided 
into good ~i targets and poor psi targets resulting in 12 high 
psi-scaring targets and 10 lc:M-psi scoring targets. Cmparing these 
targets to the total EDDti.on score (the mean of the positive and negative 
emtion ratings) £ran the Target Evaluation Rating, they found that 
targets containing a stronger E!!IDtiooal content were significantly better 
(i.e. high psi-scoring targets) than ncn-em:>tional targets (p < .001). 

Sondcw, Braud and Barker (1981) coooucted a ganzfeld stmy also aimed 
at investigatin} target qualities, which obtained a significant outCU'le 
using a sum of ranks (p < .04 1-t), but did not reach significance using 
direct hits as a measurment. Using the Target Evaluation Rating, 
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A .... itecblcJ&elteitS~~-~GwAie ~OQAW haviD"J a 
relatively high eootion rating and five having em:rt:ion rating. 
&I.ch high erotiai pack CC11sisted of two positive two negative EllDtian 
pictures 1 the low em:rt:ion packs consisted of natuml scenes and b«> 
pictures of material objects. 'lbis carplex study involved many different 
neasurements and analyses, of which cnly these mat relevant to this 
paper wil 1 be reIX)rted. The neutral ( low) target packs showed 
ncre psi-hitting than the high erotiai pi , with the difference 
approaching significance (p = .052, 2-t). Using scale they devised to 
neasure Em>tion which both the subjects and agents carpleted, they found 
that when a high errotian pictw:e was the , receivers would feel 
mre total erootian whilst in the ganzfeld than d receivers with a low 
E!IIDtion target pack (p < .. 04, 2-t.). Also receiver felt mare emtim when 
senders felt m:>re em:>tion while sending (p < .04, 1-t). However, 
Stanford ( 1984) has pointed out that this la finding could be 
artifactual due to ccnnaialities of experience between subjects and 
agents (e.g. the weather that day). Using Csgood s SEmmtic Differential 
to neasure the CXJtlfX)llentS of the target pictures they found there mre 
hits when the receivers' and senders' evalua of the targets were .in 
close agreenent than when their categorimtim widely differed. Of 
twenty targets where agreement was close, nine direct hits (p = .04, 
1-t). 

Both Williams and Duke (1979) and Sondow, Braud am Barker (1981) 
found significant outccnes in various analyses$g hJw well their 
subjects liked (emtianally preferred) the • Willians and Duke 
(1979), oarptring subjects ratings of target erence for hit and 
missed targets for two different groups of s~jects (with the rating 
being nede prior to obtaining feedback as to f target identity), 
fotmd the first group of 101 subjects signifi :tly preferred targets 
with which they had obtained a hit (p < .035, 2 ) , as did the secxn:i 
group of 80 subjects (p < .0038, 2,-t). A similar , ing was reported in 
the Soncbw et al. ( 1981) study, where a n between liking for 
psi-hit and for psi-missed targets again yielded a significant out:ccme (p 
< .0096, 2-t). Another analysis in this study showed that pictures 
received a significantly higher liking rank (p .0094, 2-t) when they 
were the target than when they were a cxmtrol. Braud and ILewenstem 
(1982) also found that psi-hitters liked the targets significantly 
better than psi-missers (p < .025, 1-t). TM:> significant target 
preference findings were presented in Braud and Boston (1986). 'Dle 
authors replicated the preference effect (p < 036, 1-t), and also 
r8IX)rted similar results fran Braud, Ackles & les (p < .045, 1-t). 
li:,wever, these findings nay be contaminated ue to respaise bias 

lems. 'lb quote Stanford (1984) " findings could be 
'factual; ••• Because of their desire for succes, subjects may tmd to 

like pictures which correspond ta their ganzf ld mentatiai, and su:::h 
espcmdence tends to be greater and mre detail when ESP has actually 

..-w,~ ed. '!'bus such pictures may be liked · ly mare.• (p. 107). 
y forced-choice studies have expmined the ml of target preference. 

ese fimi.ngs have been reviewed by carpenter (1 77) and Palmer (1978). 
drawing sane conclusions about these findings Pal.mer o 11 ... ents that 

'le a preferential -effect has been faun nmt often "with respect to 
espanse type rather than tal:get type, it (the erence hypothesis) 
ffers our best hope to date of intergrating a very messy and inamsistent 

y of data concerning the effect of target type on :ESP scoring in 
creed-choice experiments." (p. 87). 

Kr.iamer, eonorton, et al. (1972) ed their targets 
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( t M.' r8fa e alfi ~wroi>riate ·soun tra to - be 
mDtional.ly arousing, and thought that their significant results provided 
suppaxt for the use of such material. Ullmm and KriPJ;ll& (1973) also 
feilt •that an inportant ingredient in the success of experiments in 
dJ::eam telepathy over waking telepathy ••• is the use of potent, vivid, 
er.Dtional.ly inpressive hmnan interest pictures to which both agent and 
SlJlbject can relate.• {p. 210). 

~s (19681 also see: l-t>ss, 1969: and Moss & Gerqerelli, 1968) 
described the evolution of her experimental nethodology over a series 
of' six experiments. Elrq:mSizing the inportance of using em::>tionally 
arousing targets, her targets ·evolved to consist of slides accanpanied 
by· aauq>riate sa.md effects paired so as to present contrasting 
auotiais. '!be results fmm these studies were very sketchily presented, 
altoough significant outcares were described for sane of the studies. 
However, no cxirparison was made beb.1een either enctional ly arousing 
targets and neutral ones, or between the effectiveness of the different 
contrasting enotia1S. In a series of studies Preiser ( 1986) found that 
ESP perfcmnance was highly dependent on the Em)tional leading of the 
ta:rget naterlal. 1'he infcmnation about this study is limited as it was 
obtained fran an abstract. However, while no overall significance was 

t:ained, ooe put of the series did get a significant ESP outcane. 
~11811Ila and Servadio ( 1964) stressed the careful choosing of targets which 

they considered to have definite em>tiaml significance. Nlile they did 
t: obtain significant psi-sooring, they did express the belief that 
:dr future targets should be chosen to be even stranger, enctimally. 

sane studies utilizing physiological neasurements have used 
gets chc>Sen to have specific erotional · significance for individual 

ubjects. &Iser, Etter, and Chamberlain (1967) used plethysrographic 
IC'e!IP<lt1S8S t.o persooalized target material, devised fxan initial 

ewe with the participants. ~e resulting targets, designed to 
:ve greater ematicmal s~gnificance for either the percipient or the 
mt, were either nanes of .ilrpJrtance to the subject or sentences or 
,tes desct·ibing a anat.ional canflict of relevance to the participants. 
significant outcanes were obtained, but the results were suggestive in 
tt there was sane correspondence between ooset of the sending period and 

lE!St:hysnDgraph responses. Dean (1971) contrasted plethysroograph 
mdings of vasoocnstriction examining the reaction of subjects to 
:gets consistil¥J of either a blank card or a card upon which was written 

11iame of a perscm who has anotional significance to the subject. He 
olllnd larger vasoccmstrictiais (i.e. DDre enotiooal arousal) for the names 

for the blanks. 1bis study also had a group of control subjects for 
the names would have had no special relevance. Interestingly, he 

ound that the cxntrol subjects displa:yed a greater level of reaction to 
1 nanes than did the subjects for whan the names had em:>tional 

ignificance. Haraldsson (1983) again used names of enctiaml 
ignificance to the participants as the taxget in a study using a 
lesthysmgraph. No overall significant results were obtained, ~ver, 

,did obtain a significant outcx:me in the first 20 sessiais of the study 
p < .003), with results declining later. 

Several studies have canpared targets having positive enDtiaml 
lities to toose having negative errDtional characteristics. Willians 
Duke (1979), carparing good psi targets to poor psi targets, found 

'L targets which cxmtained a positive emotion were significantly better 
ets (p < • 02) than those which did not and that targets which 

tained negative errction were significantly worse (p < .047) than 
se which did not. Sol'Xlow, Braud and Barker (1981) found no significant 
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· erence between positive and negative 1 targets. EisenbeJ:g and 
Donderi (1979) used 7 EllDtionallystimulating films as targets in a 
study incoparating both forced""Choice and f esponse caidi.tions. '!hey 

· obtained a significant degree of psi-hitting ~f ice am:lition: p < 
.02: free-response calditian: p < .001). '!he film clips were 
classified as conveying either positive or negative e!IDtians, 
altmugh no significant difference was found the scoring on the 
positive and negative EllDtional targets.i 1'ppier and zeichner (1974) 
found more misses when the target was desc:r' as pleasant and roore hits 
when the target was described as 1mpleasant ( ther these findiD]s -were 
significant is not reported). 

Qie forced-clx>ice study which , fically addresses the 
positive/negative issue was conduqted by Johnson (1971) who asked subjects 
to provide two words, one having an exceeding! pleasant meaning for the 
subject and the other having a very unpleasant · g, £%all which he 
created targets of associated words/caicepts. These caicepts (sea:mdal:y 
targets) -were paired with a digit fran aie five (prhrary targets), 
altoough 20 per cent of the primary targets e left unpaired as a 
control (erotio:nally neutral targets). '!he sub'ects in this precognitive 
study were to guess what number wquld be sel as the target. Jolmsai 
cx:rrq;ared perfo:mance on p::>sitive, neutral negative eootioos. No 
significant overall scoring was obtained, the padtive targets smwed a 
noJ!:-significant degree of psi-hitting, the nega ·ve targets significantly 
psi-missed (p = .0094, 1-t), and the neutral targets soored at chance. 

e difference between the positive and negative targets was significant 
(p < .oos, l""'t). 

'.Ihe anecdotal obsenratians in this ca ey reveal that many 
esearchers believe eootional targets to be superior to non-eaotional 

However, only two studies (Williams & Duke, 1979: and Sondow et 
1., 1981) explicitly examined this ass ion and they obtained 

licting results. Qie analysis in Sondaw et 1. (1981) fowd that the 
cipient would experience roo.re enotion with a high eacticn target, but 
this study also obtained a greater deg of psi-hitting with low 
tion targets, this result could be seen as · g against the use of 

'gh errotian targets. Nor can the physiolog'cal studies be readily 
e.tpreted as providing support for the utilit of using target naterial 
en to have specific eootianal significance for imividual subjects. 

ide fran the general lack of significant out s of these studies, the 
an (1971) study actually obtained a greater r: e £ran his caitrol 

jects to whan the target rraterial .shoul have had no special 
elevance. 'l'be studies carparing positive ional targets to those 
'th negative erotive qualities also obtained licting results. '!bus, 
gain DDre research is needed pefore any clusions can be drawn 

artling the psi-coooucive effects of E!IDti.aial tm::oe 

eme Content 
'lhis category includes all references associate the specific 

tent or theme of individual targets with the success/failure of these 
ets. Williams and Duke (1979) foWD that of the psi-hitting 

gets were natural, while the missing targets were naterial 
jects--metal, concrete, man-rrade, and mechani 1. "(p. 8) A post hoc 
lysis revealed this difference to be sign:i. icant (p < .02). Dunne, 

ahn, and Nelson (1983), reporting on several rencte viewing studies, 
oted that there was no difference in effecti s between the following 
ite characteristics: natural vs. man-nade: ent vs. transient: and 

outdoor. '.Ihe Psychophysical ch· Iaboratory (1985) 
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suc~sful than others. 'lhe category of "disasters" obtained significant 
psi-hitting (p = .014, 2-t). Sexual thanes were associated with 
si~,nificant psi-missing (p = .008, 2-t). Nal-significant scoring in the 
pal-hitting directicn was obtained by {listed in desceming oJ:der of 
sb~ength of effect) the categories of religiai, sports/huntiD], locales, 
ancl aninals. Non-significant scoring in the psi-missing direction was 
obt:ained by the racing and fighting/warfare categories. A post hoc 
anallysis by Sondow (1979) found that targets were chosen and non-targets 
avc•ided significantly often when the pictures showed horses (p < • 01) , 
water (p < .02), fire (p < .03), arx1 flying-leaping-swinging (p < .04). 
SUch effects were not found with the target categories of food, war and 
fand.ne, and nmic. Ullnan and Krip:i;ner ( 1973) observed that the art 
prints oontaining/p:ntraying religicn, colour, eating/drinking, emtions, 
and. people tended to be successful, as did the agent 's mul ti~sensory 
involvement with the target. Stuart (1945), using silti>le line drawin:Js as 
targets fouoo that the two most successful targets portrayed a cartoa1 
character and a candle. '!be two least successful targets \Ere a book and 
a mathematical equaticm. In another drawing study, Stuart (1947) fowxl 
the best target was a church and the worst was a train. lastly, Braud, 
ta~is, and Opella (1985) found a predaninance of hunan characters and 
architectural caitent contained in ganzfeld and dreaming imagery. Iess 
frequent were mythical characters, aninals, food, arxl uncxmnected body 
parts. '.D1ese findings could contribute to sp.irious anecxlotal 
obsP-rvations .. 

Examining these diverse content categories it was discoved that 
rellgion was mentimed three times as a generally successful target topic. 
Nu'jcare was twice mentiaied as being less successful. Williams and Duke 
(1979) found that natural targets ~e associated with psi-hitting, and 
the categories specified as successful by Sandow (1979) could also be 
classified as natural. it,wever, given the wide diversity of actual 
~,eta which these findings represent, these similarities should be 
viewed at nest as possible trends which require further reseach far 
c:::an.1: i.rnaticm. 

Disc.'USsicm 
- '!he ioost consistent category findings of this paper relate to the 
possdble advantages of using dynamic, lllll ti-sensory targets. However, 
these findings are based on the outcane of relatively few studies and 
thus should be treated with caution pending further oonfi.Inaticn. '!he 
navel category provided sme tentative supi;x>rt for the use of new targets 
with which the subject is not familiar for each trial with that subject, 
and also suggested possible benefits of using irraginative and interesting 
targets. But again these finding are derived fran very few studies. 
'lhe two fimings relevant to the abstract categorizatiai both fourxl 
abstract targets to be associated with poorer results. 'lhe etDtionality 
of targets, often quoted in the literature as one of the yardsticks by 
which targets are chosen, has not been shown to be reliably associated 
with psi-hitting. Nor have any of the other categories investigated 
herein. 

In sb:>rti, this review has not succeeded in shedding a great deal 
light upon what qualities/characteristics might discr:iminate successful 
fran unsuccessful free-response targets. Indeed, the outcx:ue of this 

pe:C' could be viewed as dem::astrating how very little we actually know 
abart successful versus unsuccessful target characteristics. 

However, another interpretation of these findings <X>Uld be that 
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A "A"{f:f:~5e's3 +fCiMiffl)(1:1>.~sful "'- •. - -teiiy years ago 
respond alike to the 

No two targets seem to affect same subject in the 
sane way. "(p. 56) • Indeed, a great deal of experimentatiai has 
examined and revealed interactims between trait factors and 
psi perfonnance (far reviews of this literature· see Palmer, 19781 or 
carpenter, 1977) • Other variables such as state, settiD:J, respaise 
nethod, and so on, may also influence the 'cular type of target 
which is successful in any given situatiai. Future research could 
profitably examine the effects bf such var' les. In additicm, the 
developne,.t of a descriptive set of scales, such as the three-<limensiaial 
scale discussed in the introduction of this paper which could be used on 
an in'ta°""labaratary basis, oould forward our ledge of target success 
considerably. The develcpnent of such scales wil be the focus of fu'blre 
research at the EW..nburgh Iab. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF SUCCESSFUL FREE-RESPONSE TARGETS: 

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

by 

Caroline Watt 
Psychology Department 
University of Edinburgh 

ABSTRACT 

This paper describes theoretical ideas from a variety of 
sources as to what might be expected to make a 
successful free-response GESP target. Popular "how to 
be psychic" literature, analyses of the characteristics of 
spontaneous cases, and theoretical suggestions from 
psychology and parapsychology show considerable 
consistency In their suggestions about the likely features of 
a good target. Two main recommendations appear to 
emerge from these sources - good GESP targets should 
be psychologically salient and physically salient. 1. targets 
In parapsychological research should be meaningful, have 
emotional impact and human Interest - this may make 
them salient in the minds of our experimental participants; 
and, 2. targets should also be physically salient by 
standing out from their backgrounds - properties such as 
movement, novelty, brightness and contrast tend to make 
stimuli physically salient. 
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THEORETICAL CONSIDERATION 

INTRODUCTION 

Deborah Delanoy (1988) examined the observations from some free-response 
literature on what makes a good GESP target. Despite the f aws and contradictory 
findings seen in this literature, It was possible to make a f w general statements 
about what experimenters believe constitutes a good GESP t rget. This paper can 
be seen as forming the second half of our observations and th ughts about targets in 
parapsychological research. Delanoy described what is curre tly believed about the 
characteristics of successful GESP targets, concentrating on relatively fo·rmal 
free-response experiments in parapsychology. In contrast this paper describes 
theoretical suggestions as to what might be expected to make good targets, roaming 
more widely (and consequently with less depth) over some vari d literature which has 
something relevant to say on this question. 

As stressed by Delanoy, our combined efforts are far from omprehensive, being 
primarily aimed at getting some Idea of what kind of targets e should use in our 
research in Edinburgh. To do this, we looked through so e parapsychological 
journals (JASPR, JP, JSPR, EJP, IJP), parapsychological a stracts, PA and PF 
convention proceedings, RIP, Parapsychology Review, certain "relevant" books held 
in the Koestler Chair library, and I have also examined some sychological research 
which I consider relevant to the target question. Particular ttention was given to 
cases where authors made specific comments about the chara teristics of successful 
GESP targets. 

Firstly, this paper briefly considers so-called "Airport Project books [named after 
some research by Professor Robert Morris and his students usi g the kind of "how to 
be psychic" books which can be found in airport books ops (Morris, 1977)]. 
Secondly, the paper examines (again briefly) the kind of "ta et" information which 
seems to be transmitted in people's spontaneous psychic exp riences. Thirdly, this 
paper considers some theoretical suggestions by parapsycholo ists as to what might 
be expected to make a good GESP target. Then I make so e suggestions of my 
own on possible characteristics of a successful GESP target, erived from some of 
the psychological literature on human-environment interaction , curiosity, attention, 
and attributions of causality. The paper ends with a summary a d conclusions. 

1 I would like to thank Prof. Jim Crandall, Dr. Deborah Delanoy, Dr. Julie Milton, Prof. 
Robert Morris and Mr. Robin Taylor for their valuable criticisms f and contributions to 
this paper. 
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1. n AIRPORT PROJECT" BOOKS 

A skim throu,Jh the 21 "how to be psychic" books which form part of the Koestler 
Chair library, and which I felt might have some comments to make about targets, 
found only 6 authors who made recommendations on what might make a good target 
whem training psychic powers. Even then, the authors invariably failed to define their 
terms or write more than a sentence on the subject. These recommendations should 
therefore be treated with caution, as they do not represent the findings of careful 
scientific experimentation. On the other hand, they may have something to suggest 
about popular ideas of what makes a good GESP target, and these ideas may be 
based on some grain of truth. 

Boswell (1969) recommended the use of "mentally stimulating" targets. Also, he felt 
that physical sensation and especially emotion were easily transmitted, and that 
colour was picked up better than black and white. Edwards (no date) suggests that 
faces and pictures make good targets. Denning & Phillips (1981) recommend trying 
to transmit a message· of emotional significance to the receiver. Likewise, Sherman 
(19Em) says that It is crucial to have some emotional content to the target. A related 
area of interest Is psychometry, where an object is used to provide further information 
about its owner. Powell (1979) recommends using as a token object metal or leather 
which has been close to the skin for a long time and therefore has had a chance to 
build up som,~ personal association with the owner. Finally, Burns (1981) feels the 
following make good practice targets for developing GESP: pictures (rather than 
words); something experienced vividly by the agent; flavours; body position of the 
agent, or whether the agent is sitting in the light or dark; and sizes and weights of 
objects. 

There do seem to be some common themes in these authors' suggestions, though 
the small sample covered here means that any patterns could be illusory: emotional 
impact seems to be important (though little is said about whether the specific 
emotions should be positive or negative ones); and targets conveying information 
about events happening to humans seem popular. 

2. SPONTANEOUS CASES 

There is a considerable literature concerning. the sort of information conveyed in 
spontaneous cases of ESP, and so as a necessary constraint this section is limited to 
observations from Sybo Schouten's (1979b, 1982) examination of two great 
collections of spontaneous cases - Phantasms of the Uving and the Louisa Rhine 
comection. 

Schouten made a quantitative analysis of these collections with a view to finding 
patterns and relationships which might stimulate further experimental research. As he 
pointed out, the two collections covered quite different cultures and eras, and were 
gathered for different purposes. The collectors of the "Phantasms" cases took great 
pains to investigate and verify their cases, and had a special interest in receiving 
appariti f I · gh e p · he sis that 
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intorm1N1m1qy•fuit(~,"~~aRW~O&sQ~~~Oi~ ~Q~aACWscftased 
persons. In contrast, the Rhine collection took cases more or I ss at face value, with 
the idea that inaccuracies would cancel each other out over a I rge number of cases, 
and the reports were gathered with the aim of providing s ggestions for future 
laboratory research (Schouten, 1986). 

Excluding 150 of the cases (for reasons outlined in Schout n 1979b), Schouten 
analysed the remaining "Phantasms" cases according to 2 previously-defined 
categories (Schouten, 1979a) and found that about 75o/o of the ases involved death, 
illness or injury to the target person, though a tendency to rem mber serious events 
for longer than trivial events accounted for some of this pattern. Only 1.4% of cases 
conveyed information about positive experiences of the target pe on. 

Table 1 (from Schouten, 1979b, p.432) 

Situation or target person at time or experience 

death 
serious illness 
slight injuries 
serious material 
slight material 
trivial 
positive 

66.7% 
12.5% 
8.7°/o 
.5% 
.2% 

10.0% 
1.4% 

It is interesting to note that slight personal Injuries were mol'1 often the topic of 
spontaneous experiences (8. 7%) than serious material dam~ge (for example, a 
building on fire, considerable financial loss) (0.5%). This su gests that negative 
events related to humans are particularly strong targets in sponta . eous cases. 

Similar patterns are observed In Schouten's (1982) study of tihe Rhine collection, 
where he analysed a representative sample (15%) of cases ( xcludlng PK). About 
75% of the sample concerned negative events such as death, Injury and accident 
while almost no cases concerned material damage. As with the Phantasms study, a 
tendency to remember and report serious events more often tha non-serious events 
accounts for some of this pattern. However, the distribution of n gatlve events in the 
Rhine collection differs from the Phantasms collection, with the former having fewer 
cases involving death. of the target person (37.7°/o compared wi h 66.7°/o), but more 
cases involving serious accidents and slight Injuries. As Schout n points out, part of 
this difference may be due to the Phantasms collectors' preference for apparition 

cases. \_ 

In summary, Schouten's analyses of spontaneous case co lie Ions suggest that 
negative events related to humans feature predominantly as "t rgets", although this 
observation may be partly-due to a reporting bias. It is significan that both the Rhine 
and the Phantasms cases share this pattern despite the very dlf erent methods used 
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to gather these collections. Evidently parapsychologists cannot Inflict physical injury 
on their experimental participants in order to simulate real-life spontaneous cases. 
However, negative physical events are likely to have a negative emotional impact 
both on the target person and on the percipient (especially if they are emotionally 
clo:se). Possibly, therefore, targets which have some strong negative emotional 
impact on a person may have more success In a free-response experimental setting 
than trivial or impersonal targets. Further, it might be expected that any emotional 
impact is better than none, and so positive emotional targets could perhaps be 
suc:cessfully used In experimental research - this might circumvent any researcher's 
concern about the ethics of exposing experimental participants to unpleasant targets. 

3. THEORETICAL SUGGESTIONS BY PARAPSYCHOLOGISTS 

Although this is not a comprehensive review, I have tried to cover Instances where 
autlhors have made specific comments about likely successful targets. Their 
suggestions range from post hoc inferences based on the kinds of targets which were 
successful in experimental studies to observations of what makes a good target in 
areas of research related to parapsychology. 

Le Shan (1977) criticizes parapsychologists for often neglecting to consider the 
theclretical assumptions underpinning their research. There has been little discussion, 
he feels, of what kind of Information psi transmits even though there seems to be 
wide agreement that psi does transmit information. As an example of how theorising 
on this Issue might Influence our experimental design and choice of target material, 
Le Shan considers the possibility that psi might depend on Individual differences, 
being better adapted for one purpose with one person and another purpose in a 
dlfft3rent person. In this case, he suggests we should "customize" our targets by 
examining experimental participants for their personal Interests, philosophies, 
preferred sensory modalities, and so on. 

Ono of the few studies specifically to examine how target characteristics relate to psi 
performance was conducted by Williams & Duke (1979), who go on to discuss 
thee>retlcal suggestions derived from their observations. Taking an evolutionary 
pempectlve and asking what sort of information might have been most crucial to 
communicate before language evolved In humans, they conclude that targets 
reflE,cting "emotion, sex, survival, nature, food and other basic concerns might be 
psychically perceived better than other types of targets" (p.15) 

In a similar vein, a theoretical paper by Nash (1980) on the characteristics of psi 
communication considers that, to be effective, psi communication must convey 
"meaningful information". Also, one of the Mai~onides experimental participants, In a 
lettetr to Ullman and Krippner, gave her overall impressions of a dream telepathy 
seri1es in which she had recently participated. She felt that the more "potent and 
unusual" the target material the better, because with subjects who might be 
subconsciously afraid of telepathy this kind of target might be less likely to be "kept 
out" (Ullman & Krippner, 1973). Perhaps unfortunately, It is very rare to find any 
published opinions from the experimental participants who play a crucial part in 
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our research - that psi Involves redundancy with our oth r known senses. For 
instance, most of our experimentation· Involves primarily vis al targets such as art 
prints. Braud suggests that It would be useful if psi provided nformatlon which is not 
immediately evident to our other known senses. Such non-a ldent information could 
concern the larger relationships in which a target participates, for example Its history. 
Similarly, Gertrude Schmeidler in her 1971 PA Presidential ddress stated that the 
ESP target is not the physical stimulus variables, but the "m anlng" of the target or 
an "informational pattern" (Schmeidler, 1972). Braud conduct d a pilot experiment to 
test the theory of non-evident psi, where subjects were conf nted with five Identical 
boxes containing, respectively, three control objects and two amples of hair cut from 
one person's head. The hair samples were therefore related o each other, while the 
control objects had no long-term association to a particular person. Subjects were 
told which box was the "key" (one of the two boxes contain ng a hair sample) and, 
while remaining unaware of the contents of all the boxes, ere asked to rank the 
remaining four boxes according to how "related" their content were to the contents of 
the key box. This study failed to achieve significant results, but this may still be an 
idea worth further investigation. 

The 1986 Esalen Conference discussed techniques to lmp11 ve the reliable practical 
use of psi abilities. Targ (1987) recommended that experim nters look for common 
elements in the "psychic appearance" of targets (I.e. In mentations), and that they 
should compose a glossary of typical target transformation e~ors. Tart (1987), at the 
same conference, suggested that experimenters create a po11 of "hot" targets - ones 
that are consistently successful, either because they are cqrrectly described or are 
described in a recognisable fashion. In other words, what makes a good target would 
be defined operationally. 

So far, this section has considered research purely within · arapsychology. Some 
parapsychologists have taken a more Interdisciplinary appro ch, however, and have 
related the findings from other areas of research back to the question of what makes 
a good GESP target. 

Tart (1982) looked at how responses to targets are m asured In conventional 
psychophysiology, and asked what were the characteristics f a successful ta119et In 
this field of research: what kind of stimuli are most readily r sponded to, and easiest 
to analyse. To be successful, a target stimulus In psycho hyslology should stand 
out from Its background. For targets In parapsychologic I research, this may be 
achieved by having the target stimulus occur suddenly, be di crate In time, and have 
what Tart calls "psychic intensity" - the sense that the· a119et Is Important and 
meaningful within the experimental context. Tart suggests t at we could instruct our 
experimental participants on the significance of the target In order to give It the 
required meaningfulness. Psychic intensity could also r fleet an intense event 
happening to an agent - a methodology which Tart finds att active. The idea that a 
good target should stand out from Its surroundings is stl'i ngly supported by the 
s chological literature on human attention which I will be intr duclng later. 
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A second area of research which has had some heuristic value for parapsychological 
research concerns subliminal perception, or preconscious processing (Dixon, 1981). 
Comparisons of psi and subliminal perception have noted that "right hemisphere" 
processing facilitates subliminal perception (Roney-Dougal, 1981, 1986) - a 
SU{Jgestion which has also been made for psi perception (e.g. Braud, 1975). This 
could suggest that "right hemisphere targets" such as music, pictures and other 
non-analytic targets might be preferable to "left-hemisphere" targets such as words 
and numbers. Another parallel between psi and subliminal perception is that emotive 
stimuli can evoke clear autonomic responses In the percipient In both cases 
(Remey-Dougal, 1986). 

Serena Roney-Dougal feels that the use of negative emotional targets is both morally 
and methodologically unsound, partly because some of her subjects reported 
unpleasant experiences while receiving target impressions and might psi-miss with 
this: kind of target, and also because of the perceptual defence phenomenon seen in 
subliminal perception. Sondow, Braud & Barker (1981) considered that "defensive" 
subjects might be likely to psi-miss with unpleasant targets, and devised an 
"Openness Questionnaire" to identify such subjects. They found no significant 
difference between the "openness" of receivers who psi-hit and those who psi-missed 
in a ganzfeld study. Unfortunately, no extensive description Is made of the format of 
the questionnaire, or of whether or not it measures perceptual defensiveness as seen 
In subliminal perception or some other, unspecified, form of defensiveness. 

In perceptual defence, a person may raise his or her recognition threshold for a 
thretatening or unpleasant stimulus - in other words, they perceive it less clearly. 
Roney-Dougal Interprets this as being due to the person's desire or motivation not to 
perceive the threatening stimulus, a motivation which, she feels, may underlie 
psi-missing also. However, Dixon reports experiments which suggest that the 
perceptual defence effect, rather than representing the motivations of the 
experimental participant, Is best explained in physiological terms: emotive stimuli 
cause changes in a person's arousal level which in turn affect the sensitivity of the 
sensory receptors. 

Whatever the mechanism of the effect of emotional stimuli on recognition thresholds, 
it is clear that this effect is not uni-directional. One aspect of perceptual defence 
which, it seems, tends to be overlooked is sometimes called vigilance. While some 
people may raise their recognition thresholds to emotional stimuli, others may actually 
lowi9r them (Brown, 1961; Dixon, 1981 ). Without digressing too much on the reasons 
for 1this apparent contradiction, it has been found that there is a correlation between 
personality-type and a person's tendency to raise or lower his or her recognition 
threshold, with extroverts raising their thresholds, and Introverts lowering them 
(Brown, 1961; Corcoran, 1965). This has some interesting Implications for 
parapsychology. While Roney-Dougal felt that the raised recognition thresholds seen 
in perceptual defence might be linked with the psi-missing of her own subjects with 
negative emotional targets, other researchers have found the opposite (Delanoy, 
198:S), and the vigilance effect suggests that some parapsychological subjects could 
even psi-hit with unpleasant targets. Donn Byrne (1961, 1963, 1964) has developed 
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I 
I 

Having looked at popular literature, spontaneous cases, a;d theoretical suggestions 
from parapsychologists on what might make a good targ t, I will now make some 
inferences from areas of psychology which I consider to be levant to this discussion. 

I 

(1) EMOTIONAL RESPONSES TO STIMULI 

Mehrabian and Russell (1974) outli'ne a theoretical a proach to environmental 
psychology (the study of the impact of the physical and so lal environment on man's 
emotions, attitudes and behaviour). In their own words, "Evidence suggests that 
there are three basic emotional responses (pleasure, aro sal, and dominance) (the 
dominance-submissiveness dimension refers to the egree of control. which 
individuals feel they have over a situation or environment), ombinatlons of which can 
be used to describe adequately any emotional state (e.g. anxiety). By considering 
their impacts on these basic emotional dimensions, the ffects of diverse stimulus 
components within or across sense modalities (e.g. color, Itch, texture, temperature) 
can be readily compared" (preface, Mehrabian & Russell, 1 74, [my italics]). 

There is evidence of considerable lntermodality of human response to stimulation -
that is, stimulation in one sensory modality may affect p rceptlon in another. For 
instance, people who visualize auditory stimulation tend to gree In associating colour 
names and mood adjectives with types of music: "Sue persons were found to 
visualize exciting music in bright forms or sharp and angul r figures, and slow music 
in rounder forms" ( p. 11, Mehrablan & ~ussell, 197 4). e three basic emotional 
responses to stimuli reported above (pleasure, arousal an, dominance) are seen as 
providing a measure with which to compare people's varie intermodal responses to 
stimuli. This is relevant because It suggests that an addl,tlonal Important aspect to . 
our consideration of what might be expected to be salient features of a GESP target 
Is not only the actual physical characteristics of the targ t, but also the emotional 
response (a combination of pleasure, arousal and dominan e) which that target elicits 
in the percipient. ; 

I 
Further, the theory may provide a methodological framew rk for the consideration of 
the impact of various target characteristics on our experim ntal participants (Delanoy, 
personal communication, 1988). A semantic differential cale is used to measure 
people's emotional state in · particular settings, or to m asure their characteristic 
emotions over time. Mehrabian and Russell's scale co prises 18 adjective pairs 
describing various aspects of pleasure, arousal and do3nance, and their subjects 
are asked to mark on the scale the degree to which one o other of the adjective pair 
most accurately reflects their feelings. Semantic dlfferentla scale~ have already been 
used in parapsychology, though for different purposes tha suggested here. McBain 
et al (1970) used Osgood's Semantic Differential to find p irs of people with common 
affective reactions to the same concept, though, contrary to their expectations, 'they 
found no relation between the degree to which people agr ed in their reactions to the 
ta et stimulus and their GESP scores with that stimulus. Sondow, Braud & Barker 
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(1981) used Osgood·s Semantic Differential as one of several measures of target 
picture emotionality. However, it should be possible to make more extensive use of 
the semantic differential, and it is planned to investigate further how a scale such as 
Mehrabian & Russell's could be adapted to measure the reactions of 
parapsychological subjects to targets and to provide a method to standardise 
descriptions of successful targets. 

The second aspect of Mehrabian and Russell's theory of environmental psychology 
which may be relevant to our discussion about targets is their consideration of how 
emotional reactions to physical environmental stimuli are related to the concept of 
approach-avoidance. This they define broadly as fncluding " ..• physical movement 
toward, or away from, an environment or stimulus, degree of attention, 
exploration .. .favourable attitudes such as ... preference or liking ... ,. (p.96, Mehrabian & 
Russell, 1974). Arousal is seen as a mediator of approach-avoidance behaviour. A 
literature review suggests that approach-avoidance is an inverted-U-shaped function 
of arousal: an organism seeks an optimum level of arousal - whether or not it 
approaches or avoids a stimulus depends on how arousing the stimulus is, and 
extremely high or low levels of arousal are avoided. 

In animals, there is a tendency to explore the unfamiliar. When the stimuli are 
fear-inducing, animals repeatedly withdraw and approach the stimuli. Mehrabian and 
Russell note that the animals are maintaining an optimum level of arousal with this 
behaviour. Similar behaviour is seen in human children and adults (for references 
see Mehrabian & Russell, 1974; Berlyne, 1960). Anecdotally, humans do seem to 
have a penchant for voluntarily and repeatedly exposing themselves to negative 
emotive and fear-inducing stimuli - hair-raising roller coaster rides and horror films, for 
example. 

The Idea of approach-avoidance being mediated by arousal relates to the 
consideration above (re perceptual defence and vigilance) of the merits of using 
negative emotive targets In parapsychology. It suggests that people might have 
som1a attraction to negative emotive targets insofar as these targets tend to increase 
arousal. Too much arousal, however, will cause people to withdraw from an 
unpleasant target. On the other hand the use of neutral and bland GESP targets is 
unlikely to arouse our experimental participants at all, consequently failing to elicit 
approach. Of course, positive emotive targets would also be expected to influence 
he arousal of our subjects and to elicit approach-avoidance behaviour. 

seicond area of psychological research which may make suggestions relevant to the 
uestlon of what makes a good GESP target concerns the characteristics of stimuli 
hich attract people's attention. 

2) STUDIES OF A'ITENTION 

hilet the theoll'}' discussed in the preceding section suggested that stimuli could be 
esc1ibed in terms of people's basic emotional responses to them, other research has 
xamined characteristics of the stimuli themselves, to see what stimulus features tend 
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relevant to the discussion here as it could suggest the kind o target features which 
might attract the attention of our experimental percipients i free-response GESP 
tasks. 

Berlyne (1970) noted the difficulty of even defining what i meant by the word 
"attention". In his series of experiments (described In Berly e, 1960) on curiosity, 
conflict and arousal he seems to use an operational definitio . These experiments 
typically presented the subject simultaneously with several sti uli and observed the 
percipient's eye fixation movements - the inference being that attention was given to 
the stimulus which attracted most eye fixation (e.g. Be lyne, 1958). Other 
experiments used a different measure of attention, allowin subjects to expose 
themselves to very brief sights of stimulus pictures as many times as jhey liked -
presumably attention was attracted by the stimuli which were c osen to be seen most 
often by subjects. The characteristics of stimuli which seeme to Influence direction 
of attention included: intensity; brightness; contrast; colour; n velty; complexity; and 
incongruity. 

Intensity. Berlyne (1960) states that the intensity of stl ulation Is seen in "the 
frequency of nerve Impulses and the number of fibers a ivated" (p.170) in the 
reticular arousal system. Generally, large stimuli are m re intense than small 
stimuli; "warm" colours (e.g. red) are more Intense an arousing than "cold" 
colours (e.g. blue); high-frequency sounds are mo e Intense than low 
frequency sounds; and (in cats and monkeys) painful stl uli are most intense, 
followed by proprioceptive, auditory, and visual stlmull respectively. Berlyne 
found that attention was attracted by relatively intense st mull - for example, to 
larger than to smaller circles; to brighter than to lmmer visual stimuli. 
Intensity Is related to brightness, which also appears to at ract attention. 

Colour. Infants preferred looking at colour to lookin at black and white 
stimuli. Adults' attention was attracted more to a colou ed stimulus than to a 
white one (Berlyne, 1960). 

Contrast. It was found that attention was attracted to a lighter stimulus on 
black and medium grey backgrounds, and to a darke stimulus on a white 
background. So, contrast with the background attracted attention. Above we 
saw that brightness also ajtracts attention. When pr sentlng subjects with 
stimuli which differed from their background to equal e tents but in different 
directions, It was found that subjects were more likely to respond to the lighter 
stimulus • that is, In the absence of a contrast differe ce, brightness was a 
secondary determinant of attention (McDonnell, 1968). 

Novelty. This can be defined as an unusual comblnatl n of parts of various 
objects, or a change from the kind of stimulus to whi h the organism has 
recently been exposed (Stotland & Canon, 1972). It has repeatedly been 
found that novel stimuli attract more attention than famili r stimuli (e.g. Langer, 
Fiske, Taylor & Chanowitz, 1976; Berlyn:e, 1958), thoug the effect of novelty 
declines over time (perhaps as the subject habituates to the stimulus and 
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arousal drops). Berlyne (1960) considers attention to be most effectively 
attracted by a stimulus whose novelty is often renewed. Novelty is related to 
change or surprisingness of a stimulus (Stotland & Canon, 1972). On surprise, 
Berlyne says "In experiments on learning, orienting behaviour (a set of 
psychological and physiological responses through which the organism "sits up 
and takes notice" when an aspect of its environment changes) is often found to 
be strengthened by an unheralded change in experimental conditions" (p. 98, 
Berlyne, 1960, [my italics]). This observation strongly resembles one made 
from a parapsychological experiment by Roll & Harary (1972), that "some of 
the more interesting results came when unannounced changes in the 
experiment were made spontaneously", and similar results occurred "when 
there was a last-minute change in the target materials" (p.4). 

Complexity. This can be defined as the number of distinguishable parts which 
a stimulus possesses, the degree of difference among these parts, and the 
difficulty of integrating the parts Involved (Stotland & Canon, 1972). 
Incongruity, evidently related to both complexity and novelty, was found by 
Berlyne (1958) to attract attention. Under examination, the distinction between 
complexity and novelty grows blurred, and, as Stotland & Canon point out, 
both involve stimulus change. Humans seem compelled to attend to stimulus 
change - a response which might be expected to be evolutionarily adaptive. 
Infants are attracted to relatively complex visual patterns and the attention of 
adults is also determined partly by stimulus complexity (Berlyne, 1960; Jeffrey, 
1968). 

This research on the determinants of selective attention also states that, consistent 
with the discussion earlier' of approach-avoidance behaviour, people seek an optimum 
level of arousal: either too much or too little arousal is unpleasant for individuals, and 
factors such as stimulus novelty, complexity, Intensity and Incongruity are seen as 
contributing to an organism's arousal. 

The research outlined above tended to use fairly sterile tachistoscopic stimulus 
pres,mtation, however more recent studies of human causal judgement in social 
situations have shown that these early findings can generalise to much more realistic 
and complex situations. Shelley Taylor and Susan Fiske (1978), reviewing the 
literature on the influence of salient stimuli on people's causal judgements, found that 
bright, contrasting, moving and novel stimuli all attract attention in social situations 
(e.g. Langer et al., 1976; McArthur & Post, 1977). Movement can be regarded as 
simply another aspect of stimulus complexity/novelty, and we have already seen that 
stimulus change (a feature of movement) compels attention. 

As it is not yet clear whether the process of psi perception is similar to perception 
with our known senses it may be argued that the above findings from psychology on 
attention-grabbing stimulus characteristics may not generalise to the "psi stimulus". 
Howover, it would seem to be evolutionarily adaptive for any organism to attend to 
bright, contrasting, moving and novel stimuli as such features may indicate either food 
or threat to the organism. Insofar as psi perception may be an evolved attribute or 
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stimulus features such as those outlined above. 

For parapsychologists, these findings suggest that: 1. stimuli which are likely to 
attract the attention of our experimental participants and consequently make 
successful GESP targets may possess the following character sties In some (as yet 
unspecified) degree or form: movement, complexity, novelty, Incongruity, contrast, 
colour, brightness and Intensity; and, 2. these attention-determining target 
characteristics must be present at moderate levels - too muct, and our subjects will 
be overwhelmed, too little and they will be bored. 

SOME LIMITATIONS OF THIS PAPER 

Although this paper may seem to have rambled over a wide range of subjects, It has 
mainly been restricted to a consideration of targets' physical eatures, and has not 
examined in any depth the idea that "the target" Is In part definE d by the experimental 
participant's own personal reactions to and interactions with It. Taylor & Fiske (1978) 
considered some ways in which the salience of a stimulus I raay be influenced by 
factors Independent of the actual physical stimulus characteris ics, and the following 
table summarizes their findings. 

Table 2 (after Taylor & Fiske, 1978) 

Determinants of Selective Attention 

Propertl_es of Stimuli 
Brightness 
Contrast 
Movement 
Novelty 

Properties of Situation 
Environmental Cues 
Instructional Set 

Properties of Perceiver 
Temporary Need States 
Enduring Individual Differences In Traits, Reinforcement Sc~ edules, Schemas 

As Table 2 suggests, properties of a situation and properties of the perceiver may 
influence what aspects of an Individual's environment, or a free-response target, 
appear as salient to any Individual. For Instance, If a person Is hungry then food will 
become especially salient to that individual. An Individual's Ct~gnltive schemata will 
play some part in determining the direction of his or her attentit~n (Stotland & Canon, 
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197~~). If a person has a phobia of spiders, then a picture of a spider will be very 
salient to that person, while it may have no Impact on .another person who has a 
phobia about water. If we as researchers instruct our experimental participants to 
attend to one aspect of their environment, then that feature will become salient to 
them. So, we see that there are many Influences on what makes target 
characteristics grab attention, and it is unwise to restrict our view to physical target 
characteristics alone. Nevertheless, these conclusions about the salience of physical 
target characteristics remain valid so long as it is appreciated that they do not give 
the whole picture. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The present paper considered theoretical ideas of what might be expected to make a 
successful free-response GESP target. 

1. Popular literature on the training of psychic powers suggested that 
emotional impact and human interest content made good targets. A survey of 
patterns seen in spontaneous cases seemed to support these observations: 
the bulk of the information transmitted concerned negative events related to 
humans, though reporting bias accounted for some of this pattern. While 
parapsychologists could not physically harm their subjects, it was suggested 
that the emotional Impact seen In spontaneous cases could be incorporated 
Into target material for experimental research, as observations from 
spontaneous cases suggested that such targets might be expected to have 
more success in an experimental setting than trivial or impersonal targets. 

· 2. Varied theoretical suggestions by parapsychologists on what might make a 
good target suggested that meaningful, emotional and potent targets could be 
expected to be successful in GESP research. Studies of characteristics of 
good targets In conventional psychophysiology suggested that targets in 
parapsychology should stand out from their background. This might be 
achieved by having the target event occur suddenly, be discrete in time and be 
"Important" to the percipient. 

Several parallels were noted between subliminal and psi perception. From 
perceptual defence and vigilance effects seen in subliminal perception it was 
suggested that, paradoxically. while some parapsychological subjects might be 
expected to psi-miss with negative emotional targets, others might psi-hit with 
such targets. It was suggested that the Repression-Sensitization Scale, 
diagnostic of an individual's tendency to be defensive or vigilant, might be 
useful to parapsychologists wishing to pursue these ideas. 
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described. Firstly, from environmental psychology it was suggested that 
greater attention should be given to the subject's err otlonal response to the 
target stimuli, and that, from the connection between arousal and 
approach-avoidance, the use of negative emotive stimuli could on the whole be 
more likely to arouse our experimental participants a1nd attract their attention 
than neutral or bland stimuli. Se<;:ondly, research on attention found that 
attention was attracted by stimuli which were re atlvely Intense, bright, 
contrasting, colourful, novel, complex and lncongn ous - though only at 
moderate levels. Similarly, social psychology, usi hg more complex and 
realistic settings than attention research, found that brfght, moving, contrasting 
and novel stimuli attracted attention. 

4. Some of the limitations of this paper were noted: ti ere was a narrow focus 
on physical target characteristics without considering inevitable influences of 
properties of the perceiver and the environment on wl,at aspects of the target 
stimuli would appear salient to any individual. Newertheless, the findings 
presented here · were valid In their relevance to con~iderations of the target 
question given that this paper does not present , a comprehensive and 
exhaustive overview of the subject of targets In parapsythological research. 

We have seen that there Is some consistency In the sugges~lons of popular "psychic 
training" literature, spontaneous cases, and parapsychologi,ts' theoretical Ideas on 
the likely characteristics of successful GESP targets. THese findings appear to 
suggest that our targets should be psychologlcally salient and physically salient: 
1. targets In parapsychologlcal research should be meaningful, have emotional 
Impact and human Interest - this may make them salier t In the minds of our 

, experimental participants; 2. targets should also be physlctally salient by standing 
out from their backgrounds - properties such as movement, novelty, complexity, 
incongruity, brightness and contrast tend to make stimuli physically salient. 

CPYRGHT 
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PSI C0tvHv1UNICATI0N IN THE GANZFELD 
EXPERIMENTS WITH AN AUTOMATED TESTINC SYSTEM 

AND A COl\lPARISON WITH A META-ANALYSIS 
OF EARLIER STUDIES 

BY CHARLES HONORTON, RICK E. BERGER, MARIO P. VARVO(;us, 

~[:\RT:\ QUANT, P.-\TRICIA DERR, EPIIRAII\I I. SCIIEC:IITER, AND 

DIANE C. FERRARI 

ABSTRACT: A ,:0111p111er-,0111rolkd 1es1i11i,; S)'Sle111 was 11,cd i11 11 ,·xp,·1 i111,·111s 011 
ganzfelcl psi communica1ion. The automa1ed ganzldcl system coutrols target selection 
a11d prese111alio11, sul1jec1s' bli11cl-judgi11g, a11Cl clala recorcli11g ;md s1orage. Video
taped targets included video segments (dynamic targets) as well as single images 
(static targets). Two hundred and forty-one volumeer su4jects completed 355 psi 
ganzfeld sessions. The subjects, on a blind basis, correctly identified randomly se
lected and remotely viewed targets to a statistically significant degree, z = 3.89, p = 
.00005. Study outcomes were homogeneous across the 11 series and eight different 
experimenters. Performance on dynamic targets was highly significant, z = 4.62, p 
= .0000019, as was the difference between dynamic and static targets, p = .002. 
Sugges1ivcl)' slronger performance occurred wi1h friends 1ha11 1>·i1h u11.icquai111cd 
sender/receiver pairs, p = .0635. The automated ganzfeld study outcomes arc com
pared with a me1a-analysis of 28 earlier ganzfeld studies. The two data sets are con
sistent on four dimensions: overall success rate, impact of dynamic and static 1argets, 
effect of sender/receiver acquaintance, and prior ganzfcld experience. The combined 
z for all 39 studies is 7 .53, p = 9 x 10- '1. 

Research on psi communication in the ganzfeld developed as the 
result of earlier research suggesting that psi functioning is fre
quently associated with internal a11en1ion states brought about 
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through dreaming, hypnosis, meditation, and similar naturally oc
curring or anilicially induced sLaLes (Braud, l 978; Hononon, l 977). 

~is generalization, based on converging evidence from sponta-
1:J!OUS case sLUdies, clinical obse1·vaLions, and experimental sLtulies, 
ijd to the development of a low-level descriptive model of psi func
~ning, according to which, imernal attention states facilitate psi de
t:lction by auenuating sensory and somatic stimuli that normally 
illl.sk weaker psi input (Honorton, 1977, 1978). This "noise-reduc-
2m" model thus iden1iliecl sensory deprivation as .i key 10 lhe fre
~ent association between psi communication and internal attention 
f2.ites, and the ganzfeld procedure was developed specifically LO test 
ie impact of perceptual isolation on psi performance. 
~ Fifteen years have passed since the initial reports of psi com
FQ,unication in the ganzfcld (Braud, Wood, & Braud, 1975; 
§>norton & Harper, 1974; Parker, 1975). Dozens of additional psi 
Qnzfeld studies have appeared since then, and the success of the 
@radigm has triggered substantial critical interest. Indeed, there is 
'8,least one critical review or commentary for every ganzfeld study 
iQ5\Jorting significant evidence of psi communication (Akers, 1984; 
:}\cock, 1986; Blackmore, 1980, 1987; Child, 1986; Druckman & 
~els, 1988; Harley & Matthews, 1987; Ha1Tis & Rosemhal, 1988; 
I'tononon, 1979, 1983, 1985; Hovclmann, 1986; Hyman, 1983, 
~5. 1988; Hyman & Honorton, 1986; Kennedy, 1979; McClenon, 
ti36; Palmer, 1986; Palmer, Honorton, & Utts, 1989; Parker & 
fflklund, 1987; Rosenthal, 1986; Sargent, 1987; Scou, 1986; 
~nford, 1984, 1986; Stokes, 1986; Utts, 1986). 
~f the many controversies spanning the history of parapsycholog
ical inquiry, the psi ganzfeld domain is unique in three respects. 
~st, the central issue involves the replicability of a theoretically 

·-a.1~-+tm;-ect-rechnique rather than the special ab1ht1es of exceptional in
£iduals (Honorton, 1977). Second, meta-analytic techniques have 
b5n used to assess statistical significance, effect size, and potential 
t~eats to validity (Harris & Rosenthal, 1988; Honorton, 1985; 
1-!!man, 1985, 1988; Rosenthal, 1986). Third, investigators and crit
i~have agreed on specific guidelines for the conduct and evaluation 
o~uture psi ganzfeld research (Hyman & Honorton, 1986). 

I 

Tt Automated Ganzfeld Testing System 

Psi ganzfeld experiments typically involve four participants. The 
subject (or receiver, R) a11e111pls 10 gai11 1arge1-rclevan1 imagery 
while in the ganzfcld; following the ganzf clcl/imagery period, R 
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tries-on a blind basis-to identify the actual target from among 
four possibilities. A physically isolated sender (Se) views the target 

.and attempts to communicate salient aspects of it to R. Two exper
imenters (Es) are usually required. One E manages R, elicits R's ver
bal report of ganzfeld imagery (mentation), and supervises R's blind 
judging of the target and decoys; a second E supervises Se. and ran
domly selects and records the target. 

We developed an automated ganzfeld testing system ("autoganz
feld") to eliminate potential methodological problems that were 
identified in earlier ganzfeld studies (Honorton, 1979; Hyman & 
Honorton, 1986; Kennedy, 1979) and to explore factors associated 
with successful performance. The system provides computer control 
of target selection and presentation, blind judging, subject feedback, 
and data recording and storage (Berger & Honorton, 1986). A com
puter-controlled videocassette recorder (VCR) accesses and auto
matically presents target stimuli to Se. A second E is required only 
for assistance in target selection The system includes an experimen
tal design module through which E specifies the sample size and 
status of a new series. 

The system was designed to enable further assessment of factors 
identified with successful performance in earlier ganzfeld studies. 
Differences in target type and sender/receiver acquaintance seem to 
be particularly important. Significantly better performance occurred 
in studies using dynamic rather than static targets. Dynamic targets 
contain multiple images reinforcing a central theme, whereas static 
targets contain a single image. Also, studies permitting subjects to 
have friends as their senders yielded significantly superior perfor.
mance compared to those requiring subjects to work, with laboratory 
senders. (See "Comparison of--SCudy Outcomes with Ganzfeld Meta-
Analysis" in the Results section.) . 

The autoganzfeld system uses both dynamic and static targets. 
The dynamic targets are excerpts from films; static targets ir(clude 
art work and photographs. Receivers may, if they choose, bring 
friends or family members to serve as their senders; a session setup 
module registers the sender type and other session information. 

In this report, we present the results of the 11 autoganzfeld 
series conducted between the inauguration of the experiments in 
February, 1983, and September, 1989, when funding problems· 
required suspension of the PRL research program.' We focus on 

1 This article conforms to the reporting guidelines recommended by Hyman and 
Honorton ( 1986). Because of the size of this database, however, it is 1101 pract!c-JI to 
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(l) evidence for psi in the autoganzfeld situa-tion, (2) the impact of 
dynamic versus static targets, (3) the effects of sender/receiver ac
quaintance, (4) the impact of prior psi ganzfeld experience, and 
(5) a comparison of these four factors with the outcomes of earlier 
no~utomated psi ganzfeld experiments. Our findings on demo
gr~hic, psychological, and target factors will be presented in later 
rq~rts. 

0 
< 

Suf!cts 

"Tl 
CJhe participants arc IOO men and 141 women ranging in age 

froi 17 to 74 years (mean = 37 .3, SD = 11.8). This is a well
ed~ted group; the mean formal education is 15.6 years (SD = 
2.0!P. 

lour primary sources of recruitment include referrals from col
lea~es (24%), media presentations concerning PRL research (23%), 
frieas:ls or acquaimances of PRL staff (20%), and refen-als from 
othg participants (18%). 

~lief in psi is strong in this population. On a seven-point scale 
wh~ "I" indicates strong disbelief and "7" indicates strong belief 
in ~. the mean is 6.20 (SD = 1.03); only two participants rated 
therr belief in psi below the midpoint of the scale. Personal experi
enc9 suggestive of psi were reported by 88% of the subjects; 80% 
reptted ostensible telepathic experiences. Eighty pen:ent of the 
pariRipants have had some training in meditation or other tech
niqi5& involving internal focus of attention. 

<D 

Parfilipant Orientation 
0 
0 

~tial contact. New participants receive an information pack be
fore<(lheir first session. The information pack includes a 55-item per
sonihistory survey (Participant Information Form f Pl F]; Psycho
phymal Research Laboratories, 1983), Form F of the Myers-Briggs 
Typgtndicator (MBTI; Briggs & Myers, Hl57), general information 
aboc the research program, and directions for reaching PRL. Par
ticiooits usually return the completed questionnaires before their 
firstgession. However, if new participants are scheduled on short 
notiQ, they either complete the questionnaires at PRL or, in a few 
casek at home after the session. 

include the data in an appendix to the report. Instead, we will supply the data to 
qualified investigators in a Lotus-compatible, MS-DOS computer disk file. There is a 
small fee ICl cover materials and mailing. Address inquiries to the Journal. 
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Whenever possible, new participants are encouraged to come in 
for a preliminary orientation session, prior to their first PRL ganz
feld session. The orientation serves as a "get acquainted" session for 
participants and the PRL staff, and introduces participants Lo the 
PRL program and facility. Participants who avail themselves of this 
option generally complete the MBTI and PIF questionnaires during 
the orientation session. We inform new participants that they may 
bring a friend or family member to serve as their sender. When a 
participant chooses not to do so, a PRL staff member serves as 
sender. We encourage participants to reschedule their session rather 
than feel they must come in to "fulfill an obligation" if they are not 
feeling well. 

Session orientation. We greet participants at the door when they 
arrive and attempt to create a friendly and informal social atmos
phere. Coffee, tea, and soft drinks are available. E and other staff 
members engage in conversation with R during this period. When 
a laboratory sender is used, time is taken for sender and receiver to 
become acquainted. 

If the participant is a novice, we describe the rationale and back
ground of the ganzfeld research, and we seek to create positive ex
pectations concerning R's ability to identify the target. This infor
mation is tailored to our perception of the needs of the individual 
participant, but it generally includes four elements: (I) a brief re
view of experimental, clinical, and spontaneous case trends indicat
ing that ESP is more readily detected during internal attention states 
such as dreaming, hypnosis, and meditation (Honorton, 1977), 
(2) the notion that these states all involve physical relaxation and 
functional sensory deprivation, suggesting that weak ESP impres
sions may be more readily detected when perceptual and somatic 
noise is reduced, (3) the development of the ganzfeld technique to 
test this noise-reduction hypothesis, and (4) the long-term success of 
the ganzf eld technique as a means of facilitating psi commupication 
in unscleclecl su~jects. 

We encourage "goal orientation" and discourage excessive "task 
orientation" during the session; this is especially emphasized with 
participants who appear to be anxious or overly concerned about 
their ability to succeed in the ganzfeld task. We discourage partici
pants from analyzing their mentation during the session, and tell 
them that they will have an opportunity to analyze their mentaticin 
during the judging procedure. They are encouraged to adopt the 
role of an .outside observer of their mental processes during the 
ganzfeld. Again, this is emphasized with those who appear an;icious 
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about their performance; they are advised to relax, follow the taped 
instructions, and to simply allow the procedure Lo work. We infonn 
pal)kipants that they may experience various types of correspond
en'8 between their mentation and the target; they are told that they 
maaexperience direct, literal correspondences LO the target, but that 
th~ should also be prepared for correspondences involving distor
tioifi or transformations of the target content, cognitive associations, 
andnsimilarities in emotional tone. Finally, we orient new partici
pa~s to where Se and E will be located during the session. 

;;tJ 
CD 

CD METHOD D) 
en 

LayRYt and Equipment 
0 

i and Se are sequestered in nonadjacent, sound-isolated and 
ele<Oically shielded rooms. Both rooms are copper-screened, and 
are~ ft apart on opposite sides of E's monitoring room, which pro
vide the only access. R and Se remain isolated in their respective 
roo·1· s until R completes the blind-judging procedure. 

s room is an Industrial Acoustics Corp., IAC 1205A Sound
Iso ntion Room, consisting of two 4-inch sheetrock-fillcd steel 
par¢!s. The two panels are separated by a 4-inch air space, for a 
tot~hickness of one foot. 

:Die inside walls and ceiling of Se's room are covered with 4-inch 
So~@ acoustical material, similar to that used in commercial 
broQcasl studios. A free-standing Sonex-covered plywood barrier 
(5 feo,yide by 8 ft high) positioned inside the sender's room, between 
Se'~hair and the acoustical door, blocks sound transmission 
thnmgh---ri.eamrrtrame. Figure I shows the floor plan of the ex-o 
pertlillental rooms. 
~ occupies a console housing the computer system and other 

equjment. The computer is an Apple II Plus with two disk drives, 
a pl'Ulter, and an expansion chassis. The computer peripherals in
cluci a real-time clock, a noise-based random number generator 
(R~). a Cavri Interactive Video lntcrfacc 11.!(i, an Apple game pad
dle,Jind a fan. Other equipment includes a color TV monitor, the 
VCR used to access and display targets, and three electrically iso
lated audiocasseue recorders. One audiocassette recorder presents 
audio stimuli (prerecorded relaxation exercises, session instructions, 
and white noise). Another plays background music during the ex
perimental setup. The third records R's ganzfeld mentation and 

@ 
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en 
CD 
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0 -Figure I. Floor plan of experimental suite. g -0 

judging period associations. There is two-way intercom communi- ~ 
cation between E and R. One-way audio communication from R to 0 
Se allows Se to listen to R's ganzf eld mentation. )> 

I 

;;tJ 
Receiver Preparation 0 

"lJ 
<D 

R sits in a comfortable reclining chair in the IAC room. Se keeps Cf> 
R company while E prepares R for visual and auditory ganzfeld g 
stimulation. Translucent hemispheres are taped over R's eyes "'.ith ~ 
Micropore® tape. Headphones are placed over R's ears. A clip-on CD 

microphone is fastened to R's collar. A 600-watt red-filtered flood- ~ 
light, located approximately 6 ft in front of R's face, is adjusted in o 
intensity until R reports a comfortable, shadow-free, homdgeneous ~ 
visual field. White noise level is similarly adjusted; R is informed g 
that the white noise should be as loud as possible without being an- ~ 
noying or uncomfortable. The ganzf eld light and white noise inten- o 
sity are adjusted from E's console after R and Se are sequestered in g 
their respective rooms. -;" 

Sender Preparation 

Se sits in'a comfortable reclining chair in the sender's room. Se 
faces a colm;"TV monitor, wearing headphones. During the session, 
Se can hear R's mentation report through one headphone; if dy-

.i::i,. 
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namic targets are used, Se hears the target audio channel through 
the other headphone. 

Series Manager Setup Procedures 

)> 
"'C E accesses the autoganzfeld computer program Lhrough Lhe Se-
;ijs Manager sofLware. Series Manager is a password-protecled, menu
ciiven control program. It provides the only means through which 
a8, experimenter may specify parameters for the series design, reg
iswr new participants in the series, set up a session, and run a ses
slan. The Series Manager menu is accessed through entry of a private 
(~d nonechoing) password. 
~Series design. A valid series design must exist hcfore sessions c:an 

bfg run in an experimenlal series. This is done Lhrough Lhe Series 
l\ftnager "design" module. The design module prompts E to specify 
t{fs type of series (pilot, screening, or formal), the number of 
~ticipants, the maximum number of trials per participant, the 
t®il number of trials per series, and the series name. There is no 
~vision for changing the series design once it is accepted by E. 
~ign parameters are saved in a disk file; they are passed to the 
e111p>erimental program at the beginning of the session. 
· · Participant registration. When R is new to a series, E accesses 

"8rticipant Registration" from the Series Manager menu before the 
slsion. E is prompted to enter R's name and identification number. 
~e module verifies that the maximum number of participants 
SR9cified in the design is not exceeded. (An error message appears 
i§n attempt is made to register more participants than are speci
f\bl in the design; then, control is returned to the Series Manager 
~nu.) 
OOSession setup. E then selects "Session Setup" from the Series Man

a~ menu. E is prompted to enter R's name and the program ver
i~ that R has not already completed the maximum number of 
t1Gals specified in the design module. (An error message appears if 
a~articipant has completed the number of sessions allowed for the 
sgies or has not heen properly registered; control is then returned 
t~the Series Manager menu.) E enters Se's name and the sender 
tje: lab, lab friend, or friend. Lab Jenders are PRL staff members 
~ose acquaintance wiLh the participant is limiLed to the experi
~nt. Lab friend refers to PRL staff senders who have some social 
acquaintance with R outside Lhe laboratory. Friend senders are friends 
or family members of the participant. Finally, E enters the ganzfeld 
light and noise intensity levels and his or her initials. E then leaves 
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the monitoring room while another PRL staff person supervises tar
get selection. 

Targets 
)) 

The system uses short video segments (dynamic targets) and still ::g 
pictures (static targets) as targets. Dynamic targets include excerpts 0 
from motion pictures, documentaries, and cartoons. Static targets ~ 
include art prints, photographs, and magazine advertisements. 

There are 160 targets, arranged in judging sets of four dynamic 
or four static targets. The sets were constructed to minimize simi- Q 
larities among targets within a set. The targets are recorded on four 
one-half-inch VHS format videocassettes: each videocassette con- m 
tains 10 Larget sets (5 dynamic and 5 slalic). A signal recorded on D> 

an audio track of each videocassette allows computer access of the ~ 
targets. Target display time-to Se during each sending period and 
to R during the judging period-is approximately one minute; 
blank space added to briefer targets insures that the VCR remains 
in play mode for the same length of time for all targets. 

Preview packs. The video display format of the autoganzfeld tar
gets does not permit simultaneous viewing of the entire target set .. 
during the judging procedure as is done in many nonautomated 
ganzf eld studies. Each target set is therefore accompanied by a pre
view pack containing brief excerpts of all four targets in the set; this ' 
gives R a general impression of the range of target possibilities. R 
views the preview pack at the beginning of the judging procedure; 
it runs approximately 30 sec. 

Target Selection 

The target selector (TS) is a PRL staff member who has no con
tact with either E or R until after the blind-judging procedure. TS 
is needed to load the videocassette containing the target into the 
VCR. TS is informed which of the four videocassettes contains the 
targel, but remains blind to the ta1·get's iclcntity. If Sc is a staff 
member, Se serves this role; otherwise, a staff member not involved 
in the session ser-ves as TS. (In the latter case, Se and R are seques
tered in their respective rooms before TS enters the monitoring 
room.) 

The Series Manager program prompts TS to press a key on the 
computer keyboard. A program call to the hardware RNG obtains 
the target.value (a number between I and 160) and stores it in.com-
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puter memory.
2 

The program determines the large1 sel and vicleo
casseue numlJer from Lhe LargeL value. The vidcocasselle 11umhcr is 
c~played on 1he monitor, ancl TS is prompted Lo inserL iL inLo Lhc 
'tl::R. The program verifies tha1 Lhc nn..-ccl vicleornssclle has hce11 
i~ened and dears lhe 111oni1or screen; if the videocasseue is not 
c@-recL, an error message prompls TS to insen the correu viclco
cRscue. 

TS places a cardboard cover over the VCR's front panel lo con
e~! the digital counters and VU meters. Finally, TS leaves the mon
it4ring room with the three 1·emaining videocassenes, knocking 
L~ce limes on the mo11itoring room door as a signal for E to reLurn. 

CD 

rflltaxation Exercise.r and Ga11zfeld Imtructiom 
CD 

~R and Sc undergo a 11-min prerecorded 1·claxation exe1-cisc be
f~ the mentatio11/sending period. This provides a unique shared 
e&erience for R and Se before the ESP task. The relaxation exer
ci§e includes progressive relaxation exercises and autogcnic phrases 
Oiobson, 19~9; Shuhz, 1950). Ganzfdcl instructions ,ll"C 1·ccordcd 
af.ter the relaxation exen:isc. The ins1r11ctions ancl relaxation cxer
ciG arc delivered in a slow, soothing but confident manner with 
oc)ftn sounds in the background. The style of presentation is similar 
to;;u hypnotic induction procedure. The ganzfeld instructions to R, 
w~h are also heard by Se, are as follows: 

ffl->uring this experiment we want you 10 think oul loud. Report all of the 
omages, thoughts, and feelings lhal pass through your mind. Oo nol 
~ling to any of them . .Just observe them as they go by. At some point 
OIi.iuring the session, we will send you the target information. Do not try 
~ anticipate or cortjure up this information. Just give yourself the sug
gestion, I ight now in the form of makmg a wish that the information 

ill appear in consciousness at the appropriate time. Keep your eyes 
_..pen as much as possible during the session and allow your conscious-
8ess to flow through the sound you will hear through the headphones. 
~ne of us will be monitoring you in the other room. Now get as com
~>rtable as possible, release all conscious hold of your body, and allow 
g to relax completely. As soon as you begin observing your mental proc
..ASses, start thinking out loud. Continue to share your thoughts, images, 
-'2wd feelings with us 1hroughuu1 the session. 

i Au cxc-cp1io11 Offlll'S iu 1r1c 1wo la1"gc1 n1111pariscm SlTics (Series 301 and :mi). 
See pp. 112-113. 
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M ,·11tatitm/Semli11g Prnr.t'<lurrs 

Receiver menlation 1·eport. After the relaxation exercise and in
strnciions, R listens Lo the white noise through headphones for 30 
minutes. R reports whatever thoughts, images, and feelings occur in 
the ganzfdd. The mcntation repon is monitored hy E and Se from 
their respecLive rooms. The menlation report is tape recorded, and 
E takes. detailed notes for review from R prior to judging. 

Target presentation and sender procedures. A Cavri Video Interface 
automates coniputer access and control of targets from a JVC BR-
640UU VCR. An electronic video switcher selectively routes the 
video output (VCR or computer text mode) to three color TV mon
itors, one each for E, R, and Se. E's and R's monitors remain in 
computer text mode until the judging period. During each of the 
six sending periods, Se's TV monit01· is switched from compute1· 
text to VCR mode. 

At the beginning of each sending period, Se's monitor displays 
the prompt, "Silently communicate the contents and meaning of the 
largct lo [R's first name]." Se views the ta1·get and attempts to com
nmnicatc its contents to R. Sc mentally rcinfon:cs R for· target
related associations and mentally discourages R when the mentation 
is unrelated to the target. 

Judging Procedure 

After the mentation period, E turns off the ganzfeld light and 
reads back R's mentation from the session notes. R remains in ganz
feld during the mentation review to minimize any abrupt shift 'in 
state. E's and R's TV monitors are switched into VCR mode by the 
computer, which also prompts Se to "Silently direct [R's first name] 
to select the target that you saw." Se's TV monitor remains blank 
(computer mode) during this period. 

R removes the eye covers and views the preview pack:' From 
their respective rooms, R and E then view the four potential targets 
(the actual target and three decoys), which are presented in one of 
four random sequences. R, viewing each candidate, associates to the 
item as though it were the actual target, describing perceived simi
larities between the item and the ganzfeld mentation. While R as
sociates to each candidate, E points out potential correspondences 
that R may have overlooked.:i R views any of the target candidates 
as often as d~sired before proceeding lo the judging task. 

'This applies lo Pilot Series 3, Novice Series I03- 105, and 10 Experienced Series 
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A 40-point rating scale then appears on R's TV monitor. The 
scale is labelled 0% on the left and I 00% on the right. Usi11g a rnm
puler-game paddle Lo move a poi11te1· lunizoutally across the ratiug 
scaie, R indicates the degree of similarity between his ganzfeld men
ta~n and each potential target. E and Se view R's ratings on their 
mfjlitors. The program checks for ties, and, if they occur, R re-rales 
llii? four candidates to obtain unique ratings for each. The program 
th~ converts R's ratings into ranks. A rank of I is assigned to the 
cariilidate R believes has the strongest similarity to his ganzf eld men
ta8nn; a rank of 4 is given to the candidate R believes is least like 
hi~anzfeld experience. ., 
Fe'fiback a11d Post-Session Procedures 

CD 

~fter R finishes judging, Se leaves the sender's room and enters 
R'§Droom with E. Se reveals the actual target, which the computer 
au~matically displays on R's TV monitor. The session data arc w.-it
te§o a noppy disk lile. 

2f ollowing feedback, E is prompted to backup the series data 
di~ The target videocassette is then automatically wound to a po
sit§1 near the center of the vidcocasscllc (frame 50,000). E selects 
"Analysis" from the Series Manager menu and obtains a hardcopy 
prrii\out of the session data file. The printout includes: the file 
naiSte, R's name and ID number, series type, session number, Se's 
na~, E's initials, date and stan time, target number, target position 
in ie set, R's target ranking, the standardized target rating (z: 
sntt,:), iarget j11dgi11g se•1m·11n·, targt·t name, target t}'pc and set 
nui?ber, sender type, light and white noise levels, finish time, and 
opg,nal experimenter's comments. The printout is allached to E's 
no~ on R's mentation and placed in a ring binder containing all 
su<ii information for the series. The audio tape of the session is sim
ilaj filed. 

0 

E
.W. 
x/i;!!imenlers 

0 
0 

~ight Es contributed to the autoganzfeld database. Honorton, 
onl(:bf the originators of the psi ganzfeld technique, has conducted 
psi!''lnzfeld experiments over a 16-year period. Derr and Varvoglis 

:!OJ .Qiiul :ill:!. It docs 1101 ,apply lo the c,11-lil·r snics (l'ilo1 Series 1-:!; Nuvin~ Series 
IO I'- I 02; or Experienced Series 30 I). This praclice was initiated because pan id pants 
frequendy failed Ill iden1ify obvious correspornlenl·es between 1heir mc111a1ion and 
target elements. 

Psi Ccm11111mirntion i11 the Ga m.fl'lcl 111 

worked with Honorton at Maimonides Medical Center and were 
I rai11t'tl hy him. B<·r~t·r is primaril\' n·sponsihl<" for t hr 1ed111ical im
ple1neniatic>n of the autoganzfeld systen1. He lrained !--!unortun, 
Derr, Varvoglis, and Schechter in its use. Honorton trained Quant, 
Ferrari, and Schlitz in the use of the autoganzfeld system:' ~ 

"'C ., 
Experimental Series ~ 

CD 

Altogether, 241 participants contributed 355 sessions in 11 se-a. 
ries. To fully address the issue of selective reporting, we includeti' 
every session completed from the inauguration of the experimentsi, 
in February, 1983, to September, 1989, when the PRL facility wasCD 
dosed. Thus, this database has no "file-drawer" problem (Rosenthal,<D 

D) 
1984). en 

The studies include three pilot series and eight formal series.CD 
Five of the formal series were single-session studies with novice par~ 
ticipants. The remaining three formal series involved experiencectg 
participants. o 

00 -0 
l'ilot Sait!S 00 

Series 1. This initial pilot series was conducted during the devel~ 
opmenl and testing of the autoganzfeld system. It served to test sys-;;o 
tem operation, to detect and correct programming errors, and t<o 
li11<'-ll111t· st·ssion timing f111H"lions. Ni1w1ccn s11l~jcc1s contributed 221:J 
sessions as Rs. Seven, induding PRL staff members, had pripr ex~ 
perience as Rs in nonautomated ganzfeld studies at Maimonideo 
Medical Center. The remaining 12 Rs were novices with no prior~ 
ganzfeld experience. Series sample size was not specified in adyance~ 
the series continued until we were satisfied that the system was op.;;tJ 
erating reliably. g 

Srrirs 2. This pilot series was designed by Berger in an auemp~ 
to avert potential displacement effects and subject judging problem@ 
by having E rather than R serve as judge. R received feedback onl~ 
to the actual target. Four panicipants contributed to this serieso 
Nine of the planned 50 sessions were completed before Berger's deg 
parture from PRL when this series was discontinued. -;" 

.i::i,. 
1 Berger·, Schechter. ;md Varvoglis have dociornte degrees in psychology. Quant 

holds a masters degree in counselling psychology, and t·errari has a bachelors degree 
in psychology. Schlitz has conducted independent ganzfclcl and remote-viewing re
search in ·other laboratories and has a masters degree in anthropalogy. 
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Srrir.'i 1. This pilot srrics was a practice series for par11npa111s 
who complcLcd Lhc allout:d uu1111Jc1· of sessions in uuguiug lormal 
seji.es but who wanted additional ganzfeld experience. This series 
a~ includes several demonsLraLion sessions when TV film crews 
w"ie present and provided receiver experience for new PRL sLaff. 
Tie sample size was not preset. 

CD a. 
N'8flice ("First-"fimers") Serie., 

0 .., 
;;oThe identification of characteristics associated with successful in

itiffll performance was a major goal of the PRL ganzfeld projecl 
(Jl>norton & Schechter, 1987). Except for Series 105, each novice 
seXJes includes 50 ganzfelcl novices, that is, participa11Ls with no 
plj,l9r ganzfeld experience. Each novice contributed a single ganz
f ejit session. Most novices had not participated in any psi experiment 
p@r to the novice series. 

g;eries JOI. This is the first novice series. 
?§eries 102. Beginning with this series, R was prompted after Lhe 

m€9itation period to estimate the number of minutes since the end 
0(~1e relaxatio11/ins1ruc1ions tape. 

~eries 103. Starting with this series, Rs were given the option of 
ha;tjng no sender (i.e., "clairvoyance" condition). Only four panici
p,os opted to have no sender. 

~eries 104. A visiting scientist (Marilyn Schlitz) served as E in 
scan sessions and as Se in six sessions with subjects from The Juil-

' Ii~ School in New York. 
.;:;Jierie.s 105. This series was started to accommodate the overflow 

o@uilliard students from Sel"ies HM. The sample size was set to 25. 
Sii:Jsessions were completed at the time the PRL 1-1ro~ram was sus-
p~ed. (There were 20 Juilliard students altogether. Sixteen were 
in~eries I 04 and four were in Series I 05.) 

0 
0 

Ef!Jrienced SubjecLt Series 
0 

8eries 201. This series involved especially prom1smg subjects. 
T~ number of trials was set to 20. Seven sessions by three Rs were 
cofftpleted al the time the PRL program was suspended. 

Series 301. This series compared dynamic and static targets. 
Sample size was set to 50 sessions. Twenty-five experienced subjects 
each contributed two sessions. The autoganzfeld program was mod
ified for this series so that each R would have one session with dy-

/1.\i <:111111111111imtio11 i11 ti,,· (:am/rid I I :-l 

11amk larg<>ls ancl nnt· srssion with slali, targets. Sul~jccts were in
formed of this only aher completing both sessions. 

Smes 302. This series used a single dynamic target set (Set 20~ 
In earlier series, Target 77 ("Tidal Wave Engulfing Ancient City"'):, 
had an especially strong success rate while Target 79 ("High-Spee&3 
Sex Trio") had never been correctly identified. We made two pro-~ 
gram modifications for this series. The target selection ("Random.C. 
izc") nmLinc was modilicd lo select only l,H"gc1s in Sci 20, and the"Tl 
VCR. tape-centering routine was modified to wind the videotape t~ 
a randomly selected position between frame numbers 85,000 an&O 
95,000. The second modification insured that E could not be cued: 
perhaps unconsciously, by the time required to wind the tape froniu 
its initial position to the taa·get location. ~ 

The study involved experienced Rs who had no prior experienctN 
with Set 20. Each R contributed one session. Participants were un.g 
aware of the purpose of the study or that it was limited to one target52 
set. The design called for the series to co,ninue until 15 session~ 
were completed with each of the two targets of interest. Twenty-fiveo 
sessions were completed when the PRL program was suspended. 00 

C) 
Statistical Analysis )> 

I 

;;o 
Except for two pilot series, series sample sizes were specified inO 

advance. Our primary hypothesis was that the observed success;g 
rate-the proportion of correctly identified targets-would reliably~ 
exceed the null hypothesis expectation of .25. To test this hypoth-g 
esis, we calculated the exact binomial probability for the obs~rved~ 
numhcr of direct hits (ranks of I) with p = .25 and q = .75. On<D 
the basis of the ove,·whelmingly positive outcomes of earlier studies,~ 
we preset alpha to .05, one-tailed. . o 

We also tested two secondary hypotheses, based on patterns o~ 
success in earlier psi ganzfeld research. These are: (I) that--dynamicg 
targets are significantly superior to static targets, and (2) that per-~ 
formance is significantly enhanced when the sender is a friend of R,o 
compared to when R and Se are not acquainted. We initiallyg 
planned to test these hypotheses by chi-square tests, a trial-based-;" 
analysis. However, a consultant (Dr. Robert Rosenthal) suggested .i::i,. 

that a t test using the series as the unit would be a more powerful 
lest of these hypotheses, and we have followed his recommendation. 
The remaiµing analyses are exploratory.~ 

5 
The statistical analyses in this report were performed using SYST AT .(Wilkin-
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TAHU: I 
OUTCOME BY SERIES 

--
Series N N Hits Effect size 

Seri,s. type subjects trials N % (h) 4 

l"'C l'ilot l!I 22 H :Iii .~5 .!1!1 

2a Pilot 4 9 3 33 .18 .25 
3< Pilot 25 3fi iO 28 .07 .22 

IOI CD Novice 50 50 12 24 -.02 -.30 a. 
I 02 "Tl Novice 50 50 18 36 .24 1.60 
103 O Novice 50 50 I !i 30 .11 .li7 
104""' Novice 50 50 18 36 .24 l.tiO 
105~ Novice I) Ii 4 67 .87 1.78 
201 ci, Experienced 3 7 3 43 .38 .69 
301 D> Experienced 25 50 15 30 .11 .67 
302 ~ Experienced 25 25 16 64 .81 3.93 

I\) 
Overall 241 355 0 122 34 .20 3.89 

NoteS::fhe z scores are based on the exact binomial probability with p = .25 
and i= .75. -0 

00 RESULTS 

Ovejl Success Rate 
I 

~nzfeld hit rate. The1·e were 241 pal"licipants, who contrilmted 
355 'mttoganzfeld sessions. The 122 direct hits (34.4%) yield an exact 
binc:iial p of .00005 (z = 3.89). The cffecl size, Cohen's h (Cohen, 
l 97~ is .20. The 95% confidence interval (Cl) is a hit rate from 
30o/c&> 39%. Because 1his level of accuracy would occur ahoul one 
ti111t.~1 20,000 by d1am:c, we reject the 11ull hypothesis. (Sec TaLlc 
l.) ;;tJ 

.§cess rate by series. Of the 11 series, l O yield positive outcomes. 
The<thean series effect size is .29, SD = .29, t ( 10) = 3.32. 

~mogeneity of effect sizes. Traditionally, psi investigators have 
bee~reoccupied by whether there is a significant nonzero effect. 
An ~ally important issue, however, is the size of the effect. There 
is a ~owing tendency among behavioral scientists to define replic
abilifJ in terms of the homogeneity of effect sizes (Hedges, 1987; 

I 

:IS 
son, 1988). When I tests arc reported on samples with unequal variances, they arc 
c.,Iculated using the separate variances within groups for the error and degrees of 
freedom following Urownlec (1965). Combined zs arc based on Stouffer's method 
(Rosenthal, 1984), Unless otherwise specified, p lc:vc:ls arc one-tailed. 

l'si Comm1111iratim1 i11 th,• Gamfdd 1151 ~ 
-< 

TABl.t: 2 I~ OUTCOME BY EXPERIMENTER 

N Hits Effect 
Experimenter trials N % size (h) 

~11au1 IOti 38 :Hi .:M 
Honorton 72 27 38 .29 
lkrgl:r !i:\ 1H :H .20 
Derr "15 12 27 .05 
V:1rvoglis 43 11 26 .03 
Sd1ed11cr 14 !i :,S(i .23 
Ferrari 15 9 60 .72 
Sd1li1z 7 2 29 .08 

Rosenthal, 1986; Utts, 1986). Two or more studies are replicates ofl 
one another if their effect sizes are homogeneous. We assess the 
homogeneity of effect sizes across the 11 series by performing a chi
square homogeneity test comparing the effect size for each series 
with the weighted mean effect size (Hedges, 198 l; Rosenthal, 1984). 
The formula is: 

• 
-x,2(k - I) = L N,(h; - h}2 , 

I = I 

whc1·c k is 1he number of studies, N; is the sample size of the ith 
study, and the weighted mean effect size is: 

T, = 

• 
L N,h; 

' - I -.-
L N, 

i • I 

The test shows that the se1·ies effect sizes are not signific.mdy non
homogeneous: x2 = 16.25, 10 df, p = .093. 

If omogeneity of Outcome by Experimenter 

Eight Es contributed to the autoganzfeld database. (See Table 2.) I! 
All eight experimenters have posiLive eff ecl sizes. A chi-square ho
mogeneity' test, using the mean effect sizes for each E weighted by 
sample size, indicates that the results are homogeneous across ex
perimenters: x2 = 7.13, 7 df, p = .415. 

-I 
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TAlll.t: 3 
CANZl·TI.IJ S11c:ct:ss IN Rt:1.AIION 10 Nt1t.111t:1< cw St:ss111Ns 

~ 
"'C 
"'C ., 
0 

N (Dl!jects 
N ~1ls 
HiiJl 
% ~its 
Eflj81 size (/1) 

• 
S1ilct-JJasrd A ml(VJi.1 

CD 

I 

183 
I H:\ 
53 
2!1 
.O!I 

No. of sessions .ts receiver 

2 3 

2:\ 24 
·Iii 7'!. 
l!I 31 
41 4:1 
.34 .38 

4 + 

II 
:..i 
l!l 
:\:1 

.2'' 

~eventy-s~x percent of 1he participanls (N = 183) contributed a 
sinile session as R. Fifty-eight Rs contributed multiple sessions. Par
cicgints with multiple sessions either had direct hits or strongly 
su[iestive target mentation con-espondenccs in thei1· first session. 
(S<eTable 3.) 

~uccess rate by subjects. To test the consistency of ganzfeld perfor
m;'rj=e across participants, we use the slandardized ratings of the 

N trials 
N hits 
% Hits 
Effect size (h) 
z ,, 

l'.1i C111111111111imti1111 in till' (;a11z/i·lcl 

TAIU.E 4 
St:Nut:idRECt:l\'t:R PAIRINt: 

Sender as: 

Lab 
Lab friend 

140 lili 
4(i 24 
33 3(i 

.18 .24 
2.01 l.93 
.02:, .026 

117 

Friend 

1-15 
52 
36 
.24 

2.83 
.0023 

3.65, /> = .002." The 95% CI for dynamic targets is a hit rate from 
34% to 47%. The Cl for static targets is from 21 % to 34%. Thus, 
our hypothesis concerning the superiority of drnamic targets is 
strongly supported. 

S mt! n/ R ff r i vrr Pai ri 11 g 

tarjj;t and decoys (~tanford's z scores; Stanford & Sargern, 1983) as . _ . . . 
th~ependent vanable. Stanford zs are averaged for participants Receivers are more successful with friends than with laboratory 
wi1ffim11hiple sessions. Direct hi1s and Stanford :zs are highly cone- senders, although the difference is not statistically significanl. The 
lateO. In this database, N ('.\53) is .771>. The mean Sranfonl :z for the 11umher of sessions in this analysis is 351 because four subjects 
24 l§l>anicipants is .2 l (SD = l .04), and t (240) = 3.22 (P = .00073). opted to have no sender. The best performance occurs with friend 
Tlic,95% Cl is a Stanford :z from .08 to .35. The effect size (Cohen's senders. Sessions with laboratory senders, although significant, have 
d; ~hen, l 977) is .2 l. (The effect size for subjects is nearly identical the lowest success rate. (See Table 4.) 
to ~e trial-based effect size, Ji = .20.) Thus, there is a general ten- Using series effect sizes as the unit of analysis and sender type 
deiy for panidpan1s to give higher ratings to the actual targcl as the predictor variable (combining lab friend and friends), r" is 
~to the decoys, ancl the s1g111lu:ance of these experiments is not .363, l ( 17) - 1.61, p - .0635.' The 95% Cl for sessions with 
:tU~utahle to excep1ional performance hy a few oulslarnling suh- 1:riernls is a hit rate from 33.3% to 47%. For lab senders, the Cl is 
Jee~ from 18.3% to 41.8%. Thus, although the effect of sender type is 
~ not statistically significant, there is a trend toward better resufrs with 

Dy~ic Versus Static Targets friends. 
0 

~he success rate for dynamic targets is highly significant. There 
areJ::J 90 dynamic target sessions and 77 direct hits (10%, It = .32; 
exact binomial /J = 1.9 x 10-•;, z = 4.62). The hit rate for static 
targets is not significant (165 trials, 45 hits, 27%, h = .05, p = .276, 
z = .59). Using lhc scrit·s effect size as the mllcomt· variahlt' and 
target type as 1hc predictor variable, the point-biserial correlation 
(r.,) between ganzfeld performance and target type is .663, t ( l 7) = 

6 Separate effect sizes were obtained for the dynamic and static target sessions of 
each series. Since Series 302 used dynamic targets only, the analysis is based on 11 
dyuamk target effect sizes and H stmic target effect sizes: 1wu static target series ( I 05 
and 20 I) had extremely small sample sizes (2 and 3 sessions, respectively). A similar 
proc:edure is used in the analyses of sender/receiver pairing and experienced versus 
novice sul)jects. 

7 Thrrr st:rit.'!I i11\'oh·i11K lahorn1,u-r 51•111lt•rs wt·n· di111i11a1nl from 1his .malrsis he
cause of extremely small s;unple si;i:es. These include Series 2 (11 = 2), Series Ill:, (11 

= 2), and Series 201 (11 = I). Thus, the point biserial correlation is based on 11 
series wilh friends and 8 series with laboratory senders. 
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Ga11ift>ld Exprrir11rr 

·rwo luuulred aud cighlccu partic!pau!s hud their first experi
ence as ganzf eld receivers in the autoganzfeld series. (This includes 
the j>Novice Series 101-105 and 12 novices in Series I.) For all h111 
24 ~I%), their initial autoganzfeld session provided their f-irst ex
periglCe as participant in any parapsychological rcs<'an-h. Of the 
2 J 8Cjovices, 71 (32.5%, h = . l 7) co1Tectiy identified their ta1·get (ex
act 3,nomial p = .0073, z = 2.44). 

Jlnrticipants with some ganzfcld experience comributed 137 
trial~and 51 hits (37%, /z = .26, p = .00 I, z = 3.09). When series 
effe~ sizes are used as 1he unit of analysis ancl prior ganzfrlrl cx
pcri'1hcc is used as the prcdicttff variable, r

11 
is .078, l ( 10) = lU!5, 

p = mt I. The 95% CI for novices is a hit rate from 25.5% lo 49.5%. 
The<A:;I for experienced parlicipallls is from 29% Lo 50%. 

CD 
I\) 

Part@Jiation by PRL Laboratory Staff 
0 -@ completeness, we report the contribution of laboratory staff 

as s~ects in this database. PRL staff members contributed 12 ses
sion~s R. These sessions yield 3 hits (exact binomial /J = .50; It = 
00).0 

)> 
W hitW" oi.se and Ganzfeld Illumination Levels 

0 
·1Je mean white noise level (in arhi1 ra1·y units of 0- 7.5) is 2.!17 

(SD m 1.77). As measured from the headphones, the mean noise 
levelQs approximately 68 dB. The mean light intensity (arbitrary 
unit~f 0-100) is 73.8 (SD = 26.1). Preferred noise and light in
tens@ levels are highly correlated: ,· = .569, t (353) = 12.99. 

NBither noise nor light intensity is significantly related to ganz
feld ~rformance. The point-biserial correlation between hits and 
nois<t::'.tevel is - .02fi, t (353) = - 0.'18, /J = .fi3 I, lwo lailccl. For liglll 
imer1Dty, r" is - .040, l (353) = -U.76, p = .449, two tailed. 

0 
~ 

I\) 
0 

g RANDOMNESS TESTS 
~ 
I 

.i::i,. 

The acl<'quacy of rarnlo111iza1io11 was a 111.~jor source of disagree
ment in two meta-analytic reviews of earlier psi ganzfeld research 
(Honorton, 1985; Hyman, 1985). In this section we document the 

Psi Cm111111111imti011 i11 thr Gamfrld 119 

a<l<'q11acy of our ranclomiz;11io11 prrn:ecl11rc an:orcling 10 guidelines 
agrC'<.'cl on hy 1-1 yman and Honorton (1986). 

Global Tests of Random Number Generator 
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Full-range frequency analysis. As described earlier, autoganzfeld ., 
largcts an· sl'lecled 1hro11gh a program call lo th(• RNG for values O 
within ~he target range (l-160). The number of experimental ses- ~ 
sions (N = 355) is too small to assess the RNG output distribution a. 
for the full range, so we performed a large-scale control series to "'l} 
tesl the distribution of values. Twelve control samples were col- -, 
leclecl. These included five samples with 156,000 1rials, six samples ;;tJ 
with 1,51>0 trials, and one sample of 1,560,000 trials. The 12 result- ~ 
ing ·chi-square values were compared to a chi-square distribution m 
with 155 df, using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) one-sample Lest. ~ 
The KS test yields a two-tailed p = .577, indicating that the RNG I\> 

used in these experiments provides a uniform distribution of values g 
throughout the full target range." 52 

Test of frequency distribution for Set 20. We used a single target set g 
(Set 20) in Series 302. We repeated the frequency analysis in a 0 
40,000-trial control sample, restricting target selection to the four 00 

1arge1 values within Set 20 (Targets 77-80). A chi-squa1·e test of the C) 
dis1rih11tio11 of targets wi1hi11 Set 20 shows that the RNG produces )> 
a uniform distribution of the target values within the set: l = 3.19, , 
3 df. p = .363. ~ 

"lJ 
T,·sts of llu· Ex/Jaimmtal RNG U.wgr I~ 

I 
0 

Each autoganzfeld session required two RNG calls. An RNG call ~ 
al the beginning of the session determined the target; another, oo 
made before the judging procedure, determined the order in which i 
the target and decoys were presemed for judging. o 

Distribution of targets in the experiment. A chi-square test of the dis- 8 
I rih111 ion of values within the largct sets shows I hat I he targets were ~ 
selected uniformly from among the four possibilities within each set; o 
x'I. with 3 df is 0.86, p = .835. ~ 

Distribution of judging 01·der. A chi-square test of the judging order g 
indicates that the targets were uniformly distributed among the four o 
possible judging sequences: the x2 with 3 df is 1.85, p = .604. ~ I 

.i::i,. 

"Our 111" the pn·\'i(·w p,11·k clt·111t·111s for Set Ii, n1111i1111111i; Tari;e1s :.! 1-:.!·I, was 
damaged. This re,111ircd liltcring the RNG calls in the expcrimcm and control tests 
IO bypass the damaged portion of the videotape, leaving the targets in Pool 6 unused. 
Thus, for the full-range analyses reported here, there arc 155 df rather than 159. 
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Summary 

'!J:l,le randomness tests demonstrate that the RNG used for target 
selelJion in these experiments provides an adequale source or ran
don"E? numbers and was functioning properly during the experi
rne~. 

CD a. 
"'l} EXAMPLES OF TARGET-MENTATION CORRESPONDENCES ., 
j this scclion, we prcsc111 some examples of corresponclcnn·s 

bet\ffen targets and ganzfeld mentation. Although conclusions can
not ,Ae drawn from quali1a1ivc cla1a, 1his malcrial should 1101 he ig
nor~. It constitutes the raw data on which the objective statistical 
evid~ce is based, and may provide important insights concerning 
the ~derlying process. These examples are excerpts from sessions 
of s§jects' ganzfeld mentation reports, identified by them during 
the ~nd judging procedure as providing their basis fo1· rating the 
targg 

T,n1,.fl 90, Statir: /)a/i's "(.'l,,-i.11 Crnri/il'fl." 

Sf'l'ilJ>/. l'artiri/Jfml /I): 77. /lank = I. z .u-on• = / .67. 
. I 

"~- I think of guides, like spirit guides, leading me and I come into like 
a"'tJ>Lll"I with a king. It's quiel. ... It's like heaven. The king is something 
lffl: Jesus. Woman. Now I'm just sort of summersauhing through 
l151ven.... Brooding.... Aztecs, the Sun God.... High priest. .. . 
ler.... Graves. Woman. l'rayer... . Funeral.... Dark. Death ... . 
~als .... Ten Commandments. Moses .... " 
<D 

Tar1,.'i11 77, Dyrwmir.: Ti<lal w,w,• 1'llf..'lt~li11,: <mrit'1lJ city Frnm "Du· Cl.t,J, 
of 1ii'g/·;1a11s," a film bmnl 1111 Gut'k mythology. A /111/..'t' tidal wav,· aa.\ltt•J 
into ~ shore. 11ie scene shifts to a ceuter courtyard of an ancient Grrel, 
city; §'re is a statue in the center, and buildings with Greek columns around 
the f>!tjphery. People are running to l'.ffape r.omumption by thf' titutl w<mf'. 
W at~rushes through the buildings, destroying the columns and the statue; 
peop'i,scurry through a stone tunnel, just ahead of the engulfing water; 
debri(Jloats through the wate1·. 
Seri~ 1. Participant ID: 87. Rank = 1. z score = 1.42. 

" ... The city of Hath comes to mind. The Romans. The reconstnu:1ion 
of the baths through archaeology. The Parthenon. Also getting sort of 
buildings like Stonehenge hut sorl of a cross hclwecn Sionehengc and 
the Panhenon. The B}'Zantine Empire. The Gates of Thumler. Tiu; 

l'si Communication in tlu Ga11zjeld I!:! I 

Holy See. Tables floating about. ... The number 7 very clearly. That just 
popped out of nowhe1·e. It 1-cminds me a hit of one of the fit·st Clasli 
albums, however. The Clash, "Two Seveiu" I think it was called, I'm not 
sure .... " [The target was number 77.) 

Series 302. Participant ID: 267. Rank = 1. z score = 2.00. 

" ... A_ big storm over New York City. I'm assuming it's New York City. 
No, it's San Francisco .... A big storm and danger. It looks so beautiful 
but I'm getting the sense of danger from it. ... It's a storm. An earth-
1111:ake .... " 

Target 63, Dynamic: Horses. From the film, "The Lathe of Heaven." An 
overhead view of five horses galloping in a snow storm. The camera zooms 
in on the horses as they gallop through the snow. The scene shifts to a close
up of a single horse trotting in a grassy meadow, first at nonnal speed, then 
in slow-motion. The scene shifts again; the same horse trotting slowly 
through empty city streets. 
Series: 101. Participant ID: 92. Rank = 1. z score = 1.25. 

" ... I keep going to the mountains .... h's snowing .... Moving again, 
1his 1i111c lo lhe lef'I, spi11ni11g lo 1he lcl'i. ... Spiuning. Like 011 :1 rnruu~cl. 
horsrs. I lorsc·s on a c·aro11sc·I. ;i rirn1s .... " 

Target 46, Dynamic: Collapsing Bridge. Newsreel footage of the collapse of 
a bridge the 1940s. The bridge is swaying back and forth and up and daunt. 
Light posts are swaying. The bridge collapses from the center into the water. 

Series: 101. Participant ID: 135. Rank = 1. z score = 1.94. 

" ... Something, some vertical object bending or swaying, almost some
thing swaying in the wind .... Some thin, vertirnl object, bending to the 
lclL ... Some kind of ladder-like strncture but it seems lo be almost 
blowing in the wind. Almost like a ladder-like bridge over some kind of 
chasm that's waving in the wind. This is . not vertical this is horizon
tal. ... A bridge, a drawbridge over something. It's like one of those old 
English type bridges that opens up from eithe1· side. The middle part 
comes up. I see it opening. It's opening. There was a Hash of an old 
English stone bridge but then back to this one that's opening. The 
bridge is lifting, both sides now. Now both sides are straight up. Now 
it's closing again. h's closing, it's coming down, it's closed. Arc, images 
of arcs, arcs, bridges. Passageways, many arcs. Bridges with many 
arcs .... 

Targrt I 37, Static: "Working on a Watemie/011 Fan11." This pai11ti11g shows 
a black man with his back to the picture; his suspenders fonn a V-shape 
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u::.: 1 ne 1oumat OJ rarapsycnotogy 

around hic; shoulders. A ,log i,; iu fnml of the man; there arr walnmrlom 
bftwem t/11' dog and lhr ma11. The 1rum faaJ a dirl /mlh with watl'rnu·lmt 
fmlches on either side. On lite left Jidr, mwtlu!T 11w11 J1mhr.J a wltrrllmnm11 
filled with l111gl' waten11e/o11..c;. 
Seri!)> JOI. Participant ID: 105. Rank = 2. z score = 0.98. 

"'C 
"'C .. a small lamb, very soh, oulside. Small, playful. ... I sec a ·v· 
st»tpe .... An apple .... I see a kilchen towel with a picture on it. Apple 
sids or a fruit cut in half showing the seeds. A tomato or an apple. 
"Q.e fruit was red on the outside .... I thought of watermelon as in a 
imermelon basket. Thinking of kids playing on a beach. Little kids 
~ying with balls that are bigger than they are and buckets that arc 
t~e-quaners their size .... I had a thought of going through a tunnel, 
r«>t the kind of tunnel you see on Earth but the type of tunnel described 
\Gen someone dies." 

D) 

TarJgi 64, Dynamic: I 92(h Car Sinl,i11g. From the film "Glwsl Slllry." '/111• 
.1cenNlepict.c; the murder of a yom1g blonde woman by three young mm in 
the §20s. The men are all wrari11g suit.1; mu of the men i1 wraring ll 

fedofil.. hat that is turned up in the back. The men push an old car into a 
lake.g,he camera shifts between close-ups of their facial expressions, and the 
car, m it slowly sinks into the water. The woman's face and hand a/Jjml1' in 
the c~h large rectangular rear window; she silently screams out for help. 
The Rr disappears beneath the water as the sequence ends. 
Sai'> 102. Participant ID: 154. Rauk = J. zscore = 1.45. 

I 

·~·-· Girl wi1h a hairnu .... Uloml hair. ... A rnr .... The h;u:k or somc-
<"tf's head .... Someone running to the right. ... Someone on lhc righl 
iu, a brown suit ... and a fedora hat turned up very much in the 
~k .... Fedora, trench coat, dark tie .... A tire of a car. The car's going 
@ the left. An old movie .... I'm picturing an Edward G. Robinson 
rrt4>vie . ... Big roundish car like I 940's. Those scenes from the hack win
cfflw. Bumping once in a while up and down looking through 1he back 
~dow you could see that it was probably a big screen in back of the 
@ and the car's standing still aclually .... I think it's a movie I saw. 
tiiey're being shot at and shooting al the window and then the girl gets 
~>l. ••. Girl with the blonde haircut. ... Someone walking in a suit, 
~wn suit. ... h's the 1940's again, 30's maybe. Except it looks like iL's 
i,ucolor. Something red, blood ... blood on someone's lap .... A dead 
grson all of a sudden .... A big mouth opened. Yelling, but no 
Cmd .... Two people running near a train .... Dressed in 1920 type 
s'mts with balloony pants, like knickers .... A big, old-fashioned white car 
ifhh a llat top. l 920's, 30's .... " 

Target I 07, Static: Staiurd-Gla.u M adoww with Child. Thi~ is " .\lfli11l'd

glass window depicting the Virgin Mary and Christ child. 

Psi Communication in the Gan~feld 123 
Srm·.\: /02. Partiri/m11/ /J); /8]. Uauk = 2. z .fflJl'I' = 0.61. 
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"Some kind of a house. s1ruct11re .... Some kind of wall or building. 
So111c1hing wi1h 1hc sky in lhc hackgn11111cl. Thinking of a bell. A bell 
structure. Something with a hole with the light coming through the 
hole .... Like a stained glass window like you see in churches." )> 

Targl't I Y, Static: Flying Eaglt-. 1\11 mg/,• with outslrt'fdlt'(/ wings is about ~ 
lo land 01l <l p,rclt; its claws (ff{' t'Xlnu/l'(/. Tiu eag/i>'s ht'ad is white and its 0 
wi11gs a~ui body are black. ~ 
Series: 104. Participant ID: 3 J 6. Rank = 1. z score = 2.00. a. 

" ... A black bird. I see a dark shape of a black bird with a very pointed 
beak with his wings down .... Almost needle-like beak .... Something 
that would fly or is flying ... like a big parrot with long feathers on a 
perch. Lots of feathers, tail feathers, long, long, long .... Flying, a big 
huge, huge eagle. The wings of an eagle spread out. ... The head of an 
eagle. White hc;HI and dark feathers .... The bouom or a bird .... " 

Targl't I 44, Dy11a111ic: //ell. Frnm the film "Altered Stales." This sequence 
depicts a psychedelic experience. Everything is tinted red. The rapidly shifting 
scenes include: A man screaming; many people in the midst of fire and 
smoke; a man screaming in an iwlation tank; people in agony; a large sun 
with a corona around it; a mass c1'Ucijixion; people jumping off a precipice, 
in the midst of fire, smoke, and ·molten lava; spiraling crucifixes. There is a 
close-up of a lizard's head, slowly opening its mouth, at the end of the se
q11r11c,•. 
Sai,·.\: HH. l'arlici/mnt JD: 321. Uank = J. z scon• = 1.49. 

" ... I just see a big ·x·. A big 'X' ... . I see a tunnel in front of me. It's 
like a tunnel of smog or a tunnel of smoke. I'm going down it. ... rm 
going down it al a prelly fast speed .... I slill see the color red, red, red, 
reel, reel, reel, reel, reel .... Ah, s11clclenly 1he sun .... The kind of cartoon 
sun you see when you can see each pointy spike around the spl.iere .... I 
slepped on a piece of glass and there's a bit of blood coming out of my 
fool. ... A lizard, with it big, big, big head .... " ,· 

Tm:~rl I 48, Static. Threl' U1m.mal Plm1eJ. Th,·,e .rnw/1 aircraft flying in 
funnatiou. The planes are white and have swept-back wings; their Landing
gear is extended. A winding road is visible below. 
Series: 104. Participant ID: 322. Rank = 2. z score = 0.39. 

" ... A jet plane .... A 747 on the way to Greece. Blue skies. Sounds like 
ii's going h,igher. ... I think I'm back on the plane again. I never used 
lo he afraic;I or flying until recently .... They need heller i11sula1ed jets, 
soundproof' like 1hcse rooms. They could use these comfortable seats, 
loo. And ·the leg room. The service isn't bad either .... Still can't get the 
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l'.!,J 'J"/11, .f 1111rnul 11/ l'111(1/1.1_v1 /111/,iJ:.'Y 

feeling of being in an airplane out of my mind. Flying over Creenlancl 
and lcclancl whc11 I wc111 lo E11gla1ul. ... Feels like Wl'

0 n· going highn 
)>and higher. ... Descending. It seems we're descending .... Big airplanes 

"'C fl>•ing over with people like me staring clown .... Flying arm111rl in a 
"'C piece of tin .... Feel like I'm gelling a C-fon:e. Mayhe I am taking oil. 
O Sure feels like it. Feels like wt·'n· going su·aight up .... I always f<'d likt> 
~ when I'm on the plane going home, l just hope that pl.me makes i1 p;1sl 
Q.the Rocky Mountains .... " 

"Tl . L . 10rget I 0, Static: Santa and Coke. 71tis is a Coca-Cola Clmstmas tu Jrnm 

l'.1i Co1111111111irnti1111 i11 thl' (;1111~/dd I ~!i 

Bay. A lion.... Highways .... Lion, see a lion .... Tornado.... Bal-
loon .... Face mask .... City .... Leaning Tower uf l'isa .... Long hall-
way, doorway .... Long road. Long, long desert road .... " 

Target 22, Dynamic: Spiden. From the documrntmy "Lift• cm Earth." A 
s/1idn is werwiug its wrb. Thr sj,idrr's lci11g lrgs s/niug 11/1 a11d down re
Jm1l('(lly, wmvi11g slrmuls of lite ttlf'b. The body of lltr .1,pidrr is co11.sla11tly in 
motion, and bmmces u/J and down. A close-11/J shows one of the veins of the 
web bl'iug .slrf'lclted out by the spid,·1·. Variom tii,·ws of the w,•b. 
Series: 301. Participant JD: 146. Rank = 2. z score = 0.65. tiil950s, slt~~ing Santa C~aus ~olding_ a Coke bottle in It~ left lt~nd; three 

b!Jons are 11wble on Santa s swt. Behmd Santa and to Im left, lS a large " ... Now visual patterns more like a spider web and the color. And then 
bf Ir m/J with tlu Cora-Cola logo fra11i111.: flKaiml au ,m1mm•11tNI Clni.\tllul.\ like the form of the veins of a windmill .... Something like a spider web 
flt/I•. again. A spicier web. A pattern that instead of a spider web it looks like 
SRies: / 04. Participaul / U: )32. /lank = J. z swrt· = /. J ·I. hasket wea\'i11g .... An image of the wa)" some children were able tu do 

o something like flying when I was a child though I never had one. It was 
g" ... There's a man with a dark beard and he's got a sharp face.... ?-fo~gouen ~hat it was called-a pogo stick or a jump stic_k, som_ething 
-There's another man with a beard. Now there's green and white and m which you Jumped up and down and you could hop qutte a distance 
ghe's in hushes and he's son of colo11i;1I. He looks like Robin I lood ancl by doing so .... I have kinesthetic images all over as in vigorous motion 
Che's wearing a hat. ... I can see him from behind. I can see his hat and expressed in Hying or jumping on this sort of spring stick that I men-
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00he has a sack over his shoulder. ... Window ledge is looking down and tioned .... Vigorous motion. It's as though I were trying to combine re-
01here's a billboard that says 'Coca-Cob' 011 it. ... There's a s11ow111,rn laxatio~ with p~nicipating in an im?ge of some~hing very ~i~ornu~ .... I C) 
-dgain and it's got a carrot for a nose and three black buttons coming really !eel earned away by these images of vigorous acttvlly wtthout )> 
~clown the front. ... There's a white heard again. There's a m,111 with a being able to localjze this activity as to what it is .... " ;;tJ 
~white beard. . . . There's an old man with a beanl. ... ·· . CJ 
0 Target I 08, Static: Two fire eaters. A young fire eater, m the foreground, ,::, 

T&et 70, Dynamic: Dancing in NY City Streets. From the film "The Wiz." facing to the right of ~he picture, blows a huge flame out of his mouth. _In ~ 
Tff) sJm11 of _vf'/111111-Jmvrrl bridg,· mit·r a body 11{ 111at1·r awl ,wt1111whifr tmflit· IIH· lmd,1-.rrmmd thrrr is anolhrr firr rater. A grrmJ, of J,roJ,le are watchmg 0 is8isible iu the opeuing scene: the New York City skyline is in the back- on the left side of the picture. o 
gr~md. A hot-air ba/10011/lirJ otl('rhNul. Tiu• .fff1U' shifts as Dorothy (Dfrma Series: 301. Participant ID: 146. Rank = 1. z score = 1.71. ~ 
RUJs), her dog Toto, the lion, Tin Man, and Scarecrow dance along the .. 

1 
k h . . f ff d h · Th d i 

~ r h b ·d , · l · be}, · d l p Cl l . . . eep avmg images o ames now an t en. . . . e soun re-b e; one n l en ge s supportmg arc:~es 1s ~m t iem..u!1rys41r · d f ff 
I 

fi d ff · I h · ~---
• • ~J mm s me o ames too. . . . n ames agam. . . . n t ese new images o 

BeJdz~g lS m the bac~growul. Al the md of the s_equmce,. ll~e cliarncten the fire takes on a very menacing meaning .... Rather mountainous ~ 
daACe m front of a pamted backdrop of an old{asluoned building. sticking up of bare rocks just as though they had come from a re~ently o 
s&s: 105. Parlicipanl ID: 336. Rank = 1. z JCore = 1.40. formed volcano. Volcanos of course get back to the fire, extreme heat. ~ 
N I had an image of a volcano with molten lava inside the crater. Molten I\> 
o'Big colorful hot air balloons .... White brick wall .... Ocean .... People lava running down the side of the volcano .... Cold. Written out there g 
g.val~ing befor~ my eyes. Severa~ people ... : A dog. Hot air balloo_n. . . . behind the visual field and thinking how it contrasts with my images of ~ 
~ mghtclub smger.... Back of a womans head, short curly hair.... Hames. Although my images of flames didn't actually include much real , 
.i::i,.Water .... Balloon, big halloon .... Yellow .... Very tall huilcling. Look- feeling of heat. l didn't have any imagery of heat in connection with the .i::i,. 

ing down at a city. Leaving a city, going up.... Faces. An arc.... Hames. Just abstract thought of flames .... Now I think of the water as 
Water.... A woman's face.... Cars, frt·t·way.... A rock-11-roll star ;1 way of pulling 0111 flames. Sucldcnly, I was hiring my lip. Hiting my 
chanting .... Architecture. A jester's hat. ... geometrical figures, designs. lip as though' lips had something to do with the imagery and I see lips 
... Yellow chocolate bar. Water. Going down into water, deep down.... out in front .of me .... And the lips I see are bright red, reminding me 
Man with long golden hair and sun glasses .... The Hay, San Francisco of the flame imagery earlier. And then a bright heart such as Valentin~·s 



l~(j T/11• .Journal o/ l'amJ,.1yrlwlogy 

candy in 1he shape of a he.art. The cinnamon flavored rnndit·s 1ha1 
rememher as a c.:hild h.aviug al Vale111ine's. Red color .... This red as in 
lhe ciunamon candv is a dcen verv i111ense red. And similarlv for the I I / - - --- / -

llamrs. Auel 11m11 I S<'<' 1lu· word 'rr,r .... " 

Tatt 9-1, Dynamic: Jiang Glide,:L Tlw Je'{Ul'llrt' .,;/wws a skin· 011 a V-
1lurl!Jd ha11r, r,lid,·1. Th,· 1/iin 1111111 /,ir,/, u/1 a/101•,· .\//011• 1111•,·1,·,/ 111u11ula111.1 

am& pine forest. Al the end, the skier lands mt a mountai1t slope and skis 
aw'S· The sequeuce ii; accmn/mnie,J by Parhl'llJl'l:'i Cawm. 
Srqz:;ri:: 30/. Parlicipa11/ JD: 188. Rank = I. z score= 1.26. 

5' .. Some kind of 'V' shape, like an open book .... I get some moun
TJin .... Some kind of bird with a long wing .... The shape of an upside 
fwn 'V' .... Ski, something about skiing came to me .... Some kind of 
~,body lik<• all oval shape or a liody with wini.:s Oil lop of ii i11 a 'V' 
iiape. Another 'V' like a wing shape .... Something wi1h wings .... 
~gain •h:. shape of an umbrella came into my mind. A l111111·rlly 
~ape .... 
0 

Taigt 80, Dynamic: Bugs Bunny in Sjmce. In this carlomt, thne i.s a do.\f-

up 85 the lower part of a cigar-shaped rocketship and the sufJports holding 
ii 1~ The rocl,f'l IL\.ll'll!bly .1lid1•.1 ovn lo tlu· lmmchi11g /md, din•rily abm11• 
Bu@ Bunny's underground patch. The scene shifts to the underground 
jmt"?tt. as Ruge; Bunny climbs uf, Liu• laddl'1" lmdi11g mil of hi.1 J){Jlrh. U11-
k11u(('jng(v. Ire climbs up through thr interior of the rockl'lship. Tiu rockl't'.1 
rnJ,yjrts /mil away mu/ lltrn it talw\ off into s/ma. Tiu· rocl.l'l'.1 1111.11' rn111' 

.1/Ji14:Jas Bugs /Jwmy appean through the top and he sees lite 1~·arlh rnnle 
rap'ii!Jy in the distance. As the sequenrr end.s, Bugs Bunny i5 hit in the belly 
by a"lJ:omet. 
Se,-i: 302. Participant JD: 292. Rank = 1. z score = I .48. 

I 

g .. Space c.:rah .... The solar system. The unclerside of a hclicop1er or 
~ submarine or some kind of fish that you're seeing from uncler
ffl:.uh .... Sort of heing unclcrne,uh i1. Sora of being 11111lernea1h i1. ... A 
;ijqry strange image likt· a cartoon c:haracter, anima1cd d1arac1er. With 
g<; mouth open kind of. ... Like a hypodermic needle or a candle or 
(I.tis shah like thing wi1h 1he a poin1cd top again .... missiles 
$ing .... An aerial perspective .... I'm just kind of editing here I think. 
~ really hoping all this rocke1ship kincl of image1·y isn't because or 1he 
iiu1ise. ) reel like I'm in a rm:ke1ship or s11me1hi11g .... Thal image or I ht: 
8ip going inw the belly of the mother ship .... " 
0 
~ 
I 

.i::i,. 
COMPARISON OF STUDY OUTCOMES WITJ-1 

(;i\NZFl·:1.1> METJ\-J\NJ\l.\'SIS 

In this section, we compare the automated ganzfeld study out
comes with the results of earlier ganzfeld studies, summarized in ;a 

l'.~i Com1111111imli1111 in t/11· Gau~/i·ltl 127 

TAHI.E 5 
Col\ll'AIUSON OF OVERALi. PERH>RMANCE IN AllTOI\.IATt:ll (;ANzn:1.n ,\Nil 

MtTA-ANAL\'S!S DATA SETS 

Outcome N 
variable· na1ahase sl mlirs Me.111 SI> ti{ /1 

Z SC.:CJl"eS Meta-analysis 28 1.25 1.57 
Auwganzleld 11 1.10 I I 4 

J. ..... 
0.33 25 .748 

Ellen sizes (/1) Mela-analysis 28 .28 .4ti 
Au toganzfd<l 11 .29 .~9 

0.14 28 .892 

Note. The p values are two-tailed. 

mt·1a-a11alysis (I lonorton, I !185). We compare 1he 1wo databases on 
four dimensions: (l) overall success rate, (2) dynamic versus static 
taq~ets, (:\) sender/receiver pairing. and (4) novice \'ersus experi
enced sul~jects. 

Overall Success Rate 

To assess the consistency of results, we compare the 11 · auto
ganzfdd series to the 28 studies in a meta-analysis of earlier ganz
feld swdies (Hononon, 1985, Table Al, p. 84), using direct hits as 
the dcpe11de111 variable. The outcomes of the two data sets are con
sistent. lloth display a predominance of positive outcomes: 23 of the 
28 studies in the meta-analysis (82%) and 10 of the 11 autoganzfeld 
series (91 %) yield positive z scores. The mean auwganzfeld z scores 
and effect sizes are very similar to those in the meta-analysis. (See:: 
Table 5.) 

Combin('(f J~\timatrs of Gamfrld Success Rate 

Because the z scores and effect sizes for the automated ganzfeld 
arc consistent with the original set of 28 studies in the meta-analysis, 
a better estimate of their true population values may be obtained by 
comhi11i11g them. Positive outcomes were ob1ainecl in 33 of the 39 
studies (85%); the 95% Cl is from 69% to 99%. Table 6 shows a 
stem-and-leaf frequency plot of the z scores (Tu key, I 977). Unlike 
other methods of displaying frequency distributions, the stem-and
leaf plot retains the numerical data precisely. (Turned on its side, 
the stem-and-leaf plot becomes a conventional histogram.) Each 
number indudes a stem and one or more leaves. For example, the 
stem I is followed by leaves of 6,6,6,7,7,7, representing z scores of 
l.6,l.6,l.6,I.7,1.7,1.7. In the display, the letter "H" identifies the 
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TABU: 6 
Das IIUIIII I ION ( )I- /. Scoaa:s 

"OSI cm I .cal' 

a 
<-I CD . 
a.-0. 
-rrO. 
0 0 .., . 
;;o 0. 
CD I. 
m 2. 
D) 2 en . 
CD 3. 
I\) :t 
0 04. 

-

!17 
8!i 
:·ti 

H 222224 
M fifi67777mm 

666777 
H 011 

8 
01124 
!I 
u 

Minimum z 
l.owt:r lti11gc 
Median z 
Mean z 
Upper hingt· 
Maximum z 
SD 
Skewness (g,) 
Kurtosis (g2) 
Combined (Stouffer) z 

- l.!17 
II.:!:, 

= 0.92 
= 1.28 

2.08 
4.02 

= 1.44 
0.05 

= - 0.37 
7.53 

@per and lower hinges of the distribution, and "M" identifies its 
~dian. The z's range from - 1.97 lo 4.02 (mean z = 1.21, SD = 
P.QJ5), and the 95% Cl is a z from .76 lo 1.66. 
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TAl\l.t: 7 
DISTRIBUTION OF EHl::CT S1z1::s (Co111::N's Ii) 

Stem Leaf 

-· .!I :1 
-.4 () 

OUTSIDE VALUES 
Minimum h = 

-.3 I Lower hinge 
- .I 0 Median h = 
-.0 51 Mean h 

.0 7779 Upper hinge = 

.I H 002888 Maximum /, 

.2 1\1 1:n1 SD 

.3 11144777 Skewness (g,) = 

.4 H 01113 Kurtosis (g2) = 

.5 7 

.7 3 

.8 17 
OUTSIDE VALUES 

1.3 3 
1.4 4 

.0 The combined z for the 39 studies is 7 .53 (p = 9 x 10- ... ). 
lj§'s~ntha~'s ( 1984) file-drawer slalislic indicates that 778 additional 
~d;'fs wnh z scores aver~ging zero would be required to reduce the 
!@im?cance of the combined ganzfeld database to nonsignificance; . . . . llB'l ts a ratio of 19 unknown studies for every known study. To compa~·e the relauve 1mpa~t of dyna~1c and ~tauc. ta~gets i 
en A stem-and-leaf display of the effect sizes is shown in Table 7. the ~utoganzfeld and meta-analysis, we obtamed pomt-b1senal cor"l 
'be effect sizes ra11ge from -· .!J'.\ to l.'11 (meau /i ""' .~H. S/J ~ .'11). rclauons _for each. data set using t~rget -~ype ~static or dynamic) a-' 
"flie two most extreme values on both sides of the distribution are the predictor variable a11d the senes ellecl size, Cohen's h, as th 
(ffltli~rs. The !.15% Cl is au h between .15 aml .11; the etiuivalent hit t~utrnm~ vari,ahlc .. we l~sl the difference bel~cen the t~o co.r.re_l~ 
i::ue 1s from 31.5% to 44.5%. lions usmg Cohens q (Cohen, 1977). Dynamic t~rgets yield s1gmh 

Gmtly largcreffecrsizes in both data sets. For the meta-analysis, r 
~namic Vn:m.s Static TwxrL'i is .409, t (26) = 2.28, p = .015; and for the autoganzfeld as re

1 

..;I. ' . 

o ported above, 1·1, is .663. The two correlations arc not significand 
~ The use of video sequences as targets is a novel feature of the different (q = .36; z = 1.14). Therefore, we combine the~two dat 

.J\koganzfcld database. I lowever, a nun parable difference in tai·gel sets to obtain a better estimate of the relationship between effect siz 
tie exists in the earlier ganzfeld studies. Of the 28 direct hits stud- and target type: rP = .439, t (45) = 3.28, p = .002. The 95% CI 
i~ in the meta-analysis, 9 studies (by three indepenclem invcstiga- are 24% to 36% for static targets and 38% to 55% for dynamic tar-; 
tj[s) used View , M~ter stereoscopic slide reels as targets gels. Thus, the cumulative evicl~nce strongly indicates that dynamic.• 
(J-:Ionort~n, 1985, S~ud1es 7-8, 16-19, 21, 38-39). Static targets targets are more accurately retrieved than static targets. 
(single. pictures or ~hdes). were used in the remaining 19 studies by 
seven mdepen.dent mvesugators (Studies I, 2, 4, 10-13, 23-31, 33-
34, 41-42). Lake the autoganzfelcl video sequences, View M<L'ilr.r tar
gets present a variety of images reinforcing a ce11trnl target theme. 

Senderllleceiver Pairing 

A similaa· analysis compares the eff ecls of sende1·/receiver pairing 
in the two databases. Studies in the meta-analysis did not routinely 
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provide cletailecl hreakclowns regarding sender/receiver paarmg. 
Sc11dcr/n:ccivcr pairing i11 lhc 111c1a-a11alysis Gill 011ly lie coded ac
cording lo whether sul~jects could bring friends to serve as their 
sc11dc1 111 wc11· 1 csl I ic1nl 111 l;,l,111 ;11111 }' sc·11t!n s. ! !! ! 7 s! w!i1·s, !,y six 

independent investigators, su~jects were free to bring friends 
j:Uo11or1011, 1~185, S111clics 1-2, 1, 7-8, Hi, 23-28, 30, '.i:\-:M, 38-

~9). Laboratory-assigned senders were used exclusively in the 1·c
;q1aining 8 studies, by four independent investigators (Studies I 0-
<2, 18- i 9, 21, 29, ,JI). (Three studies using clairvoyance pron~
&ires and no senders are excluded from this analysis.) For the au
mganzfeld studies, we calculated separate effect sizes for each series 
~y sender type (combining lab friend and friend for comparability 
;s:vlth the meta-analysis). 111 the meta-analysis, r

1
, (23) is .103; larger 

Str eel sizes occurred in studies where friends could sc1·ve as scncle1· 
gl = 2.11, /1 = .023). For the autoganzfeld, as reported ahove, r., is 
163, in the same direction. The two correlations are very similar (q 
~ .05; z = 0.14) and are combined to give a beuer estimate of the 
81ationship between sender/receiver pairing and ganzfeld study 
~11rnnw: r1, = .38, I (12) = 2.fifi. /1 = .0055. The%% Cls an· 20% 
~ :H'~, for 1111,m111ai111ed s<·11clt'rlr<'n'i\'n pairs a1ul :H. I 'X. 111 ·l~l.:.!% .._ 
~r friends. Thus, the sender/receiver 1·cla1ionship docs have a sig
&>ficant impact on performance. 
C) 

'1/[Ject of Prior Ganzfeld Experience 
;;tJ 

~ The meta-analysis includes 14 studies, by nine independent in
<estigators, in which novices arc used exclusively (Honorlon, 1985, 
~udies 2, 4, 8, I0-12, 16-18, 23-24, 31, 41-42). Experienced or 
mixed samples of novice and experienced su~jects are used in the 
~aining 14 studies, by four diffe1·enl investigators (Studies I, 7, 
!3, 21, 25-30, 33-34, 38-39). Studies using experienced sul~jects 
are more successful than those limited to novices; the point-biserial 
8'-relarion between level of experience and effect size is .229. I (26) 
S 1.20, p ;;;;; .12. For the autoganzldd studies, as reported above, 
'iis .078. The two correlations do not differ significantly (q ;;;;; .155; 
N= 0.40), and the combined r" is .194, t (38) = 1.22, p ;;;;; . I 05. The 
gpective 95% Cls are 21.5% lo 44.5% fo1· novices and 35.5% to 
§% for experienced subjects. 
~The 95% Cls for these comparative analyses arc showu graphi
cally in Figure 2. The bottom two rows are Cls for the overall hit 
rates in the meta-analysis and autoganzfeld, respectively. The next 
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Figure 2. Comparison of autoganzfeld and meta-analysis 95% confide.nee 
limias. Ahhrc\'iatio11s arc dclincd as follows: Mela = 111c1a-a11alysis studies, 
Auto = autom,ued ganzfeld studies, Dyn = dynamic targets, Sta = static 
largels, Lah = laboratory senders, Fr = sender is friend or acquaintance 
of receiver, Novice = no prior ganzfeld experience, Exper = pi-ior ganz
fclcl cxpcricm:c. 

two rows give the Cls for d)1namic targets in the two data sets, and 
SO OIi. 

DISCUSSION 

We now consider various rival hypotheses that might account for 
the experimental outcomes, and the degree to which the automated 
ganzfeld experiments, viewed in conjunction with the earlie,r psi 
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ganzfeld studies, constitute evidence for psi communication. Finally, iments. Nevertheless, to totally exclude any possibility of subliminal 
we consider directions for future research suggested by these find- cueing, we modified the equipment. Additional testing c?~~rmed 
~s. that this modilication cffct.:livcly cli111i11atcd all_ lcaka~c_. l lus was 
::g formally confirmed by an audio spectrum analysis, co~~rmg the ~re-
&val Hypotheses quency domain between 47_5 Hz and 15.2 kHz. _The cnucal_qt~e~tton, 
< . of course, is whether performance on dynamic target~ d1mm1s~ed 
~ Semory CurJ. Only Sc knows the iclcntity of the target unttl ~- after this moclilit·,1tion. The answer is no: in fact, perlonn,11H:c nn-
ti,1ishes the automated judging proce_dm:e. If Se i~ not a PR_L stall proved. ~efore the modification, the direct hit rate on _dyna_m1c tar-
~ember, a staff member not otherwise mvolved m the session su- gets was 38% (150 trials, 57 hits, h = .28, exact bmomt~l p = 
wrvises target selection. In either case, the target selector knows .00029, z = 3.44); the 95% CI was from 31 % to 45%. Followmg the 
&ly which videocasseue contains the target. The target selector modification, the direct hit rate was 50% (40 trials, 20 hits, h = .52, 
laves the monitoring room with the ~em_aining three tar~et tapes exact binomial p = .00057, z = 3.25) with a. 95% CI fron~ 37% to 
fffter knocking three times on the momtormg room doo~, s1gnallmg 63%. The direct hit rate for all targets-static and dynam1c.-aft_er 
k> to return. Since the target selector only kno~s the v1deoca_sse~te the modification was 44% (64 trials, 28 hits, Ii = .39, exact bmonual 
mtmber, variations in knocking cannot commumcate any useful m- P = .00082, z = 3.15). 
irmation to E. The cardboard cover over the_ VCR eliminates a~y Randomization. As Hyman and Honorton (1986, p. 357) have 
aual cues to E regarding the positi~n of the videotape o'.· the acu~- pointed out, "Because ganzfeld experiments_ involve only o:'e t~rget S' of the VU meters (which arc acuve when the target 1s dy11a1111c . selection per sessio~1 ... , the ganzfe_ld inve~t1gator can restn~t his or 
CNlld has a so1111cltrack). . . . her allcntion to a I rcq11ency analysis allowmg assessment of the de-
.· Sensory transmission from Se Lo R <luring the ganzlcld session 1s gree to which targets occur with equal probability." We have docu-
Qminated by having Rand Se in separate, sound-attenuated rooms. mented both the general adequacy of the RNG used for target se-
:fr either participant leaves their room ~efore R's _r~tings have been lection and its proper functioning during the exp~riment. . 
~gistered in the computer, the session 1s uncond1uonall_y aborte?. Data selection. Except for two pilot studies, the num~er ?~ par~1c-
"lJ The videotape target display system prevents pot~nua~ h,m~lm~ ipants and trials were specified in advance for each s~nes. l he pilot 
ies during the judging procedure. Computer re~1stratton of Rs or formal status of each series was similarly specified 111 advance and 
arg<'I ra1ings ancl a111oma1rcl ft·<"clhark i~ftrr 1hr srss~on prevrnts the- rcrnnletl 011 tlisk ucfurc ucgi11ni11g Lhe series. We have rcporled all 
5R>ssibility of cheating hy Se during feedback, raised by Hyman trials, inchadi~1? pilot and <?ngoi~~ series, usi.1.1g the auto.mate? ganz-. 
~985). . . . feld system. I hus, there 1s no file-drawer proble~ 111 this data-i After about 80% of ~he sess1o~s were compl~te_d, 1t was bec~mmg base. . .. ~~. -~-~--~~-~ 

---~ypothes1s conce1 mug the super tonty of dynamic tar- Psi ganzfeld success rate 1s similar for pilot and formal sessions: 
~ts over static targets was receiving substantial ~onfi~mation .. Be- The proportion of hits for the 66 pilot sessions is .32 (h = . l 6, P = 
guse dynamic targets contain auditory as well as v1su~l ~~for~auo~, . l 29, z = 1.13). for the 289 formal sessions, the proportion c?rr~~t 
~ comlm:tcd a supplcmcnlary lest to assess the yoss1h1hty ,<11 auc~1- is .:J5 (It = .22, JJ = .000 I, z = 3.71). The difference is not s1gmh-
l'Ory leakage from the VCR soundtr~ck LO .R. With the VCR audio cant: X2 = 0.11, l df. p = . 734. . 
it to normal amplification, no auditory signal could be detected lf we assume that the remaining trials in the three unfimshed 
~rough R's headphones, with or without white noise. When an ex- ,eries would yield only chance results, these series would still be sta-
J&rnal amplifier was added between the VCR and R's headphones tistically significant (exact binomial p = .009, z = 2.36). This ':ould 
and with the white noise turned completely off, the soundtrack reduce the overall z for all 11 series from 3.89 to 3.61. Thus, mclu-
could sometimes be faintly detected. It is unlikely that subjects coul~ ,ion of the three incomplete studies does not pose an optional stop-
hav~ detected ~ny ta~get audio signal with the nor~al VCR amph- ping problem: '. . . . 
ficauon and while noise; as we have repone~, there 1~ no correlauon Multiple analysis. Informal exammauon of recent issues of sev~ral 
between ganzfeld success rate and while notse level m these exper- American Psychological Association journals suggests that correq1on 
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for muhiplc nnnparisons is not a n>1n111n11 practice in mnn· n>nvl'n-
1 io11al areas of psyd1ological i111111iry. Neve rt hdcss, half ol 11 y111a11 's 
( 1!185) 50-pagc cri1iq11t• of carlil'r psi ganzldcl 1·escard1 fon1st·cl 011 
issues related to muliiplc lcstin~. lu the prese11t case, advaucc spec
ifica1io11 of the primary h}'llolhesis ancl mc1hocl of analysis prevt·nts 
~,lill'111s i11v11l\'i11,.; 11111hiplc-a11;1lysis 111 11111hiplc-i111li, 1·.-. i11 11111 ll'sl 
tii the overall psi ganzldcl effect. Our direct hits analysis is actually 
/,ij significant I han <·i1 her t ht' sum of ranks mcl hl)(I (z = '1.IH. /1 = 

~ x IU r,) or Stanford's z scores (t = 1.53, 1!54 tij, p = 4.1 x 
}Q:"H). 

ti'ln aclclition to tht' primary hypotht·sis. howt·\•t·r. w,· also tc·stt'd 
I\V11 secondary hypo1hesc·s concrrning lllC' impact of la1w·1 1v1w ancl 
sider/receiver pairing 011 psi perlon11a11ce, amt we have presented 
s~ral purely explorawry analyses as well. Our Resuhs seclion in-
1 Dl<ll"~ I:, ~ig11ili1 ;11111· 11·~•~ i11v11l\'i11g p~i 1'l"l•l111111;11u 1· .a~ tlac tlt"pt:11-
cl=lt variable, and the /1 values ci1ecl are not ad_justed for multiple 
cN1parisons. or the ( :> sig11ilica11cc tests, !I ,ll"e associated with /J < 
.r8, The Bonferroni multiple comparisons procedure provides a 
ccSascrvarive mel laod ol' aclj11s1 i11g I he alpha lt:vd when several si
niltaneous 1es1s of significance arc performed (1-lollancl & Copcn
hoer, 1988; Hyman & Honorton, 1986; RosenthaJ & Rubin, 1984 ). 
\~e11 rhe Ho11fcrro11i ac~j11sL111e11t is applied, six ol tlte ni11e i11divid
u~y significant OLHcomes remain significant; these are: the overall 
h!l,:rale, 1he sul~ject-hasecl analysis using Stanford z scores, rhc dif
f~nce between dynamic and static targets, the dynamic target hit 
r,t!J, and the hit rate for experienced sul~jecrs. 

"lJAhhough the relationship between psi performance and sender 
l~ is not inclcpendcmly signilicanL in the autuganzld<l, the cor
nmtion coefficient of .363 is close to that observed in the meta
a.$1lysis (r = .403 ), and the comhinccl result is significant. The cu
n@a1ive evidence, lhereforc, docs supporl the concl11sio11 1hat the 
sc;Jillcr/rcccivcr n·lal in11ship is a sig11ilirn111 111ockra1or of g,1111.fdcl 
pgperformance. 

~~r.writy. Civen the large number of sul~jccls and the significance 
obhe outcome using sul~jects as 1he unit of analysis, sul~ject clecep-
1i£ is 1101 a plausihll' cxpl.111a1io11. Tht· a11111ma1cd ganzldd protocol 
h~ been examined hy several dozen parapsychologists and hehav
io§l researchers from other fields, including well-known critics of 
p~psycholugy. Many have participated as subjects, senders, or ob
s~ers. All have expressed satisfaction with our handling of security 
issues and controls. 

In addition, two experts on the simula1ion of psi ability have ex
amined rhe a111oganzldcl sysrem and pro1ocol. Forcl Kross has been 
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a prolt·ssional mt·ntalist for m•t•r 20 yt·ars. I It· is the.· aulhnr of many 
ar1idcs iu menlalist periodicals and has served as Secretaryfl'reas
un·r of !ht· Psychk E!!!er!ai!!t'!'S Assol'ia!i!l!L Mr. Kross has provided 
11s with the following statement: "In my professional capacity as a 
1111·111alist. I hav<· n·,·ic·w<·d Psvchophvsic·al R<'s<'an-h l .almralorics' 
automated ganzldd system ancl found it to provide excellent secu
rity against deception by su~jects" (personal communication, May, 
l !18:i). We have received similar commcuis from Daryl Hem, Pro
fessor of Psychology at Cornell University. Professor Bern is well 
known for his research in social and personality psychology. He is 
also a mcmhcr of !he Psychic E11Lertai11crs Association and has pcr-
1t,r111ccl for 111a11y }'l'ars as a llll'lllalisl. I It· ,·isill'tl PIU. for Sl'\"l'ral 
days and was a subject in Series IO l. 

Tlw issue· or i11vc·stil{ator i111c·l{ri1y mu only lw n111d11sivdy acl
dressed through independent replications. IL is, however, worth 
drawing allcnlion to the 13 sessions in which a visiting scientist, 
Marilyn J. Schlitz, served as either experimenter (N = 7, 29% hits, 
h = .08) cu- sc11cle1· (N = 6, 67% hits, h = .36). Altogether, these 
sessions yielded 6 direct hits (N = 13, 46.2% hits, h = .45). This 
effect size is more .than twice as large as that for the• database as a 
whole. 

Status of lite Evidence'Jor Psi Co,mnunication in the Gam.Jeld 

The automated ganzfeld studies satisfy" the methodological 
guidelines recommended by Hyman and Honorton (1986). The re
sults are statistically significant. The effect size is homogeneous 
across 11 experimental series and eight different experimenters. 
Moreover, the autoganzfeld results are consistent with the outcomes 
of the earlier, nonautomated ganzfeld studies; the combi~ed z .of 
7 .53 would he expected to arise hy chance less than one time in 9 
trillion. 

We have shown that, contrary to the assertions of certam critics 
(Druckman & Swets, I 988, p. 175), the ganzfdd psi effect exhibits 
"consislcnt and lawful patterns of covariation found in other areas 
of im1uiry:· The automated ganzldd studies display the same pat
terns of relationships between psi performance and target type, 
sender/receiver acquaintance, and prior testing experience found in 
earlier ganzf ~Id studies, and the magnitude of these relationships is 
consistent across the two data sets. The impact of target type and 
sender/receiver acquaintance is also consistent with patterns in spon
taneous case studies, linking ostensible psi experiences to emotion
ally significant events and persons. These findings cannot be ex-
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plained by conventional theories of coincidence (Diaconis & 
Mosteller, 1989). 
)> Hyman and Honorton (Hl86) have slated, 
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We urge ganzfeld investigators to use dynamic targets and to de
sign their studies to allow subjects to have the option to have friends 
or acquaintances as their senders. The similarity of the autoganzfelcl 
and meta-analysis data sets strongly indicates that these factors arc 
imponant moderators of psi ganzfeld performance. If our estimate 
of the impact of dynamic and static targets is accurate, a 50-session 
st·1·ics using dynamic largcts has approximately an 84 % chance of 
yielding a significant outcome. A comparable series with static tar
gets has only about one chance in five of achieving significance. 

::g ... the best way lO resolve the [ganzfeld] controversy ... is to awail the 
O outcome of future ganzfelcl experiments. These experiments, ideally, 
< will be carried oul in such a way as lo circumvent the file-drawer prob
~ 1cm, problems or 11111hiplt· ;111alysis, a111l 1hc v;iri1111s clrft·t·ts in 1·;1111111111-

"11 ization, statistical application, and documentation pointed out by 
0 Hyman. If a variety of parapsychologists and other inves1i~ators con
i, tinuc lo obtain signilicalll results uuc.lcr these co11ditio11s, then the cxis-
CD tence of a genuine communications anomaly will have been demon- REFERENCES 
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~ h f d. I · h h h d I · l d d and acousuc ganzfeld techmques: A rephcauon and extension.Journal of ta, t at uture stu 1es comp y wit t e met o o og1ca stan ar s th A . S · 

1 
r. p h. l R h 69 105 113 

d b h d · · · · II . . e mencan ocze y 1 or syc ,ca esearc , , - . 
iee on y ~esearc ~rs an cnucs: :et ll ts e~ua y t~perattve that BRIGGS, K. c .. & MYERS, I. B. (1957). Myers-Briggs Type Indicator Form F. Palo 

ous auenuon be given lo cond1uonS--aS-soc1ated with successful Aho, CA: Consulung Psychologists Press, Inc. . 
<3comes. BROWNLEE, K. A. (1965). Statistical theory and methodology in science and engi-
~ Small to medium effect sizes characterize many research findings neering. New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. , 

i§he biomedical and social sciences (e.g .• Cohen, 1977; Rosenthal, CHILD, I. L. (1986). Comments on the ganzfeld controversy.Journal of Para-
1~1). Rosenthal ( HJ86) ,mcl Uus (I !JHfi) make a strong case for , f'.rydwill1,ry. 50, 337 :-~+I. . . . 
IGre careful consideration of the magnitude of effect in the design Cc>HEN, J. ( 1977). Statist~cal power analysis for the behavioral sciences (rev. ed.). 
ail analysis of future ganzfeld studies. The automated ganzfeld New Y~rk: Academic Press. . . . 
~d· h 1· h I . f 3401 u . (1986) DIACONIS, I .• & MOSTELLER, F. (1989). Methods for studying coincidences. si.u 1es s ow a success rate s 1g t y m excess o 70. us s J 1 ,f th A · Stat· t· 1 A · t· 84 853 861 ..A.. . . . . . . ourna o e mencan is ,ca ssocaa ,o,i, , - . 

puwer analysis shows that ~or an effect of .t~1s size, t~e _mvesu~at~r DRUCKMAN, D., & SWETS, J. ( 1988). Enhancitig human perfonnance: Issues, the-
has only about one chance m three of obtammg a stausucally s1gmf- ories, and uchniques. Washington, DC: National Academy Press. 
icant result in a SO-trial experiment. Even with 100 trials-an unu- HARl.t-:Y, T.," ~ MATrHEWS, G. (1987). Cheating, psi, and the appliance of 
sually large sample size in ganzfeld research-the probability of a science: A· reply to Blackmore. Journal of the Society for Psychical Research, 
significant outcome is only about .5. 54, 199-207. 
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"FUTURE TELLING": A META-ANALYSIS OF 
FORCED-CHOICE PRECOGNITION 

EXPERIMENTS, 1935- 1987 

llY CIIARLES J JoNURTON ANO DIANE C. FERRARI 

ABSTRACT: We report a meta-analysis of forced-choice precognition experiments 
published in the English-language parapsychological literature between 1935 and 
1987. These studies involve attempts by subjects to predict the identity of target 
stimuli selected randomly over intervals ranging from several hundred milli
seconds lo one year following the subjects' responses. We retrieved 309 studies 
reported by 62 investigators. Nearly two million individual trials were contributed 
by more than 50,000 subjects. Study outcomes are assessed by overall level of sta
tistical significance and effect size. There is a small, but reliable overall effect (z 
= 11.41, p = 6.3 x 10- 2

•). Thirty percent of the studies (by 40 investigators) are 
significant at the 5% significance level. Assessment of vulnerability to selective re
porting indicates that a ratio of 46 unreported studies averaging null results would 
be required for each reported study in order to reduce the overall r~sult to nonsig
nificance. No systematic relationship was found between study outcomes and eight 
indices of research quality. Effect size has remained essentially constant over the 
survey period, whereas research quality has improved substantially. Four moder
ating variables appear to covary significantly with study outcome: Studies using 
subjects selected on the basis of prior testing performance show significantly larger 
effects than studies using unselected subjects. Subjects tested individually by an 
experimenter show significantly larger effects than those tested in groups. Studies 
in which subjects are given trial-by-trial or run-score feedback have significantly 
larger effects than those with delayed or no subject feedback. Studies with brief 
intervals between subjects' responses and target generation show significantly 
stronger effects than studies involving longer intervals. The combined impact of 
these moderating variables appears lo be very strong. Independently significant 
outcomes are observed in seven of the eight studies using selected subjects, who 
were tested individually and received trial-by-trial feedback. 

Precognition refers to the noninferential prediction of future 
evellls. Anecdolal claims of "future telling" have occurred through
out human history in virtually every culture and period. Today such 

This work was funded by SRI International and the John E. Fetzer Foundation. 
We wish to thank our PRL colleague George P. Hansen, who is primarily responsible 
for re1rieving 1he s111dies used in 1he meta-analysis. We ,ll'e g1·ateful to Edwin C. May, 
.Jessica U11s, and 10 live a110H)'lllo11s reviewers al SRI for \'aluahle con1111e111s 011 a11 
earlier draft of this report. Valuable comments were also made by Ephraim Schechter 
and by three anonymous referees. The division of authorship responsibility is as fol
lows: Honorton is responsible for the design of the meta-analysis, definition of study 
coding criteria, the ac111al analyses, and the report itself. Ferrari coded the individual 
research rcpons iu c:o11s11ha1io11 with Honorton and/or Hansen. 
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~nz I 11r J1111r1u1t of J'ampsy,"lwlogy i\ l\1rla-:\11aly.~is ,f Forcrd-Clwia Pn·rog11itio11 E\"jJai1111'11ls 28:l 

daims arc g-c1H·rally ll<'lit'vccl 10 lw has1·d 011 fae1ors s11ch as dd11sio11, la1cd. S111dics using 0111comc: variables othc:~· than dir~·ct hilling, suc;J.t 
irrat)J>uality, and superstitious 1hi11ki11g. The co11cep1 of precog11i- as run-score va1_·iam:e and d1~pl'.tccme~ll clfen~, arc ~11d~1ded onlyif 
1ion::guns counter 10 accep~ed notions of causality and appears lo the r~port provides releva~~ mformat_1on ~n _direct hits (1.e., num~lt 
conf~t with current scienufic theory. Nevertheless, over the past of trials, hits, and probab1hty of a hit). Fm.illy, we exclude stud1t 
half-¢ntury a substamial number of experiments _hav~ been r~- conducted by two in~estigators, S. G. Soal and Walter J. Levy, whog_ 
porl~ claiming empirical support fc!1· 1hc hypo1he_s1s ol prccog111- work has been_ unreliable. . . 
1ion.-ituqjects in forced-choice expenn!e~Hs, ac~or?!ng to many re- M~ny pubhsh_ed reports c_ontam ~nore ~han. one_ experim~~t i 
ponQ have con-ectly predicted to a stausucally s1g111ficant degree the experimental umt. In expenments mvolvmg muluple cond1~1?ns, 
ideniy (or order) of target stimuli randomly selected at a later significance levels and effect sizes are calculated for each cond1uoi 
1imcCD CD 

\Va> performed a meta-analysis of forced-choice prec~)gnition ex- Outcome Measures ~ 
pni 1~11Ls published i11 the E11glish-la11guage research htc1·ature be- CD 

l wcL'R 1935 and 1987. Four major question~ were _addressed Sigiiificance le,,el. Significance levels (z_ sc?res) :vere calculated-~~ 
Lhro~h this meLa-analysis: (I) ls there overall evidence for accurate each study from the reported number of tnals, hns, and probab1h~ 
1argt8iden1ifica1ion (ab<'.vc-chancc l_1i11ing) _in experimental pre_c'.>g- of success using the normal a_rproxi~a.tion to the ~in~mial dist15 
niliot55tudies? (2) What 1s the magmtude of the ?v~rall precogmuon bution with continuity correcuon. Positive z scores md1cate a~ov~, 
effe~ (3) Is the observed effect related to v~nauons m m~th~do- chance scoring, and negative z scores reflect below-chance sconn~.g 
logicg cp1ali1y _tl_ia1 coulc! allow a morc co11vc11111~11al ex p_l.,111a11011 :' ~,_J) ~J}l'tl size. Because most para psychological cxpcr_iments, parlH,;-. 
Does. .precogmuon performance _vary syste1!1aucall_y wnh polc_n11.tl ularly I hose in the older literature, have used the tnal ra~her thacr, 
111od(i)a1i11g v;uialilcs, s11c_l1 as ddl1-r~·w es 111 sul!ltTI pop11l;i1,ous, the sul~jcct as the sampling unit, we use a trial-based esuma~o_r ~ 
sti1111j:1s conditions, experimental sc11111g, knowledge of re_sul~s, and effect size. The effect size (ES) for each study is the z score d1v1de~ 
time :l,terval between sul~ject response and ta1·get generauon:' by the square root of the number of trials in the study.' O 

0 ~ 
"'lJ · .. JJ D . en ~ DELINEATING THE DOMAIN General Cfzaractenstzcs 01 tie omazn 6 

Rl'lri@Ll of Studies We located 309 studies in 113 separate publications. These stucf:3 
....,. . . ies were contributed by 62 different senior authors and were pul:fig 

Pia psychological research is still acade~ically taboo, an? It ~s lished over a 53-year period, between 1935 and 1987 ·--~onsiderin 
unli~ that there have bee_n ~any disserta~1ons a~d th~ses m lh~s the half-century ume-span over wfilch the precognition experi_meµ 
area at have escaped pubhcauon. Our retne:al of ~tud1es for tlus were conducted, it is not surprising that the studies are very .d1v~rs~ 
met~~~lysis is therefore ba~ed on the published ~llerature. 1:he The database comprises nearly two milli~n individual trials an8 
stu<l1C mclude all forced-choICe precogmuon experiments_ appear- more than 50,000 subjects. Study sample sizes range ~from· 25 tCA 

ing i3he peer-reviewed English-language par~psychology ~o~rnals: 297,060 trials (median = 1,194). The n~mber of subjects rang~ 
1/ou~ of Parapsychology, Journal (a~d Proc~edmgs) of tl~e Society for from 1 to 29,706 (median = 16). The studies use a variety of metlg 
Psyclt~l Research, journal of the Amer~can S~czety for Psychical Research,_ odologies, ranging from guessing ESP cards and other card symbo~ 
1:·uro/JaUn .Journal <{ Pam/1syclwlogy (111clud111g thc Re.w:arr.lt Letta ol_ to automated random number generator experiments. The domaiJ:i. 
the Lf.,recht University Parapsychology Laboratory), ~nd abstra_ct~ ot encompasses diverse subject populations: the most frequently used 
pcc1·-reviewed papers presc111ed at l'arapsycholog1cal Assona11011 · 
meetings published in Rt•search in Parapsychology. 

Criteria for Inciusion 

Our review is rcst rictcd lo lixccl-lc11gt h sl udies i11 which sig11ili
cance levels and effect sizes based on direct hilling- can he calcu-

1 Elsewhere (Honorton, 1985), we have used the effect size index Cohen's h 
(Cohen, 1977), and one ref<:ree has asked that we explain why we are now using 
zJN'12

• The answer is that h and z/N 112 yield virtually identical results, and µN 112 is. 
compULationally simpler. For the present sample of 309 precognition studies, the 
mean difference between the two indices is .00047, and the standard devi,aiion of the 
differem:e is .02ti: 1(308) = 0.312, p = . 75ti, two-1ailed. The concla1io11 bc1wcen 1he 
lwn i11,lir1'"\.: ;~ U7 
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TABLE l 
OVERALL SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL AND EFFECT SIZE 

)> z 

"'!fean 

tver 95% confidence estimate 
a. 

0.65 
2.68 
0.40 

"Tl 
0 ., 
;;tJ 
m 
CD 

Combined z = 11.41, p = 6.3 x 10 .,,, 

"Fail-safe N" = 14,268 

t(ES) = 3.51, 308 df, p = .00025 

ES 

0.020 
0.100 
0.011 

~opulation is students (in approximately 40% of the studies); the 
(tast frequently used populations are the experimenters themselves 
~d animals (each used in about 5% of the studies). 
O Though a few studies tested su~jects through the mail, more typ
a1lly sul~jects were tested in person, either individually or in groups. 
~rget selection methods included no randomization al all (studies 
ffiing "quasi-random" naturalistic events), informal methods includ
Jog manual card-shuffling or <lice-throwing, and formal methods, 
@imarily random number tables or random number generators. 
Ji,he time interval between the subjects' responses and target gen
;suation varied from less than one second to one year. 
0 
"lJ 
<D 
en 
I 

0 

OVERALL CUMULATION 

O Evidence for an overall effect is strong. As shown in the top pan 
'al Table I, lhe overall results arc highly significant. 2 Lower hound 
t8ne-tailed) 95% confidence estimates of the mean z score and ES 

ge d!splayed in th~ bottom portio~ o~ Table ~ .. 
W · Nmety-two studies (30%) show s1g111ficant htttmg at the 5% level, 
~d significant outcomes are contributed by 40 different investiga
~s. The z scores correlate significantly with sample size: r(307) = 
N>.56, p = .003. The mean number of trials for significant studies is 
§% larger than the mean number of trials for nonsignificant stud-

~-
.i::i,. 1 The statistical analyses prcsc11tc<l here were performed using SYSTAT (Wilk
inson, 1988). When I tests are reported on samples with unequal variances, they arc 
c·ak11la1cd 11,i11i; 1hc "'l'ara1,· v;1riam n wi1hi11 i;ro11p, for 1h,· error arnl dci;n.,., of 
freedom following Brownlee (1965). Unless otherwise specified, p levels are one
tailcd. Combined z's arc based on Stouffer's method (Rosemhal, 1984). 
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Figure I. Mca11 effect size by i11vcs1iga1or. N = Ci2 invcstig-ators. 

Rl'/Jlicalion Across lrwestigatm:~ 

ll.5 

Virtually the same picture emerges when the cumulation is by, 
invesLigator ralher than study as the unit of analysis; the combined 
z is 12. 13, and 23 of the 62 investigators (37%) have overall out
comes significant al the 5% leveL The mean (investigator)""effect size, 
is 0.033 (SD = .093). 

There is a significant difference in the mean ES across investi
gaLOrs, but it is surprisingly small: Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOV Ai 
by ranks, x~(6 l) = 82. 71, p = .034. The effect is clearly not due w: 
a few major contributors. If investigators contributing more thani 
three studies are eliminated, leaving 33 investigators, the combined • 
z is sLill 6.00 (p = 1.25 x 10-ii) and the mean ES is .028 (SD = 
.091). Figure I shows the mean effect sizes hy investigator. 

These results indicate substantial cross-investigator replicability 
and directly contradict the claim of critics such as Akers ( 1987) that 

;a 
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s11cccssf11l parapsychological 011tco111t·s arc achieved hy only a kw 
investigators. 

)> 

Th~?i/l'rlrawer Problem 

a 
c9-well-known reporting bias exists throughout the behavio1·al 

scidilces favoring publication of "signilicam" studies (e.g., Sterling, 
I 951}. The extreme view of this "filed rawer problem" is that "the 

jou2.als are filled with the 5% of the studies Lhat show Type I e1·-
ror~while the filedrawers back al the lab are lilied with Lhe 95% of 
the ~udies that show nonsignificance ... " (Rosenthal, l 984, p. I 08). 
Re~nizing the importance of this problem, the Parapsychological 
Ass~iation in 1975 adopted an official policy against selective re
ponug of positive resulLs.:1 Examination of Lhe parapsychological liL
era@-e shows that nonsignificant results a1·e frequemly published, 
and9n the precognition database, 70% of the studies have reported 
11011~11ifica111 n·s11hs. Ncvt·rtlwlcss. 7:"><;;, of 1lic pnTog11i1io11 studies 
weri$lUblished before 1975, and we must ask to what extent selec
tive ~blicaLion bias could account fo1· the cumulative effects we ob-

ser~;c <:cnlral scc1io11 ofTahlc I IISl"S Rosc111l1.11's (1!)8,1) "foil-sal"e 
N" ~listic to estimate the number of unreported stmlies with z 
scoreaveraging zero that would be necessary to reduce Lhe known 
datalllse to nonsignificance. The filedrawer estimate indicates thaL 
overffl6 unreported studies must exist for each rcponcd study lo 

redl.l(;J the cumulative outcome to a nonsignificam level. 
JGiifferent approach to the filedrawer problem is described by 

Daw,& Landman, and Williams ( 1984; personal commu11icaLio11 
frorr@awes to Honorton, July 14, 1988). Their truncated normal 
curvganalys1s, like Rosenthal's "fail-safe N,'' is based on normal 
curvit.assumpLious. Their null hypothesis is that z scores above some 
criticit level (e.g., z = 1.65, 1.96, etc.) are randomly sampled from 
N(O, ~above that critical level. The alternative to the null hypothesis 
is th~ because there is some real effect, the distribution of z's is 
shiftte to the right of O and the z's will be larger than predicted by 
the nfa1. For a critical level of z = l.65, the expected mean z is 2.06 
and I.he variance is .14. In the precognition database, there arc 92 
studies with z's > 1.65. Their average is 3.61, not 2.06 as predicted 

' Analyses indicate nu significan1 difference in the magnitude of reponed studr 
>uln>lll!"S hrfon• :me! afrn l !l7:-,. Th,· 11wa11 l·:S ii,r s11uli1·s p1·irn· 111 I !Ii:, is II.II:.? I (S/1 
~ .O!l!IJ, a11d tor studies reponed thereafter the mean is 0.1117 (SlJ = . IOli); 1(307) 
= 0.28, /1 = . 782, 1wo-tailed. 

() 
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hy 1hc mall hypolhcsis. Since the variance of 1hc normal 1runca1cd ~ 
above 1.65 is .14, Lhe lest z (using the Central Limit Theorem) com- l>=l 
paring 3.61 to 2.06 is 39.84 [1.55 divided by (.14/92) 112). Here, pis 
virLually zero. Similar 1·esulLs are found wiLh cut points of 1.96, 2.33, 0 
and 2.58. ~ 

On the basis of these analyses, we conclude that the cumulative a. 
significance of the precognition studies cannot satisfactorily be ex- "'lJ 
plained by selective reporting. ., 

OUTLIER REDUCTION 

;;tJ 
CD 
CD 
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Although the overall z scores and effect sizes cannot reasonably ~ 
be attributed to chance, inspection of the standard deviations in g 
Table I indicates that the study outcomes are extremely heteroge- o 
neous. Given the diversity of methods, sul~ject populations, and ~ 
other study features thaL characterize Lhis rese,1rch domain, this is g 
nut surprising. 

The study outcomes are in fact extremely heterogeneous. Al- 0 
though a m~jor o~jective of this meta-analysis is to account for the ~ 
variability across studies by blocking on differences in study quality, ;;tJ 
procedural features, and sampling characteristics, the database ~ 
clearly contains extreme outliers. The z scores range from - 5. I to CD 

19.6, a 25-sigma spread! The standardized index of kurtosis (g
2

) is en 
9.4 7, suggesting that the tails of the distribution are much too long 
for a normal distribution. 

I 
0 
0 ...... 
00. 

We eliminated the extreme outliers by perforn:iing a "IO percent 
trim" on the study z scores (Barnett & Lewis, 19+8). This invol· ...... 
eliminating studies with z scores in the upper and lower 10% of. the 
distribuLion, and resulLs in an adjusted sample of 248 sLUdies. The 
trimmed z scores range from - 2.24 to 3.21 (g2 = - I. I). -The re
vised z scores and effect sizes are presented in Table 2. 

Elimination of extreme outliers reduces the combined z scores by 
approximately one half, but the outcomes remain highly significant. 
Twenty-five percent of the studies (62/248) show overall signifiqmt 
hitting at the 5% level. Lower bound confidence estimates show that 
the mean z's and effect sizes are above O at the 95% confidence level. 

Eliminatjon of outliers reduces the LoLal number of investigators 
from 62 to 57, but the results remain basicaiiy the same when the 
analyses are uased on iu\'estigawrs rather than studies. The com
bined z is 6.84; 18 of the 5 7 investigators (31.6%) have overall. sig-
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.!.ABLE 2 

SIGN!F!CANCE LEVEL AND EFFEc·r S1zt FOR TRiMP.iED SAMPLE 

)> 

!\lean,:, 
SD O 
Lo\\'e~5% confidence estimate 

CD 
a. Combined z = 6.02, p = 

z 

0.38 
1.45 
0.23 

I.I x 10-!I 
"Tl 
0 t(E:,) = 2.!lO, 247 dJ; p = .002 

ES 

0.012 
0.065 
0.005 

1ifica~ outcomes at the 5% level. The mean (investigator) ES is 
).02omsn = .05). 

Fcv, the trimmed sample, the difference in ES across investiga
ors i~ not significant: Kruskal-Wallis one-way AN OVA by ranks, 
\56~ 59.34, p = .355. If investigators contributing more than 
hreegudies are eliminated, leaving 37 investigators, the combined 
is sidS 5.00 (p = 3.0 x 10- 1

) and the mean ES is 0.022 (SD = 
05G).efigure 2 shows Lhe mean effect size hy investigator. 

T}is, elimination of the outliers does not substantially affect the 
·onclM:,ions drawn from our analysis of the database as a whole. 
her~learly is a nonchance effect. In the remainder of this report, 

ve us>the trimmed sample to examine covariations in effect size I 

1md a;;Qiriety of methodological and ocher study features. 
0 
"lJ 
~ STUDY QUALITY 
I 

Be:8.use target stimuli in precognition experiments are selected 
1mly ~r the subjects' responses have been registered, precognition 
tudie~are usually not vulnerable to sensory leakage problems. 
therSlotential threats to validity must, however, be considered. 

-he ~blem of variations in research quality remains a source of 
ontr~rsy in meta-analysis. Some meta-analysts advocate eliminal-
1g 100 quality studies whereas others recommend empirically ac
essinjJ.he impact of variations in quality on study outcome. Rosen
hal (!:984) points out that the practice of discarding studies is 
quiv.Cnt to assigning them weights of zero, and he recommends 
'cighfffig study z scores in relation lo ratings of research quality. 

.i::i,. 
1'tu.dy Quality Criteria 

Ideally, the assessment of study quality should be performed by 
nowledgeable specialists who are blind to the study outcomes. In 
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Figure 2. Mean effect size by investigator for trimmed sample. N = 57 in
vestigators. 

practice, this is usually not feasible, particularly \\'hen, as in the pres
ent case, large numbers of studies are involved. For our analysis of 
study quality, statistical and methodological variables are defined 
and coded in terms of procedural descriptions (or their absence) in 
the research reports. This approach· was used in an earlier meta
analysis of psi ganzf eld research (Honorton, 1985 ), and it led to 
study quality ratings that were generally in agreement, r(26) = .766, 
p = 10- 11

, with independent "Haw" ratings by an outside critic (Hy
man, 1985). 

One point is given (or withheld) for each of the following eight 
criteria: 

Specific<;,tion of sample size. Does the investigator preplan the· num
ber of trials to be included in the study or is the study vulnerable 
to the possibility of optional stopping? Credit is given to reports that 
explicitly'specify the sample size. Studies involving group testi.ng, in 
which it is not feasible to specify the sample size precisely, ?-re also 
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G) given credit. No credit is given Lo studies in which the sample size . ~ 

is either not J)repl.11111ed or nol addressed in 1hc cxperimc111;il re- TAIIU. 3 )> 
1,:1.n. Crnrnt-:1.t\TIONS BETWEl,N EFFECT S1zt-: AND QUALITY MEASURES "'C 
"'C Preplanned analysis. ls the method of statistical analysis, including Qualily measure r(2 "'C i outcome ~depen~e~1t varia~le! measur~, preplanned~ Credit is _ _ . _ . _ , , 
~·en to studies exphcnly spec1fymg the form of analysis and the Sample SJZe spec1fi~d m ad\ance -~: 
:C:D. N d" · · h 1. · I · Preplanned analysis -

46) 
-

.. JO 
<,atcome measure. o ere n 1s given to t ose not exp IClt y stalmg R d ._. . " 

i.... c f h I · h · h. h h I - - 1 I an om1zauon _ .~ t'fl ,orm o t e ana ys1s or t ose m w IC t e ana ys1s 1s c ear y post c· L. I· 0' 
.vOI 
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,011 IO ~ • , 

l~c. Auwmaled recording .11 
-;oRandomization method. Credit is given for use of random number Duplicale recordi

11
g fl, 

58 
jg 

t.m.les, random number generators, and mechanical shufflers. No Automated checking T 
c@dit is given for failure to randomize (i.e., use of "quasi-random Duplicate checking .o· CD 

.v47 
:l6 

nffl.uralistic cvc111s") or for iuformal methods such as ha11d-shuflli11g, I\> 

dieJ-casting, and drawing lots. · Quality Extremes g 
18 

gcontrois. Credit is given to studies reporting randomness control . 52 
c(Qcks, such as random number generator (RNG) control series and Is there a tendency for extremely weak studies to show larger O 

e~irical cross-check controls. effects tha~ exception_all~ "good" stud_ie~? Analysis on the extremes 25 
oRecordiug. Oue poilll is aJloucd for automated recording of tar- of the _yuahty I~atmgs mdICates that t~us JS not the case. . 00 

g~ and responses, and another for duplicate recording. This ~naly~1s, base? on ~he untn?1med s~mpie of ~09 studies,. C) 
cfhecking. One point is allotted for automated checking ol uses _sL~1dies_ w1~h t!ualny ra~mg~ uuts1de_Lhe mL~·quarule range of )> 

n-,i::ches between target and response, and another for duplicate the ratmg d1stnbuuon (median - 4, Qi - 2, Qi - 5). There are 56 , 
cJ;t:king of hits. "low-quality" studies (ratings of 0-1) and 35 "high-quality" studies ~ 

0 (ratings of 6-8). The high-quality studies have effect sizes that are "lJ 
"lJ . . not significantly lower than the low-quality studies; the ES means ~ 

St:fy Quality Analysis are 0.017 (SD = 0.063) and 0.03 7 (SD = 0.13 7), for the low- and 
0 ' high-quality studies, respectively: t(82) = - .92, p = .358, two- O ~ach study received a quality weight between O and 8 (mean = t· ·1 d ....,.

00 

· 

3.~ SD = 1.8). We find nu significam relationship between study CD ell e . 

<jLcmlity and ES: r(2
1

IG) = .081, /J = .202, two-tailed. This lendcncy Quality Variation in Publication Sources --~---· -;o 
fo~wdy rn1trnmes LO correlale positit,ely with study quality hasttre-··-· ---- - o 

co~equence that the quality-weighted z score of 6.26 is slighlly Precognition ES is not signific.mtly related to source of publica- ~ · 
Lw~r than the unweighted z of 6.02. Table 3 shows the correlations tion: Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA; /(4). = 0.78, p ,;, · .942. g 
be5'een effect size and each of the eight individual quality meas- However, the sources of publication differ significantly in study ~ 
ur~f The mean effect sizes by quality level are displayed graphi- quality: Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA, x\4) = 17.19, p = .002. o 
cag in Figure 3. This is due largely to the lower quality of studies published in the g 

o Journal of the Society for Psychical Research and in Research in Parapsy- 7" ..i.afhe correlation between ES and study quality is also nonsignificant for the un- cholog;y .i::i,. 
tri11S11Jed sample of 309 studies: r(307) = - .060, p = .289. The quality-weighted z · 
score is 7.38: p = 2.32 x Hr". llowcvcr, three of the individual c1uali1 y measures 
arc significantly related LO pcrfor111a11cc. Comrols aud duplicate chcckiug condatc 
significantly positively with ES, and randomization correlates significantly negatively 
with ES. These correlations appear LO be due LO a few studies with z scores that arc 
extreme outliers (z > 7). When the JO studies with z > 7 are eliminated, the signifi
cant correlations between quality ancl ES disappear. 

Study Quality in Relation lo Year of Publication 

Precognition effect size has remained constant over a half-cen
tury of research, even though the methodological quality of the.re-
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ure 3:,Jrecognition effect size in relation to study quality, with 95% con-
nee Iiits. N = 248 studies. 

I 

rch Jis improved significantly during this period. The correla-
1 bet~en ES and year of publication is - .071: t(307) = - 1.25, 

.21~two-tailed. Study quality and year of publication are, how-
'T, po8ively and significantly correlated: r(246) = .282, p = 2 x 
7, t~tailed. 
Criti~ of parapsychology have long believed that evidence for 
apsy&logical effects disappears as the methodological rigor in
ases. tShe precognition database does nOL support this belief. 

0 
0 
0 
7°''REAL-TIME" ALTERNATIVES TO PRECOGNITION 
.i::i,. 

Investigators have long been aware of the possibility that precog
iou effects could lie modeled without assuming either time rever
or backward causality. For example, outcomes from studies with 
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targets based on indeterminate random number generators (RNGs) 
could be due to a causal influence on the RNG-a psychokinetic 
(PK) effect-rather than information acquisition concerning its fu
ture state. In experiments with targets based on prepared tables of 
random numbers, the possibility exists that the experimenter or 
other randomizer may be the actual psi source, unconsciously using 
"real-time" ESP combined with PK to choose an entry point in the 
random . number sequence that will significantly match the "sub
ject's" responses. While the latter possibility may seem far-fetched, 
it cannot be logically eliminated if one accepts the existing evidence 
for contemporaneous ESP and PK, and it has been argued that it is 
less far-fetched than the alternative of "true" precognition. 

Morris ( 1982) discusses models of experimental precognition 
based on "real-time" psi alternatives and methods for testing "true" 
precognition. In general terms, these methods constrain the selec
tion of the target sequence so as to eliminate nonprecognitive psi 
intervention. In the most common procedure, attributed to Mangan 
( 1955 ), dice arc Lhrown 10 generate a set of numbers that are math
ematically manipulated to obtain an entry point in the random num
ber table. This procedure is sufficiently complex "as to be appar
ently beyond the capacities of the human brain, thus ruling out PK 
because the 'PKer' would not know what to do even via ESP" (Mor
ris, I 982, p. 329). 

Two features of precognition study target determination proce
dures were coded to assess "real-time" psi alternatives to precogni
tion: method of determining random number table entry point and 
use of Mangan's method. 

Methods of eliminating "real-time" psi alternatives have not been 
used in studies with random number generators and have only been 
used in a small number of studies involving randomization by hand
shuffling. These analyses are therefore restricted to studies using 
random number tables (N = 138). ,, 

M,,thod of Determining RNT E~try Point 

The reports describe six different inethods of obtaining entry. 
points in random number tables. If the study outcomes were due to 
subjects' precognitive functioning rather than to alternative psi · 
modes on the ,part of the experimenter or the experimenter's as
sistants, there should be no difference in mean effect size across the 
various mell1ods used to determine the entry poim. Indeed, our 
analysis indicates that the study effect sizes do not vary systema'ti-
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cally as a func1 ion of me1 hod of de1enni11ing- I he e111 ry poi111: Krns
kal-Wallis one-way ANOVA by ranks: x\5) = 7.32, p = .l~l8. 
)> 

"'C 
~e of Mangan's lvfrtlwd 
0 

~ We find no significant difference in ES between studies using 
cQnplex calculaLions of Lhe Lype inLrnduced by Mangan Lo lix lhe 
1~dom number table entry point and those Lhat do not use such 
dkulations: l(45) = 0.38, p = .370, two-tailed. 
;;tJ 
CD 
CD 
D> MODERATIN(; VARIABLES en 
CD 

!\>The stability of precognition study outcomes over a 50-year pe
r&!, which we described earlier, is also bad news. IL shows LhaL in
v~Ligators in this area have yet to develop sufficiem undersLanding 
~he conditions underlying Lhe occurrence (or deLection) of these 
ecii:cts Lo reliably increase Lheir magniLude. We have idemilicd four 
vffiables that appear to covary systematically with precognition ES: 
( (?)Selected versus unselected subjects, (2) individual versus group 
ttji:ing, (3) feedback level, and (4) time imerval between subject re
sl!tinse and target generation. 

OThe analyses use the raw study z scores and effect sizes; we 
f'g"'Jlnd Lhat this resulLs in uniformly more conservaLivc csLimaLes of 
ndltionships with moderating variables than when the analyses are 

I 

bged on quality-weighted z scores and effect sizes. 
...... 

sfflcted Versus Unselected Su~jecls 
;;tJ 

oOur meta-analysis identifies eight su~ject populations: unspeci
fi~ sul~ject populations, mixtures of several different popula1 ions, 
aigi1als, studems, children, "volunteers," experimemer(s), and se
Jei;.aed subjects. 

~ffen size magniLude does not vary significamly across these 
eiRit subject populations: Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOV A, x2 (7) = 
l ~O, p = .143. Effect sizes by subject population are displayed in 
F~re 4. 

However, studies using subjects selected on the basis of prior 
performance in experiments or pilot tests show significantly larger 
effects than studies using unselected subjects. As shown in Table 4, 
60% of the studies with selected subjects are significant at the 5% 
level. The mean z score for these studies is l.39 (SD = 1.40). The 
ES is sil!nificantlv hil!her for sclcctecl-sub;,.,., .. ·· 
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Figure ·I. Precogni1io11 cffcc:t size by subject population, with !>5% confi
dence limits. N = 248 studies. 

ies with unselected subjects. The t test of the difference in mean ES 
is equivalent to a point-biserial correlation of .198. · 

Docs this difference result from less stringent controls in studies 
with selected subjects? The answer appears to be "No." The average 
quality of studies with selected subjects is higher than studies using 

TABLE 4 
SU.ECTED VERSUS UNSELECTED SUBJECTS 

N studies 
Combined z 
Studies with p. < .05 

Mean ES 
SD,:s 

1(246) = 3 

Selected 

25 
6.89 
60% 

.051 

.Oi5 

Unselected 

223 
4.04 
21% 

.008 

.063 
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TABLE 5 
INDIVIDUAL VERSUS GROUP TESTING 

"'C 

ijstudies 
tmbincci z 

dies with p < .05 

iJ}an ES 
~ES 

;;tJ 
CD 
CD 

Individual 

97 
(i.(i1 
30% 

.021 

.060 

l (200) = 1.89, p = .03 

Group 

105 
I .:.!!I 
19% 

.(HM 

.066 

~selected subjects: t(27) = l.5 l, p = .142, two-tailed. This result 
ipears to reflect a general tendency toward increased rigor and 
~re detailed reporting in studies with selected subjects. 
0 
0 
&lividual Versus Group Testing 
00 -g Subjects were tested in groups, individually, or through the mail. 
Studies in which subjects were tested individually by an experimen-
9- have a significantly larger mean ES than studies involving group 
~ting (Table 5). 
;;tJ The t lcsl of lhc difference is equivalclll lO a point-biserial cor
~ation of .132, favoring individual testing. Of the studies with sub
j!!ts tested individually, 30% are significant at the 5% level. 
Cf> The methodological quality of studies with subjects tested indi
~ually is significantly higher than that of studies involving group 
~ting: t( 137) = 3.08, p = .003, two-tailed. This 1·esult is consistent 
~h the coajecture that group experiments are frequently con
icted as "targets of opportunity" and may often be carried out 
'85tily in an afternoon without the preparation and planning that 
~ into a study with individual subjects that may be conducted over 
<Cj)eriod of weeks or months. 
~ Thirty-five studies were conducted through the mail. In these 
SClldies, subjects completed the task at their leisure and mailed their 
igponses to the investigator. These correspondence studies yield 
~tcomes similar to those involving individual testing. The com
~ed z score is 2.66, with a mean ES of 0.018 (SD = .082). Ten 
correspondence studies (25.7%) are significant at the 5% level. 

Eleven studies are unclassifiable with regard to experimental set
ting. 

() 
A Meta-Analysis of Forced-Choice Precognition Experiments 
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FEEDBACK RECEIVED BY SUBJECTS 

297 I~ 
;a 
G) 
I 
-I 

Feedback of Results 

None Delayed Run score Trial-by-trial 

.V siudics "' 2i 21 17 a.;., 

Combined z -1.30 2.11 4.74 6.98 
, Studies with p < .05 0.0% 19.0% 33.3% 42.6% 

Mean ES -.001 .009 .023 .035 
SD,:s .028 .036 .048 .072 

Feedback 

A significant positive relationship exists between the degree of 
feedback subjects receive about their performance and precognitive 
effect size (Table 6). 

Subject feedback information is available for 104 studies: These 
studies fall into four feedback categories: no feedback, delayed 
feedback (usually notification by mail), run-score feedback, and 
trial-by-trial feedback. We gave these categories numerical values 
between O and 3. Precognition effect size correlates .231 with fred
hack level ( I 02 df, p = .009). Of the 47 studies involving trial~lzy
trial feedback, 20 (42.6%) are significant at the 5% level. None of 
the studies without subject feedback are significant. 

Feedback level correlates positively though not significantly with 
research quality: r(l02) = .173, p = .082, two-tai)ed. Inadequate 
randomization is the most plausible source of potential artifacts in 
studies with trial-by-trial feedback. We performed a separate analy
sis on the 4 7 studies in this group. Studies using formal methods of 
randomization do not differ significantly in m_ean ES from"'those 
with informal randomization: t(l5) = 0.67, p = .590, two-tailed. 
Similarly, studies reporting randomness control data do not differ 
significantly in ES from those not including randomness controls: 
t(42) = 0.79, p = .436, two-tailed. 

Time Interval 

The interv~l between the subject's response and target selection 
ranges from less than one second to one year. Information about 
the time interval is available for 144 studies. This information, how-
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I2ure 5. Effect size by precognition i11tcrval, with !)5% conliclcm:e limits. 
~= 144 swdies. 
00 
<D 

@r, is often imprecise. Our analysis of the relationship betwee 
cognitive ES and time interval is therefore limited to seven broad 

i~erval categories: milliseconds, seconds, minutes, hours, days, 
,~ks, and months. (Effect sizes by precognition interval are dis-
1:miyed in Figure 5.) 
~ Although it is confounded with degree of feedback, there is a 

sl5nilicalll decline in precognition ES over increasing temporal dis
Litflce: r(l 42) = - .199, p = .017, two-tailed. The largest effects oc-
' c-9ir over the millisecond interval: N = 31 studies, combined z = 

6.03, mean ES = 0.045, SD = .073. The smallest effects occur over 
periods ranging from a month to a year: N = 7, combined z = 
0.53, mean ES = 0.00 l, SD = .049. 

Interestingly, the decline of precognition performance over in
creasing temporal distances results emirdy from studies usin!$i· un-

.·l Mrta-Amil)•sis of Forcl'll-<:lwin· l'rl'foK11iti1111 K-..:/Jaimrnls 2!19 

sclecred sul~jccts: r( 122) = - .23fl, /1 = .009, two-tailed. Studies with 
selected sul~ects show a nonsignificam positive relationship between 
FS and rime interval: r(l8) = .077. /1 = .74fl, two-tailed. Although 
tht: diffcn:nce uelwcc11 these lwo correlations is not signilicant (z = 
1.24), this suggests that the origin of the decline over time may be 
motivational rather than the result of some intrinsic physical bound
ary condition. The relationship between precognition ES and feed
back also suppons this conjecture. Nevertheless, any finding sug
gesting potential boundary conditions on the phenomenon should 
be vigorously pursued. 

Influence of Moderating Variables in Combination 
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The above analyses examine the impact of each moderating var
iable in isolation. In this final set of analyses, we explore their joint 
i111lue11ce on precognition performance. For this purpose, we iden
tify two subgroups of studies. One subgroup is characterized by the 
use of selected subjects tested individually ,vith trial-by-trial feed-
back. We refer to this as the Optimal group (N = 8 studies). The C) 
second group is characterized by the use of unselected subjects )> 
tested in groups with no feedback. We refer to this as the Suboptimal ;;tJ 
group (N = 9 studies). CJ 

The Optimal studies are contributed by four independent inves- "lJ 
· tigators and the Suboptimal studic;s are contributed by two of the ~ 
same four investigators. All of the Optimal studies involve short pre- 6 
cognition time intervals (millisecond interval); the Suboptimal stud- ~-
ies involve longer intervals (intervals of weeks or months). All of die 00 

Optimal studies and 5 of the 9 Suboptimal studies use RNG meth- i 
iffe1 significantly in-average sam- g 

pie size. The mean study quality for the Optimal group is signifi- w 
canlly higher than that of the Suboptimal studies: Optimal m<;,an = ~ 
6.63, SD = 0.92; Suboptimal mean = 3.44, SD = 0.53; t(lO) = ~ 
8.63, p = 3.3 X 10- 1

·, two-tailed. I\> 

The combined impact of the moderating variables appears to be g 
quite strong (Table 7). Seven of the 8 Optimal studies (87 .5%) are ~ 
independently significant at the 5% level, whereas none of the Sub- J:.. 
optimal studies are statistically significant. All four investigators con
tributing studies to the Optimal group have significant outcomes. 5 

5 
111 Lhe umrimmed sample of 309 studies, there are a total of 17 Optimal studies. 

The mean ES is 0:117 (SD = .154), and the combined z is 15.84. The percentage of 
i111lcpc111lc11tly significant studies is virtually 1hc same as it is in 1hc 11·immcd sample: 
15 of Lhe 17 studies (88.2%) are siguific.mt. · 
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TABLE 7 
IMPArr en: M<lDFl{AT()RS !N Cc)Mli!Ni'.".f!()N 

~ 
i3.J studies 
cfombined z 
<Studies with p < .05 
CD 
CMean ES 

"l)Dn ., 
;;tJ 
CD 
CD 
D) 

"Optimal" studies 

8 
6.14 

87.5% 

.055 

.045 

l(l5) = 2.61, p = .01 
r = .559 

"Suboptimal" studies 

9 
-1.29 
0.0% 

.005 

.035 

en These results are quite striking and suggest that future studies 
~ombining these moderators should yield especially reliable effects. 
0 
0 
0 -0 
00 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS -0 
~ Our meta-analysis of forced-choice precogn1t1on experiments 
oonfirms the existence of a small but highly significant precognition 
:j>ffect. The effect appears to be replicable; significant outcomes are 
;;oeported by 40 investigators using a variety of methodological par
odigms and subject populations. 
"lJ The precognition effect is statistically very robust: it remains 
~ighly significam despite elimination of studies with z scores in the 
Opper and lower 10% of the z-score distribution and when a third 
~f the remaining investigators-the major contributors of precog
~ition studies-are eliminated. 
;;tJ Estimates of the "filedrawer" problem and consideration of para-
8sychological publication practices indicate that the precognition ef
~ct cannot plausiuly be explained on the uasis of selective publica
Clion bias. Analyses of precognition effect sizes in relation to eight 
3ieasures of research quality fail to support the hypothesis that the 
~bserved effect is driven LO any appreciable extent by methodolog-
5:al flaws; indeed, several analyses indicate 1hat methodologically su
~erior studies yield stronger effects than methodologically weaker 
J::i,.tudies. 

Analyses of parapsychological alternatives to precognition, al
though limited to the subset of studies using random number tables, 
provide no support for the hypothesis that the effect results .from 

A Mrla-Analysi5 of Forcnl-Choice Prrcognition Experiments 
() 

3011 "U 

ihe operation of contemporaneous ESP and PK at the time of ran 
:Jomization. 

Aithough the overall precognition effect size is small, this does 
1ot imply that it has no practical consequences. It is, for example, 
)f the same order of magnitude as effect sizes leading to the early 
ennination of several m,\jor medical research studies. In I 981, the 
\Jational Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute discontinued its study ofl 
)ropranolol because the results were so favorable to the propranolol 
reatment that it would be unethical LO continue placebo treatment 
Kolata, 1981); the effect size was 0.04. More recently, The Steering 
::ommittee of the Physicians' Health Study Research Group (1988), 
n a widely publicized report, terminated its study of the effects of 
tspirin in the prevention of heart attacks for the same reason. The 
1spirin group suffered significantly fewer heart attacks than a pla
:ebo control group; the associated effect size was 0.03. 

The most important outcome of the meta-analysis is the identi
ication of several moderating variables that appear to covary sys
ematically with precognition performance. The largest effects are 
,bserved in studies using subjects selected on the basis of prior test 
>crformance, who are tested individually, and who receive frial-by
rial feedback. The outcomes of studies combining these factors con
rast sharply with the null outcomes associated with the combination 
,f group testing, unselected subjects, and no feedback of results. Be
ause the two groups of studies were conducted by a S1!,bset of the 
ame investigators, it is unlikely that the observed difference in per
ormance is due to experimenter effects. Indeed, these outcomes 
111derscore the importance of carefully examining differences in 
ubject populations, test setting, and so forth, before resorting to 
acile "explanations" based on psi-mediated experimenter effects or 
he "elusiveness of psi." 

The identification of these moderating variables has important 
nplications for our understanding of the phenomena and pr9vide~ . 
dear clirection for future research. The existence of moderating 

ariables indicates that the precognition effect is nut merely an 
nexplained departure from a theoretical chance baseline, but 
ather is an effect that covaries with factors known tu influence 
10re familiar aspects of human performance. It should now be pos
,ble to exploit these moderating facLOrs to increase the magnitude 
nd reliability of precognition effects in new studies. 
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Paranormal Communication 

"Error Some Place!" 

by Charles Honorton 

Review of the ESP controversy 
traces debate from statistical 
and methodological issues to 
the a priori critique and the 
f>madigm of "normal science." 

Asked his opinion of ESP. a skeptical psychologist once retorted, "Error 
Some Place!" I believe he was right, but for the wrong reasons. Western 
science has always been ambivalent toward the mental side of reality, and 
it is perhaps not surprising that the occurrence of "psychic" phenomena is 
one of the most controversial topics in the history of science. 

The first serious effort toward scientific examination of psi claims was 
undertaken by the Society for Psychical Research {SPR), founded in London 
in l 882 for the purpose of "making an organized and systematic attempt 
to investigate the large gTOup of phenomena designated by such terms as 
mesmeric, psychical, and spiritualistic." The SPR leadership included many 
distinguished scholars of the period, and similar organizations quickly 
spread to other countries, including the American Society for Psychical Re
:search, founded in New York in 1885 under the aegis of Wi]]iam James, 
who himself took an active role in early investigations of mediumistic 
communications. 

These tum-of-the-century investigators focused much of their attention 
,on authenticating individual cases of spontaneous experiences suggestive 
of psi communication. While a great deal of provocative material was care
ffully examined and reported (e.g., IS), the limitations inherent in the case 
study approach prohibited definitive conclusions. However thoroughly au
thenticated, spontaneous cases cannot provide adequate assessment of such 
potential sources of contamination as chance coincidence, unconscious in
ference and sensory leakage, retroactive falsification, or deliberate fraud. 

Charles Honorton is director of retearch in the Division of Parapsychology and 
Psychophysics, Depanment of Psychiatry, Maimonides Medical Center, Brooklyn, N.Y. 
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Early experimental approaches primarily involved the "telepathic" repro
duction of drawings at a distance (62). While often striking correspondences 
were obtained, the experimental conditions did 101 usually provide for 
random selection Qf target (stimulus) material, and were not always totally 
adequate with respect to the possibility of sensor) leakage, intentional or 
otherwise. 

Neither the spontaneous case studies nor the eJrJy experimental efforts 
made much impact upon the scientific community, ihough they drew critical 
comment from prominent period scientists. "Neit;i:er the testimony of all 
the Fellows of the Royal Society, nor even the evidence of my own senses," 
proclaimed Helmholtz, "would lead me to believe in the transmission of 
thought from one person to another independently of the recognized chan
nels of sense." Thomas Huxley declined an invi ation to participate in 
some of the early SPR investigations, saying he we uld sooner listen to the 
idle gossip of old women. 

The nuliments of an ex'berimental methodology 
for testing psi were suggested three 

centuru s ago by Francis Bacon. 

In Sylva S)•lvarum, a work published pasthumously, Bacon discussed 
"experiments in consort, monitory, touching trar smission of spirits and 
forces of imagination." He suggested that "the me tions of shuffling cards, 
or casting of dice" could be used to test the "bi 1ding of thoughts .... 
The experiment of binding of thoughts should be diversified and tried to 
the full; and you are to note whether it hit for the most part though not 
always" (2). 

The application of probability theory to the assessment of deviations 
from theoretically expected chance outcomes was introduced to psychical 
research in 1884 by the French Nobel laureate, Charles Richet, in experi
ments im·ol\'ing card-guessing. The papularity of card-guessing as an ex
perimental methodology was greatly influenced by the work of J. B. Rhine 
and his associates at Duke University in the early 1!30s. Rhine (50) devised 
a standard set of procedures around a simplifie card deck containing 
randomized ~~nces of five geometric forms (c rcle, cross, wavy lines, 

f;;;,~ square, and~· These "ESP cards .. were prepa ed in packs of 25, and 
Lj' \..., eadt ''run':Chrough the pack was associated with, a constant binomial prob

ability of 1/5, since subjects were not given trial-b~-trial feedback. Provid
ing the experimental conditions were adequate to eliminate illicit sensory 
cubes, recording errors, and rational inference, st. tistically significant de
partures from binomial chance expectation were i rtterpreted as indicating 
extrasensory communication. 

Initially, "telepathy" tests consisted of having a subject in one room 
attempt to identify the order of the cards as they were observed by an 
"agent" in another room. In "clairvoyance" tests, the subject attempted to 
"guess" the order of the car<ls directly, as they lay concealed in an opaque 

! 

lH I 
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scores were in all cases nonsignificant, with a mean scoring rate of 5.04 {4S). 
Several critics questioned the applicability of the binomial_ distribution 

as a basis for assessing the statistical significance of ESP card.guessing data. 
Willoughby (78) proposed the use of an empirical control series, but later 
withdrew the suggestion after comparing the two methods {79). Alternative 
methods of deriving the probable error and recommendations for using 
the empirical standard deviation were also proposed and later withdrawn 
{21, 22). Concern over this issue diminished and was generally abandoned 
following the publication of a large chance control series invol\'ing half 
a million trials and demonstrating close approximation to the binomial 
model (12). 

Another question arose about whether the binomial model provides 
sufficient approximation to the normal distribution to allow use of normal 
probability integral tables for determination of significance levels (17). 
Stuart and Greenwood (73) showed that when the normal distribution is 
used as an approximation to the binomial model, discrepancies are im
portant only with cases of borderline significance and few trials. 

The use of the binomial critical ratio {z) to evaluate the significance of 
the ESP card.guessing deviations was generally approved by professional 
statisticians (6, 20). Fisher (JO), however, commented that high levels of 
statistical significance should not be accepted as substitutes for independent 
replication. In another vein, Huntington (20) asked, "If mathematics has 
successfully disposed of the hypothesis of chance, what has psychology to 
say about the hypothesis of ESP?" 

The most frequently expressed methodological 
concern was the t,ossibility of some 

fonn of "sensory leakage," giving the ESP 
subject enough information about the targets 
to account for significant, extraclumce results. 

As early as I 895, two Danish psychologists, Hansen and Lehmann 
(16), reported that with the aid of parabolic reflectors subjects could detect 
digits and other material silently concentrated upon by an agent. In these 
experiments, the subject and agent sat with their heads close to the foci 
of two concave mirrors. While the agent concentrated on the number, he 
made a special effort to keep his lips dosed. Under these conditions, the 
subjects were frequently successful in identifying the number. These results 
were interpreted by Hansen and Lehmann as supporting the hypothesis 
of "involuntary whispering." The utilization of subtle sensory cues was 
demonstrated in a careful investigation by S. G. Soal of a stage "telepathist" 
(66). There were also reports, such as the case of "Ilga K.," a mentally 
retarded Lat\'ian child who crould read any text, even in a foreign language, 
when someone stood behind her, reading "silently." Experiments with 
dictaphone recordings revea.led that "llga" was responding to very slight 
auditory cues (g). 
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rnntainer or in another room, without an agent. "Pre~ognition" tests, 
introduced somewhat later (59), required the subject to m1ake anticipatory 
guesses of the card order before the pack was shuffled or otherwi!ie random-
ized. · · 

Rhine introduced the term "ESP" in his first major rep~rt on the Du.kc 
, I • Uni\'ersity work in 1934 (50). He reported a total of fl5,n4 card-guessing 

trials, carried out with a wide variety _of subjects and unc1¢r a wide range 
of test conditions. The results as a whole were astronomit;:ally significant, 
though informal exploratory trials were indiscriminately pqolcd with those 
carried out under more carefully controlled conditions. Th¢ best-controlled 
work during this period was the Pearce-Pratt distance seriesj of clairvoyance 
tests (58), in which the subject, Pearce, located in one buil~ing, attempted 
to identify the order of the cards as they were handled, but: not viewed, by 
Pratt, the experimenter, located in another building. The 1¢vel of accuracy 
obtained in this series of 1,850 trials was assodated with ~ probability of 
] 0-22. ' 

As a stimulant to experimental research, Rhine's wori had unprece
dented influence. For the first time a common methodolo4'r was adopted 
and employed on a large scale by a number of independ~nt and widely 
separated investigators. For the first time, also, the scientjfic community 
was confronted with a body ?f data, collected through con~entional meth
ods, which it could no longer ignore-nor too hastily acc~pt. The wide
scale adoption of the card-guessing methodology was accqmpanied by a 
plethora of critical articles, challenging almost every aspect,i of the evalua
tive techniques and the experimental conditions. During ihe period be
tween 1934 and 1940, approximately 60 critical articles by ~O authors ap
peared, primarily in the psychological literature. While c~rd-guessing is 
no longer the primary methodology in experimental parapsychology, the 
questions which arose over its use are of equal relevance to the more 
sophisticated approaches used today. 

The first major isrue:concerned the 
validity of the assu~ption that the 

probability of success in thei card-guessing 

experiments ~ actually 1 / 5. 
! 

If chance expectation is other than I /5, the significance o( the observed 
I deviations would obviously be i11 doubt. Thi_s issue was qu:ickly resolved 

by mathematical proof and through empirical "crosHheck~,'' a form of 
control series in which responses (guesses) were deliberately q:>mpared with 
target orders for which they were not intended (e.g., respon~s on run n

1 
matched with the target sequence for run n:i)- Empirical cro,s-checks were 
reported for 24 separate experimental series involving a tdtal of 12,228 
runs (!05,700 indi\'idual trials). While the actual experimen~al run scores 
(e.g., guesses on run n 1 compared to targets for run n

1
) were highly sig

nificant and yielded a mean scoring rate of 7.23/25, the comrpl cross-check 
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It is dear that at least some of the early exploratory series reportecf in 
Rhine's monograph were open to criticism for inadequate controls against 
~ensory cues. While Rhine did not base m~jor conclusions on such poorly 
controlled data, inclusion of them in his mqnograph provided a ready target 
for critical reviewers and sidetracked discu~sion away from the better con
trolJed work, such as the Pearce-Pratt series, which was not susceptible to 
explanation by sensory cues. 

Defects in an early commercial printi~g o[ ESP cards were reported by 
several investigators (18, 25). It was found that the cards were warped and 
could under certain conditions be identified from the back. This discovery 
circulated widely for a time as an explanation of alJ successful (i.e., statis
tically significant) experimental series. The parapsychologists retorted that 
defective cards had not been employed in any o[ the experiments reported 
in the literature and that, in any case, they could not account for results 
from studies involving adequate screening with such devices as opaque 
envelopes, screens, distance, or work involving the precognition paradigm 
in which the target sequences were not generated until after the subject 
had made his responses (53, 54, 72). · 

By 1940 nearly one milJion experimental trials had been reported under 
conditions which precluded sensory leakage. These included five studies 
in which the target cards were enclo~ in opaque sealed envelopes (4 J, 45, 
46, 54, 59), 16 studies employing opaque screens (7, 8, l l, 19, SS, S4, S5, SB, 
41, 42, 44, 45, 46, 59, 71 ), ten studies involving separation of subjects and 
targets in different buildings (50, 51, 52, 5S,, M, S2, 8, 77, 61, 60), and two 
studies involving precognition tasks (59, 75). These data are summarized in 
Table I. The results were independently significant in 27 o[ the S3 experi
ments. By the end of the 19SOs there was general agreement that the better
controlled ESP experiments could not be accounted for on the basis of 
sensory leakage. 

The hypothesis that significant "extrachance" deviations in ESP experi
ments might be attributable to motivated scoring errors was investigated in 
several studies. In one investigation (26), 28 observers recorded J 1,125 mock 
ESP trials. Of these, J 26 (J.J 3 percent) were misrecorded. Observers favor-

Table 1: ESP card-guessing experiments (1934-1939) excluding sensory cues• 

Method Studies N (Trials) Mean/25 P< 
"Clairvoyance" paradigm, 

stimuli In sealed, opaque 
envelopes 5 129,775 5.21 4.0 X 10-11 

"Clairvoyance" paradigm, 
stimuli concealed by opaque 
screens 16 497,450 5.44 2:0-X 10-11 

Dlstanceb 10 164,475 5.37 ,l8""11 
Precognition paradigm• 2 115,330 5.15 2.95 X 10-' 

• References given in text . 
., Includes work with both "telepathy" and "clairvoyance" paradigms 
• Stimuli generated after subjects made their responses 
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able to the ESP hypothesis made 71.5 percent '1ore errors of commission 
(increasing ESP scores), while those who werd unfavorable to the ESP 
hypothesis made JOO percent more errors of ;omission (decreasing ESP 
scores). Murphy (~7) reported an analysis of 175,qoo trials from experiments 
reporting positive evidence for ESP and found :only 175 errors (0.10 per
cent). Greenwood (12) repbrted only 90 recordi~g errors in rechecking his 
500,000-trial control study, of which 76 were err~rs of omission. 

Some critics also alleged that improper selection of data could account 
for experimental successes. This could be done inj several ways: (a} selection 
of subjects; (b) selection of particular blocks of qata out of larger samples; 
(c) selection of one of several forms of analysis; ~lnd (d) selective reporting 
of particular studies. The~ questions raised hafe sometimes been stated 
cynically in the form, "Parapsychologists must run JOO subjects before 
they find one with 'ESP'." As if in defense agai~st this charge, a number 
of the reported studies specifically stated that all :of the data collected were 
included in the analysis (see 43, pp. 1 l 8-124, Ta~le 12). 

Concerning selection of subjects, Warner (76} suggested two criteria: 
first, results of "poor" subjects must be includC1d up to the point when 
they are discontinued since it does not matter how many trials a given 

I 

subject makes as long as all of the trials (for alJ subjects} are included; 
second, exclude all preliminary trials (for both : "good" and "poor" sub
jects) and use preliminary screening studies to select "good" candidates for 
formal work. These criteria were generally endor~ed by the chief critics of 
the period (e.g., 23). l 

The question of post hoc selection of analyses ~as not a point of serious 
concern in the period between 1934 and 1940, thbugh it is relevant to the 
assessment of some of the process-oriented inve~tigations reported more 
recently. The question of whether nonsignifica~t studies were withheld 
from publication involves an issue which is of great toncern to the be
havioral sciences as a whole (70, 81) and one whic~ is difficult to accurately 
assess since there is no way of knowing how manly studies may have been 
withheld from pubJication because their results !failed to disconfirm the 
null hypothesis. : 

Several studies of American Psychological Ass~iation publication poli
cies (4, 70, SJ) indicate that experimental studies i~ general are more likely 
to be published if the null hypothesis is rejected[ at the conventional .05 
and .OJ alpha levels than if it is not rejected. T1'*ese studies also indicate 
that a negligible proportion of published studies ~re replications. Bozarth 
and Roberts (4), in a survey of 1,334 articles fron\i psychological journals, 
found that 94 percent of the articles involving stati~tical tests of significance 
reported rejection of specific null hypotheses; onl~ eight articles (less than 
I percent) involved replications of previously published studies. 

With respect to the implications of such selectio' for the ESP hypothesis, 
there are two partial answers. First, considering th~ degree of critical inter
est which prevailed in the 1930s, it seems unlikely ;that nonsignificant find
ings would have been repressed during this period\ second, the high levels 
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of significance auached to some of the reported ESP investigations would 
necessitate postulating astronomical numbers of "chance" trials in order 
to dilute the overall deviations to chance. To take one example, consider 
the Pearce-Pratt series of 1,850 trials which yielded fJ = J0-22. As Soal and 
Bateman (66) pointed out, it is difficult to believe that J010 (ten thousand 
million) sets of 1.850 trials could have possibly been carried out between 
19M and 1940 (or, for that matter, since 1940). But, as Soal and Bateman 
suggest, " ... if we posit this absurd esti~ate as an upper limit [with overall 
chance totals]. that would still give us odds of I0 10 ••• against the supposi
tion that the Pearce-Pratt results were a run of pure luck." 

The possibility of obtaining significant "extrachance" results by stopping 
an experimental series at "favorable" points was also raised (9, 31). While 
this "optional stopping" hypothesis was generally agreed to be of significance 
only in cases of marginally significant results, it led to the adoption of 
several procedural modifications: specification of the total number of trials 
in advance of data collection, or accumulation of data in blocks of pre
determined size. 

The possibility was raised by several critics that hand-shuffled cards may 
display a tendency to stick together or otherwise produce patterns which 
could produce spurious results (24, 82) .. While the crosS<heck type of con
trol series, described earlier, failed to reveal any evidence of patterning. 
there was a general trend away from hand shuffling in the later published 
studies, which utilized tables of prepared random numbers as a basis for 
generating target sequences. 

There was-and is (e.g .• 15)-a rather widespread belief that most of 
the evidence supporting the ESP hypothesis originated in the Duke Uni
versity studies and that most independent rep1ications by other investigators 
were nonconfirmatory. A survey of the published literature between 1934 
and 1940 fails to support this claim. Table 2 shows all the published experi
mental reports during this period which provided statistical treatment of 
the data. Inspection of this table reveals that a majority (61 percent) of 
the outside replications report significant results (p < .OJ) and that the 
proportion of significant studies was not significantly greater for the Duke 
University group (x2 = 1.70, I df). 

By 1940, the active ~thodological 
controversy was over. 

The issues raised were, for the most part, legitimate, and investigators 
modified their procedures to safeguard their results from methodological 
criticism. The major issues raised since 1940 center on alleged anomalies in 
probability theory and the hypothesis of widespread investigator fraud. 

Spencer Brown (68, 69) has suggested that statistica11y significant card
guessing studies provide evidence, not of extrasensory modes of communica
don, but of fundamental defects in probability theory. He makes three 
criticisms of random number sequences: (a) published random number 
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Table Z: Breakdown of experimental ESP stu~les (1934-1939) 

N N studies report~d 
(Studies)' significant (p < \01) % signlf. 

Duke group 17 . 15 88 
Non-Duke-· 33 20 61 
Total 50 35 70 

• Includes all English-language studies Involving assessm~nt of statistical signlficanc1 
of data, 1934-1939 inclusive. ! 

x• (Duke vs. non-Duke X significant vs. nonsignlflcant) a: 1.70 (1 df) 

sequences ha,•e been "doctored .. prior to publicat~on in order to remove 
certain nonrandom features; this practice, accord\ing to Spencer Brown, 
makes such sequences nonrandom and invalidatfs the use of standard 
significance tests; (b) the source of some random number sequences involves 
randomizing machines which utilize the unpredi¢tability of human be
havior when examined for microscopic variatio~; such variation, says 
Spencer Brown, may be predictable enough to account for observed anom· 
alies in random sequences, as weJJ as some of the sighificant results reported 
in ESP guessing experiments;· (c) Spencer Brown prQduces evidence to show 
that anomalous (significant) departures from pro~ability theory can be 
obtained by matching columns of random numbe~s (S9). 

A detailed examination of these points was untfertaken by Scott (64). 
I . 

With respect to "doctored" sequences, Scott showed that the maximum 
error due to rejected (edited) sequences would not affect interpretations 
of results which are more than marginally signific,nt and could, in fact, 
increase the likelihood of making a Type II error. On the hypothesis that 
ESP results are due to some kind of hyper-regularity affecting both the 
target sequence and the response (guess) seqt,1em:!e simultaneously and 
similarly, Scott makes the point that this would lea4 to the expectation of 
similar results from matching any set of humanlyi produced random se
quences. The cross-check type of control series and ihe Greenwood chance 
control series described earlier demonstrate that thi~ is not the case. The 
anomalies reported by Spencer Brown (68), obtained ~y arbitrarily matching 
columns of random numbers, have been criticized 011 the basis of post hoc 
selection (40) and iJlustrate not that there are fundaQ'lental defects in prob
ability theory, but rather that significant deviatiJns from chance can 
occur in any data where hypotheses and analyses are nc:,t specified in advance. 

The most recent phase of the ESP controversy cedters on the hypothesis 
of im·estigator fraud. This argument was most for4efully prese·nted in a 
lead article in Science, entitled "Science and the Sut>ernaturaJ," by G. R. 
Price (47), who began with the following obser\'ations: i 

Believers in psychic phenomena . . . appear to; hat1c won a decisive 
victory and virtuall)' silenced opposition . ... Th~s victory is the result 
of an impressive amount of careful experiment~tion and intelligent 
argumentation . ... Against all this evidence, al~ost the only defense 
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remaining to the skeptical scientist is ignorance, ignorance concerning 
the work itself and concerning its implications. The typical scientist 
contents himself with retaining .. , some criticism that at most applies 
to a small fraction of the published studies. But these findings (which 
challenge our very concepts of space and time) are-if valid-of enor~ 
mous importance ... so they ought not to be ignored. 

FolJowing Hume's argument on miracles, Price asserted that ESP is 
"incompatible with current scientific theory," and that it is therefore more 
parsimonious to believe that parapsychologists cheat than that ESP is a 
real phenomenon. He concluded, "1':f y opinion concerning the findings of 
the parapsychologists is that many of them are dependent on clerical and 
statistical errors and unintentional use of sensory clues, and that all extra
chance results not so explicable are dependent on deliberate fraud or mildly 
abnormal mental conditions" (47, p. !160). This extraordinary critique and 
the ensuing discussion in Science (5, g6, 48, 55, 56, 65) were widely reviewed. 
As Meehl and Scriven (46) pointed out, Price's argument rests on two highly 
questionable assumptions, namely that contemporary scientific knowledge 
is complete, and that ESP necessarily conflicts with it. Seventeen years 
later, in an "Apology to Rhine and Soal," Price retracted his accusations 
of investigator fraud (49). 

Very similar arguments have, howe,•er,. been made more recently by 
the British parapsychological critic C. E. M. Hansel (14, 15), who began 
his examination of the ESP hypothesis by suggesting that "the a priori 
arguments ... may even save time and effort in scrutinizing the [ESP] 
experiments .... In view of the a priori arguments against it we know in 
advance that telepathy, etc., cannot occur." 

Because of the "a priori unlikelihQOd" of ESP, Hansel's examination 
of the literature centered primarily on the possibility of fraud, by subjects 
or investigators. He reviewed in depth four experiments which he regarded 
as providing the best evidence of ESP: the already-mentioned Pearce-Pratt 
distance series (59); the Pratt-Woodruff (44) series, also conducted at Duke; 
and Soal's work with Mrs. Stewart and Basil Shackleton (66), as welJ as 
a more recent series by Soal and Bowden (67). Hansel showed, in each 
case, how fraud could have been committed (by the experimenters in the 
Pratt-Woodruff and Soal-Bateman series, and by the subjects in the Pearce· 
Pratt and Soal-Bowden experiments). He gave no direct evidence that fraud 
was committed in these experiments but said, "If the result could have 
arisen through a trick, the experiment must be considered unsatisfactory 
proof of ESP, whether or not it is finally decided that such a trick was in 
fact used" (15, p. 18, italics mine). 

Hansel's argument is unclear, inasmuch as he quite properly insists that 
no single experiment can be conclusive, then proceeds to show that none 
is, given the theoretical possibility of fraud by subjects or investigators. 
Hansel's only conclusion after more than 250 pages of careful scrutiny 
was that these experiments were not "fraud-proor' and therefore not con
clusive proof of ESP. 
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Two recent examples, one involving cancer re\rearch (74) and the other 
im·olving parapsycholog)' (57), serve to remind ~,s of the importance of 
cross-validation in the assessment of any ex peri~nental finding. In both 
cases, it should be added, the fraudulent ans w¢re detected in-house, by 
the researchers themselves. The point is th:it in thf final analysis an experi
mental finding is of value and is to be taken scrjously only to the extent 
that it leads to further inqi1iry. To regard any ~xperiment as an end in 
itself is to remove it from the domain of cxperimeptal science. It is obvious 
that hypothetical construct, such as ESP, cann~t be validated by any 
isolated experiment, no matter how well contrq11ed it might be. Inde
pendent replication i.s a necessary prerequisite. 

The claim thai psi phenomnia operate 
outside the framewor~ of physical probability 

has ~een a major source of a 
I 

priori arguments agpinst acceptance of ESP. 
; 

It has been suggested that to accept ESP rdquires the rejection of 
physics. This is absurd, and it is worth noting th!at such arguments have 
usually been advanced and defended by psyc114Iogists rather than by 
physicists. • 

The debate over the incompatibility of phy$ics and ESP has been 
conducted almost exclusively within the frameworjk of nineteenth-century 
deterministic physics, wherein the ultimate constit:uent of physical reality 
was still believed to be solid matter. Inasmuch as 1odern microphysics has 
exorcised the material om of matter and deals ~ith processes which on 
our macrophysical level of sensory perception are ~very bit as erratic and 
anomalous as ESP, the a priori claim that ESP viqlates specifiable Jaws of 
physics can no longer be considered to be of more lthan historical interest. 

ESP and other psi phenomena, while no lo~ger incompatible with 
physics, are not yet accounted for by physics; huf then, neither are the 
more familiar processes of memory and conscious experience. Indeed, the 
transformation of "'raw feels" into conscious cxperie~ce is no Jess a problem 
for the neurophysiologists of today than it was Cori the speculative philos
ophers of classical antiquity. Sir John Eccles, amont others, has rcpe:uedly 
warned, "We should not pretend that consciousnes~ is not a mystery." 

The ESP controversy illustrates several featurqs of the paradigmatic 
view of science developed by Thomas Kuhn (28). No!rmal science, according 
to Kuhn, is essentially a clean-up operation, co~mrainecl by a broad 
theoretical framework, or paradigm, which defines t!1e boundaries of legiti
mate inquiry. Paradigms are scientific world views which provide coherence 
and structure and determine the types of ~uestions :to be posed of na111re, 
as well as the manner in which answers are sought. Normal science is thus 
a process of paradigm-articulation, rather than of :disco\•ery. Within the 
paradigm structure of normal science, observatiolljs which conflict with 
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the paradigm are seldom made; anomalies arc ignored. ,vhen the anomalies 
become sufficiently persistent drnt they can no longer be ignorecl, they 
arc hotly disputed. Evem11ally, a ne'w paracligm is 1entatively erened 
which auracts a group of adhercn1s, and a pcrio1l of crisis ensues which 
Kuhn calls a paradigm clash. 

In this review I have focused at some leng1h on the period of the 
19.30s, not because it provides the best a,·ailable evidence for ESP or 
1he best understanding of the processes underlying its operation-it does 
neither, but rather because it was during this period that the major 
sub.rtantive methodological issues were raised and to a large extent con
sensually resolved. Since 1940, well mier 10,000 journal pages devoted to 
parapsychological research have been published, and at least 250 experi
mental studies ha\'e been reported. The methodological foundations of 
the research have gradually diversified, enlarging and enriching the scope 
of inquiry and providing a basis for more sophisticated study. Automated 
testing equipment has replaced card-guessing in forced-choice ESP tasks, 
and quantitath·e methods have been developed for the objective assessment 
of psi interactions in nonguessing tasks. Psychophysiological techniques, 
permitting determination of psi-optimal organismic states, have been in
troduced and utililed in conjunction with experimental methods more 
dosely approximating the conditions under which psi interactiom occur 
in vivo. More important, parapsychological investigators have to a large 
extent shifted their attention away from the "proof-oriented" approach, 
which can only reaffirm the presence of anomaly, toward systematic at
tempts to identify the antecedent conditions necessary for the occurrence 
and detection of psi interactions, the delineation of positive attributes, 
and the study of individual differences. Only through the pursuit of such 
"process-oriented" research can we ever hope to achieve the goals of control, 
assured replicability (or at least predictability), and eventual understanding. 
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Abstract-For more than 100 years, scientists have attempted to 
determim: the truth or falsity of claims for the existence of a perceptual 
channel whereby certain individuals are able to perceive and describe 
remote data not presented to any known sense. This paper presents an 
outline of the history of scientific inquiry into such so-called paranor
mal perception and surveys the current state of the art in parapsycho· 
logical research in the United States and abroad. The nature of this 
perceptual channel is examined in a series of experiments carried out 
in the Ele,ctronics and Bioengineering Laboratory of Stanford Research 
Institute. The perceptual modality most extensively investigated is the 
ability of both experienced subjects and inexperienced volunteers to 
view, by innate mental processes, remote geographical or technical 
targets including buildings, roads, and laboratory apparatus. The ac
cumulated data indicate that the phenomenon is not a sensitive func
tion of distance, and Faraday cage shielding does not in any apparent 
way degrade the quality and accuracy of perception. On the basis of 
this research, some areas of physics are suggested from which a descrip-C Pt1R. C/H'ran.ation of the phenomenon could be forthcoming. 

T l"T'T'D"\nT'~~•"\>J 

unification brought about by the work of Ampere, Faraday, 
and Maxwell. Since the early work, however, we have seen the 
development of information theory, quantum theory, and 
neUrophysiological research, and these disciplines provide 
powerful conceptual tools that appear to bear directly on the 
issue. In fact, several physicists (Section V) are now of the 
opinion that these phenomena are not at all inconsistent with 
the framework of modern physics: the often-held view that 
observations of this type are a priori incompatible with known 
la\Jv'.S is erroneous in that such a concept is based on the naive 
realism prevalent before the development of quantum theory. 
In the emerging view, it is accepted that research in this area 
can be conducted so as to uncover not just a catalog of inter
esting events, but rather patterns of cause-effect relationships 
of the type that lend themselves to analysis and hypothesis 
in the forms_ with which we are familiar in the physical . . ... .. 

• - -- --,1 C -'"&&._ ___ .&~ ... .,_1, ••••--a,1w ·---- "''"'------- - ---"KT IS THE PROVINCE of natural science to investigate conditions of sensory shielding is mediated by extremely 
nature, impartially and without prejudice" [ 1 ) . Nowhere low-frequency (ELF) electromagnetic waves, a proposal that 
in scientific inquiry has this dictum met as great a cha!- does -not seem to be ruled out by any obvious physical or 

lenge as in the area of so-called extrasensory perception (ESP), .-,biological facts. Further, the development of information 
the detection of remote stimuli not mediated by the usual· theory makes it possible to characterize and quantify the 
sensory processes. Such phenomena, although under scientific performance of a communications channel regardless of 
consideration for over a century, have historically been fraught the underlying mechanism. 
with unreliability and controversy, and validation of the phe- For the past three years, we have had a program in the 
nomena by accepted scientific methodology has been slow in Electronics and Bioengineering Laboratory of the Stan
coming. EYen so, a recent survey conducted by the British ford Research Institute (SRI) to investigate those facets of 
publication New Scientist revealed that 67 percent of nearly human perception that appear to fall outside the range of well-
1500 responding readers (the majority of whom are working understood perceptual/processing capabilities. Of particular 
scientists and technologists) considered ESP to be an estab- interest is a human information-accessing capability that we 
lished fact or a likely possibility, and 88 percent held the can "remote viewing." This phenomenon pertains to the 
investigation of ESP to be a legitimate scientific undertaking ability of certain individuals to access and describe, by means 
[2) . of mental processes, information sources blocked from ordi-

A revit:w of the literature reveals that although experiments nary perception, and generally accepted as secure against such 
by reputable researchers yielding positive results were begun access. 
over a century ago (e.g., Sir William Crookes' study of D. D. h:1 particular, the phenomenon we have investigated most 
Home, l 860's) [3), many consider the study of these phe- extensively is the ability of a subject to view remote geograph
nomena as only recently emerging from the realm of quasi- ical locations up to several thousand kilometers distant from 
science. One reason for this is that, despite experimental his physical location (given only a known person on whom to 
results, no satisfactory theoretical construct had been advanced target). 1 We have carried out more than fifty experiments 
to correlate data or to predict new experimental outcomes. under controlled laboratory conditions with several individuals 
Consequently, the area in question remained for a long time whose remote perceptual abilities have been developed suf
in the re:cipe stage reminiscent of electrodynamics before the ficiently to allow them at times to describe correctly-often in 

Manuscript received July 25, 1975; revised November 7, 1975. The 
submission of this paper was encouraged after review of an advance 
proposal. This work was supported by the Foundation for Parasensory 
Investigation and the Parapsychology Foundation, New York, NY; the 
Institute ,of Noetic Sciences, Palo Alto, CA; and the National Aero-

great detail-geographical or technical material such as build
ings, roads, laboratory apparatus, and the like. 

As observed in the laboratory, the basic phenomenon appears 
to cover a range of subjective experiences variously referred to 

na~~~csa :~io;~}ct~~~~fro~~lf~jAAffiQ§Jijij ,: Cl~~ROfai9ArQQl§~BJ2~~ QPo1t~iOQr3,u~ I 4 I, and re-
Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, CA 94025. printed in the IEEE Commun. Soc. Newsletter, vol. 13, Jan. 1975. 
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Fig. 1. Airport in San Andres, Colombia, used as remo_te-viewing target, along whh sketch produced by subject 
in California. 1 

in the literature as autoscopy (in the medical literature); exteri- than fifty ex~~rimepts with nine subjects carried out in our 
orization or disassociation (psychological literature); simple own laboratory, whi:ch represent a sufficiently stable data base 
clairvoyance, traveling clairvoyance, or out-of-body experience to permit testing ofi various hypotheses concerning the func-
(parapsychological literature); or astral projection (occult liter- tioning of this cha1nel. Finally, in Section V, we indicate 
ature). We choose the term "remote viewing" as a neutral those areas of physiics and information theory that appear to 
descriptive term free from prior associations and bias as to be relevant to an ~nderstanding of certain aspects of the 
mechanisms. phenomena. ' 

The development at SRI of a successful experimental pro- First, however, we I present an illustrative example generated 
cedure to elicit this capability has evolved to the point where in an early pilot exJeriment. As will be clear from our later 

I 

persons such as visiting government scientists and contract discussion, this is npt a "best-ever" example, but rather a 
monitors, with no previous exposure to such concepts, have typical sample of thd level of proficiency that can be reached 

I learned to perform well; and subjects who have trained over a and that we have coitje to expect in our research. 
one-year period have performed excellently under a variety of Three subjects pa~ticipated in a long-distance experiment 
experimental conditions. Our accumulated data thus indicate focusing on a sP.ries !of targets in Costa Rica. These subjects 

I that both specially selected and unselected persons can be said they had never 
1
been to Costa Rica. In this experiment, 

assisted in developing remote perceptual abilities up to a one of the experimenters (Dr. Puthoff) spent ten days traveling 
level of useful information transfer. through Costa Rica (>n a combination business/pleasure trip. 

In experiments of this type, we have three principal findings. This information wasi all that was known to the subjects about 
First, we have established that it is possible to obtain signifi- the traveler's itinerart. The experiment called for Dr. Puthoff 
cant amounts of accurate descriptive information about remote to keep a detailed re9ord of his location and activities, includ
locations. Second, an increase in the distance from a few ing photographs of ~ach of seven target days at 1330 PDT. 
meters up to 4000 km separating the subject from the scene A total of twelve daily descriptions were collected before the 
to be perceived does not in any apparent way degrade the traveler's return: six j responses from one subject, five from 
quality or accuracy of perception. Finally; the use of Faraday another, and one frorJ1 a third. 
cage electrical shielding does not prevent high-quality descrip- The third subject who submitted the single response supplied 

I tions from being obtained. a drawing for a day iJ!i the middle of the series. (The subject's 
To build a coherent theory for the explanation of these response, together wi~h the photographs taken at the site, are 

phenomena, it is necessary to have a clear understanding of shown in Fig. I). Although Costa Rica is a mountainous 
I what constitutes the phenomena. In this paper, we first briefly country, the subject pnexpectedly perceived the traveler at a 

summarize previous efforts in this field iIJ.[e~t,lqp_JJ,"~e.t'>,tl'jlA ~~~~-W11~~tfl)~j~, he described an 
present APfiM10Mecd:1F.Q1 ~mc\i&11_4:Yt:IY~c:R rn~~ -~cfr"t.:10Yi rranay'"'oeacli. and an airstrip with the ocean at the 

I • I 
I 



end (correct). An airport building also was drawn, and shown 
to have a large rectangular overhang (correct). The traveler 
had taken an unplanned one-day side trip to an offshore island 
and at the time of the experiment had just disembarked from a 
plane at a small island airport as described by the subject 
4000 km away. The sole discrepancy was that the subject's 
drawing showed a Quonset-hut type of building in place of the 
rectangular structure. 

The above description was chosen as an example to illustrate 
a major point observed a number of times throughout the 
program to be described. Contrary to what may be expected, 
a subject's description does not necessarily portray what may 
reasonably be expected to be correct (an educated or "safe" 
guess), but often runs counter even to the subject's own 
expectations. 

We wish to stress again that a result such as the above is not 
unusual. The remaining submissions in this experiment pro
vided further examples of excellent correspondences between 
target and response. (A target period of poolside relaxation 
was identified; a drive through a tropical forest at the base of 
a truncated volcano was described as a drive through a jungle 
below a large bare table mountain; a hotel-room target descrip
tion, including such details as rug color, was correct; and so 
on.) So as to determine whether such matches were simply 
fortuitous-that is, could reasonably be expected on the basis 
of chance alone-Dr. Puthoff was asked after he had- returned 
to blind match the twelve descriptions to his seven target 
locations. On the basis of this conservative evaluation proce
dure, which vastly underestimates the statistical significance 
of the individual descriptions, five correct matches were ob
tained. :his number of matches is significant at p = 0.02 by 
exact binomial calculation. 2 

The observation of such unexpectedly high-quality descrip
tions early in our program led to a large-scale study of the 
phenomenon at SRI under secure double-blind conditions (i.e., 
target unknown to experimenters as well as subjects), with 
independent random target selection and blind judging. The 
results, presented in Sections III and IV, provide strong evi
dence for the robustness of this phenomenon whereby a 
human perceptual modality of extreme sensitivity can detect 
complex iremote stimuli. 

II. BACKGROUND 

Although we are approaching the study of these phenomena 
as physicists, it is not yet possible to separate ourselves entirely 
from the language of the nineteenth century when the labora
tory study of the paranormal was begun. Consequently, we 
continue to use terms such as "paranormal," "telepathy," and 
the like. However, we intend only to indicate a process of 
information transfer under conditions generally accepted as 
secure against such transfer and with no prejudice or occult 
assumptions as to the mechanisms involved. As in any other 
scientific pursuit, the purpose is to collect the observables that 
result from experiments and to try to determine the functional 
relationships between these observables and the laws of physics 
as they are currently understood. 

Organized research into so-called psychic functioning began 
roughly in the time of J. J. Thomson, Sir Oliver Lodge, and 
Sir William Crookes, all of whom took part in the founding of 
the Society for Psychical Research (SPR) in 1882 in England. 
Crookes, for example, carried out his principal investigations 
with D. D. Home, a Scotsman who grew up in America and 
returned to England in 185 5 ( 3 J. According to the notebooks 
and published reports of Crookes, Home had demonstrated 
the ability to cause objects to move without touching them. 
We should note in passing that, Home, unlike most subjects, 
worked only in the light and spoke out in the strongest pos
sible terms against the darkened seance rooms popular at the 
time [ 5). 

Sir William Crookes was a pioneer in the stuc!y of electrical 
discharge in gases and in the development of vacuum tubes, 
some types of which still bear his name. Although everything 
Crookes said about electron beams and plasmas was accepted, 
nothing he said about the achievements of D. D. Home ever 
achieved that status. Many of his colleagues, who had not 
observed the experiments with Home, stated publicly that they 
thought Crookes had been deceived, to which Crookes angrily 
responded: 

Will not my critics give me credit for some amount of common 
sense? Do they not imagine that the obvious precautions, which 
occur to them as soon as they sit down to pick holes in my 
experiments, have occurred to me also in the course of my .pro
longed and patient investigation? The answer to this, as to all 
other objections is, prm·e it to be an error, by showing where 
the error lies, or if a trick, by showing how the trick is per
formed. Try the experiment fully and fairly. If then fraud be 
(ound, expose it; if it be a truth, proclaim it. This is the only 
scientific procedure, and it is that I propose steadily to pursue 
(31. 

In· the United States, scientific interest in the paranormal 
was centered in the universities. In 1912, John Coover [ 6 I 
was established in the endowed Chair of Psychical Research at 
Stanford University. In the l 920's, Harvard University set up 
research programs :,vith George Estabrooks and L. T. Troland 
[7],, [8). It was in this framework that, in 1930, William 
McDougall invited Dr. J. B. Rhine and Dr. Louisa Rhine to 
join the Psychology Department at Duke University [9]. For 
mote than 30 years, significant work was carried out at Rhine's 
Duke University Laboratory. To examine the existence of 
paranormal perception, he used the now-famous ESP cards 
containing a boldly printed picture of a star, cross, square, 
circle, or wavy lines. Subjects were asked to name the order 
of these cards in a freshly shuffled deck of twenty-five such 
cards. To test for telepathy, an experimenter would look at 
the cards one at a time, and a subject suitably separated from 
the sender would attempt to determine which card was being 
viewed. 

Dr. J. B. Rhine together with Dr. J. G. Pratt carried out 
thousands of experiments of this type under widely varying 
conditions [ 10 I • The statistical results from these experiments 
indicated that some individuals did indeed possess a paranor
mal perceptual ability in that it was possible to obtain an 
arbitrarily high degree of improbability by continued testing 
of a gifted subject. 

2 The proibability of a correct dally match by chance for any given The work of Rhine has been challenged on many grounds, 
transcript is p = +. Therefore, the probability of at least five correct however, inqluding accusations of improper handling of statis-
matches by chance out of twelve tries can be calculated from tics, error, and fraud. With regard to the statistics, the general 

12 , ~~-(*'(12-i) consensus of statisticians to,!!~ is that if fault is to be found 
p =AllF?r&V.9~ elease,2000/08/08 : 6bA1dils>P9ir001c&iRLW3~ OD~r2QOD1h4n statistical 

i=S • 
2 1 

• 
7 7 

grounds [ 11 I. With regard to the accusations of fraud, the 
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most celebrated case of criticism of Rhine's work, that of 
G. R. Price [12]. ended 17 years after it began when the 
accusation of fraud was retracted by its author in an article 
entitled "Apology to Rhine and Soal," published in the same 
journal in which it was first put forward [ 13 J. It should also 
be noted that parapsychological researchers themselves re
cently exposed fraud in their own laboratory when they 
encountered it [ 14). 

At the end of the l 940's, Prof. S. G. Soal, an English mathe
matician working with the SPR, had carried out hundreds of 
card guessing experiments involving tens of thousands of calls 
[ I 5 J. Many of these experiments were carried out over ex
tended distances. One of the most notable experiments was 
conducted with Mrs. Gloria Stewart between London and 
Antwerp. This experiment gave results whose probability of 
occurring by chance were less than 1 o-e . With the publication 
of Modern Experiments in Telepathy by Soal and Bateman 
(both of whom were statisticians), it appeared that card guess
ing experiments produced significant results, on the average. 3 

The most severe criticism of all this work, a criticism diffi
cult to defend against in principle, is that leveled by the well
known British para psychological critic C. E. M. Hansel [ 17 J, 
who began his examination of the ESP hypothesis with the 
stated assumption, "In view of the a priori arguments against 
it we know in advance that telepathy, etc., cannot occur." 
Therefore, based on the "a priori unlikelihood" of ESP, 
Hansel's examination of the literature centered primarily on 
the possibility of fraud, by subjects or investigators. He 
reviewed in depth four experiments which he regarded as 
providing the best evidence of ESP: the Pearce-Pratt distance 
series ( 18 J; the Pratt-Woodruff [ 19 I series, both conducted 
at Duke; and Soal's work with Mrs. Stewart and Basil Shackle
ton [ 15 J , as well as a more recent series by Soal and Bowden 
(20). Hansel showed, in each case, how fraud could have been 
committed (by the experimenters in the Pratt-Woodruff and 
Soal-Bateman series, or by the subjects in the Pearce-Pratt 
and Soal-Bowden experiments). He gave no direct evidence 
that fraud was committed in these experiments, but said, "If 
the result could have arisen through a trick, the experiment 
must be considered unsatisfactory proof of ESP, whether or 
not it is finally decided that such a trick was in fact used" [ 17, 
p. 18 I . As discussed by Honorton in a review of the field 
(21 I, Hansel's conclusion after 241 pages of careful scrutiny 
therefore was that these experiments were not "fraud-proof" 
and therefore in principle could not serve as conclusive proof 
of ESP. 

Even among the supporters of ESP research and its results, 
there remained the consistent problem that many successful 
subjects eventually lost their ability and their scores gradually 
drifted toward chance results. This decline effect in no way 
erased their previous astronomical success; but it was a disap
pointment since if paranormal perception is a natural ability, 
one would like to see subjects improving with practice rather 
than getting worse. 

One of the first successful attempts to overcome the decline 
effect was in Czechoslovakia in the work of Dr. Milan Ryzl, a 
chemist with the Institute of Biology of the Czechoslovakian 
Academy of Science and also an amateur hypnotist (22). 
Through the use of hypnosis, together with feedback and 
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reinforcement, he ~eveloped several outstanding subjects, on 
of whom, Pavel Stepanek, has worked with experimenter 
around the world fo~ more than 10 years. 

Ryzl's pioneering! work came as an answer to the question 
raised by the 1956 CIBA Foundation conference on extra 
sensory perception.! The CIBA Chemical Company has annua 
meetings on topics: of biological and chemical interest, and 
that same year thh assembled several prominent parapsy 
chologists to have ~ state-of-the-art conference on ESP ( 23 J . 
The conference con\cluded that little progress would be made 
in parapsychology i research until a repeatable experiment 
could be found; na~ely, an experiment that different experi 
menters could repe~t at will and that would reliably yield a 
statistically significa~t result. 

Ryzl had by l 962i accomplished that goal. His primary con
tribution was a dec¥on to interact with the subject as a per
son, to try to build ~P his confidence and ability. His protocol 
depended on "wor~ing with" rather than "running" his sub
jects. Ryzl's star subject, Pavel Stepanek, has produced highly 
significant results w~th many contemporary researchers [24 )
(29 I. In these exper 1iments, he was able to tell with 60-percent 
reliability whether r hidden card was green side or white 
side up, yielding st1ttistics of a million to one with only a 
thousand trials. i 

As significant as suph results are statistically, the information 
channel is imperfect!, containing noise along with the signal. 
When considering how best to use such a channel, one is led 
to the communicati~n theory concept of the introduction of 
redundancy as a m~ans of coding a message to combat the 
effects of a noisy c~annel (30]. A prototype experiment by 
Ryzl using such tec:f: iques has proved to be successful. Ryzl 
had an assistant sel ct randomly five groups of three digits 
each. These 15 digit were then encoded into binary form and 
translated into a se~uence of green and white cards in sealed 
envelopes. By means of repeated calling and an elaborate 
majority vote proto~ol, Ryzl was able after 19 350 calls by 
Stepanek (averaging \9 s per call) to correctly identify all l 5 
numbers, a result si~nificant at p = lo-is The hit rate for 
individual calls was 6il.9 percent, 11 978 hits, and 7372 misses 
(31). ' 

Note Added in Prof! f· It has been brought to our attention 
that a similar proced, re was recently used to transmit without 
error the word "pe ce" in International Morse Code (J. C. 
Carpenter, "Toward the effective utilization of enhanced 
weak-signal ESP effe, ts," presented at the Annual Meeting of 
the American Assoclation for the Advancement of Science, 
New York, NY, Jan. ~7, 1975). 

The characteristics! of such a channel can be specified in 
accordance with the precepts of communication theory. The 
bit rate associated w•th the information channel is calculated 
from (30) l 

:R=H(x)-Hy(x) (1) 

where H(x) is the un9ertainty of the source message containing 
symbols with a priori .probability Pt: 

1,, 

' 2 
f1t(x) = - L Pt log2 Pt 

, i•I 
(2) 

and Hy(x) is the con~itional entropy based on the a posteriori 
probabilities that a re¢eived signal was actually transmitted: 

'Recently, some of the early Soal experiments have been criticized 1 

I 16 I. However, hl! long-distance experiments cited here were judged I 2 . . . 

~':.r~/::~;~,f Ffd}eri~1e'asec~db76r~~ff :raeA-RDP96-0oft~x~ooitP6qio~fff.!~). (3) 
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For St:epanek's run, with Pi=!, Pj(j) = 0.619, and an average 
time of 9 s per choice, we have a source uncertainty H(x) = I 
bit and a calculated bit rate 

R ~ 0.041 bit/symbol 
or 

R/T ~ 0.0046 bit/s. 
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Similar behavior modification types of experiments have been 
carried out in recent times by I. M. Kogan, Chairman of the 
Bioinformation Section of the Moscow Board of the Popov 
S<;>ciety. He is a Soviet engineer who, until 1969, published 
extensively on the theory of telepathic communication [ 37) -
[ 40] . He was concerned with three principal kinds of experi
ments: mental suggestion without hypnosis over short dis-

(Since the 15-<ligit number ( 49 .8 bits) actually was transmitted tances, in which the percipient attempts to identify an object; 
at the rate of 2.9 X 10-4 bit/s, an increase in bit rate by a mental awakening over short distances, in which a subject is 
factor of about 20 could be expected on the basis of a coding awakened from a hypnotic sleep at the "beamed" suggestion 
schemi~ more optimum than that used in the experiments. See, from the hypnotist; and long-range (intercity) telepathic com
for example, Appendix A.) munication. Kogan's main interest has been to quantify the 

Dr. Charles Tart at the University of California has written channel capacity of the paranormal channel. He finds that the 
extensively on the so-called decline effect. He considers that bit rate decreases from 0.1 bit/s for laboratory experiments 
having subjects attempt to guess cards, or perform any other to, 0.005 bit/s for his 1000-km intercity experiments. 
repetitious task for which they receive no feedback, follows ln the USSR, serious consideration is given to the hypothesis 
the cla.ssical technique for deconditioning any response. He that telepathy is mediated by extremely low-frequency (ELF) 
thus considers card guessing "a technique for extinguishing el¢ctromagnetic propagation. (The pros and cons of this 
psychic functioning in the laboratory" (32]. hypothesis are discussed in Section V of this paper.) In 

Tart's injunctions of the mid-sixties were being heeded at general, the entire field of paranormal research in the USSR 
Maimonides Hospital, Brooklyn, NY, by a team of researchers is part of a larger one concerned with the interaction between 
that included Dr. Montague Ullman, who was director of el¢ctromagnetic fields and living organisms (41], [42]. At 
research for the hospital; Dr. Stanley Krippner; and, later, th~ First International Congress on Parapsychology and 
Charles Honorton. These three worked together for several Psychotronics in Prague, Czechoslovakia, in 1973, for example, 
years on experiments on the occurrence of telepathy in dreams. K~olodov spoke at length about the susceptibility of living 
In the course of a half-dozen experimental series, they found systems to extremely low-level ac and de fields. He described 
in their week-long sessions a number of subjects who had conditioning effects on the behavior of fish resulting from the 
dreams that consistently were highly descriptive of pictorial application of IO to 100 µ.W of RF to their tank [ 43). The 
material that a remote sender was looking at throughout the USSR take these data seriously in that the Soviet safety re
night. This work is described in detail in the experimenters' quirements for steady-state microwave exposure set limits 
book Dream Telepathy [33]. Honorton is continuing work at, IO µ.W/cm2

, whereas the United States has set a steady-state 
of this free-response type in which the subject has no precon- limit of 10 mW/cm 2 [44]. Kholodov spoke also about the 
ceived idea as to what the target may be. nonthermal effects of microwaves on animals' central nervous 

In his more recent. work with subjects in the waking state, systems. His experiments were very carefully carried out and 
Honorton is providing homogeneous stimulation to the subject are characteristic of a new dimension in paranormal research. 
who is to describe color slides viewed by another person in a The increasing importance of this area in Soviet research was 
remote room. In this new work, the subject listens to white indicated recently when the Soviet Psychological Association 
noise via earphones and views an homogeneous visual field issued an unprecedented position paper calling on the Soviet 
imposed through the use of Ping-Pong ball halves to cover the Academy of Sciences to step up efforts in this area [ 45]. 
subject's eyes in conjunction with diffuse ambient illumina- They recommended that the newly formed Psychological 
tion. In this so-called Ganzfeld setting, subjects are again able, Institute within the Soviet Academy of Sciences and the 
now in the waking state, to give correct and often highly Psychological Institute of the Academy of Pedagogical Sciences 
accurate descriptions of the material being viewed by the review the area and consider the creation of a new laboratory 
sender [34 J. within one of the institutes to study persons with unusual 

In Honorton's work and elsewhere, it apparently has been abilities. They also recommended a comprehensive evaluation 
the step away from the repetitive forced-choice experiment of experiments and theory by the Academy of Sciences' lnsti
that has opened the way for a wide variety of ordinary people tute of Biophysics and Institute for the Problems of lnforma
to demonstrate significant functioning in the laboratory, with- tion Transmission. 
out being bored into a decline effect. The Soviet research, along with other behavioristically 

This survey would be incomplete if we did not indicate oriented work, suggests that in addition to obtaining overt 
certain aspects of the current state of research in the USSR. responses such as ver~alizations or key presses from a subject, 
It is clear from translated documents and other sources [35) it should be possible to obtain objective evidence of informa
that many laboratories in the USSR are engaged in paranormal tion transfer by direct measurement of physiological parame
research. ters of a subject. Kamiya, Lindsley, Pribram, Silverman, 

Since the l 930's, in the laboratory of L. Vasiliev (Leningrad Wll,lter, and others brought together to discuss physiological 
Institute for Brain Research), there has been an interest in the methods to detect ESP functioning, have suggested that a 
use of telepathy as a method of influencing the behavior of a whole range of electroencephalogram (EEG) responses such as 
person at a distance. In Vasiliev's book Experiments in Mental evoked potentials (EP's), spontaneous EEG, and the contingent 
Suggestion, he makes it very clear that the bulk of his labora- negative variation (CNV) might be sensitive indicators of the 
tory's 1~xperiments were aimed at long-distance communica- detection of· remote stimuli not mediated by usual sensory 
tion combined with a form of behavior modification; for processes [46]. 

:~::r~e6] ~U.Ji~f,f8<P~edai=bPi~~ci§d
1,fi61tf!lYA?~I>: ~~Blff~Urffll~Mfl3~QJ~~i~::g. 0
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search for physiological correlates of information transfer, he 
used the plethysmograph to measure changes in the blood 
volume in a finger, a sensitive indicator of autonomic nervous 
system functioning [ 4 7 I. A plethysmographic measurement 
was made on the finger of a subject during telepathy experi
ments. A sender looked at randomly selected target cards 
consisting of names known to the subject, together with names 
unknown to him (selected at random from a telephone book). 
The names of the known people were contributed by the sub
ject and were to be of emotional significance to him. Dean 
found significant changes in the chart recording of finger 
blood volume when the remote sender was looking at those 
names known to the subject as compared with those names 
randomly chosen. 

Three other experiments using the physiological approach 
have now been published. The first work by Tart [ 48) , a later 
work by Lloyd [ 49], and most recently the work by the 
authors [ 4) all follow a similar procedure. Basically, a subject 
is closeted in an electrically shielded room while his EEG is 
recorded. Meanwhile, in another laboratory, a second person 
is stimulated from time to time, and the time of that stimulus 
is marked on the magnetic-tape recording of the subject's EEG. 
The subject does not know when the remote stimulus periods 
are as compared with the nonstimulus periods. 

With regard to choice of stimulus for our own experimenta
tion, we noted that in previous work others had attempted, 
without success, to detect evoked potential changes in a sub
ject's EEG in response to a single stroboscopic flash stimulus 
observed by another subject (50). In a discussion of that 
experiment, Kamiya suggested that because of the unknown 
temporal characteristics of the information channel, it might 
be more appropriate to use repetitive bursts of light to increase 
the probability of detecting information transfer [ 51]. There
fore, in our study we chose to use a stroboscopic flash train of 
10-s duration as the remote stimulus. 
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Fig. 2. Occipital EEG frequency spectra, 0-20 Hz, of one subject (H.H 
acting as receiver s~owing amplitude changes in the 9-11-Hz band as 
function of strobe i frequency. Three cases: O·, 6-, and 16-Hz flash, 
(twelve trial averagts). 

results were produced by system artifacts, electromagneti 
pickup (EMI), or ~ubtle cueing; the results were negative [ 4 J 

As part of the e~perimental protocol, the subject was aske 
to indicate a cons9ious assessment for each trial (via telegrap 
key) as to the na_ture of the stimulus; analysis showed thes 
guesses to be at c~ance. Thus arousal as evidenced by signif 
cant alpha blocking occurred only at the noncognitive level o 
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physiological respqnse. Hence the experiment provided direc 
physiological (EEq) evidence of perception of remote stimul 
even in the absenc~ of overt cognitive response. 

Whereas in our e]xperiments we used a remote light flash as . 
st.imulus, Tart [ 4~] in his work use.d an electrical shock tc 
himself as sender, iand Lloyd [ 49] simply told the sender tc 
think of a red t9angle each time a red warning light wa 
illuminated w~th":1J ~ vie~. Lloyd obs~rved a con~isten 
evoked potenl1al 1f his subJects; whereas m our experiment 
and in Tart's, a re~uction in amplitude and a desynchroniza 
tion of alpha was 9bserved-an arousal response. (If a subjec 
is resting in an 31Ipha-dominant condition and he is ther 
stimulated, for exap-1ple in any direct manner, one will obsern 
a desynchronizatiop and decrease in alpha power.) We con 
sider that these co~bined results are evidence for the existenC< 
of non cognitive aw~reness of remote happenings and that the) 
have a profound implication for paranormal research. 

In the design of the study, we assumed that the application 
of the remote stimulus would result in responses similar to 
those obtained under conditions of direct stimulation. For 
example, when an individual is stimulated with a low
frequency (< 30 Hz) flashing light, the EEG typically shows 
a decrease in the amplitude of the resting rhythm and a 
driving of the brain waves at the frequency of the flashes [ 5 2]. 
We hypothesized that if we stimulated one subject in this 
manner (a putative sender), the EEG of another subject in a III. SRI lNvisTIGATIONS OF REMOTE VIEWING 

remote room with no flash present (a receiver) might show Experimentation Jin remote viewing began during studies 
changes in alpha (9-11 Hz) activity and possibly an EEG carried out to inve~tigate the abilities of a New York artist, 
driving similar to that of the sender, or other .coupling to the Ingo Swann, when .:he expressed the opinion that the insights 
sender's EEG [53). The receiver was seated in a visually gained during expe~ents at SRI had strengthened his ability 
opaque, acoustically and electrically shielded, double-walled (verified in other r9search before he joined the SRI program) 
steel room about 7 m from the sender. The details of the to view remote Io1ations [54]. To test Mr. Swann's asser
experiment, consisting of seven runs of thirty-six l 0-s trials tion, a pilot study fas set up in which a series of targets from 
each (twelve periods each for 0-Hz, 6-Hz, and 16-Hz stimuli, around the globe were supplied by SRI personnel to the ex
randomly intermixed), are presented in [ 4 I. This experiment perimenters on a 4ouble-blind. basis. Mr. Swann's apparent 
proved to be successful. The receiver's alpha activity (9-11 Hz) ability to describe correctly details of buildings, roads, 
showed a significant reduction in average power (-24 percent, bridges, and the lilfe indicated that it may be possible for 
p < 0.04) and peak power (-28 percent, p < 0.03) during a subject by meansJ of mental imagery to access and describe 
16-Hz flash stimuli as compared with periods of no-flash randomly chosen 'geographical sites located several miles 
stimulus. [A similar response was observed for 6-Hz stimuli from the subject's position and demarcated by some appro
(-12 percent in average power, -21 percent in peak power), priate means. Therefore, we set up a research program to 
but the latter result did not reach statistical significance.] test the remote-vie~ing hypothesis under rigidly controlled 
Fig. 2 shows an overlay of three averaged EEG spectra from scientific conditions; 
one o( _t_~~ __ s_!l~j~c,S's~6 tepl(1:1B~~i.,WJh@flf.EFQC,NIW.RDP9.~~~ti08If€Je'12'ffl}fPt~trated on what we 
alpha ~\,lg uQ'i:~ imroRi!t'&li<HfMf?l. t!'xteb'st~ cons1at!rea''fo ~e' our pnnc1pal responsibility-to resolve under 
control procedures were undertaken to determine if these unambiguous condi~ions the basic issue of whether or not this 
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class of paranormal perception phenomenon exists. At all 
times, we and others responsible for the overall program took 
measures to prevent sensory leakage and subliminal cueing and 
to prevent deception, whether intentional or unintentional. 
To ensure evaluations independent of belief structures of both 
experimenters and judges, all experiments were carried out 
under a protocol, described below, in which target selection at 
the beginning of experiments and blind judging of results at 
the end of experiments were handled independently of the 
researchers engaged in carrying out the experiments. 

Six subjects, designated SI through S6, were chosen for the 
study. Three were considered as gifted or experie~ced subjects 
(S 1 through S3), and three were considered as learners (S4 
through S 6). The a priori dichotomy between gifted and 
learners was based on the experienced group having been 
successful in other studies conducted before this program 
and the learners group being inexperienced with regard to 
paranormal experimentation. 

The study consisted of a series of double-blind tests with 
local targets in the San Francisco Bay Area so that several in
dependent judges could visit the sites to establish documenta
tion. The protocol was to closet the subject with an experi
menter at SRI and at an agreed-on time to obtain from the 
subject a description of an undisclosed remote site being 
visited by a target team. In each of the experiments, one of 
the six: program subjects served as remote-viewing subject, 
and SRI experimenters served as a target demarcation team at 
the remote location chosen in a double-blind protocol as 
follows. 

In each experiment, SRI management randomly chose a 
target location from a list of targets within a 30-min driving 
time from SRI; the target location selected was kept blind to 
subject and experimenters. The target pool consisted of more 
than 100 target locations chosen from a target-rich environ
ment. (Before the experimental series began, the Director of 
the Information Science and Engineering Division, not other
wise associated with the experiment, established the set of lo
cations as the target pool which remained known only to him. 
The target locations were printed on cards sealed in envelopes 
and kept in the SRI Division office safe. They were available 
only with the personal assistance of the Division Director who 
issued a single random-number selected target card that con
stituted the traveling orders for that experiment.) 

In detail: To begin the experiment, the subject was closeted 
with an experimenter at SRI to wait 30 min before beginning 
a narrative description of the remote location. A second ex
perimenter then obtained from the Division Director a target 
location from a set of traveling orders previously prepared and 
randomized by the Director and kept under his control. The 
target demarcation team, consisting·of two to four SRI experi
menters, then proceeded by automobile directly to the target 
without any communication with the subject or experimenter 
remaining behind. The experimenter remaining with the sub
ject at SRI was kept ignorant of both the particular target and 
the target pool so as to eliminate the possibility of cueing 
(overt or subliminal) and to allow him freedom in questioning 
the subject to clarify his descriptions. The demarcation team 
remained at the target site for an agreed-on 15-min period 
following the 30 min allotted for travel. 4 During the observa-
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tion period, the remote-viewing subject was asked to describe 
1:Jiis impressions of the target site into a tape recorder and to 
make any drawings he thought appropriate. An informal com
parison was then made when the demarcation team returned, 
and the subject was taken to the site to provide feedback. 

A. Subject S 1: Experienced 

To begin the series, Pat Price, a former California police com
missioner and city councilman, participated as a subject in 
nine experiments. In general, Price's ability to describe 
correctly buildings, docks, roads, gardens, and the like, includ
ing structural materials, color, ambience, and activity-often 
in great detail-indicated the functioning of a remote per
ceptual ability. A Hoover Tower target, for example, was 
recognized and named by name. Nonetheless, in general, the 
descriptions contained inaccuracies as well as correct state
ments. A typical example is indicated by the subject's drawing 
shown in Fig. 3 in which he correctly described a park-like 
area containing two pools of water: one rectangular, 60 by 
89 ft (actual dimensions 75 by 100 ft); the other circular, 
diameter 120 ft (actual diameter 110 ft). He incorrectly indi
cated the function, however, as water filtration rather than 
recreational swimming. (We often observe essentially correct 
descriptions of basic elements and patterns coupled with in
complete or erroneous analysis of function.) As can be seen 
fr:om his drawing, he also included some elements, such as 
the tanks shown in the upper right, that are not present at the 
target site. We also note an apparent left-right reversal, often 
observed in paranormal perception experiments. 

To obtain a numerical evaluation of the accuracy of the 
remote-viewing experiment, the experimental results were 
subjected to independent judging on a blind basis by an SRI 
research analyst not otherwise associated with the research. 
The subject's response packets, which contained the nine 
typed unedited transcripts of the tape-recorded narratives 
along with any associated drawings, were unlabeled and pre
sented in random order. While standing at each target loca
tion, visited in turn; the judge was required to blind rank order 
the nine packets on a scale 1 to 9 (best to worst match). The 
statistic of interest is the sum of ranks assigned to the target
associated transcripts, lower values indicating better matches. 
For nine targets, the sum of ranks could range from nine to 
eighty-one. The probability that a given sum of ranks s or 
less will occur by chance is given by [ 55] 

l s k (n) (i -NI - I) Pr (s or less) = 11 ~ L (-1) 1 

1 
n _ 

1 N ••n /aO 

where s is obtained sum of ranks, N is number of assignable 
ranks, n is number of occasions on which rankings were made, 
arid / takes on values from zero to the least positive integer k 
in (i - n)/n. (Table I is a table to enable easy application of 
the above formula to those cases in which N = n .) The sum in 
tliis case, which included seven direct hits out of the nine, was 
16 (see Table II), a result significant at p = 2.9 X 10-s by 
ex:act calculation. 

In Experiments 3, 4, and 6 through 9, the subject was se
cured in a double-walled copper-screen Faraday cage. The 
Faraday cage provides 120-dB attenuation for plane-wave 
radio-frequency radiation over a range of 15 kHz to 1 GHz. 

4

The first ~ljf!:_ct (SI) ~a_;,aJJpwed~Q.11:!in for hi,i;;!~~\Ql)§.~Ut cf~rpti~ Wt\'¥QhAt,!iP11ettrf?tl~-4t 15 kHz and 
it was found ~f)l18Vao atrcOfacNe1ea&Qeia!~U/dll~tji ~ ~rea~~ t"g'~f~tf ~rte, 'fYz. '""nie resulu~rrlnk: order judging 
min. The viewing time was therefore reduced to 15 mm for subiects (T bl II) , d' t th t th f Faraday cage electrical s2 through S6. a e m 1ca e a e use o 
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! Fig. 3. Swimming pool complex as remote-viewing target. (a) City map of target !~cation. (b) Drawing by Price (SI). 

TABLE I : 
CRITICAL VALUES OF SUMS OF RANKS FOR PREFERENTIAL N,{ATCHING 

Number of Probability (one-tailed) that the Indicated Sum of Ranks or L~sa Would Occur by Chance 
Assignable 

! Ranks (N) o. 20 0.10 0.05 0.04 0.025 0.01 0.005 0.002 0.001 0.00~5 10"4 10-• 10-6 10-' 

i 4 7 6 5 5 5 4 4 

5 11 10 9 8 8 7 6 6 5 5 
6 16 15 13 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 
7 22 20 18 18 17 15 14 12 12 11 9 8 
8 29 27 24 24 22 20 19 17 16 15 13 11 9 8 
9 37 34 31 30 29 26 24 22 21 20 17 14 12 10 

10 46 42 39 38 36 33 31 29 27 25 i 22 19 16 13 i 

I 
11 56 51 48 47 45 41 38 36 34 32 ! 28 24 20 17 
12 67 61 58 56 54 49 47 43 41 39 l 35 30 25 22 

i 

Note: This table applies only to those special cases in which the number of occasions on which obJects 
are being ranked (n) is equal to the number of assignable ranks (N). Eachlentry represents the largest 
number that is significant at the indicated p-level. Source: R. L. Morris (55]. J 

! 
i 
l shielding does not prevent high-quality descriptions from being B. Subject S4: Lear;;ter 

obtained. This experiment ~as designed to be a replication of our pre-
As a backup judging procedure, a panel of five additional vious experiment with Price, the first replication attempted. 

SRI scientists not otherwise associated with the research.were The subject for th~ experiment was Mrs. Hella Hammid, a 
asked simply to blind match the unedited typed transcripts gifted professional photographer. She was selected for this 
(with associated drawings) generated by the remote viewer series on the basis !of her successful performance as a per
against the nine target locations which they independently cipient in the EEG jexperiment described earlier. Outside oi 
visited in turn. The transcripts were unlabeled and presented that interaction, shei had no previous experience with apparent 
in random order. A correct match consisted of a transcript paranormal functionpig. 
of a given date being matched to the target of that date. In- At the time we b~gan working with Mrs. Hammid, she had 
stead of the expected number of 1 match each per judge, the no strong feelings about the likelihood of her ability to sue
number of correct matches obtained by the five judges was 7, ceed in this task. this was in contrast to both Ingo Swann 
6, 5, ~ 3, resP.e~ivel~ _ T!.11~sc ratA4i{,UWMPmfr"CPerstf,ll_Rt;P,9ef.-00,8~'R~' j,1ffl1'1'!00:0!fl.$'o~ a lengthy and 
total FQYIQ:d"'n9cft lili.~wa"ffofrH\f~JiY~'t,UZ4 Ml::b' apparently successfu series of expenments with Dr. Gertrude 
matches were obtained. . · Schmeidler at City , ollege of New York (56) and Pat Price 
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Fig. 4. Subject Hammid (S4) drawing, described as "some kind of diagonal trough up in the air." 

TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF RANKINGS ASSIGNED TO TRANSCRIPTS 

AS:,OCIATED WITH EACH TARGET LOCATION FOR EXPERIENCED 

SUBJECT PRICE (SI) 

Rank of 
Distance Associated 

Tar~et Location (km) Transcrint 

Hoover Tower, Stanford 3 ,4 l 

Baylands Nature Pre1erve, Palo Alto 6.4 l 

Radio celeacope, Portola Valley 6.4 l 

Karina, Redwood Clty 6 .8 l 

Brldge coll plaza, Fremont l4. 5 6 

Drive•in theater, Palo Alto 5. l l 

Arte aad Crafts Plaza, Menlo Park 1.9 l 

Catholic Church, Portola Valley 8. 5 3 

Svinning pool complex, Palo Alto 3 ,4 l 

Total sum of ranks 16 

(p.2. 9x10·•) 

scientific rigor, one of our primary tasks as researchers is to 
provide an environment in which the subject feels safe to 
explore the possibility of paranormal perception. With a new 
subject, we also try to stress the nonuniqueness of the abiliry 
because from our experience paranormal functioning appears 
to be a latent ability that all subjects can articulate to some 
degree. 

Because of Mrs. Hammid's artistic background, she was ca
pable of drawing and describing visual images that she could 
not identify in any cognitive or analytic sense. When the target 
demarcation team went to a target location which was a 
pedestrian overpass, the subject said that she saw "a kind of 
trough up in the air," which she indicated in the upper part 
of her drawing in Fig. 4. She went on to explain, "If you 
stand where they are standing you will see something like 
this," indicating the nested squares at the bottom of Fig. 4. 
As it turned out, a judge standing where she indicated would 
have a view closely resembling what she had drawn, as can be 
seen from the accompanying photographs of the target loca-
tion. It needs to be emphasized, however, that judges did not 

who felt that he used his remote-viewing ability in his every- have access to our photographs of the site, used here for 
day life. illustrative purposes only, but rather they proceeded to each 

In comparison with the latter two, many people are more of the target locations by list. 
influenced by their environment and are reluctant under In another experiment, the subject described seeing "an 
public scrutiny to attempt activities- that are generally thought open barnlike structure with a pitched roof." She also saw 
to be impossible. Society often provides inhibition and nega- a "kind of slatted side to the structure making light and dark 
tive feedback to the individual who might otherwise have bars on the wall." Her drawing and a photograph of the 
explored his own nonregular perceptual ability. We all share associated bicycle shed target are shown in Fig. 5. (Subjects 
an historical tradition of "the stoning of prophets and the are encouraged to make drawings of anything they visualize 
burning of W)\~Hro\Vetli flffl" ~siee20190f98ffii8a: Clf#.ReP96~719R008fl::Q()i1>!B6:e~rawings they 
tion of those w'1o claim to perceive things that the majority do make are in general more accurate than their verbal description.) 
not admit to seeing. Therefore, in addition to maintaining As in the original series with Price, the results of the nine-
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Fig. 5. Subject Hammid (S4) response to bicycle shed target described as an ope~ "barn-like building"with "slats 

on the sides" and a "pitched roof." ! 

TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF RANKISGS AsSIGNFD TO TRANSCRIPTS ASSOCIATED 

WITH EACH TARGET LoCATION FOR LEARNER SUBJECT HAMMID (S4) 

Rank of 
Distance Asaoctaced 

T•rget Location lkml Transcrint 

Hethodi1t Church, Pdo Alto l.9 I 

N'e•• Auditorium, Menlo Park 0.2 I 
Herry-go- round, Palo Alto 3 .4 I 
Parking garage, Mountain View 8. I 2 
SRI International Courtyard, Henlo Park 0.2 1 
Bicycle shed, Henlo Park 0,1 2 
Railroad trutle bridge, Palo Alto 1.3 2 
PU111pkln patch, Henlo Park l.3 I 
Pedestrian ov~rpa11, Palo Alto 5.0 2 

Total aum of rank, 
13 

(p•l.Bx10-•) 

Again, as a backu~ judging procedure, a panel of five addi
tional judges not ptherwise associated with the research 
were asked simply J. o blind match the unedited typed tran
scripts and associate drawings generated by the remote viewer, 
against the nine tatget locations which they independently 
visited in tum. A ~orrect match consisted of a transcript of 
a given date being fnatched to the target of that date.' In
stead of the expectfd number of 1 match each per judge, 
the number of corriect matches obtained by the five judges 
was 5, 3, 3, 2, and 2, respectively. Thus, rather than the ex
pected total numbet of 5 correct matches from the judges, 
15 such matches wer¢ obtained. 

l 
' 

C. Subjects S2 and SiJ: Experienced 
! 

Having completed ~ series of 18 remote-viewing experiments, 
9 each with experie!nced subject SI (Price) and learner S4 
(Hammid), additiona\ replication experiments, four with each 
subject, were carried jout with experienced subjects S 2 (Elgin) 

xperiment series were submitted for independent judging on and S 3 (Swann) and jlearners S 5 and S 6. To place the judging 
blind basis by an SRI research analyst not otherwise associ- on a basis comparabl,e to that used with SI and S4, the four 

ted with the research. While at each target location, visited transcripts each of e~perienced subjects S2 and S3 were com
n turn, the judge was required to blind rank order the nine bined into a group o~ eight for rank order judging to be com
nedited typed manuscripts of the tape-recorded narratives, pared with the sim~lariy combined results of the learners 
ong with any associated drawings generated by the remote S 5 and S 6. · 

iewer, on a scale I to 9 (best to worst match). The sum of The series with S2 (Elgin, an SRI research analyst) provided 
anks assigned to the target-associated transcripts in this case a further example of;the dichotomy between verbal and draw
as 13, a result significant at p = 1.8 x' 10-

6 
by exact calcula- ing responses .• L~~!!l.!.medical literature, case histories often 

·on (seA~~MA ~~t~~~000/03/Cl&~ w•A-RE>RQ640i7~3i1iQ£)~1olresults.) The ex-
d four re'concl" ranks (Table III). periment described }lere was the third conducted with this 
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Fig. 6. Subject Elgin·(S2) drawings in resp_onse to tennis court target. 

subject.. It was a demonstration experiment for a government experiments, he dictates two lists for us to record. One list 
visitor who had heard of our work and wanted to evaluate our contains objects that he "sees," but does not think are located 
experimental protocol. at the remote scene. A second list contains objects that he 

In th1: laboratory, the subject, holding a bearing compass at thinks are at the scene. In our evaluation, he has made much 
arm's length, began the experiment by indicating the direction progress in this most essential ability to separate memory 
of the target demarcation team correctly to within 5°. (In all and imagination from paranormal inputs. This is the key to 
four experiments with this subject, he has always been within bringing the remote-viewing channel to fruition with regard to 
10° of the correct direction in this angular assessment.) The its potential usefulness. 
subject then generated a 15-min tape-recorded description and The quality of transcript that can be generated by this pro-
the drawings shown in Fig. 6. cess is evident from the results of our most recent experiment 

In diiscussing the drawings, Elgin indicated that he was with Swann. The target location chosen by the usual double-
uncertain as to the action, but had the impression that the blind protocol was the Palo Alto City Hall. Swann described a 
demarcation team was located at a museum (known to him) tall building with vertical columns and "set in" windows. His 
in a particular park. In fact, the target was a tennis court lo- sketch, together with the photograph of the site, is shown in 
cated in that park about 90 m from the indicated museum. Fig. 7. He ~d there was a fountain, "but I don't hear it." 
Once again, we note the characteristic (discussed earlier) of a At the time the target team was at the City Hall during the 
resemblance between the target site and certain gestalt ele- experiment, the fountain was not running. He also made an 
men ts of the subjec:t's response, especially in regard to the effort to draw a replica of the designs in the pavement in front 
drawings, coupled with incomplete or erroneous analysis of of the building, and correctly indicated the number of trees 
the significances. Nonetheless, when rank ordering transcripts (four) in the sketch. 
1 through 8 at the site, the judge ranked this transcript as 2. For the entire series of eight, four each from S2 and S3, the 
This example illustra.tes a continuing observation that most of numerical evaluation 'based on blind rank ordering of tran
the correct information related to us by subjects is of a non- scripts at each site was significant at p = 3.8 X 10-

4 
and in

analytic nature pertaining to shape, form, color, and material eluded three direct hits and three second ranks for the target-
rather than to function or name. associated transcripts (see Table IV). 

A second example from this group, generated by S3 (Swann), . 
indic~tes t1Ari'r<p.h~ef<f'af1R'e1~ l,MtilH~~ ith D. Sub7ects S5 and S6: Learners . 
practice. In b1el~o years since we rin,ffaft~d""-'6~r~ithC1Ar~Qg~§rJ>9ii~31i9~' AA1~DiQYh were earned 
Swann, he has been studying the problem of separating the ex- out with learner subjects SS and S6, a man and woman on the 

· in this case, taken as a 
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Fig. 7. Subject Swann (S3) response to City Hall target. 

TABLE IV 
DISTJUBUTJON OF RAN~INOS AssIONl!D TO TRANSCRIPTS AssocIAn:D 

Wini EACH TARGET locATION FOR EXPl!RIENCED SUBJECTS ELGIN (S2) 
I AND SWANN (SJ) 

I !tank of l 

Ta~oet Location 
Di1tance Auociated 

Sub tecc lltml rran1crit1t 

I 
l6. l S2 BART Stati~n c

1

rranlit Syatem), Fremont l 

S2 Shielded room,J SRI, Menlo Park 0 .1 2 

52 Tennia court, ~do Alto 3.4 2 

52 Golf couru br~dge, Stanford 3.4 2 

SJ City Hall, Pd~ o\lto 2.0 l 

SJ Miniature golf! courae, Menlo ,ark 3.0 l 

SJ Kioek in park,' Menlo Park 0.3 3 

SJ B•y lands Katur~ Preaerve, Palo Alto 6.4 3 

Total •= of· rank• 15 

(p.J. sx10·•) 

TABLE V 
DISTRIBUTION OF RA~KINOS AsSIONED TO TRANSCRIPTS Assocun:o 

WITH EACH TARGETiLoCATION FOR LEARNER SUBJECTS S5 AND S6 
i 

!tank of 

Tar~et Location 
Dhtance As1och.ted 

Sublecc 1km) Transcript 

S5 Pedestrian orerpaa1, Palo Alto s .o J 

55 ltailroad crertle bridge, Palo Alto l. J 6 

ss Windmill, Portola Valley 8 .5 2 

ss, 56 White Plaza, j Stanford (2) J.8 l 

56 Airport, Palb Alto 5.S 2 

56 Kioak in Par~, Menlo Park O.J 5 

56 Boathouse, stanford 4.0 l 
1 

Total 111111 if rank• 20 

l 
(pa0,08, NS) 

vious experience in temote viewing, began to describe a large 
square with a foun~· in. Four minutes into the experiment, 
she recognized the 1 cation and correctly identified it by name 
(see Fig. 8). (It sho, Id be noted that in the area from which 
the target locationsj were drawn there are other fountains 
as well, some of wb:ich were in the target pool.) As an ex
ample of the style qf the narratives generated during remote 
viewing with inexpeq.enced subjects and of the part played by 
the experimenter rel)laining with the subject in such a case, 
we have included th~ entire unedited text of this experiment 
as Appendix B. · 

E. Normal and Paran:Ormal: Use of Unselected Subjects in 
Remote Viewing ' 

After more than al 'year of following the experimental pro
group, did not differ significantly from chance. For the series tocol described abovie and observing that even inexperienced 
of eight (judged as a group of seven since one target came up subjects generated re+ults better than expected, we initiated a 
twice, once for each subject), the numerical evaluation based series of experimentf to explore further whether individuals 
on blind rank ordering of transcripts at each site was non- other than putative ,'psychics" can demonstrate the remote
significant at p = 0.08, even though there were two direct hits viewing ability. To }est this idea, we have a continuing pro
and two second ranks out of the seven (see Table V). gram to carry out ad~itional experiments of the outdoor type 

One of the direct hits, which occurred with subject S6 in her with new subjects wtjom we have no a priori reason to believe 
first experiment, provides an example of the "first-time effect" have paranormal per9eptual ability. To date we have collected 
that has been rigorously explored and is well-known to experi- data from five experµnents with two individuals in this cate
menters in the field (57]. The outbound experimenter gory: a man and aJ woman who were visiting government 
obtained, by random protocol from the pool, a target blind scientists interested i1n observing our experimental protocols. 
to the experimenter with the subject; as is our standard pro- The motivation for tbese particular experiments was twofold. 
cedure,Arw.,.w8've'cf¥6r1REffa!i!e 1boO-Ji8/0EP.a0tA-"19P96-00>189ftOOMOl11200&t1 .utlicate the 1eve1 of 
matician Mttlte computer sciencefaboratory who had no pre- proficiency that can lbe expected from unselected volunteers. 
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Fig. 8. Subject (S6) drawing of White Plaza, Stanford University. Sub
ject drew what she called "curvy benches" and then announced cor
rectly that the place was "White Plaza at Stanford." 

Second, when an individual observes a successful demonstra
tion e:xpeliiment involving another person as subject, it inevi
tably occurs to hin1 that perhaps chicanery is involved. We 
have found the most effective way to settle this issue for the 
observer is to have the individual himself act as a subject so as 
to obtain personal experience against which our reported 
results can be evaluated. 

The first visitor (V 1) was invited to participate as a subject 
in a three-experiment series. All three experiments contained 
elements descriptive of the associated target locations; the 
quality. of respo~se ~creased with yractice. The third r~- RESPONSES OF VISITING 
sponse IS SA<ffilirB/~9FBPeReffffi~ Pit\tAtjJHffill'iifS.U,,.IA R 
the drawing''af>peareaTo be a closer match~'rl~ tlH:uMf:i~~·)' • DP96-00!81R4>QStOOOSELTn -4 
analytic interpretation of the target object as a cupola. Fig. 9. Subject (Vl) drawing of merry-go-round target. 

341 
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TECHNOLOGY SERIES 
TYPEWRITER TARGET 
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r \~. 
O! 

I I 
I 

SUBJECT SWANN (S3) RESPONSE 

SUBJECT HA~MID (S4) RESPONSE 
Fig. IO. Drawings of a typewriter target by two subJetjts. 

The second visitor [V2] participated as a subject in two ex
periments. In his first experiment, he generated· one of the 
higher signal-to-noise results we have observed. He began 
his narrative, "There is a red A-frame building and next to it 
is a large yellow thing [ a tree-Editor). Now further left 
there is another A-shape. It looks like a swing-set, but it is 
pushed down in a gully so I can't see the swings." (All cor
rect.] He then went on to describe a lock on the front door 
that he said "looks like it's made of laminated steel, so it 
must be a Master lock." [Also correct.) 

, TABLE VI 

DISTRIBUTION OF RANKl~GS AsSIGNED TO TRANSCRIPTS AsSOCIATED WITH 

EACH TARGET LofATION FOR VISITOR SUBJECTS VI AND V2 

For the series of five-three from the first subject and two 
from the second-the numerical evaluation based on blind 
rank ordering of the transcripts at each site was significant at 
P = 0.017 and included three direct hits and one second. rank 
for the Ap~~@ldeFornReiteas<ee200l/08/08 : CIA-

Sub lect 

Vl 

Vl 

VI 

V2 

V2 

ltDP91 

I 
Talraet Locacion 

i 
Bridge over a~rtam, Menlo Park 

! 
Bayland1 Natu~e Pruerve, Palo Alto 

i 
Horry-go-roun~, Palo Alto 

Windmill, Por~ola Valley 

Apartment avi,.lng pool, Mountain View 
; 

To cal sum o 1 rank• 

-00789RP03100120001 

Rank of 
Di•t•nca A11oci•ted 

1km) TranacriDt 

0.3 l 

6.4 2 

3.4 I 

8,S I 

9. l 3 

8 

.4 (p.0,017) 



TARGET LOCATION: XEROX MACHINE 
(TECHNOLOGY SERIES) 

I~ u 

TO ADD INTEREST TO TARGET 
LOCATION EXPERIMENTER WITH 

HIS HEAD BEING XEROXED 

Fig. 11. Drawings by three subjects (S2, S3, and V3) for Xerox machine target. When asked to describe the square at upper left of response on 
the right, subject (V3) said, "There was this predominant light source which might have been a window, and a working surface which might have 
been the sill, or a working surface or desk." Earlier the subject had said, "I have the feeling that there is something silhouetted against the 
window." 

Observations with unselected subjects such as those de
scribed above indicate that remote viewing may be a latent and 
widely distributed perceptual ability. 

F. Technology Series: Short-Range Remote Viewing 

Comparisons of the targets and subject drawings for three of 
the multiple-response cases (the typewriter, Xerox machine, 
and video terminal) are shown in Figs. 10, 11, and 12. As is 
apparent from these illustrations alone, the experiments 
provide circumstantial evidence for an information channel 

Because remote viewing is a perceptual ability, we consid- of useful bit rate. This includes experiments in which visit
ered it important to obtain data on its resolution capabilities. ing government scientists participated as subjects (Xerox 
To accomplish this, we turned to the use of indoor techno- machine and video terminal) to observe the protocol. In 
logical targets. general, it appears that use of multiple-subject responses to a 

Twelvi! experiments were carried out with five different sub- single target provides better signal-to-noise ratio than target 
jects, two of whom were visiting government scientists. They identification by a single individual. This conclusion is borne 
were told that one of the experimenters would be sent by out by the judging described below. 
random protocol to a laboratory within the SRI complex and Given that in general the drawings constitute the most 
that he would interact with the equipment or apparatus at accurate portion of a subject's description, in the first judging 
that location. It was further explained that the experimenter procedure a judge was asked simply to blind match only the 
remaining with the subject was, as usual, kept ignorant of the drawings (i.e., without tape transcripts) to the targets. Multiple
contents of the target pool to prevent cueing during question- subject responses to a given target were stapled together, and 
ing. (Unknown to subjects, targets in the pool were used with thus seven subject-drawing response packets were to be 
replacement; one of the goals of this particular experiment was matched to the seven different targets for which drawings were 
to obtain multiple responses to a given target to investigate made. The judge did not have access to our photographs of 
whether correlation of a number of subject responses would the target locations, used for illustration purposes only, but 
provide enhancement of the signal-to-noise ratio.) The sub- rather proceeded to each of the target locations by list. While 
ject was asked to describe the target both verbally (tape standing at each target location, the judge was required to rank 
recorded) and by means of drawings during a time-synchronized order the seven subject-drawing response packets (presented in 
IS-min interval in which the outbound experimenter inter- random order) on a scale 1 to 7 (best to worst match). For 
acted in. an: appropriate manner with the equipment in the seven targets, the sum of ranks could range from 7 to 49. The 
target area. sum in this case, which included l direct hit and 4 second 

In the twelve experiments, seven targets were used: a drill ranks out of the 7 (see Table VII) was 18, a result significant 
press, Xerox machine, video terminal, chart recorder, four- at P = 0.036. 
state random number generator, machine shop, and type- In the second more detailed effort at evaluation, a visiting 
writer. Three of these were used twice (drill press, video scientist selected at random one of the 12 data packages (a 
terminal, an<Appror•J:1alrc0trB~eiasei~000/88/08p: OMI-RBPS:ie007da~~3i1Da12GOQ,'11,gted it for in-
three tin1es in our random selection procedure. dependent analysis to an engineer with a request for an esti-
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TARGET: VIDEO MONITOR FOR TEXT EDITING (TECHN~LOGY SERIES) 

@I 

l_ 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 12. Drawing by two subjects of a video monitor target. (a) Subject ($4) drawing of "boxi with light coming out of it ... painted flat blad 
and in the middle of the room." (b) Second subject (V2) saw a computer terminallwith relay racks in the background. 

TABLE Vll 
01STRIB1.iTION OF RANKINGS ASSIGNED TO SUBJECT 

DRAWINGS ASSOCIATl:D WITH EACH TARGET LOCATION 

Rank of 
A11ociated 

Subject Target Or1vtng1 

S3, S4 Drill pre11 2 

S2, SJ, VJ Xerox machine 2 

S4, V2 V1doo terminal l 

SJ Chart recorder 2 

54 Random number generator 6 

S4 Hachlne ohop 3 

S3, S4 Typewr1ter 2 

Total sum of r1nk1 18 

(p-0.036) 

mate as to what was being described. The analyst, blind as to 
the target and given only the subject's taped narrative and 
drawing (Fig. 13), was able, from the subject's description 
alone, to correctly classify the target as a "man-sized vertical 
boring machine." 

TABLE Vlll 
jSm'1MARY: REMOTE VJEWISG 

Sub le~t 
Number of 

Exneriment1 

! 
Wlth natural targ~to 

Sl (exporlenced~ 9 

S2 and SJ (expe~ienced) 8 

S4 (learner) 9 

S5 and S6 (lea~neu) 8 

Vl and V2 (leariera/vhltors) 5 

Wlth technology ta:rgots 
! 

S2, SJ, S4, V2, ?3 12 

p-Val.ue, Rank 
Order Judl1n2 

!, 9 X 10 
•5 

3.8 X 10°
4 

1,8 X 10° 6 

0.08 (NS) 

0.017 

0.036 

tabulation of the $tatistical evaluations of these fifty-one ex
periments with nitje subjects is presented in Table VIII. The 
overall result, evaluated conservatively on the basis of a 
judging procedure that ignores transcript quality beyond that 
necessary to rank ~rder the data packets (vastly underestimat
ing the statisticalj significance of individual descriptions), 
clearly indicates t~e presence of an information channel of 
useful bit rate. urthennore, it appears that the principal 
difference betwee experienced subjects and inexperienced 
volunteers is not t at the latter never exhibit the faculty, but 

G. Summary of Remote Viewing Results rather that their re$ults are simply less reliable, more sporadic. 
1) Discussion: The. descriptions supplied by the subjects Nevertheless, as de~cribed earlier, individual transcripts from 

in the experiments involving remote viewing of natural targets the inexperienced ~oup of subjects number among some of 
or laboratory apparatus, although containing inaccuracies, the best obtained.: Such observations indicate a hypothesis 

:;~J=~~E~ liele~~-/d.§f.iaSR~iA1A1lWffi~~ cffif2bijfit1~, widely distributed 
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Fig. 13. :Subject {S4) drawing of drill press showing belt drive, stool, 
and a "vertkal graph that goes up and down." 
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In the process of judging-attempting to match transcripts 
against targets on the basis of the information in the 
transcripts-some patterns and regularities in the transcript 
descriptions became evident, particularly regarding individual 
styles in remote viewing and in the perceptual form of the 
descriptions given by the subjects. These patterns and the 
judging procedure are discussed below. 

a) Styles of response: The fifty-one transcripts were 
ta.ken from nine different subjects. Comparing the tran
scripts of one subject with those of another revealed that each 
pattern tended to focus on certain aspects of the remote 
target complex and to exclude others, so that each had an 
in<;lividual pattern of response, like a signature. 

Subject S3, for example, frequently responded with topo
graphical descriptions, maps, and architectural features of the 
target locations. Subject S2 often focused on the behavior of 
the remote experimenter or the sequence of actions he carried 
out at the target. The transcripts of subject S4, more than 
those of other subjects, had descriptions of the feel of the lo
cation, and experiential or sensory gestalts-for example, 
light/dark elements in the scene and indoor/outdoor and 
enclosed/open distinctions. Prominent features of S l's tran
scripts were detailed descriptions of what the target persons 
were concretely experiencing, seeing, or doing-for example, 
standing on asphalty blacktop overlooking water; looking at 
a purple iris. 

The range of any individual subject's responses was wide. 
Anyone might draw a map or describe the mood of the remote 
experimenter, but the consistency of each subject's overall 
approach suggests that just as individual descriptions of a 
directly viewed scene would differ, so these differences also 
occur in remote-viewing processes. 

b) Nature of the description: The concrete descriptions 
that appear most commonly in transcripts are at the level of 
suli>units of the overall scene. For example, when the target 
was a Xerox copy machine, the responses included (S2) a 
rolling object (the moving light) or dials and a cover that is 
lifted (S3), but the machine as a whole was not identified by 
name or function. 

In a few transcripts, the subjects correctly identified and 
named the target. In the case of a computer terminal, the 
subject (V2) apparently perceived the terminal and the relay 
racks behind it. In the case of targets which were Hoover 

Thus the primary achievement ·of the SRI program was the To.wer and White Plaza, the subjects (S l and S6, respectively) 
elicitation of high-quality remote viewing from individuals seemed to identify the locations through analysis of their 
who agreed to act as subjects. Criticism of this claim could initial images of the elements of the target. 
in principle be put forward on the basis of three potential There were also occasional incorrect identifications. Gestalts 
flaws. 1) The study could involve naivete in protocol that were incorrectly named; for example, swimming pools in a 
permits various forms of cueing, intentional or unintentional. park were identified as water storage tanks at a water filtration 
2) The experiments discussed could be selected out of a larger pl1'flt (S 1). 
pool of experiments of which many are of poorer quality. The most common perceptual level was thus an intermediate 
3) Data for ,the reported experiments could be edited to show one-the individual elements and items that make up the tar-. 
only the matching elements, the nonmatching elements being get. This is suggestive of a scanning process that takes sample 
discarded. perceptions from within the overall environment. 

All three criticisms, however, are invalid. First, with regard When the subjects tried to make sense out of these fragrnen-
to cueing, the use of double-blind protocols ensures that none tary impressions, they often resorted to metaphors or con
of the persons in contact with the subject can be aware of the strocted an image with a kind of perceptual inference. From 
target. Second, selection of experiments for reporting did not a feeling of the target as an "august" and "solemn" building, 
take place; every experiment was entered as performed on a a subject (S4) said it might be a library; it was a church. A 
master log ard is included in the statistical evaluations. Third, pedestrian overpass above a freeway was described as a conduit 
data associated with a given experiment remain unedited; all (S4). A rapid transit station, elevated above the countryside, 

:~ft:~:~~~pf~t4,;r~11tsf.iitttviP-.1b~: ~~~~tte4'~~~lff!~~ ffiPJ2ltl:a1r~1i::~ 
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tion: similarly, this occurs in other parapsychological experi- not be visible to + observer merely standing at ground leve: 
men ts. These observations are compatible with the hypotheses and describing wh't he sees. (In particular, a subject often 
that information received in a putative remote-viewing mode correctly describes ;elements not visible to the target demarca· 
is processed piecemeal in pattern form (consistent with a low tion team.) Finaµy, motion is seldom reported; in fact 
bit rate process, but not necessarily requiring it); and the moving objects off en are unseen even when nearby static 
errors arise in the processes of attempted integration of the objects are correctJ~, identified. 
data into larger patterns directed toward verbal labeling. A comparison ofl the results of remote viewing (a so-called 

When the subjects augmented the verbal transcripts with free-response task) ;with results of forced-choice tasks, such as 
drawings or sketches, these often expressed the target elements the selection of o~e of four choices generated by a random 
more accurately than the verbal descriptions. Thus the draw- number generator [$8), reveals the following findings. From a 
ings tended to correspond to the targets more clearly and statistical viewpoin~. a subject is more likely to describe, with 
precisely than the words of the transcript. sufficient accuracy! to permit blind matching, a remote site 

The descriptions given by the subjects sometimes went be- chosen at random than he is to select correctly one of four 
yond what the remote experimenter experienced, at least con- random numbers. cyur experience with these phenomena leads 
sciously. For example, one subject (S4) described and drew us to consider that: this difference in task performance may 
a belt drive at the top of a drill press that was invisible even to stem from fundamtntal signal-to-noise considerations. Two 
the remote experimenter who was operating the machine; principal sources o~ noise in the system apparently are mem
another subject ·(Sl) described a number of items behind ory and imaginatio~, both of which can give rise to mental 
shrubbery and thus not visible to members of the demarcation pictures of greater qlarity than the target to be perceived. In 
team at the site. the random number[ task, a subject can create a perfect mental 

Curiously, objects in motion at the remote site were rarely picture of each of tpe four possible outputs in his own imagi-
mentioned in the transcript. For example, trains crossing the nation and then attempt to obtain the correct answer by a 
railroad trestle target were not described, though the remote mental matching opfration. The same is true for card guessing 
experimenter stood very close to them. experiments. On th~ other hand, the subject in remote view-

Also in a few cases, the subject descriptions were inaccurate ing is apparently itjore likely to approach the task with a 
regarding size of structures. A 20-ft courtyard separating two blank mind as he a~tempts to perceive pictorial information 
buildings was described as 200 ft wide, and a small shed was from remote locati<:;ms about which he may have no stored 
expanded to a barn-like structure. mental data. ' 

c) Blind judging of transcripts: The judging procedure Finally, we obserte that most of the correct information 
entailed examining the transcripts for a given experimental that subjects relate t\o us is of a nonanalytic nature pertaining 
series and attempting to match the transcripts with the cor- to shape, form, coJot, and material rather than to function or 
rect targets on the basis of their correspondences. The tran- name. In consultatioh with Dr. Robert Ornstein of the Langley
scripts varied from coherent and accurate descriptions to mix- Porter Neuropsychia~ric Institute, San Francisco, CA, and with 
tures of correspondences and noncorrespondences. Since the Dr. Ralph Kie.:nan of the Department of Neurology, Stanford 
judge did not know a priori which elements of the descriptions University Medical Center, Stanford, CA, we have formed 
were correct or incorrect, the task was complicated, and tran- the tentative hypot~esis that paranormal functioning may 
scripts often seemed plausibly to match more than one target. involve specializatio~ characteristic of the brain's right hemi
A confounding factor in these studies is that some target lo- sphere. This possib~ity is derived from a variety of evidence 
cations have similarities .that seem alike at some level of per- from clinical and ne~rosurgical sources which indicate that the 
ception. For example, a radio telescope at the top of a hill, two hemispheres of the human brain are specialized for dif-
the observation deck of a tower, and a jetty on the edge of a ferent cognitive funcltions. The left hemisphere is predomi-
bay all match a transcript description of "looking out over a nantly active in verb4 and other analytical functioning and the 
long distance." A lake, a fountain, and a creek may all result right hemisphere pr~dominates in spatial and other holistic 
in an image of water for the subject. Therefore, in several processing [59], (6p). Further research is necessary to 
cases, even correct images may not help in the conseJYative elucidate the relatiotjship between right hemisphere function 
differential matching procedure used. and paranormal abilfties. Nonetheless, we can say at this 

According to the judge, the most successful procedure was a point that the remot;·viewing results of the group of subjects 
careful element-by-element comparison that tested each tran- at SRI have charact_r.ristics in common with more familiar 
script against every target and used the transcript descriptions performances that re1quire right hemispheric function. The 
and drawings as arguments for or against assigning the tran- similarities include t~e highly schematicized drawings of ob
script to a particular target. In most cases, this resulted in jects in a room or of

1
remote scenes. Verbal identification of 

either a clear conclusion or at least a ranking of probable these drawings is often highly inaccurate and the drawings 
matches; these matches were subjected to the statistical themselves are frequ~ntly left-right reversed relative to the 
analyses presented in this paper. target configuration. i Further, written material generally is 

2) Summary: In summary, we do not yet have an under- not cognized. Thes~ characteristics have been seen in left 
standing of the nature of the information-bearing signal that a brain-injured patients fnd in callosal-sectioned patients. 
subject perceives during remote viewing. The subjects com- As a result of the apove considerations, we have learned to 
manly report that they perceive the signal visually as though urge our subjects sbn~ly to describe what they see as opposed 
they were looking at the object or place from a position in its to what they think th:fY are looking at. We have learned that 
immediate neighborhood. Furthermore, the subjects' per- their unanalyzed perc,ptions are almost always a better guide 
ceptual viewpoint has mobility in that they can shift their to the true target th31n their interpretations of the perceived 
point of view so as to describe elements of a scene that would data. , 
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IV. CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING TIME 
If the: authors may be forgiven a personal note, we wish to 

express thatl this section deals with observations that we have 
been reluct~nt to publish because of their striking apparent in
compatibility with existing concepts. The motivating factor 
for presenting the data at this time is the ethical consideration 
that th,:orists endeavoring to develop models for paranormal 
functioning , should be apprised of all the observable data if 
their efforts; to arrive at a comprehensive and correct descrip
tion are to be successful. 

During the course of the experimentation in remote viewing 
(Section III), subjects occasionally volunteered the informa
tion that th~y had been thinking about their forthcoming par
ticipation in a remote-viewing experiment and had an image 
come tc) them as to what the target location was to be. On 
these occasions, the information was given only to the experi
menter remaining at SRI with the subject and was unknown to 
the outbound experimenter until completion of the experi
ment. Two of these contributions were among the most 
accurate: d~scriptiom; turned in during those experiments. 
Since the target location had not yet been selected when the 
subject corrlmunicated his perceptions about the target, we 
found the data difficult to contend with. 

We offer these spontaneous occurrences not as proof of pre
cognitive peirception, but rather as the motivation that led us 
to do further work in this field. On the basis of this firsthand 
evidenc1e, together with the copious literature describing years 
of precognition expe1iments carried out in various other labo
ratories, we: decided to determine whether a subject could per
form a perc~ptual task that required both spatial and temporal 
remote viewing. 

It is well known and recently has been widely discussed that 
nothing in the fundamental laws of physics forbids the appar-

TABLE IX 
EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOL: PRECOGNITIVE REMOTE VIEWING 

Tl.me 
Experlmenter/Subject Actlvlty 

Schedule 

l0:00 Outbound experimenter leave, with 10 envelopes (containing 
target locatlon11) and random number generator; 
beglns half-hour drive 

10: 10 Experimenters remaining with subject in the laboratory 
e llci t from subject a deacription of where outbound 
experimenter will be from 10:45-11:00 

10: 25 Subject response completed, at which time laboratory part 
of experiment i11 over 

10: 30 Outbound experimenter obtains random number ft'om a random 
number generator, counts down to .111ocia ted envelope, and 
proceeds to target location indicated 

l0:45 Outbound experimenter remaln1 at target location for 
15 minutes (10:45-11:00) 

Fig. 14. Subject Hammid (S4) described "some kind of congealing tar, 
or maybe an area of condensed lava ••. that has oozed out to fill up 
some kind ·of boundaries." 

ent transmi~sion of information from the future to the present ated a random digit from O to 9 with a Texas Instruments 
(discussed further in Section V). Furthermore, there is a gen- SR-51 random number generator; while still in motion, he 
eral dictum that "in physical law, everything that is not forbid- counted down that number of envelopes and proceeded di
den, is required" (61]. With this in mind, we set out to con- rectly to the target location so as to arrive there by 10:45. He 
duct very well-controlled experiments to determine whether remained at the target site until 11 :00, at which time he re-
we could deliberately design and execute experiments for the turned to the laboratory, showed his chosen target name to a 
sole purpose of observing precognition under laboratory security guard, and entered the experimental room. 
conditions. During the same period, the protocol in the laboratory was 

The experimental protocol was identical to that followed in as follows. At 10: 10, the subject was asked to begin a descrip
previous remote-viewing experiments with but one exception. tion of the place to which the experimenter would go 35 min 
The exception was that the subject was required to describe hence. The subject then generated a tape-recorded description 
the remote location during a 15-min period beginning 20 min and associated drawings from 10: 10 to 10:25, at which time 
before the target was selected and 35 min before the outbound her part in the experiment was ended. Her description was 
experimenter was to arrive at the target location. thus entirely co!lcluded 5 min before the beginning of the tar-

In detail, as shown in Table IX, each day at ten o'clock one get selection procedure. 
of the exp~rimenters would leave. SRI with a stack of ten Four such experiments were carried out. Each of them ap
sealed envelbpes from a larger pool and randomized daily, con- ptiared to be successful, an evaluation later verified in blind 
taining traveling instructions that had been prepared, but that judging without error by three judges. We will briefly sum
were unknown to the two experimenters remaining with the marize the four experiments below. 
subject. The subject for this experiment was Hella Hammid The first target, the Palo Alto Yacht Harbor, consisted en
(S4) who participated in the nine-experiment series replicating tirely of mud flats because of an extremely low tide (see Fig. 
the original Price work described earlier. The traveling experi- 14). Appropriately, the entire transcript of the subject per
menter was to drive continuously from 10:00 until 10:30 be- tained to "some kind of congealing tar, or maybe an area of 
fore selecting his destination with a random number generator. condensed lava. It looks like the whole area is covered with 
(The motivation for continuous motion was our observation some kind of wrinkled elephant skin that has oozed out to fill 
that obJects and persons in rapid motion are not generally seen up some kind of boundaries where (the outbound experi
in the remote-viewing mode of perception, and we wished the menter) is standing." Because of the lack of water, the dock 
traveler to be a poor target until he reached his target site.) At where the remote experimenter was standing was in fact rest-
the end of 3Appir~dni.orefh+easecMOimil9&i:- CIA-Rafleil-007i&9R003100120001-4 
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Fig. 15. Subject (S4) described a formal garden "very well manicured" 
behind a double colonnade. 

Ffg. 16. Subject (S4) s,w a "black iron triangle that Hal had somehow 
walked Into" and hea~d a "squeak, squeak, about once a second." 

I 
' 

Fig. 17. Subject (S4) d~cribed a very tall structure located among city 
streets and ,covered with "Tiffany-like glass." 

1 

i 
The final target wa~ the Palo Alto City Hall (Fig. 17). The 

subject described a Jvery, very tall structure covered with 
"Tiffany-like glass." .She had it located among city streets and 

I . Note that the subject has learned not to rush into interpreta- with little cubes at th;e base. The building is glass-covered, and 
tion as to the nature or purpose of the place. This is a result the little cubes are ~ good match to the small elevator exit 
of our cautioning based on the observation that such efforts buildings located in t~e plaza in front of the building. 
tend to be purely analytical and in our experience are almost To obtain a numen;cal evaluation of the accuracy of the pre
invariably incorrect. If a subject can limit himself to what he cognitive viewing, the experimental results were subjected to 

I sees, he is often then able to describe a scene with sufficient independent judging pn a blind basis by three SRI scientists 
accuracy that an observer can perform the analysis for him and who were not otherwfse associated with the experiment. The 
identify the place. judges were asked t~ match the four locations, which they 

The second target visited was the fountain llt one end of a visited, against the i;edited typed manuscripts of the tape
large formal garden at Stanford University Hospital (Fig. 15). recorded narratives, ong with the drawings generated by the 
The subject gave a lengthy description of a formal garden be- remote viewer. The . tanscripts were presented unlabeled and 
hind a wall with a "double colonnade" and ''very well mani- in random order and iwere to be used without replacement. A 
cured." When we later took the subject to the location, she correct match requir~d that the transcript of a given experi
was herself taken aback to find the double colonnaded wall ment be matched witbj the target of that experiment. All three 
leading into the garden just as described. judges independently f: atched the target data to the response 

The third target was a children's swing at a small park 4.6 km data without error. U der the null hypothesis (no information 
from the laboratory (Fig. I 6). The subject repeated again and channel and a rando selection of descriptions without re
again that the main focus of attention at the site was a "black placement), each judg independently obtained a result signifi
iron triangle that the outbound experimenter had somehow cant at p • ( 41r1 • o.b42. 
walked into or was standing on." The triangle was "bigger For reasons we do n~t as yet understand, the four transcripts 
than a man," and she heard a "squeak, squeak, about once a generated in the preco~tion experiment show exceptional co-
econd," which we observe is a match ~o the black metal swing herence and accuracy 

1

as evidenced by the fact that all of the 
hat did squeak. . judges were able to m11tch success(u.l).o~ of the transcripts to 
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the corresponding target locations. A long-range experimental 
program devoted to the clarification of these issues and involv
ing a numb.er of subjects is under way. The above four experi
ments :are the first four carried out under this program. 

Currently, we have no precise model of this spatial and tem
poral remote-viewing phenomenon. However, models of the 
universe involving higher order synchronicity or correlation 
have bt:en proposed by the physicist Pauli and the psychologist 
Carl Jung (62]. 

AcAUSALITY. If natural Iaw5 were an absolute truth, then of 
cour:ie there could not possibly be any processes that deviate 
from it. But since causality5 is a statistical truth, it holds good 
only on average and thus leaves room for exceptions which must 
some,how be experienceable, that is to say, real. l try to regard 
synchronistic events as acausal exceptions of this kind. They 
provi: to be relatively independent of space and time; they rela· 
tivize: space and time insofar as space presents in principle no ob
stach: to their passage and the sequence of events in time is in· 
verted so that it looks as if an event which has not yet occurred 
were causing a perception in the present. 

We shall see in the next section that such a description, 
though poetic, has some basis in modern physical theory. 

V. DISCUSSION 

It is important to note at the outset that many contempo
rary physicists are of the view that the phenomena that we 
have been discussing are not at all inconsistent with the 
framework of physics as currently understood. In this emerg
ing view, the often-held belief that observations of this type 
are incompatible with known laws in principle is erroneous, 
such a concept being based on the naive realism prevalent 
before the development of modern quantum theory and 
information theory. 

One hypothesis, put forward by I. M. Kogan of the. USSR, 
is that information transfer under conditions of ·sensory 
shielding is mediated by extremely low-frequency (ELF) 
electromagnetic waves in the 300-1000-km region [37]
[ 40] . Exp~rimental support for the hypothesis is claimed 
on the !basis of slower than inverse square attenuation, com
patible with source-percipient distances lying in the induc
tion field range as opposed to the radiation field range; ob
served low bit rates (0.005-0.1 bit/s) compatible with the 
information carrying capacity of ELF waves; apparent ineffec
tiveness of otdinary electromagnetic shielding as an attenuator; 
and standard antenna calculations entailing biologically gener
ated currents yielding results compatible with observed signal
to-noise ratios. 

M. Persinger, Psychophysiology Laboratory, J.,aurentian Uni
versity, Toronto, Canada, has narrowed the ELF hypothesis to 
the suggestion that the 7.8-Hz "Shumann waves" and their 
harmonics propagating along the earth-ionosphere waveguide 
duct inay be responsible. Such an hypothesis is compatible 
with driving by brain-wave currents and leads to certain other 
hypotheses such as asymmetry between east-west and west
east propagation, preferred experimental times (midnight-4 
A.M.), and expected negative correlation between. success 
and the U index (a measure of geomagnetic disturbance 
throughout the world). Persinger claims initial support for 
these factors on the basis of a literature search [ 63], [ 64] . , 

On tht: negative side with regard to a straightforward ELF 
interpretation as a blanket hypothesis are the following: a) ap-
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parent real-time descriptions of remote activities in sufficient 
detail to require a channel capacity in all probability greater 
than that allowed by a conventional modulation of an ELF 
signal; b) lack of a proposed mechanism for coding and decod
ing the information onto the proposed ELF carrier; and c) ap
parent precognition data. The hypothesis must nonetheless re
main open at this stage of research, since it is conceivable that 
counterindication a) may eventually be circumvented on the 
basis that the apparent high bit rate results from a mixture of 
low bit rate input and high bit rate "filling in the blanks" from 
imagination; counterindication b) is common to a number of 
normal perceptual tasks and may therefore simply reflect a 
lack of sophistication on our part with regard to perceptual 
functioning . [ 65] ; and counterindication c) may be accom
modated by an ELF hypothesis if advanced waves as well as 
retarded waves are admitted (66], (67]. Experimentation to 
determine whether the ELF hypothesis is viable can be carried 
out by the use of ELF sources as targets, by the study of para
metric dependence on propagational directions and diurnal 
timing, and by the exploration of interference effects caused 
by creation of a high-intensity ELF environment during ex
perimentation, all of which are under consideration in our lab
oratory and elsewhere. 

Some physicists believe that the reconciliation of observed 
paranormal functioning with modern theory may take place at 
a more fundamental level-namely, at the level of the founda
tions of quantum theory. There is a continuing dialog, for 
example, on the proper interpretation of the effect of an ob
server (consciousness) on experimental measurement [ 68], 
and there is considerable current interest in the implications 
for our notions of ordering in time and space brought on by 
the observation (69), [70) of nonlocal correlation or "quan
tum interconnectedness" (to use Bohm 's term (71]) of distant 
parts of quantum systems of macroscopic dimensions. The 
latter, Bell's theorem (72), emphasizes that "no theory of 
reality compatible with quantum theory can require spatially 
separated events to be independent" (73], but must permit 
interconnectedness of distant events in a manner that is con
trary to ordinary experience ( 7 4] -[ 7 5] . This prediction has 
been experimentally tested and confirmed in the recent 
experiments of, for example, Freedman and Clauser [ 69] , 
[70). 

E. H. Walker and 0. Costa de Beauregard, independently 
proposing theories of paranormal functioning based on quan
tum concepts, argue that observer effects open the door to the 
possibility of nontrivial coupling between consciousness and 
the environment and that the nonlocality principle permits 
such coupling to transcend spatial and temporal barriers [76], 
(77). 

Apparent "time reversibility"-that is, effects (e.g., observa
tions) apparently preceding causes (e.g., events)-though con
ceptually difficult at first glance, may be the easiest of appar
ent paranormal phenomena to assimilate within the current 
theoretical structure of our world view. In addition to the 
familiar retarded potential solutions f(t - r/c), it is well known 
that the equations of, for example, the electromagnetic field 
admit of advanced potential solutions f(t + r/c)-solutions that 
would appear to imply a reversal of cause and effect. Such 
solutions are .conventionally discarded as not corresponding to 
any observable physical event. One is cautioned, however, by 
statements such as that of Stratton in his basic text on electro-
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The reader has doubtless noted that the choice of the function 
f(t - r/c) is highly arbitrary, since the field equation admits also 
a solution f(t + r/c). This function leads obviously to an advanced 
time, implying that the field can be observed before it has been 
generated by the source. The familiar chain of cause and effect 
is thus reversed and this alternative solution rnigh t be discarded 
as logically inconceivable. However, the application of "logical" 
causality principles offers very insecure footing in matters such 
as these and we shall do better to restrict the theory to retarded 
action solely on the grounds that this solution alone conforms to 
the present physical data. 

Such caution is justified by the example in the early l 920's of 
Dirac's development of the mathematical description of the 
relativistic electron that also yielded a pair of solutions, one of 
which was discarded as inapplicable until the discovery of the 
positron in 193 2. 

In an analysis by 0. Costa de Beauregard, an argument is put 
forward that advanced potentials constitute a convergence 
toward "finality" in a manner symmetrical to the divergence 
of retarded potentials as a result of causality (77). Such 
phenomena are generally unobservable, however, on the gross 
macroscopic scale for statistical reasons. This is codified in 
the thennodynamic concept that for an isolated system entropy 
(disorder) on the average increases. It is just this requirement 
of isolation, however, that has been weakened by the observer 
problem in quantum theory, and 0. Costa de Beauregard argues 
that the finality principle is maximally operative in just those 
situations where the intrusion of consciousness as an ordering 
phenomenon results in a significant local reversal of entropy 
increase. At this point, further discussion of the subtleties of 
such considerations, though apropos, would take us far afield, 
so we simply note that such advanced waves, if detected, could 
in certain cases constitute a carrii:ir of information precognitive 
to the event. 

The above arguments are not intended to indicate that the 
precise nature of the information channel coupling remote 
events and human perception is understood. Rather, we in
tend to show only that modem theory is not without resources 
that can he brought to bear on the problems at hand, and we 
expect that these problems will, with further work, continue 
to yielrl to analysis and specification. 

Furthermore, independent of the mechanisms that may be 
involved in remote sensing, observation of the phenomenon 
implies the existence of an information channel in the 
information-theoretic sense. Since such channels are amenable 
to analysis on the basis of communication theory techniques, 
as indicated earlier, channel characteristics such as bit rate can 
be determined independent of a well-defined physical channel 
model in the sense that thermodynamic concepts can be ap
plied to the analysis of systems independent of underlying 
mechanisms. Furthermore, as we have seen from the work of 
Ryzl discussed in Section II, it is possible to use such a channel 
for error-free transmission of information if redundancy coding 
is used. (See also Appendix A.) Therefore, experimentation 
involving the collection of data under specified conditions per
mits headway to be made despite the formidable work that 
needs to be done to clarify the underlying bases of the 
phenomena. 

bilities. The primtry achievement of this program has beer 
the elicitation of ~igh-quality "remote viewing"-the abilit)' 
of both experienc~d subjects and inexperienced volunteen 
to view, by meanj of innate mental processes, remote geo
graphical or techn cal targets such as roads, buildings, and 
laboratory apparat, s. Our accumulated data from over fifty 
experiments with ~ore than a half-dozen subjects indicate 
the following. a) e phenomenon is not a sensitive function 
of distance over a r nge of several kilometers. b) Faraday cage 
shielding does not appear to degrade the quality or accuracy of 
perception. c) Mo~

1 

t of ~he correct inf~rr~ation that subjects 
relate is of a non nalytlc nature pertammg to shape, form, 
color, and material! rather than to function or name. (This 
aspect suggests a ypothesis that information transmission 
under conditions · f sensory shielding may be mediated pri
marily by the bra~d 's right hemisphere.) d) The principal 
difference between experienced subjects and inexperienced 
volunteers is not th t the latter never exhibit the faculty, but 
rather that their resflts are simply less reliable. (This observa
tion suggests the ~ypothesis that remote viewing may be a 
latent and widely 

1
distributed, though repressed, perceptual 

ability.) · 

Although the preqise nature of the information channel cou
pling remote event~ and human perception is not yet under
stood, certain co~cepts in information theory, quantum 
theory, and neurop~ysiological research appear to bear directly 
on the issue. As a 1result, the working assumption among re
searchers in the fi9Id is that the phenomenon of interest is 
consistent with mofem scientific thought, and can therefore 
be expected to yie~d to the scientific method. Further, it is 
recognized that c9mmunication theory provides powerful 
techniques, such as :the use of redundancy coding to improve 
signal-to-noise ratio,j which can be employed to pursue special
purpose application of the remote-sensing channel independent 
of an .. i.mderstandingl of the underlying mechanisms. We there
fore consider it im~ortant to continue data collection and to 
encourage others tot' do likewise; investigations such as those 
reported here need eplication and extension under as wide a 
variety of rigorously 

1
controlled conditions as possible. 
i 
I 
; APPENDIX A 

SIGNAL EN~ANCEMENT IN A PARANORMAL 
COMMUNICAtlON CHANNEL BY APPLICATION 

OF !REDUNDANCY CODING 

lndepende~t of tJte m~chanisms that may be ~vo~ved in 
remote sensing, ob~rvatlon of the phenomenon 1mplies the 
existence of an inlt'ormation channel in the information-

1 
theoretic sense. As jwe have seen from the work of Ryzl dis-
cussed in Section ni it is even possible to use such a (noisy) 
channel for error-free transmission of information if suf
ficient redundancy cpding is used (30), (31). Following is a 
general procedure t~at we have used successfully for signal 
enhancement. I 

We shall assume t~at the "message" consists of a stream of 
binary digits (0, I) 4'f equal probability (e.g., binary sort of 
green/white cards as !in Ryzl's case, English text encoded as in 
Table X and sent 104g distance by strobe light on/off, and so 
on). To combat chrnnel noise, each binary digit to be sent 

VI. CONCLUSION through the channe,requires the addition of redundancy bits 
For the past three years we have had a program in the Elec- (coding). Efficient oding requires a compromise between the 

tronics and Bioengineering Laboratory of SRI to investigate desire to maximize eliability and the desire to minimize re-

those facets of human perception that appear to fall o~tside ~,,,,.1Wodb.c.,iw~r4~q,.i.J(jtf,2'0dtf1~iessful work done by 
the ra~ptOYttC!tifeofb~N$eu200Q/Q8/Qig. ~-R:LJittdlO.- U I O~r(~U~ 

; 
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TABLE X 
5-Brr CODE FOR ALPHANUMERIC 

CHARACTERS 

E 00000 y 01000 
:r lllll G,J 10111 
N 00001 w 01001 
R 11110 V 10110 
I 00010 B 01010 
0 11101 ¢ 10101 
A 00011 l 01011 
S,X,Z 11100 2 10100 
D 00100 3 OllOO 
H 11011 4 lOOll 
L 00101 5 01101 
C,K,Q 11010 6 10010 
F 00110 7 01110 
p 11001 8 10001 
u 00111 9 Ollll 
M llOOO 10000 

Note: Alphabet characters listed 
in order of decreasing frequency 
in English text. See, for example, 
A. Sinkov [79]. (The low-fre
quency letters, X, Z, K, Q, and J, 
have been grouped with similar 
chara.cters to provide space for 
numerics in a · 5-bit code.) In 
consideration of the uneven dis
tribution of letter frequencies in 
English text, this code is chosen 
such that O and I have equal 
probability. 

dundanc:y. One efficient coding scheme for such a channel is 
obtained by application of a sequential sampling procedure of 
the type: used in production-line quality control ( 80 J . The 
adaptation of such a procedure to paranormal communication 
channels, which we now discuss, was considered first by 
Taetzsch [ 81] . The sequential method gives a rule of proce
dure for making one of three possible decisions following the 
receipt of each bit: accept 1 as the bit being transmitted; reject 
1 as the: bit being transmitted (i.e., accept 0); or continue 
transmission of the bit under consideration. The sequential 
sampling procedure differs from fixed-length coding in that 
the number of bits required to reach a final decision on a 
message bit is not fixed before transmission, but depends on 
the results accumulated with each transmission. The principal 
advantage of the sequential sampling procedure as compared 
with the other methods is that, on the average, fewer bits per 
final dedsion are required for an equivalent degree of 
relia bill ty. 

Use of the sequential sampling procedure requires the speci-
fication of parameters that are detennined on the basis of the 

I
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Fig. 18. Enhancement of signal-to-noise ratio by sequential sampling 
procedure (p 0 = 0.4, p 1 = 0.6, a= 0.01, f3=0.01). 

The question to be addressed is whether, after repeated 
transmission, a given message bit is labeled a "I" at a low rate 
Po commensurate with the hypothesis H0 that the bit in ques
tion is a "O," or at a higher rate p 1 commensurate with the 
hypothesis H 1 that the bit in question is indeed a "1." The 
decision-making process requires the specification of four 
parameters. 

Po The probability of labeling incorrectly a "O" message bit 
as a "1." The probability oflabeling correctly a "O" as 
a "O" is P = 0.5 + Ylb = 0.6. Therefore, the probability 
of labeling incorrectly a "O" as a "l" is I - p = 0.4 =Po. 
The probability of labeling correctly a "I" message bit 
as a "I," is given by Pt= 0.5 + Ylb = 0.6. 

P1 

{3 

The probability of rejecting a correct identification for 
a "O" (Type I error). We shall take a= 0.01. 
The probability of accepting an incorrect identification 
for a "1" (Type II error). We shall take (3 = 0.01. 

With the parameters thus specified, the sequential sampling 
procedure provides for construction of a decision graph as 
shown in Fig. 18. The equations for the upper and lower limit 
lines are 

where 

L =d1 +SN 
I 

L =-do +SN 
0 

l - fj 
log-

a 
d1 =------

1 
Pt 1-po 

og---

I - a 
log--

d O = __ __;.IJ __ 

l 
P1 1 - Po og----

Po I - P1 Po 1 - Pt 

following considerations. Assume that a message bit (O or 1) 
is being transmitted. In the absence of a priori knowledge, we 
may assume equal probability (p = 0.5) for the two possibili
ties (0, 1). Therefore, from the standpoint of the receiver, the 
probability of correctly identifying the bit being transmitted is 
P = 0.5 because of chance alone. An operative remote-sensing 
channel could then bci expected to alter the probability of 
correct identification to a value p = 0.5 + 1/J, where the param- log 1 - Po 
eter 1/1 satisfies O < 11/11 < 0.5. (The quantity may be positive S = I - Pt 
or negative depending on whether the paranonnal channel p

1 
l - p

0 
results in so-called psi-hitting or psi-missing.) Good psi func- log - 1..:_-
tioning o:n a repetitive task has been observed to result in 1/J = Po Pi 

0.1~, as reported by Ryzl (31]. Therefore, to indicate the in which Sis the slgr.e ~~O;Jie JW)ll}~r_olJijal§,, andd 1 and 
design proce<J6.f)p tovedaEt<lre Re lease 2008/i0SIO& : G&ArRtQR,9irDQ/eai,w. !,\13iYM.il~McfcrfA of receiver
YI b = 0.1 and design a communication system on this basis. generated responses to the target bit is compiled until either 
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Fig. 19. Reliability curve for sequential sampling procedure (p
0 

= 0.4, 
P 1 =0.6,a=O.Ol,P=0.01). 

the upper or the lower limit line is reached, at which point a 
decision is made to accept O or I as the bit being transmitted. 

Channel reliability (probability of correctly determining 
message being transmitted) as a function of operative psi 
parameter VJ is plotted in Fig. 19. As observed, the sequential 
sampling procedure can result in 90 percent or greater reliability 
with psi parameters on the order of a few percent. 

Implementation of the sequential sampling procedure re
quires the transmission of a message coded in binary digits. 
Therefore, the target space must consist of dichotomous ele
ments such as the white and green cards used in the experi
ments by Ryzl. 

In operation, a sequence corresponding to the target bit (0 
or I) is sent and the cumulative entries are made (Fig. 18) until 
a decision is reached to accept either a I or a O as the bit being 
transmitted. At a prearranged time, the nex.t sequence is 
begun and continues as above until the entire message has been 
received. A useful alternative, which relieves the percipient of 
the burden of being aware of his self-contradiction from trial 
to trial, consists of cycling through the entire message repeti
tively and entering each response on its associated graph until 
a decision has been reached on all message bits. The authors 
have used this technique successfully in a pilot study, but a 
discussion of this would take us beyond the intended scope of 
this paper. 

From the results obtained in such experiments, the channel 
bit rate can be ascertained for the system configuration under 
consideration. Furthermore, bit rates for other degrees of 
reliability (i.e., for other Po, p 1 , a:, and (3) can be estimated by 
construction of other decision curves over the same data base 
and thus provide a measure of the bit rate per degree of 
reliability. 

In summary, the procedures described here can provide for a 
specification of the characteristics of a remote-sensing channel 
under well-defined conditions. These procedures also provide 
for a determination of the feasibility of such a channel for 
particular applications. 

APPENDIX 8 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE IEEE, MARCH 197, 

targrt, determined by random procedure, wa 
White's Plaza, a Pfaza with fountain at Stanford Universit) 
(shown in Fig. 8). ! As is our standard protocol, the experi 
menter with the subject is kept ignorant of the specific targe1 
visited as well as t~e contents of the target pool. The experi 
menter's statement~ and questions are italics. 

Today is Monday~ October 7th. It is 11 :00 and this is a re· 
mote viewing experj"ment with Russ Targ, Phyllis Cole, and Ha, 
Puthoff In this 4periment Hal will drive to a remote site 
chosen by a rando,ti process. Phyllis Cole will be the remote 
viewer, and Russ T~rg is the monitor. We expect this experi· 
ment to start at l'fenty minutes after eleven and run for fif 
teen minutes. ' 

It is just about tVventy minutes after eleven and Hal should 
be at his target locafion by now. 

Why don't you tfll me what kind of pictures you see and 
what you think he fight be doing or experiencing. 

The first thing th~t came to mind was some sort of a large, 
square kind of a sh,pe. Like Hal was in front of it. It was a 
. .. not a building dr something, it was a square. I don't know 
if it was a window, !but something like that so that the bottom 
line of it was not at Jthe ground. About where his waist was, at 
least. That's what it seemed to me. It seems outdoors some-
how. Tree. , 

Does Hal seem to ~e looking at that square? 
I don't know. Ttje first impression was that he wasn't, but I 

have a sense that ;hatever it was was something one might 
look at. I don't kn9w if it would be a sign, but something that 
one might look at. , 

Can you tell if it i~ on the ground or vertical? 
I~ seemed vertical.I 
I don't have a se~e that it was part of anything particular. 

It ~ight be on a b ilding or part of a building, but I don't 
know. There was a tree outside, but I also got the impression 
of cement. I don't :have the impression of very many people 
or traffic either. I J have the sense that he is sort of walking 
back and forth. I ron't have any more explicit picture than 
that. I 

Can you move int(} where he is standing and try to see what 
he is looking at? I 

I picked up he ~s touching something-something rough. 
Maybe wann and ro gh. Something possibly like cement. 

It is twenty-four inutes after eleven. 
Can you change ,rour point of view and move above the 

scene so you can getja bigger picture of what's there? 
I still see some trees and some sort of pavement or some

thing like that. Mig~t be a courtyard. The thing that came to 
mind was it might b,e one of the plazas at Stanford campus or 
something like that,i

1 
ement. 

Some kinds of Ian scaping. 
I said Stanford ca pus when I started to see some things in 

White Plaza, but I th nk that is misleading. 
I have the sense · hat he's not moving around too much. 

That it's in a small a~ea. 
I guess I'll go ahea4 and say it, but I'm afraid I'm just putting 

on my impressions f[om Stanford campus. I had the impres
sion of a fountain. Jlfhere are two in the plaza, and it seemed 
that Hal was possibl.,I near the, what they call Mem Claw. 

What is that? i 

REMOTE-VIEWING TRANSCRIPT It's a fountain thtt looks rather like a claw. It's a black 
Following is the unedited transcript of the first experiment sculpture. And it ha benches around it made of cement. 

with an SRI volunteer (S6), a mathematician in the computer Are there any buil ings at tfle place you are looking at? Are 

scienceA1p'pf8~/ett "f:!~r~elei~ ~/~1:ie>fA-ftUP9'6!:001'8i9RbOMOO~ k4td of a courtyard. 
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Usually at some places there should be a building, large or 
small 'that the courtyard is about. Loo'k at the end or the sides 
of the courtyard. Is there anything to be seen? 

I ha"Ve a sense that there are buildings. It's not solid build
ings. I mean there are some around th~ periphery and I have a 
sense that none of them are very tall. Maybe mostly one story, 
maybe an occasional two story one. 

Do you have any better idea of what your square was that 
you saw at the outset? 

No. I could hazard different kinds of guesses. 
Does it seem part of this scene? 
It ... I think it could be. It could almost be a bulletin board 

or something with notices on it maybe. 
Or something that people are expected to look at. Maybe a 

window w~th things in it that people were expected to look at. 
What kind of trees do you see in this place? 
I don't know what kind they are. The impression was that 

they were shade trees and not terribly big. Maybe 12 feet of 
trunk and then a certain amount of branches above that. So 
that the branches have maybe a 12 foot diameter, or some
thing. Not real big trees. 

New trees rather than old trees? 
Yeah, maybe 5 or 10 years old, but not real old ones. 
Is there anything interesting about the pavement? 
No. It seems to be not terribly new or terribly old. Not 

very interesting. There seems to be some bits of landscaping 
around!. Little patches of grass around the edges and periph
eries. Maybe some flowers. But, not lush. 

You saw some benches. Do you want to tell me about them? 
Well, that's my unsure feeling about this fountain. There 

was some kind of benches of cement. Curved benches, it felt 
like. 

They were of rough cement. 
What do you think Hal is doing while he is there? 
I have a sense that he is looking at things trying to project 

them. Looking at different things and sort of walking back 
and forth not covering a whole lot of territory. 

Sometimes standing still while he looks around. 
I just had the impression of him talking, and I almost sense 

that it was being recorded or something. I don't know if he 
has a tape recorder, but if it's not that, then he is saying some
thing because it needed to be remembered. It's 11 :33. He's 
just probably getting ready to come back. 
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ADVANCES IN REMOTE-VIEWING 
ANALYSIS-

By EDWIN C. MAY, JESSICA M. Urrs, BEVERLY S. HUMPHREY, 

WANDA L. W. LUKE, THANE j. FRI VOLD, AND VJRGINIA V. TRASK 

ABSTRACT: Fuzzy set technology is applied to the ongoing research question of 
how to automate the analysis of remote-viewing data. Fuzzy sets were invented to 
describe, in a formal way, the subjectivity inherent in human reasoning. Applied 
to remote-viewing analysis, the technique involves a quantitative encoding of target 
and response material and provides a formal comparison. In this progress report, 
the accuracy of a response is defined as the percent of the intended target material 
that is described correctly. The reliability is defined as the percent of the response 
that was correct. The assessment of the remote-viewing quality is defined as the 
product of accuracy and reliability, called the figure of merit. The procedure is 
applied to a test set of six remote-viewing trials. A comparison of the figures of 
merit with the subjective assessments of .37 independent analysts shows good 
agreement. The fuzzy set technology is also used to provide a quantitative defini
tion of target orthogonality. 

Human analysts are commonly used to evaluate free-response 
data. AILhough Lhcre are many variaLions, Lhe basic idea is Lhal an 
analyst, who is blind to the actual result, is presented with a re
sponse and a number of target possibilities, one of which is the in
tended target. The analyst's task is to decide what is the best re
sponse/target match, and frequently includes rank-ordering the 
targets from best to worst correspondence with the response. It is 
beyond the scope of this report to provide a critical review of the 
extensive literature on this topic. 

One aspect, however, of this type of evaluation is that analysts 
are required co make global judgments about the overall match be
t ween a complex target (e.g., a photograph of a natural scene) and 
an equally complex response (e.g., written words and drawings). In 
a recent book, Dawes (1988) has discussed various decision algo
rithms in general and the· difficulty with global techniques, such as 
those used in rank-order evaluation, in particular.• According to 
Dawes, the research results suggest that global decisions of this type 
are not as good as those based on smaller subelements that are later 

1 We arc indebted to Professor D. Bern, Cornell University, for directing us to 
this valuable source of information. 
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combined. (See Dawes, 1988, chap. I 0, for references to the re
search.) Humans appear LO be capable of deciding what the apprn
priate variables should be in complex decision processes, but they 
h~e proved to be unreliable at combining these variables to arrive 
ao single decision. Linear algorithms arc _consistently better at this 
l~er task. Therefore, it seems prudent .to develop evaluation tech
nijues that are less sensitive to global decision processes and rely on 
c~binations of more restrictive decisions. 

"Tll-lononon ( 1975) has pointed out an additional difficulty inhcr
ell) in a global rank-order approach. Asking an analyst to rank
o~er a small set of target possibilities converts the free-response 
e~eriment into a forced-choice one, at least on the part of the an
al!it. It is obvious that in doing so, much quantitative information 
iscnost. For example, a near perfect correspondence between re
s~nse and target will receive only as much "credit" as one that just 
boely allowed an analyst to discriminate among the possibilities. 

g1f multiple analysts are used, addition problems arise concerning 
iiaeranalyst reliability. If an individual analyst judges a number of 
r~ponses in a series, within-analyst consistency becomes an individ
t.m problem. 
· · To address these difficulties, various computer-automated pro

~ures have been suggested in an attempt to reduce the inter
a'nalyst reliability while increasing within-analyst consistency. For ex
.al pies, see Honorton ( 1975), Humphrey, May, Trask, and 
'ffiomson (1986), Humphrey, May, and Utts (1988), Jahn, Dunne, 
.@I Jahn ( 1980), May ( 1983), May, Humphrey, and Mathews 
(l985), and Targ, Puthoff, and May (1977). 
~ In this paper we present the current status of an ongoing re

search topic. We are not yet ready to propose that the techniques 
cicribed here be used for free-response analysis; however, we hope 

··-:irs~;e-;!:~~:::1r:~~;;~~df:e~!~~r:i°!~:·;~1·;~:::~a!f:s~~- · ... 

aoided. 
~ Finally, we present a successful application of the mathematical 

t~lmiques for quantifying target orthogonality for a complex target 
~1. 
0 
~ 

11:ackground 

Substantial progress has been made in methods for evaluating 
remote-viewing experiments since the puulication of the initial re
mote-viewing (RV) effort at SRI International (Puthoff & Targ, 
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1976). This paper outlines some of the progress and presents the 
details for one particular meLhod.2 

Two basic questions are inherent in the analysis of any remote
viewing data, namely, how is the target defined, and how is the re-)> 
spouse defined. "'C 

In a typical outbound RV experiment, definitions of target anda 
response are particularly difficult to achieve. The protocol for such< 

. d" h . l CD an experiment 1ctates t at an experimenter trave to some ran- a. 
domly chosen location at a prearranged time; a viewer's task is to "Tl 

describe that location. One method of trying to assess the quality of Q 
the RV descriptions in a series of trials is to require that an analyst ;;o 
visit each of the sites and attempt to match responses to them. While : 
standing at a site, the analyst has to determine not only the bounds D> 

of the site, bm also the site details that are to be included in the ~ 
analysis. For example, if the target location was the Golden Gate I\> 

Bridge, the analyst would have to determine whether the buildings g 
of downtown San Francisco, which are clearly and prominently vis-52 
ible from the bridge, were to be considered part of the target. The~ 
RV response to the Golden Gate Bridge target could be equally g 
troublesome, because responses of this sort are typically 15 pages of.. 
dream-like free associations. A reasonable description of the bridge 0 
might be contained in the response; it might be obfuscated, how-~ 
ever, by a large amount or unrelated material. How is an analyst to:::O 
approach this problem of response definition? ~ 

The first attempt at SRI at quantitatively defining an RV re- CD 

sponse involved reducing the raw transcript to a series of declarative Cf> 
statements called concepts (Targ et al., 1977). Initially, it was de: g 
cided that a coherent concept should not be reduced to its compo- ~ 
nent parts. For example, a small red VW car would lie considered a i 

---Sin.gle--eonce-pt--r-athe-r-t-h-an--.f-OU-r---sepaFate--c-anc--epts,-nntdl;-,ecf,-VW,-o 
and car. Once a transcript had been "conceptualized," the list of 8 
concepts constituted, by definition, the RV response. The analyst ~ 
rated the concept lists against the sites. Although the response was ~ 
well defined by this method, no attempt was made to define the tar- I\> 

. 0 get site. o 
In 1982, a procedure was developed to define both the target~ 

and response material (May, 1983). It became evident that before a J:.. 
site can be qualified, the overall remote-viewing goal must be clearly 
defined. If the goal is simply to demonstrate the existence or the 

2 Although the· .term remote viewing is used throughout this paper, the analysis 
techniques can easily be applied to any free-response data. 
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V phenomenon, then anything that is perceived at the site is im
or1 a111. But if the goal is lo gain specific: infnnnation about 1hr RV 
rocess, then possibly specific items al the site are important 
·hereas others remain insignificant. 

In 1984, work began on a computerized evaluation procedure 
ay g5, al., rn-85), which underwent s1gnifitant expansion and re

nemij.t during 1986 (Humphrey et al., 1986). The mathematical 
rma_am underlying this procedure is known as the "figure of 

1erit".gFM) analysis. This method is predicated on descriptor list 
chncffl:!gy, which represented a significant improvement over ear-

er "conceptual analysis" techniques, both in terms of "objectifying" 
e an~ysis of RV data and in increasing the speed and efficiency 
ith wjuch evaluation can be accomplished. Humphrey's technique, 
hich !lbs based on the pioneering work of Honorton (1975) and 
s exfinsion by Jahn, Dunne, and Jahn (1980), was to encode tar
let an! response material in accordance with the presence or ab-
nee ~ specific elements. 

It igcame increasingly evident, however, that this particular ap
licatice! of descriptor lists was inadequate in providing discrimina
rs thM. were "fine" enough to describe a complex target accurately, 
d urf:sble to exploit fully the more subtle or abstract information 
ntenPbf the RV response. To decrease the granularity of the RV 
alua~n system, therefore, a new technology would have to allow 
e anw.st a _gradation of judgment about target and response fea
res r~her than the hard-edged (and rather imprecise) all-or-noth
g bit@fy determinations. Requiring an analyst to restrict subjective 
dgmQl.t to single elements rather than to complete responses is 
nsistiit with the research reported by Dawes (1988). 

A ia;eliminary survey of various disciplines and their evaluation 
ethoij (spanning such diverse fields as artificial intelligence, lin-
1isticfigand environmental psycholow> revealed a branch of math
atic~known as "fuzzy set theory." 

0 
0 

zzy 9!f Concepts 
0 

FuiS, set theory was chosen as the focal point of the RV analyt-
1al te@liques because it provides a mathematical framework for 
odel~ situations that are inherently imprecise. Because it is such 

impl[rtant component in the analysis, a brief tutorial will be pre
med,k> highlight its major concepts. 

' We wish to thank S. James P. Spouiswoode and D. Graff, CE, for directing us 
the: fuzzy set literature and for many helpful discussions. 
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TEST CITY 

0.8 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.01 0.0 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 • • • 15 • • • 30 

Populnrion in JOO Thousands 

Figure I. The fuzzy set "kind-of-small" cities. 

In traditional set theory (i.e., crisp sets), an element either is or 
is not a member of a set. For example, the crisp set of cities with 
population equal to or greater than 1,000,000 includes New York 
City, but not San Francisco. This set would also not include a city 
with a population of 999,999. The problem is obvious. There is no 
real difference between cities with populations of 1,000,000 and 
999,999, yet one is in the set and the other is not. Humans do not 
reason this way; therefore, something other than crisp sets is re
quired to capcute the subjectivity inherent in RV analysis. 

Fuzzy set theory introduces the concept of der;ree of membership. 
Herein lies the essence of its applicability to the modeling of impre
cise concepts. For example, if we consider the size of a city, we 
might define certain fU%%'J sets, such as very small cities or kind-of-small 
cities. Using kind-of-small cities as a fuzzy set example;,we might sub
jectively assert that a city with a population of I 00,000 is definitely 
such a city, but a city with a population of 400,000 is only a little bit 
like a kind-of-small city. As depicted in Figure 1, fuzzy set theory al- _ 
lows us to assign a membership value between O.and I that repre
sents our best subjective estimate as to how much each of the pos-

_sible city populations embodies the concept kind-of-small. In this 
example, a population of 700,000 assigned a membership value of 
0.3. 

Clearly, a different set of membership values would be assigned 
to the populations for the fuzzy sets very small cities, medium cities, 
large cities, and. so forth; a population of I 00,000 might receive a 
value of 0.2 for very small cities, but a value for 1.0 for kind-of
small cities, depending on context, consensus, and the particul~r 
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application. These membership values can be obtained through con
sensus opinion, a mathematical formula, or by several other means. 
Crisp sets are special cases of fuzzy sets, in which all membership 
v~es are either zero or one. By using membership values, we are 
al:ii to provide manipulatable numerical values for imprecise natu
r~language expressions; in addition, we are no longer forced into 
m@dng inaccurate binary decisions such as, "Is the city of San Fran
ci~ large-yes or no?" 

_::;:J_n this example, the crisp set of all cities defines the universal set 
of alements (USE). The crisp set of cities with populations of one 
rn~on or more is a subsel of USE. The fuzzy sels very small, kind
of-!!;all, medium, and large cities are fuzzy subsets of USE. 

CD 
SU 

Utnversal Set of Elements 
CD 

~ince targets and the responses will be defined as fuzzy sets, we 
~t specify a USE. The universal set of elements can be quite gen
ei= and include all aspects of a given target pool, or it can be tai
l~d to a specific experiment to test a given concept (e.g., include 
o~ geometric shapes). Since the method of fuzzy set analysis crit
ic~tly depends on the choice of USE, we provide one example that 
w2 derived from a larget pool used in earlier experiments. What 
rc;frows is only an example of how one might construct a USE. The 
oe) w_e use is not generally applicable to other target pools or other 
e~enments. 

~We constructed our USE by including a list of features present 
irc,photographs from the National Geographic magazine with ele
~ts obtained from the RV responses in earlier experiments. This 
~ is presented in Appendix A as the actual coding forms. For 
ti target features, we focused on direct visual elements. (In the 
g~erat-·case~·-01herperceptmtt-dimensions-can--be--con-sidered-;}-·-fn 
tl-i,case of the RV response-derived elements, an effort was made 
tCld)reserve the vocabulary used by the viewers. Some of the ele
m!lits, therefore, are either response-dependent or target-depen
dtut or both, whereas others, particularly at the more abstract lev
eig appear to be more universal across possible USEs. 

~his universal set of elements is structured in levels, ranging 
f ckm the relatively abstract, information poor (such as vertical lines), 
to the relatively complex, information rich (such as churches). The 
current system is structured into seven primary and three secondary 
levels of elements; the main intent of this structure is to serve as a 
heuristic device for guiding the analyst into making judicious con-
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crete element assignments based on rather abstract commentary. ~ 
The use of levels is c1dvamagcous in that each clement level can be I 
weighted separately and used or not, as the case may be. This ena- -I 

. bles various combinations of levels to be deployed to identify th 
optimal mix of concrete versus abstract elements. Of course, an 
such weighting scheme must be determined in advance of any ex
periment. 

The determination as to which elements belonged on which level 
was made after consideration of two primary factors: (I) the appar
ent ability of the viewers to be able to resolve certain features, cou
pled with (2) the amount of pure information thought to be con
tained in any given element. Some of these "factor one" 
determinations were based on the combined anecdotal experience 
of analysts and monitors in the course of either analyzing or con
ducting numerous RV experiments; some were determined empir
ically from post hoc analyses of viewers' abilities to perceive various 
elements in previous experiments. 

The "factor two" determinations were made primarily by arrang
ing the elements such that an element at any given level represents 
the sum of its constituent elements at lower levels. For example, a.,. 
port element (Level 7) could be considered to include canal (Level 6) 
and partially bounded expanse of water (Level 5). The world is not a 
very crisp place and not all its elements are amenable to hierarchical, 
structuring. Certain violations of the "factor two" rule appear, 
therefore, throughout the USE example. It should be noted, how
ever, that some of the more glaring violations were largely driven 
by the "factor one" determinations (i.e., the viewers' abilities to dis
cern certain elements) enumerated above. 

To emphasize once again, it is very important to,realize that this 
universal set of elements was. constructed to _match __ our _particul<.!_r: 
speaana"rgets:··viewers;-·and requirements:-They are shown here to 
illustrate the procedure. Any particular application of fuzzy set tech
nology to the analysis of free-response material requires an a priori 
construction of an individualized, and improved, USE specific to the 
target pool and the goals of the experiment. 

Target Fuzzy Sets 

Each target is defined as a fuzzy set constructed by assigning a 
membership value to each of the elements in the USE (see Appen
dix A). In gen~ral, membership values can vary continuously on the 
interval [0,1] .. ' In this application they represent human judgm~nt 



nd, thus, were constrained to vary in steps of 0.1. In addition, they In an actual experimental series, each response fuzzy set is ere ~ 
ust represent the perceptual dimension used to construct the USE. ated by analysts who are blind to the intended target. ~ 

In our example, membership values were assigned to each element G) 

ror each of the targets, according Lo a consensus (on an clement-by- Fuzzy Set Dejiuiti,m of Figure of Merit I 

~

lement basis) reached by three anaiysts. This approach was used to . -I 

nitigate the potentia.1 influe_nce ofany single coder's.biases aml:mi0-- Once 1_he fuzzy sets tha~ define the t,u-get and the _response ~ve 
ync~ies. A numencal assignment, µ. (0 =:::: µ. =:::: 1, m _steps of ~-1 ), been specified, the companson between them to provide a figu~ ofl 
vas 1'1:lnde for each element in response to _the followmg question: merit (FM) is straightforward. In previous work (Humphrey e~l., 
How cgisually important is this element to this photograph? i 986), we have defined accuracy as the percent of the target mataial 

Eioded by this method, the fuzzy sets served as a formal defi- that was described correctly by a response. Likewise, we have ~e-
ritiorPof the targets for the analysis. It should be noted th~t our fined reliability (of the viewer) as the percent of the response ~at 
k.JSE ~fined ~argets in terms of visual import~nce.

1 

If othe_r dimen- was correct. The FM is the produc~ of the t'_Vo~ to obtain a high .Q,i, 
ions are of mterest (e.g., conceptual, functional, allegoncal), the a response must be a comprehensive descnpuon of the target ~d 

USE j>uld have to be revised to incorporate them. be devoid of inaccuracies. The mathematical definitions for accmty 
Ina;n actual experimental series, it is c_ritical t~at the target fuzzy and reliability for the jth target/response pair are as follows. let 

ets ~ defined by analysts before. the ser!es begms. Because of the µ.
1
JR;) and f.L1r.(Tj) be the membership values for the kth elemen£Din 

poteneal information leakage owmg to bias on the part of the ana- USE for the ith response and the jth target, respectively. Then ~e 
yst, i~ an obvious misrak~ to atte~pt to define the target fuzzy set accur~cy and reliability for the ith response applied to the jth ta~t 
m a l!:Etget-by-targct basis m real lime or posl hoc. arc given by: o 

0 ~ - -'"Poi Fuuy S,t, ~W,min{JL,(R,),JL,(T,)} :ii: 
~ accuracyij = aij = To .define RV response fuzzy sets, membership values µ. are as-

ignec:O"or each element in the I:SE by ask!ng: To what ~egre~ am 
(thel=tnalyst) convinced that this element 1s represented m this re-

ponsid For example, if a response explicitly states "water," then the 
tncm~ship value for the water-element should be 1. If, however, 
he r~onse is a rough sketch of what might be waves, then the 
tnem~ship value for the water-element might be only 0.3, depend
ng oi§he specificity of the drawing. This definition of membership 
alue ~ quite general and can be used in most applications. 

In~ur example, responses were coded according to this defini
ion (St still using the USE in Appendix A). The assigned µ's for 
lhe taiJets and responses were one-digit fuzzy numbers on the .i~
brval ~, l J (e.g., 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, etc.). In some rare cases, two-d1g1t 
ssignments (e.g., 0.05, 0.15, 0.25, 0.35, etc.) were made; any finer 
ssignj:uents, however, were deemed to be meaningless. Thus, the 
espo@e was defined as its fuzzy subset of the USE. 

0 

i IJTfflt.ed visual importance was ignored. For example, in a photograph of the 
~rand Canyon that did not show the Colorado River, water, river, and so on would 
le scored as zero. By definition the target was only what was visible in the photo
raph. 

rw.µ..(T,) 
l 

L w.min{µ.(R;),µiT,)} 
l. b·1· • re 1a I uy ii = r ii = ---..L .... 
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where the sum over k is called the sigma count in fuzzy set tennir®-
ogy, and is defined as the sum of the membership values. We h~e 
allowed for the possibility of weighting the membership values ~ 
weights W4 in order to examine various level/element contribuJi'ffis 
to the FM. The index, k, ranges over the entire USE. ; __ g 

For the above calculation to be meaningful, the µ's for· the lair
gets must be similar in meaning to the µ's for the responses. As ~ 
noted above, in our definition of the membership values, this is ~t 
the case. The target µ's represent the visual importance of the ~
ment relative to the scene, and the response µ.'s represent the C
gree to which an analyst· is convinced that the element is rep8-
sented in the response regardless of its relevance to that resporis,fll,. 

With advanced viewers it might be possible to change the defi
nition of the response µ's to match the definition of the target µ's. 
In that ~se, the viewer must not only recognize that an element is 
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present in the target, but must also provide information as to how 
visually important it is. This ability is currently beyond the skill of 
most novice viewers. Alternatively, we have opted to modify the tar
get ~definition by using the fuzzy set technique of a-culs. In our 
cxa1!3Ple, an a-cul is a way to set a threshold for visual importance. 
All t~get elements possessing that threshold value or higher are 
consijered to be full members of the target set. In fuzzy set par
la11c~111 a-cut c:onvens a fuzzy set lo .1 u·isp <me. The rcsuh is 1ha1 

the ta,;get set is now devoid of detailed visual information: a poten-
1 ial t~get element is either p1·esent or absent in the target set, re
gardl;Stjs of its actual visual importance. Even with this cU11ccptual 
chanet in the target definition, the FM formalism described above 
re1mffl1s applicable, because a crisp set cau he considered as a fu:ay 
set 'th all membership values equal to O or l. It is important to 
recoiijize that the a-cut is only applied to the target set; the re
spon8 set remains fuzzy. 

0 -Asses&ent uf Quality of the Remote Viewing -0 

tRs difficult lo arrive at a general assessment of how well a given 
resp~se matches a specified target. The ideal situation is to obtain 
som~bsolute measure of goodness of match. Although the FM is 
an a~roximation to this measure, it is impossible to assess the like
liho~ of a particular FM value because it requires knowledge of the 
view;j·s specific response bias for the session. It is possible to deter
min~eneral response biases (May et al., 1985), but that knowledge 
is o~ useful on the average. For example, a viewer may love rock 
clim@tig and may spend most of his free time involved in that ac
tivitWhu~, the general response bias would probably entail aspects 

-tlf HlQtlfl-t-ataS,..--oe-ks.-,-epes,-aoo--se--f-OFth. Suf>POSe-,howe-ve-F,-that--the
v icwj spent the evening previous to a given RV session on a ro
man@ moonlight sail on San .Francisco Bay. For this specific RV 
scssidlll, the response bias might include romantic images of the 
moo~t water, lights of the city, and bridges. 

'@c current solution to the problem is to provide a relative as
sessi8nt of FM likelihood. A relative assessment addresses the fol
lowi~ question: "How good is the response matched against its in
tended target, when compared to all possible targets that could have 
been chosen for the session?" This is not ideal, since the answer de
pends on the nature of the remaining targets in the pool. An ex
ample of the worst-case scenario illustrates the problem. Suppose 
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that the target pool consisted of I 00 photographs of waterfalls, and G) 

the viewer gave a near-perfect description of a waterfall. (We as- ~ 
sume that this description is not fortuitous.) An absolute assessment 
of the resulting FM should be good, whereas a relative assessmeil:P 
will be low. The worst-case scenario can be avoided, to a large Jg 
gree, by carefully selecting the target pool. (See the later section "cJ 
Quantitative Definition of Target Orthogonality.") ~ 

To provide a relative assessment of the likelihood of a given F~ 
we define the score for one session to be the number of targets, ~ 
out of a total, N, that have an FM equal to or higher than the F~ 
achieved by the correct match.!I The answer lo the question: "Givei:J? 
this response, what is the probability of selecting a target that woulf 
match it as well as or better than the target selected?" is n!N. ~ 

Consecutive RV responses by the same viewer are not statisticall, 
independent, nor can the responses be considered to be random i~ 
any sense. The statistically independent random element in the seg 
sion is the target. Since targets are selected with replacement, und~ 
the null hypothesis of no psi, the collection of scores derived over 5e 
series of m trials constitutes a set of independent random variable~ 
each with a discrete uniform distribution. Under the null hypothe .. 
sis, the mean chance expectation for the score in each session ~ 
given by (N + 1)/2 and the variance is given by (N 2 - 1)/12. If t 
is the sum of scores from a series of remote viewings; then the pro~ 
ability of K, under the null hypothesis, can be obtained from t™iJ 
exact distribution for the sum of ranks given by Solfvin, Kelly, an~ 
Burdick (1978): 6 

If m is 
normal 
(N2 -

p(K or less) = ~ f f (-It(m) (a - bl;l - I) 
N .. - .. b-o b m - l · 

0 ...... 
(11 
--o 
: 0 

large, then the sum-of-ranks distribution is approximatelt 
and Kim has a mean of (N + 1)/2 and a variance og 

1)/12111. Thus, a z score can be computed from: ~ 
I\) 

K 
0.5(N + 1) - ;;; . 

z(K or less) = ~ 

v~ 

0 
0 
0 
~ 

($. 

5 
N must be_ the size of the target pool from which each target was randomly 

selected, ,md f~r this thcurctical discussion, we assume 110 tics. 



,round Tmth 

To determine whether the new analytical approach was effective, 
a standard had to be developed against which.it could be measured. 
It wa:i>determined that this standard-known as .. ground-truth"
shoufz:1 consist of a "real-world" normalized consensus about the de
gree "if correspondence between RV responses and their intended 
targeij. 

Tg_achieve this objective, we presented analysts (chosen from the 
ener.,.j SRI staff) with the same test case of six remote-viewing re-
pon~ and their associated targets. The test case was the data from 
sin~ viewer ( 177) taken from an experimental series in a 1986 

hotdlhultiplier tube experiment (Hubbard, May, & Frivold, 1987). 
he @sponses (i.e., two to five pages of rudimentary drawings with 

ome<lhssociatecl descriptive words) were fairly typical of novice 
ieweZoutput and represented a broad range of response quality. 
he tg-gets consisted of six photographs of outdoor scenes selected 

rom ~National Geographic magazine target pool of 200. Thus, this 
ata @-was ideally suited for an analysis testbed. Appendix B con
ains ~e "best" and "worst" trials (Sessions 9005 and 9004, respec
ively'Pfrom this series in the form of their responses, their intended 
arge~ and their fuzzy set encodings (see the next section). 

E~ analyst was aske~ _individually_ for his subjec:tive ju<l_gm_ent 
bou@ie degree of correspondence between the remote-viewing re
porn@i and their respective intended targets. The "degree of cor
espomlence" was purposely undefined; the analysts had to formu
ate ~ir own criteria. The only information provided was that 

1resp0Ges typically begin with small bits of information and even-
ually~ulminate in a composite drawing at the end. Appendix C 
ontaffls the coding form that was used to obtain "ground truth." 

Ecilh analyst was instructed to examine all of the responses and 
heir Stendcd targets. Then, on a session-by-session basis, he was 
sked~(l) to assess the degree of correspondence between the 
emoeviewing response and its intended target, and (2) to register 
his &respondence assessment by making a vertical hash mark 
cros~ IO-cm scale ranging from "none" to "complete." 

Tgperform the ground truth analysis, distance measurements 
vere \Q'ken from the left end point of each scale to the vertical slash 

ark..fvr each assessment. Let the distance obtained for the kth ses-

"""""' ,·., Ill l\l"lll(llt'-1' lt'l1 1lll~ /lllat_yn.~ W5 

sion from the jth analyst be given by X;.•· To account for analysts' 
biases, tlte x1•4 were normalized by a .: lra11sfon11atiu11, 

x. - µ z - l· l 
-j.l - ' 

(1j 

where µ1 and u-i are the mean and standard deviation of the jth an
alyst's distance scores, x1.4• The effect of this transformation is to 
convert an analyst's absoiute subjective opinion to a relative one. For 
the jth ·analyst, the largest zi,4 indicates that the degree of corre
spondence for response/target k is higher than any other pair in the 
series. It does not indicate overall quality. This type of transforma
tion was necessary since we wished to combine the assessments from 
a number of different analysts. 

To combine the assessments across analysts, we computed 
mean z score for each response/target pair, k, as: 

1 N. 

Zi = N LZj,l• 
a j-1 

where N 0 is the number of analysts. The number of anal){sts was 
dclcnnined by the data. For the best response/target pair (i.e., ses
sion 9005, k = 5) we computed the percent change of z, for every· 
additional analyst. When the addition of two new analysts produced 
COnSe(Utive changes ()f fess than 2%, the process Was Considered I 

complete. For this data set, 37 analysts were required before this 
condition was met. Figure '2 shows the normalized mean for each 
target/response pair, and represents a relative assessment of remote
viewing quality. These means constitute the basis for the ground ' 
truth against which the fuzzy set technique was measured. We re
cognize that this definition of ground truth is based on global deci
sions and may not be most optimal (Dawes, 1988). 

Results of the Fuzzy Set Analysis 

To effect a meaningful comparison between ground truth and 
the figure of merit analysis, we also analyzed the same RV series 
that served as the ground tru_th set by the fuzzy set figure of merit 
method. The fuzzy set membership values (µ.'s) for the six targets • 
and six responses were consensus coded by five analysts ranging 
from expert. lo novice. A typical spread of µ. assignments was ± 0.1 

_ with an occasional outlier. Soine of the elements were vigorously de
. bated until a consensus was reached. Accuracies, reliabilities, and 
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0 

figues of merit were calculated for each targel/response pair (Tal>lc 
l ). I~hould be noted that the encoding was a post hoc exercise, but 
becee the assignment for each element in the USE had LO be de
knckd before a consensus was reached, the FMs shown in Table I 
conftute reasonable estimates of their "blind" equivalents. Appen
dix >shows the target and response clements that were scored from 

I 

the ;IUliversal set (see Appendix A) for Sessions Y004 and 9005. As 
an ~mple of the fuzzy calculation, Appendix B also shows the re
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Figure 3. Comparison with ground truth. 
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TABLE I G) 
Fuzzy St:-r QtrANTITn:s l'<>R "GRntrNll T1urn1" St:R1t:s I 

Figure of Fraction a)> Session Accuracy Reliability merit Rank rank "'C 
"C !)00 I .317 .484 .153 80 .403 ., 
0 9002 .273 .477 .130 103 .515 < UUU3 .358 .571 .205 31 .155 CD a. 9004 .212 .379 .080 142 .713 "Tl 9005 .573 .594 .340 3 .015 0 9006 .298 .555 .165 13 .068 
., 
:z 
CD 

suits of the target a-cut, the fuzzy intersection, and the accura@, 
reliability, and figure of merit for Session 9005. Table I also shotn; 
the absolute and relative ranks from a target pool of 200. To det~ 
mine the absolute rank for each session, we calculmed figures m 
meril for all 200 Largets in Lhe pool and placed them in numericil 
orcle1· from the largest lo the smallest. The absolute rank is just tlGi 
position (from the top) of the FM corresponding to the intendtffl 
target. Ties were resolved by choosing the next larger integer raia; 
number to the centroid of the ties. The fractional rank number cat'l 
he considered. a p value for an individual session and is equal lo tl2 
absolute rank/200. Using Equation 1, the overall p value for t~ 
combined six trials is .052 (N = 200, K = 372, m = 6). Using t~ 
approximation {Equation 2), we compute z = 1.633, p ,::;;; .05, ~ 
demonstrate that for six trials, the approximation in reasonable. F~ 
completeness, we compute the effect size (r = 0.67). 

0 To compare the results of the fuzzy set analysis with those of the> 
ground truth, we linearly renormalized the ground truth figures ~ 
be within the interval [0,I] and to possess the same maximum an! 
minimum. As can be see!!__f.rnm Figure..3..-the . .resuJt.s-f-r~he-f~ 

- · -seCanalysis system parallel those obtained by a consensus of the· 3Z:, 
analysts each making a subjective assessment of the matches.. ~ 

These results imply that the combination of (I) the structure oO 
the USE ·(i.e., the linguistic hierarchical structure), (2) the fuzzy s~ 
mathematics, and (3) a consensus approach to assessing the fuzzg 
sets themselves provided a reasonable representation of the subjecO 
Live scoring of the same data by a large number of individuals. ; 

A Quantitative Definition of Target Orthogonality 

It is often of interest to define how similar or dissimilar targets 
are to each other. For example, free-response experiments like the 

-I 



anzf eld often use target packets, with the unselected targets in a 
packet serving as <lccoys ftff judging. Assigning polcnaial 1a1·gcts lo 
packets would be easier with some measure of target orthogonality. 

Target definition for the purposes of this mode of analysis is ex
actly the same as the one described (i.e., a given target is defined by 
it-s · f~y subset of the US£,_ which has been .iQded to r_e(l<:t:t the vis
ual ilEJportance of each target element). The average number of ele
men~ of the total of 131, that was assigned a nonzero value for the 
targt@ in our pool of 200 was approximately 37, indicating that the 
fuzz~et representation of the target pool is rich in visual infor
matiCij. We used this information to determine the degree to which 
the telk"get set contains visually similar targets. 

I~s beyond the scope of this paper to describe the extensive 
wori(om the literature seeking to find algorithmic techniques that 
mimm human assessments of visual similarity. One recent article de
scri~ techniques similar Lo the one we used (Zick, Carlslein, & l\u

desdP. 1987). 
~ begin by defining the simlarity between target i and target j 

to b§ normalized fuzzy set intersection between the two target sets: -0 2 

~ (~ W,min{µ,(T;),µ.,(T;)}) 

C) 

)> 
I 

sij = '.2: W,µ.,(T,) '2: w.µ.,(T,) 
A A 

wh~ the index k ranges over the entire USE. We have allowed for 
the :!Pssibility of weighting the membership values with weights W1 

to ~mine various leveVelement contributions to the target similar-
itieic, 

&r N targets, there are N(N- 1)/2 unique values (19,900 for N 
= ~) of Sij. The values i and j that correspond to the largest value 
of ~ represent the two targets that "look" mosl similar. Suppose 
ano~er target m is chosen and s •. ; and s.i are computed. If both of 
thetla> values are larger than s ..... (for all n not equal to i or J), then 
tarEii m is assessed to be most similar to the pair ij. The process of 
grof!ping targets based on these similarities is called cluster analysis. 

lbJng this process, 200 targets were grouped into 19 clusters, 
sudothat the targets are similar within a cluster, and dissimilar be
tw& clusters. Table 2 provides an overview of the 19 clusters 
fou.iKI from the total analysis of the 200 targets. Some of the names 
appear to be quite similar, but, in fact, these sets are visually quite 
distinctive. Figure 4 shows the graphic output of a single cluster in 
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TABLE 2 -< 
NAMES lll' TIii-: HI Ct.LISTERS ::::0 

======================I= G) 
~ "'- Name I No. Name:: 

I Flat towns 
2 Waterfalls 
3 Mountain towns 
4 Cities with prominent structure 
5 Cities on water 
6 Desert/water interfaces 
7 Deserts 
8 Dry ruins 
9 Towns on water 

IO Outposts on water 

nu. 
-------------+-I 
11 

12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

Cities with prominent geometri s 
Snowy mountains 
Valleys with rivers ::g 
Me~ndering rivers 0 Alpme scenes < 
Outposts in snowy mountains CD 
Islands 
Verdant ruins 
Agricultural scenes 

CD 
CD 
D) 

detail. A much more complex-and visually difficult Lo und<ffl· 
stand-graph is generated for the full cluster analysis and is 
included here; this smaller subset, therefore, has been chosen to 
illustrative of the whole analysis. All targets in this particular sam 
cluster are islands; the island in each photograph is visible in its e 
tirety. Except for one outlier (i.e., a hexagonal building covering 
island), the islands fall into two main groups (i.e., with and withou 

Linear Geometries 
(e.g., Runways) 

1)98 
1138 

1186 
1179 Many Structures 

(e.g., Town) 
1177 

Ruins-----------+ J083 

Fl,11 And Vcn.lana 

Sand Oars 

Mountains 
116) 

1049 

1038 

1)85 

IOll8 

Hexagonal Building Covering Island------+ J003 

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 
1 -S;,j 

Figure 4 .. Gfuster analysis of island targets. 

0.8 

Target lxxx 
Number 

., 
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manmade elements). The natural islands include three similar 
mountain islands, two sandbars, and two flat verdant islands. 

Using duster analysis in conjunction with fuzzy set analysis pro
,ideslf'or a quantitative definition of sets of targets that are similar 
Lo e~ other within a cluster, but visually different across clusters. 
Orthgonal clusters can be used to provide visual decoy targets for 
Lradiri,nal rank-order judging. 

a. 

eco~endations and Conclusions ., 
T~apply the analysis in its present form to a long RV series is 

quile<Dabor intensive and, from the results shown in Figure 3, is 
most fflkely not justified since this fuzzy set technique approximates 
humcWi assessment. As we staled in the introduction, however, we 
are ~viding only a progress report of ongoing research. Because, 
of thgdecision concepts described in Dawes { 1988) and the obvious 
bene@ss of an automated evaluation system, the effort to improve 
what!:iras described in this paper is certainly justified. The proce
dureian be used "as is" to improve and quantify target orthogo
nalitr,: 

S9eral future research areas are suggested to improve the tech
niqut!s' described in this paper. The use of both inter- and intra-level 
weig~ing factors needs to be examined systematically. In the analy
sis cfl&cribed above, all levels and elements were accorded equal 
weigl, The ideal goal would be to determine the optimal weighted 
mix ef abstract versus concrete elements, as a means to achieving 
the ~lowing objectives: 

l~Refinement of the cluster analysis for targets, in an effort to 
_ ~imulate~JlS_C_loScl~a.s__possibl~_what is meant_b_)' "visual simi~ 
aarities" between targets. w 

2~Refinement of the analysis of responses, in an effort to 
~achieve even greater correlations between the fuzzy set figure 
~of merit analysis and various forms of ground truth. 
0 

Xitother area that requires examination in some detail is the 
USF.jind the hierarchical namre of its structure. It is probable that 
some elements are more appropriate than others; furthermore, they 
might be more effectively structured in a semantic network as op
posed to a true hierarchy. If a hierarchical structure is 1·etaincd, 
then some attention must be paid to the formulation of logical con
sistency rules that govern element use. This would include numeri-

() 
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cal relationships governing the membership values (µ's) of higher~ ~ 
order elements (e.g., port) vis-a-vis the combined value of their con 
sLiLuent pans (e.g., city, river, boats, jetties, commercial). 

One inadequacy of the system is that it atomizes conceptu 
"units." For example, if the response element is red box, informatio 
is lost in separating red from box. Current research in fuzzy set th 
ory indicates that fuzzy aggregates of fuzzy elements-"fuzzy sets 
fuzzy sets"-are mathematicalJy complex but possible. Some effo 
should be made to determine whether this technology could be im 
plememed as a means to capturing the information content of th 
RV response with greater accuracy. 

For Lhc visual analysis, research into visual similarities betwee 
pictures of natural scenes may serve as a potential refinement tool 
The aim here would be to enhance the visual orthogonality of rank 
order analysis decoy targets as much as possible. Experiments i 
normal perception of similarities would assist in determinin 
whether scenes are perceived as similar because of their low-leve 
geometries, concrete elements, or some combination of factors. Th 
ultimate aim would be to refine the target cluster analysis such tha 
iL closely simulates ground truth representations of orthogonality. · 

APPENDIX A 
CODING FORMS FOR THE UNIVERSAL SET OF ELEMENTS 

The following coding forms illustrate the use of a universal set of element. 
(USE) that matched our particular special targets, viewers, and requirements 
We constructed our USE by including a list of features present in photograph 

. .fram.-the....National---Ce-og,a~-elements··obtained···fronr··th·e-renfote 
viewing responses in earlier experiments. 

., 
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APPENDIX B 
Fuzzy SET ANALYSIS TESTBED 

T!J, following pages show the targets, responses, and analysis for two 
rcmcita-vicwing trials. 
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ARl.t: BI .•. ·- .. I () 
TARGl::T-Rt:Sl'ONSI:'. 9004 ! "U 

-< 
Eleme111 Name Target Response ::::0 

G) 
20 Roads 0.30 0 00 I 
23 Agricultural fields 0.05 ll.00 -I 
32 · Ur-ban OJlO 0-.50 
33 ~ Rural, pastoral 11.liO 11.50 ~ 
44 "'C lawn, village 0.011 0.50 "'C 
-15 -, City 0.00 0.40 -, 
46 ~ Single peak 0.70 0.00 ~ 
47 CD Hills, slopes, bumps. mounds II.IO 0.40 CD 
48 a. Mountains 0.00 0.60 a. 
-19 "Tl Cliffs 0.00 0.10 "Tl 
fill O Vegetation, trees 0.30 0.00 0 
64 i, Blue 0.50 o.oo Figure B5. Target for Session 9005. i, 
65 CD Green 0.30 0.00 CD 
69 CD White 0.10 0.00 ,.-:-~ i CD 
70 o, Grey 0.20 0.00 • ' o, 
76 en Obscured, fuzzy, dim, smoky 0.20 0.00 f M Jn ~ ~ en 
77 CD Cloudy, foggy. misty O.W 0.00 ~ CD 
79 ~ Weathe1·ed, erodetl, im:umplete 0.011 0.111 ~ """-- J:> .S 3 4 5'" ~ 
80 O S111001h II.OU I .OU O 
81 O Fuzzy 0.20 0.00 O 
82 o Grainy, sandy, crumbly 0.20 1.00 ~ o 
90 ~ Other implied mo\'ement 0.20 0.00 ~C:U ~ 
91 0 Congested, clunered, busy 0.10 0.30 0 
!12 00 Serene, pe;1ceful, unhurried (J..10 II.DO 00 
93 Closed in, claustrophobic 0.011 0.10 
94 0 Open, spacious, vast 0.60 0.00 4 0 
95 )> Ordered, aligned 0.00 0.40 ct,c.,.-( )> 
97 ;;tJ Buildings, structures 0.00 1.00 N1.A , ;;tJ 
98 0 Rise, vertical rise, slope 0.60 1.00 C- ~,..., 0 
99 "lJ Flat 0.30 1.00 ... - • 7 "lJ 

100 CD Light/dark areas 0.10 0.00 CD 
IO I Cf> Boundaries 0.30 1.00 Cf> 
103 0 Land/sky interface 0.50 0.00 0 
I 04 ~ Single predominant re.11urc (UiO 0.00 c/ ~ 
105 00 Odd jux1aposi1ion, surprising 0.30 0.00 J L~ 00 
106 CD l\lanmade, ahered 0.20 0.80 I{) a.)\-<-1. CD 

:~~ g ~=;~::!le, square, box g:~g ~:~g / g 
I09 W Triangle, pyramid, 1rapezoid O.liO 0.00 W 
115 ~ Cone 11.lill ll.llll ~ 
117 o Irregular forms 0.00 0.20 o 
118 ~ Repeat motif 0.10 0.60 ~ 

119 ~ Stepped (l.111 11.70 ~ 
120 o Parallel lines 0.10 0.00 / A O 
121 0 Vertical lines 0.10 1.00 ~~ 0 
122 -;" llori111nt;1I lines 0.111 0.00 -;" 
123 .i::i,. Uiagunal liucs IJ..10 II.OU .i::i,. 
125 Inverted V-shape 0.711 0.00 

126 Other angles 0.00 U.10 Figure B6. Page one of response (Session 9005, Target 1005). 
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TA111.t: 82 
TARGt:T-RlSPONSE 9005 

============-cc--=---- ---- . - ·-----
Element Name Target Response T •• •• TUR 

14 Spire, minaret, tower 0.00 0.20 
20 Roads 0.10 O. IO 

0 0.00 
0 0.00 

)> 32 Urban 0.80 0.70 
"'C 38 Canal, nmnmade waterway 0.00 0.111 

I 0.70 
II 0.00 

~ 1•1 ·fowu, village II.IICI 11.:111 
O 45 City 0.90 11.70 
~ 46 Single peak 0.00 0.20 
a, ·17 I till~. slop,·•, hump•. 111111111th ll.llll 11. I IJ 

"Tl 54 Unbounded large expanse water 0.00 0.40 
0 56 Partially hounrll."rl Willl"r 0.30 0.30 
-, !ill 1<ivc1, sll c;1111, neck 11.1111 11.·III 

II 11.1111 
I 0.70 
0 0.00 
II 11.1111 

0 U.00 
I 0.30 
II 11.1111 

;;tJ 59 Coastline 0.00 0.20 
~ 60 Vegetation, trees 0.20 0.20 
CD 64 Blue 0.25 0.00 

0 0.00 
I 0.20 
I 0.00 

~ 65 Green 0.20 0.00 
CD 67 Brown, beige 0.50 0.00 
I\) 6!1 While II. Ill ll.llll 
0 70 Grey O. IO 0.00 g 80 Smooth 0.10 0.00 

0 81 Fuzzy 0.00 1.00 

00 82 Grainy, sandy, crumbly 0.00 1.00 

0 83 Rocky, ragged, rubbled, rough 0.00 1.00 
oo 91 Congested, cluttered, busy 0.70 0.70 

91 Open, spacious, v-Jst 11. IO 1.00 
C) 95 Ordered, aligned 0.00 0.30 
)> 96 Disordered, jumbled, unaligned 0.30 0.00 
, 97 Buildings, structures 0.80 O.!IU 
:::0 98 Rise, vertical rise, slope 0.00 1.00 
CJ 99 Flat 0.50 1.00 

I 0.00 
I 0.00 
0 II.Oil 
0 U.UU 
0 0.00 
0 0.00 
0 0.00 
0 0.00 
I 0.70 
0 0.110 
0 0.00 
I 0.00 
I 0.!111 
0 0.00 
I 1.00 ;g 100 Light/dark areas 0.10 0.00 

en 101 Boundaries 0.20 1.00 

0 102 l..and/w:ner interface 0.30 1.00 
O 103 Land/sky interface O. IO 0.10 

0 0.00 
I 1.00 
I 1.00 
0 0.00 

~ 104 Single predominant feature O. IO 11.10 
CD 106 Manmade, altered 0.80 0.80 
;;o 107 Natural 0.20 0.20 

- · ··o 168 --------R-cuangle, sqnaa e, --box · ------ ----· -&.-1-0--------+.-00--
8 111 Cross-hatch, grid 0.30 0.00 
~ 112 Circle, oval, sphere 0.111 11.00 
0 116 Semicir-dc, dome, hemisphere 0.10 0.311 
~ 118 Repeal motif 0.10 0.80 
I\) 119 Stepped 0.20 1.00 
0 120 P-.irallcl lines 0.30 0.30 

0 (1.1111 
I 0.80 
I 0.20 

·-·+····---+.00-- -· - - -- . 
I 0.00 
0 II.Oil 
II II.Oil 
I O.KII 
I I.OU 
1 o.:m 

g 121 Vertical lines 0.50 1.00 
~ 122 Horizontal lines 0.10 0.00 

I 1.00 
0 0.00 

J:.. 123 Diagonal lines 0.10 0.20 
125 Inverted V-shape 0.00 0.20 
127 Arc, curve 0.30 1.00 

0 0.00 
0 0.00 
I 1.00 

128 Wave form 0.00 0.10 0 0.00 

Totals 21.211 22.1111 12.(ill 

Accuracy = 0.573 
Reliability = 0.594 
Figure of merit = 0.340 

() 
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"GROUND TRUTH" INSTRUCTION AND CODING FORM 

Analysts' lnstmctions for Remote-Viewing Series 900X 

)> 
"'C 
"'C a 
< 
CD a. 

Thank you for helping us perform a po.st hoc assessment of a serie~f 
remote viewings. The targets were actually 35-mm slides that were attadic!d 
to a photomultiplier, a device to measure small amounts of light. We wfe 
searching for possible physical correlates to remote viewing. CD 

You will find in your packet 6 remote viewing responses labeled 900P-
9006 respectively. Also shown is the target number of the intended ph~ 
graph. We have supplied the original, rather than the 35-mm slide. I\> 

We would like you to make a subjective judgment as to the degreegr 
correspondence between the remote viewing response and its associated tcD
get. Familiarize yourself with the task by first looking at all the responcis 
and their intended targets. Then, on a session-by-session basis, rate y* 
assessments. You are completely free to define what is meant by "Degreecof 
Correspondence." Indicate your judgment by marking one line. across the 
appropriate continuous scale shown below. A vertical line near the "Nog" 
end of the scale will indicate that you feel there is very little corresponde~ 
between that response-target pair. Likewise a vertical line near the "Cqju
plete" end of the scale will indicate that you feel that there is a signifiailt 
degree of correspondence. ;g 

Many of the responses begin with a little information and build tow.ad 
I 

a composite drawing at the end. Please assess the response in its entiret)9s 
best you can. Thank you again. . ~ 

00 
<D 

SESSION _________ . DEGREE OF CORRESPONDENCE -......'.fARGET-t-. g ··· 
9001 

9002 

9003 

9004 

9005 

9006 

None 

I 
r 
I 
r 
I 
r 
I 
r 
I 
I 
I 
r 

Complclc 

I 1034' l 
I 

l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 

l 

1042 

1065 

1094 

1005 

1024 

w 
~ 

0 
0 
~ 

I\) 
0 
0 
0 
~ 
I 
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